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Airfcraft loading spectra --- emphasizing maneuvering and gust loads
The role of the NAE 555 foot wind tunnel in the development of modern airfoil sections
Determination of the three-dimensional transonic potential flow around wings and wing-body combinations by means of a relaxation technique
A method for determining the force characteristics of an airfoil of finite span
Lifting-line theory for an unsteady wing as a singular perturbation problem
The aerodynamics of large rigid airships
Wind tunnel tests of modified cross, hemispherical, and disk-gap-band parachutes with emphasis in the transonic regime
[AIAA-TP-7-775]
Aerodynamic synthesis of aircraft and guided missiles --- development of configurations to eliminate certain forces and moment derivatives
[AD-784254]
For STOL capability

The vortex lattice method for the rotor-vortex interaction problem
Ground effect on airfoils with flaps or jet flaps
Power requirement of rotating rods in an airflow
[NASA-CS-132556]
Effect of various external stores on the aerodynamic characteristics of the F-4C aircraft
[AD-787657]
Improvements to the SIMSAM computer program for aerelasticity analysis
[NASA-CR-132617]
[HAL-TR-3607-PT-1]
Integration of aft-fuselage-mounted flow through engine nacelles on an advanced transport configuration at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.0
[NASA-TP-1-3178]
Some remarks on the induced velocity field of a lifting rotor and on Glauert's formula
[ARC-CF-1301]
Accounting of aerodynamic forces on an airplane/propulsion systems --- for designing military aircraft
An estimate of the effect of multiple ejection rack flexibility on six degree of freedom store ejection conditions
[AD-A008379]
Aerodynamic effects of vortex suppressors
[AD-A003750]
Evaluation of a wedge on a force balance as a flow angle probe
[AD-A004765]
Force measurements on parts of wind tunnel models --- noting application of strain gage balances
[DLR-BITT-75-02]
Experimental determination of interference effects of a slender wing-body configuration --- using strain gage balances
[AD-A001135]
Determination of aerodynamic interference forces using the VFW-Pokker partial load method
[AD-A005113]
Fluid dynamic lift, content summary
[AD-A005113]
AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER
HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
AERODYNAMIC HEATING
Aerodynamic heating to corrugation stiffened structures in thick turbulent boundary layers
[AIAP PAPER 75-190]
Influence of velocity, impingement angle, heating, and aerodynamic shock layers on erosion of materials at velocities of 5500 ft per s /1700 m per /?
[AD-A005113]
Effect of heating on leading edge vortices in a subsonic flow
Aerodynamic heating in gaps in the presence of protuberances and shock wave impingement
[AIAP PAPER 75-670]
Heat exchange in the hypersonic flow of a rarefied gas past a blunt wedge
[AIAP PAPER 75-3594]
Aerodynamic heating of supersonic blunt bodies
[AD-A001135]
AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE
Statistical averages of subsonic inle distortion
[AIAP PAPER 76-1197]
Researches on the two-dimensional cascade. V - On the performance of flat-plate cascade
[AD-787657]
Transonic flow field past 2-D airfoils between high lift devices
[AD-792657]
Further developments in the prediction of oscillatory aerodynamic forces in mixed transonic flow
[AIAP PAPER 75-99]
Development of minimum correction wind tunnels
[AIAP PAPER 75-144]
Effect of aerodynamic perturbations on the processes of aircraft dusting and spraying -- Russian book

The problem of supersonic flow past a slender pointed body with a tail unit

Reduction of interaction tones from axial flow fans by non-uniform distribution of the stator vanes

Effect of interference between moving blade rows on cascade flutter. I - Experiment on compressor cascade in flexure mode

Theoretical and experimental studies of discrete-tone rotor-stator interaction noise [AIAA PAPER 75-443]

Analysis of interaction between the turbine engine and the rotor of a helicopter

Aerodynamic heating in gaps in the presence of protuberances and shock wave impingement [AIAA PAPER 75-676]

Free-molecular interference of cylinders with oblique ray reflection -- supersonic flow over parallel cylinders

Image system solution for store aerodynamics with interference. I

Image system solution for store aerodynamics with interference. II

Vortex development and breakdown [AIAA PAPER 75-881]

Problem of supersonic flow past a slender pointed body with tail

Performance of a sliding window detector in a high-interference air traffic environment

Effects of parasite drag on rotor performance and dynamic response

A large-scale low-speed tunnel test of a canard configuration with spanwise blowing [AIAA PAPER 75-949]

Determination of aerodynamic coupling derivatives through flight test [AIAA PAPER 75-1119]

Effect of enemage interference on single-engine afterbody/nozzle drag [AIAA PAPER 75-1296]

Aerodynamics of jet flap and rotating cylinder flap STL concepts

Measurement of tilt rotor VTOL rotor wake-airframe interference for application to real-time flight simulation

Experimental and theoretical investigations on the problem of propeller/wing interference up to high angles of attack

Wind tunnel investigation of helicopter rotor wake effects on three helicopter fuselage models [NASA-TM-X-7185-SUPPL]

Airframe/propulsion system flow field interference and the effect on air intake and exhaust nozzle performance

Detailed experimental and theoretical analysis of the aerodynamic interference between lifting jets and the fuselage and wing

Airframe: Engine interaction for engine configurations mounted above the wing. Part I: Interference between wing and intake jet

Measurement and analysis of unstable aerodynamic force for the vertical gust on an airplane model in the NAL gust wind tunnel -- swept wing interference tests [NAL-TR-399]

Experimental and theoretical investigations on the problem of propeller/wing interference up to high angles of attack [NASA-TP-14890]

The effect of a pylon-mounted nacelle on the flutter behaviour of a wing-pylon-nacelle configuration [NLR-TR-74-125-U]

AERODYNAMIC LOADS

U-LIFT

B-LIFT

AERODYNAMIC LOADS

MT BLAST LOADS

MT GUST LOADS

Loadings and flight limitations of the sailplane having the speed flap. I

B-52 control configured vehicles maneuver load control system analysis and flight test results [AIAA PAPER 75-72]

Effect of compressibility on the nonlinear prediction of the aerodynamic loads on lifting surfaces [AIAA PAPER 75-121]

A simplified numerical lifting surface theory applied to rotary wings in steady, incompressible flow [AIAA PAPER 75-216]

The use of local basis functions in unsteady aerodynamics [AIAA PAPER 75-100]

Contribution to the study of supercritical profile flow [DGLE PAPER 74-99]

An aerodynamic load criterion for airships [NASA PAPER 75-2508]

The computation of aerodynamic loads on helicopter blades in forward flight, using the method of the acceleration potential -- Book

Aeroelastic panel optimization with aerodynamic damping

Flutter of a panel supported on an elastic foundation

Introduction of unsteady separation into acceleration potential theory Application to the helicopter

Simultaneous calculation of aircraft design loads and structural member sizes [AIAA PAPER 75-965]

The Skiplader advanced transport concept [SAS PAPER 750616]

The load of carrying structure of an aircraft by a finite-element force method with division into substructures

A new method of calculating the aerodynamic loading distribution on the blades of a translating helicopter rotor

A passive wingtip load alleviation system [NASA-CP-140758]

Helicopter rotor rotational noise predictions based on measured high-frequency blade loads [NASA-TP-D-7629]

Ground simulation of maneuver forces on turbine engines
WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF AERODYNAMIC LOADS ON A LARGE-SCALE EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP AND COMPARISON WITH THEORY [NASA-TN-D-7661] p0221 W75-17294


CALCULATIONS OF GENERALIZED AIRFORCES ON TWO PARALLEL LIFTING SURFACES OSCILLATING HARMONICALLY IN SUBSONIC FLOW [ARC-R-3749] p0266 W75-19107

A STRUCTURAL WEIGHT ESTIMATION PROGRAM (SHEEP) FOR AIRCRAFT. VOLUME 1: LOADS ESTIMATION MODULE [AD-A002884] p0267 W75-20305


A STRUCTURAL WEIGHT ESTIMATION PROGRAM (SHEEP) FOR AIRCRAFT. VOLUME 1: LOADS ESTIMATION MODULE [AD-A002873] p0285 W75-20320

LOW-SPEED STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF HELICOPTER AIRCRAFT WITH PARTIAL REFERENCE TO TAILPLANE DESIGN p0306 W75-21220

CRITICAL REVIEW OF METHODS TO PREDICT THE BUFFET Penetration Capability of Aircraft p0315 W75-22287

REPRODUCTION OF THE INTERACTION OF AERODYNAMIC LOADS AND STRUCTURAL DISTORTIONS DURING STALL TESTS [AD-A007661] p0359 W75-23520

METHOD OF THE OPTIMIZATION OF THE LOAD-CARRYING STRUCTURE OF A WING ON ROGATY DURING VARIATION BY THE DISTRIBUTION OF THICKNESS RATIO [AD-A007317] p0359 W75-23521

CALCULATIONS OF LOADS AND DEFORMATIONS OF WING WITH THE AID OF MECHANICAL ANALOG INSTRUMENTS [AD-A007308] p0359 W75-23525

PREDICTION OF UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC LOADS CAUSED BY LEADING EDGE AND TRAILING EDGE CONTROL SURFACE MOTIONS IN SUBSONIC COMPRESSIBLE FLOW: COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION [NASA-CR-132636] p0369 W75-24677

STEADY AND OSCILLATORY, SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC, AERODYNAMIC PRESSURE AND GENERALIZED FORCES FOR COMPLEX AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS AND APPLICATIONS TO FLIGHTER [NASA-CR-142989] p0403 W75-25871

THEORETICAL PREDICTION OF LOADS ON A WING IN INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW [AD-A004262] p0405 W75-25891

PREDICTION OF THE STEADY AERODYNAMIC LOADS OF LIFTING SURFACES HAVING SHARP-EDGE SEPARATION [AD-A004177] p0405 W75-25897

CALCULATIONS OF AERODYNAMIC LOADS ON OSCILLATING WINGSTORE COMBINATION IN SUBSONIC FLOW p0417 W75-28015

ANALYSIS OF MEASURED AERODYNAMIC LOADS ON AN OSCILLATING WINGSTORE COMBINATION IN SUBSONIC FLOW p0442 W75-28016

THE COMPUTATION OF AERODYNAMIC LOADS ON HELICOPTER BLADES IN FORWARD FLIGHT, USING THE METHOD OF THE ACCELERATION POTENTIAL [VTN-189] p0454 W75-29055

PREDICTION OF UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC LOADS CAUSED BY LEADING EDGE AND TRAILING EDGE CONTROL SURFACE MOTIONS IN SUBSONIC COMPRESSIBLE FLOW: ANALYSIS AND RESULTS [NASA-CR-2563] p0468 W75-30104

MEASUREMENT OF HURGE MOMENTS, ROLLER AND SLIP LOADS OF A HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACE, WITH ONE- AND SIX-COMPONENT STRAIN GAUGE BALANCES --- WIND TUNNEL SEISMIC MODEL p0487 W75-30115

DETERMINATION OF AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE FORCES USING THE VFW-FOKKER PARTIAL LOAD METHOD [AD-A006722] p0488 W75-30117


DYNAMIC LOADS AND STRUCTURAL CRITERIA --- FOR MILITARY HELICOPTERS IN COMBAT [AD-A009759] p0549 W75-31062

FLUTTER SUPPRESSION AND STRUCTURAL LOAD ALLEVIATION [NASA-CR-175] p0525 W75-31206

HYDRAULIC CONTROLS FOR ACTIVE FLUTTER SUPPRESSION AND LOAD ALLEVIATION p0526 W75-32204

DETECTION OF ROTOR HARMONIC BLADE LOADS FROM ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS [NASA-CR-2589] p0530 W75-32271
**AERODYNAMIC STALLING**

- Techniques for improving the stability of soft implant kneeless rotors [NASA-TR-6-62390]
- The CCV concept and specifications [NASA-RT-P-15997]
- Development of a superconductor magnetic suspension and balance prototype facility for studying the feasibility of applying this technique to large scale aeroelastic testing [NASA-TR-941284]
- Numerical simulation of transonic flow about airplanes and helicopter rotors [AD-785605]
- A proposal for a self-contained instrumentation system for flight research on stability and control [AEETWILDS-AERO-21]
- A comparison and evaluation of two methods of extracting stability derivatives from flight test data [AD-707645]
- Effects of several factors on theoretical predictions of airplane span characteristics --- dynamical models [NASA-CR-132521]
- Comparison between dynamic stability boundaries for MPL 9615 and HACA 0012 aerofoils pitching about the quarter-chord [ARC-CP-1279]
- Mechanical instability ground dynamic program [AD-A051101]
- Input design for identification of aircraft stability and control derivatives [NASA-CR-2493]
- Methods for predicting the aerodynamic and stability and control characteristics of STOL aircraft. Volume 1: Basic theoretical methods [AD-A0051580]
- Methods for predicting the aerodynamic and stability and control characteristics of STOL aircraft. Volume 2: STOL aerodynamic methods computer program [AD-A0051581]
- Methods for predicting the aerodynamic and stability and control characteristics of STOL aircraft. Volume 3: Engineering methods [AD-A0051582]
- Stabilization of externally slung helicopter loads [AD-A0000983]
- Effects of time-shifted data on flight determined stability and control derivatives [NASA-TR-D-7012]
- Notation in vibration, optimization, and aerelastic stability problems [NASA-CR-39329]
- Low-speed wind-tunnel tests of a 1/10-scale model of a blended arrow advanced supersonic transport --- aerodynamic control and stability [NASA-TR-X-72671]
- Determination of aircraft characteristics from flight tests [ESMD-TR-104]
- Comparison of evaluation procedures for the determination of flight-mechanical coefficients and derivatives from flight tests --- F106 T3 aircraft [NASA-CP-104]
- Determination of aerodynamic derivatives of the F106 T3 aircraft from flight tests by means of manual analog model matching [NASA-TR-91726]
- Evaluation of flight test of the F106 T3 by means of the method of forced oscillations [NASA-TR-91732]
- Evaluation of flight tests of the F106 T3 by means of regression analysis [NASA-TR-91733]
- A SIAB-SCANIA developed method for obtaining stability derivatives from flight tests [NASA-TR-P-15997]
- Characteristics of the AJ 73 aircraft: A comparison of the results of wind tunnel and flight tests --- noting elasticity correction for wind tunnel model [NASA-TR-92536]
- Determination of derivatives by a model with automatic parameter --- analog circuit [NASA-CP-1279]
- Extraction of flight mechanic derivatives from flight data by a manual analog matching technique [NASA-SR-1035]
- Stability and control harmony in approach and landing --- analysis of factors affecting flight characteristics at low airspeeds [NASA-TR-1118]
- Effect of wake on the performance and stability characteristics of advanced rotor systems [NASA-TR-202571]
- Dynamic-stability tests on an aircraft escape module at Mach numbers from 0.4 to 0.45 [NASA-TR-X-72680]
- A separate surface stability augmentation system for a general aviation airplane [NASA-TR-12323]
- Effects of asymmetry on the dynamic stability of aircraft [NASA-CR-124257]
- High lift aircraft --- with improved stability, control, performance, and noise characteristics [NASA-CAR-112522-1]
- Analytical determination of aircraft spin modes [NASA-TR-D-79521]
- Identification of nonlinear aerodynamic stability and control parameters at high angle of attack [NASA-TR-D-79529]
- Summary of information on low-speed lateral-directional derivatives due to rate of change of sideslip beta prime [NASA-TR-D-79527]
- A-14
AEREOLASTICITY

AEREOLASTICITY

Automated structural design with aerelastic constraints - A review and assessment of the state of the art

Investigations involving a 'dynamically similar' component model of the VFW 614 - Experimental determination of the fundamental oscillation parameters

Calculation of helicopter main rotor blade deformation with account for control flexibility

Influence of airplane structural elasticity on flight safety and comfort in turbulent atmosphere

Static aeroelasticity and the flying wing, revisited

Automatic control of the longitudinal motion of an elastic aircraft -- Russian book

Method for determining the effect of added stores on aeroelastic systems -- structural stability analysis

Calculation of flutter boundary of dynamically nonuniform profile cascades

A finite element approach to the aeroelastic analysis of lifting surface type structures

Aeroelasticity of plates and shells -- Book

Allowance for the elastic deformation of the wing in its own plane in the calculation of the skewsymmetric vibrations of an aircraft with a small-aspect-ratio wing

The influence of the spacing of dynamically non-identical axial compressor blades on the magnitude of the stresses

Investigation into behavior of plates and shells on the basis of the integrodifferential equations of nonstationary aeroelasticity

Nonsteady aeroelastic lattice characteristics of thin, curvilinear profiles

Problems of structural identification - Partial survey of ground and flight vibration test methods

Influence of structural damping, preconing offsets and large deflection on the flap-lag-torsional stability of a cantilevered rotor blade

Aeroelastic panel optimization with aerodynamic damping

Flutter of a wing with nonlinear elastic characteristic

Measurements on an isolated wing, using an aeroelastic model

Trimming dual control rotors for optimum performance

Effects of parasite drag on rotor performance and dynamic response

Design of longitudinal elements made of composite materials with prescribed deflections of fuselage structures

Wing aerelastic structural analysis applied to the study of fuel-conserving CTOL transports

Lifting surface theory applied to fixed wings and propellers

Study of dynamic characteristics of aeroelastic systems utilizing RandomSpec signatures

Research on aeroelastic phenomena in airfoil cascades: Supersonic inlet torsional flutter

An aeroelastic model helicopter rotor...
AIR CONDITIONING

Method for transporting impellent gases

AIR HOSES
p0215 A75-26001

The application of the airship to regions lacking in transport infrastructure
p0216 A75-26012

Airships for transporting highly volatile commodities -- compared with ocean tankers and gas pipelines
p0216 A75-26017

AIRCRAFT - A hybrid LTA aircraft for aerial crane applications
p0217 A75-26019

Important aspects of international air cargo -- rate structure, container handling and fuel costs effects
p0249 A75-26948

Airbus Industrie studying 300 possibilities for further developments
p073 A75-44565

Interactive computer graphics applied to the theoretical aircraft/store separation problem
p0512 A75-46713

An exploratory flight investigation of helicopter sling-load placements using a closed-circuit television as a pilot aid
p0013 N75-10009

AIRSHIPS
[DIA-MITT-74-12] p0119 N75-13826

High-capacity transport planes as modern air freight systems
[NASA-TT-F-16396] p0360 N75-23533

Inventory of freight transportation in the SouthWest. Part 1: Air freight service in the Dallas-Fort Worth area
[PP-239820/4] p0413 N75-26987

AIR CONDITIONING

Exploitation of air conditioning systems for passenger aircraft -- Russian book
p0183 A75-23375

Optimization of air-conditioning systems for aircraft gas-turbine blades
p0051 A75-15628

Optimization of aircraft gas turbine blade air cooling systems. I
p0151 A75-22078

Determination of cooling energy and air flow rate to cool turbine case
p0152 A75-22085

Analysis of cooled turbine blades
p0152 A75-22089

Thermodynamics of multistage air-cooled gas turbine
p0187 A75-23817

Optimization of the air-cooling systems of aircraft gas-turbine blades. II Thermodynamic analysis
p0291 A75-23904

Some results of research on transpiration cooling of gas turbine blades
p0293 A75-30118

Experimental results of full scale air-cooled turbine tests
[ASHE PAPER 75-116] p0294 A75-34653

Optimizing aircraft gas turbine air cooling systems. II Thermodynamic analysis
p0297 A75-38067

Aerodynamic performance of a ceramic-coated core turbine vane tested with cold air in a two-dimensional cascade
[NASA-TH-X-3191] p0113 N75-14724

AIR CURRENTS

MT SEQUENTIAL FLOW
MT VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS

AIR CUSHION VEHICLES
GOUND EFFECT MACHINES

AIR DEFENSE
LISTE: Air defense surface protection capability in Swedish terrain
[POK-P-C-867-B1] p0068 N75-12890

AIR FLOW

MT SEQUENTIAL FLOW
MT VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS

Hypersonic ionizing air viscous shock-layer flows over sphere cones
p0140 A75-19911

Determination of cooling energy and air flow rate to cool turbine case
p0152 A75-22085

Characteristics of air bearings with small inlet holes for a precision coordinate measuring device
p0202 A75-25715

Effect of geometry on open cavity flow-induced pressure oscillations
[IAAA PAPER 75-492] p0207 A75-25761

Aerodynamic damping of turbine blade oscillations in an flow
p0289 A75-29394

A second approximation to the induced drag of a rotor in forward flight
p0398 A75-38342

The effect of air flow, panel curvature, and internal precompression on transmission losses -- acoustic propagation through aircraft fuselage
p0468 A75-42703

Investigation into the formation of wing-tip vortices
[FAA-P-78-71] p0009 N75-12909

Distortion induced engine instability
[AGARD-LS-72] p073 A75-12954

Introduction to distortion induced engine instability
p073 A75-12955

Methods to increase engine stability and tolerance to distortion
p074 A75-12961

The flow around a wing with an external flow jet flap
p0116 A75-13801

A method for prediction of lift for multi-element airfoil systems with separation
p0177 A75-13807

A review of the lifting characteristics of some jet lift V/STOL configurations
p0119 A75-13819

Power requirement of rotating rods in airflow
[NASA-CR-125562] p0129 A75-14716

Cold-air annular-cascade investigation of aerodynamic performance of cooled turbine vane - 2: Trailing-edge suction, film cooling, and transpiration cooling
[NASA-TH-X-3180] p0129 A75-14718

Aerodynamic performance of a fully film cooled core turbine vane tested with cold air in a two-dimensional cascade
[NASA-TH-X-3177] p0129 A75-14719

Two-stage fan. 4: Performance data for stator setting angle optimization
[NASA-CH-134717] p0166 A75-15652

The vibrations of a cylinder in the wake of another. Analysis of the phenomena with an analytical model
[BLK-CR-TRANS-6185-190209] p0169 A75-16506

Multi-slot film cooling of supersonic aircraft using air as a coolant
[AD-A002673] p0271 A75-19232

Wind tunnel studies of the turbulent wake behind self propelled slender bodies
[AD-A002996] p0280 A75-20272

Aircraft dynamic response associated with fluctuating flow fields
p0315 A75-22285

Analysis of the velocity distribution at the blade tips of axial-flow compressors
[NASA-TT-F-16366] p0317 A75-22319

AIR FRESHTEST
U AIR CARGO
AIR INLETS
U AIR INTAKES
AIR INTAKES
U ENGINE INLETS
U SUPERSONIC INLETS

A critique of the P-144 air inlet control system - From development to production status
[IAAA PAPER 74-1060] p0011 A75-11278

Problems of interaction between the air intake and the airframe
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1400] 0091 A75-17829

Calculation of the flow field at an air intake, operating in place, by the source-sink method /two-dimensional case/
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1975-35] p0304 A75-32334

Calculation of flow field around an air intake operating at zero forward speed by the distributed source-sink method /2-D case/
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic management system. Volume 4: Operational description and qualitative assessment [PB-236816/1] p0121 N75-13557
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic management system. Volume 5: System performance [PB-236817/1] p0121 N75-13556
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic management system. Volume 6: Development and transition plans [PB-236819/1] p0121 N75-13547
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic management system. Volume 7: System and subsystem performance models [PB-236821/2] p0122 N75-13541
Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic management system. Volume 10: Subsystem performance requirements [PB-236824/1] p0122 N75-13540
Development of microwave landing system implementation criteria [PB-236827/1] p0126 N75-13538
Application of modem control technology to scheduling and path-stretching maneuvers of aircraft in the near terminal area [NASA-Cr-142058] p0164 N75-15626
A general algorithm for relating ground trajectory distance, elapsed flight time, and aircraft speed and its application to 4-D guidance [NASA-TD-0-7876] p0164 N75-15627
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume 1: Summary --- routes [PB-236819/1] p0164 N75-13532
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume 2B: Technical report (concluded) [PB-236821/1] p0164 N75-13534
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume 3: Strategic algorithm report [PB-236822/1] p0165 N75-13535
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume 4A: Computer program report [PB-236823/1] p0165 N75-13536
Strategic control algorithm development. Volume 4B: Computer program report (concluded) [PB-236824/1] p0165 N75-13537
Automation applications in an advanced air traffic management system. Volume 1A: Summary [PB-236802/1] p0165 N75-16298
Analysis of the 1972 performance of the dynamic preferential runway system at John F. Kennedy International Airport [ID-787557] p0165 N75-16298
The maestro data processing and display system: A step in automation of air traffic control (the software structure of the system) [PB-236810/1] p0165 N75-16298
Automation applications in an advanced air traffic management system. Volume 2B: Functional analysis of air traffic management (continued) [PB-236803/1] p0172 N75-16534
Automation applications in an advanced air traffic management system. Volume 2C: Functional analysis of air traffic management (continued) [PB-236804/1] p0172 N75-16535
Automation applications in an advanced air traffic management system. Volume 2D: Functional analysis of air traffic management (concluded) [PB-236805/1] p0173 N75-16536
Automation applications in an advanced air traffic management system. Volume 3: Methodology for man-machine task allocation [PB-236806/1] p0173 N75-16537
Automation applications in an advanced air traffic management system. Volume 4A: Automation requirements [PB-236807/1] p0173 N75-16538
Automation applications in an advanced air traffic management system. Volume 4B: Automation requirements (concluded) [PB-236808/1] p0173 N75-16539
Automation applications in an advanced air traffic management system. Volume 5A: DELTA simulation model user's guide [PB-236809/1] p0173 N75-16540
Automation applications in an advanced air traffic management system. Volume 5B: DELTA simulation model programmer's guide [PB-236810/1] p0173 N75-16541
A light aircraft secondary radar transponder [CRC-1227] p0176 N75-16741
Study of alternative beacon-based surveillance and data link systems, volume 2 [AD-772136] p0233 N75-17125
ATC surveillance/communication analysis and planning --- including AAB, radars, beacon interference locator, and transponder analyser [AD-783189] p0224 N75-17126
Evaluation of routing and scheduling considerations for possible future commercial hypersonic transport aircraft [NASA-CH-132632] p0236 N75-18193
TACAN/DME digital data broadcast design plan. Volume 1: Operational analysis [AD-A004700] p0269 N75-19213
Multi-site intermittent positive control algorithms for the discrete address beacon system (DABS/MAS) [AD-A000112/2] p0269 N75-19214
Provisional message formats for the DABS/MAS interface (revision 1) [FAA-AD-78-6-0-4] p0269 N75-19216
Flight test evaluation of SECANT VESAS collision avoidance system [AD-A000260] p0269 N75-19220
Multiplan in an aeronautical satellite system [PB-236805/2] p0313 N75-22082
An investigation of air traffic control procedures and pilot techniques in a high density terminal area [PB-236806/1] p0316 N75-22307
An overview and assessment of plans and programs for the development of the upgraded third generation air traffic control system [AD-A000894] p0360 N75-23531
Four-dimensional guidance algorithms for aircraft in an air traffic control environment [NASA-TH-0-7829] p0361 N75-23549
Engineering and development program plan; en route control --- automatic flight data processing and air traffic control [AD-A007623] p0361 N75-23550
Feasibility of real-time simulation of airport/airspace operations [AD-A000696] p0364 N75-26991
Simulation of large-scale dynamic systems [AD-A000113] p0365 N75-29906
The 4D area navigation system description and flight test results [NASA-TN-D-7981] p0389 N75-30137
The lognormal frequency distribution of a random data flow [NASA-TD-P-16515] p0389 N75-30138
An approach for the design of an air traffic control system [AD-A000795] p0389 N75-30142
Automatic guidance and control of a transport aircraft during a helical landing approach [NASA-TH-0-7980] p0500 N75-31116
AIR TRANSPORTATION
Helicopter - People and places /14th Cierva Memorial Lecture/ --- emphasizing safety factors and passenger travel [AIAA PAPER 74-1294] p0001 A75-10187
A policy study of subsidized air service [AIAA PAPER 74-1274] p0006 A75-11111
Optimal competition in high density markets [AIAA PAPER 74-1275] p0006 A75-11112
Certain problems of fuel consumption in air transport [AIAA PAPER 74-1224] p0006 A75-13372
Avionics systems in the management of air transportation [AIAA PAPER 74-1294] p0016 A75-12246
Design objectives - Air transportation [AD-A001103/5] p0100 A75-13029
Cargo shipments by the air transport system of the USSR: Organization, technology, and economics --- Russian book [PB-236810/1] p0043 A75-13222

A-22
Analysis of operational requirements for medium density air transportation, volume 2
[AIAA-CR-13760a] p0316 A75-22301
Analysis of operational requirements for medium density air transportation. Volume 3: Appendix
[NASA-CR-13760b] p0316 A75-22302
The potential of an 8 x 8 x 5 feet intermodal container as a unitization medium for routine military air cargo
[AD-A0356785] p0316 A75-22306
Analysis of operational requirements for medium density air transportation. Volume 1: Summary
[NASA-CR-13760c] p0316 A75-22303
Inventory of freight transportation in the Southwest. Part 3: Air freight service in the Dallas-Fort Worth area
[F-2193204] p0316 A75-26987
The next forty years in aviation
[AIAA PAPER 75-2507] p0316 A75-29007
Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 1.
Volume 1: Summary and mission analysis (tasks 2 and 4)
[NASA-CR-137692-VOL-1] p0316 A75-32032
Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 1.
Volume 4: Appendices
Airborne equipment for use with the microwave landing system
[AIAA PAPER 75-26739] p0316 A75-27649
The range of airborne processing available to the future user of the Doppler MLS --- Microwave Landing Systems
[AIAA PAPER 75-28798] p0316 A75-27690
The development of a serial F.C.M. instrumentation system
[p0316 A75-27992]
The B-1 CITS system --- Central Integrated Test Subsystem
[p0316 A75-27997]
Preliminary results from pilot aviation weather self-briefing experiments
[p0316 A75-35277]
Commercial developments in airborne VLF navigation
[SAGE PAPER 750516] p0316 A75-36628
Anach - Boeing's radar patrolcer
[AIAA PAPER 75-36765]
Alternative approaches to integrated airborne
OMEGA/Inertial Navigation
[AIAA PAPER 75-36962]
Airborne Omega navigation system integration and test
[AIAA PAPER 75-36963]
Mix and match - A hybrid Omega-Inertial airborne navigation system
[AIAA PAPER 75-36964]
Flight test of ABW-99/72 Omega Navigation Set in P-4 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-36964]
Airborne ONS - A low cost alternative to Omega and Inertial Navigation Systems compared
[AIAA PAPER 75-36964]
Spike, relays and aircraft electric systems
[AIAA PAPER 75-36964]
Whether all weather - An airline engineer's point of view --- landing system design
[SAGE PAPER 750606] p0316 A75-40509
Propagation of gravity gradient errors in an airborne inertial navigation system
[AIAA PAPER 75-1089] p0316 A75-41654
Inertially aided ranging for guidance systems
[AIAA PAPER 75-1109] p0316 A75-41671
Air safety as seen from the tower
[AIAA PAPER 75-41702]
A survey of lighter than air systems and their applications in scientific fields
[IAR PAPER 75-LAS-10] p0316 A75-41702
Upper limit of emittance from comet Kohoutek by high resolution tilting-filter photometry at J.J. micros
[AIAA PAPER 75-1027] p0316 A75-12762
S-3A Viking - Carrier's shield
[AIAA PAPER 75-1027] p0316 A75-12825
S-3A avionics - Software revolution forerunner --- digital computer systems integration
[AIAA PAPER 75-1027] p0316 A75-13149
Trends in vehicle computer systems
[AIAA PAPER 75-267] p0316 A75-14019
Flight test of a digital guidance and control system in a D-10 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-567] p0316 A75-26746
Software engineering of a navigation and guidance system for commercial aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-575] p0316 A75-26733
Digital flight control systems - Considerations in implementation and acceptance
[AIAA PAPER 75-577] p0316 A75-26747
Application of digital systems to Army avionics
[AIAA PAPER 75-590] p0316 A75-26738
F-15 computational subsystems --- computer systems design
[AIAA PAPER 75-590] p0316 A75-26747
A new generation of avionics/ground equipment
[AIAA PAPER 75-267] p0316 A75-26747
A new flight test data system for NASA aeronautical flight research
[AIAA PAPER 75-267] p0316 A75-26747
[AIAA PAPER 75-267] p0316 A75-31991
The use of digital computers in military aircraft - A pilot's viewpoint
[AIAA PAPER 75-267] p0316 A75-31996
Software maintenance - A military view point of operational real-time avionics
[AIAA PAPER 75-267] p0316 A75-31998
The age of the BPV data bus or the data bus comes of age --- airborne computer test systems
[AIAA PAPER 75-35261]
The B-1 CITS system --- Central Integrated Test Subsystem
[p0316 A75-35277]
Future trends in flight control systems
[p0316 A75-35277]
TC-14 flight control
[AIAA PAPER 75-1027] p0316 A75-35277
The B00-F2 onboard control system --- Russian book on computer aided aircraft control, navigation, and landing systems
[AIAA PAPER 75-40175] p0316 A75-38726
TC-14 digital flight control data management
[AIAA PAPER 75-1087] p0316 A75-41652

A-24
General Aviation Aircraft Safety
[AD-A003124]
Analysis of general aviation accident reports
[AD-267 N75-19199]
General aviation accident patterns
[AD-267 N75-19200]
The accident record in terms of the NTSB
[AD-1983584]
Crash survivability
[AD-267 N75-19202]
General aviation handling qualities research
[AD-268 N75-19204]
A study of carburetor/induction system icing in general aviation accidents
[NASA-CR-143835]
- Environmental and operating requirements for fire extinguishing systems on advanced aircraft
[AD-A061660]
Annual reviews of aircraft accident data 05 Air Carrier operations, 1973
[PB-238281/0]
[PB-238478/2]
Delta Air Lines Incorporated McDonnell Douglas DC-9-32, N3323L, Chattanooga Municipal Airport, Chattanooga, Tennessee
[PB-238478/0]
Aerodynamic spoiler for preventing airplane stall/spin type accidents
[AD-A066995]
Vortex-related accidents over the ten year period 1966 - 1973
[AD-A010917]
AIRCRAFT ANTENNAS
State of radome technology - 1974; Proceedings of the Twelfth Symposium on Electromagnetic Windows, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Ga., June 12-14, 1974
[AD-A001768]
EM window thermal barriers --- on supersonic aircraft
[PP-0008 A75-10851]
Radomes for high gain arrays
[PP-0004 A75-10857]
B-1 forward radome
[PP-0008 A75-10858]
Radio frequency heating of radomes in an aerodynamic environment
[PP-0009 A75-10866]
Conformal microstrip phased array for aircraft test with ATS-6
[PP-0009 A75-10876]
Calculation of the radiation pattern of an airborne antenna-radome combination
[PP-0003 A75-18089]
A printed antenna/ radome assembly /radar/ for airborne Doppler navigational radar
[PP-0139 A75-19648]
Radiation conductivity and coupling of magnetic dipoles surrounded by a spherical dielectric sheath --- design for aircraft antennas
[PP-0294 A75-29490]
A study of KC-135 aircraft antenna patterns
[PP-0294 A75-30426]
Analysis of airborne VHF incident noise over metropolitan areas. II - Horizontal dipole antenna
[PP-0294 A75-30572]
S-M26/W Protective System Test Range/FP2H/ - antenna radiation pattern measurement
[PP-0295 A75-37674]
Review of presently employed narrow-beam microwave antennas. II
[PP-0295 A75-37674]
Air vehicle-velocity measurement through radar-altimeter echo with noncoherent detection
[S84-74-112]
Real-time measuring procedure and measuring equipment for recording the radiation patterns of aircraft antennas in flight
[SRG0-77-74]
Rotor effects on L-band signals received by helicopter antennas: A theoretical study. Part 1: Amplitude reduction and phase shift.
[AD-787363]
Rotor effects on L-band signals received by helicopter antennas: A theoretical study. Part 2: Distortion of phase reversals
[AD-787364]
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band experimental program. Phase 3: Design of revised experiment, terminal design, and subsystem performance characteristics
[AD-785358]
Investigations into aircraft noise reduction by shielding --- europlane VTOL design concept
[AIAA PAPER 74-1298] p0001 A75-10001

Upper-surface blunting nosecone design study for a swept wing airplane at cruise conditions
[AIAA PAPER 74-1298] p0002 A75-11895

Low-speed wind-tunnel tests on some slender airbus configurations
[ARC-E-8/1-3747] p0015 A75-15782

A free flight investigation of transonic sting interference
[AIAA PAPER 74-1298] p0016 A75-16252

Integration of aft-fuselage-mounted flow through engine nacelles on an advanced transport configuration at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.0
[NASA-TM-X-3178] p0024 A75-19160

Prediction of the optimum location of a nosecone shaped body on the wing of a wing-body configuration by inviscid flow analysis
[ARC-E-8/1-3747] p0035 A75-23510

Airframe: Engine interaction for engine configurations mounted above the wing. Part 2: Engine jet simulation problems in wind tunnel tests
[ARC-E-8/1-3747] p0036 A75-23512

Steady and oscillatory, subsonic and supersonic, aerodynamic pressure and generalized forces for complex aircraft configurations and applications to flutter
[AIAA PAPER 74-1298] p0043 A75-25787

Engine/airframe compatibility studies for supersonic cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 74-1298] p0046 A75-25916

A computer program for fitting smooth surfaces to an aircraft configuration and other three dimensional geometries
[NASA-TM-X-3206] p0047 A75-26693

Conceptual engineering design studies of 1985-era commercial VTOL and STOL transports that utilize rotors
[AIAA PAPER 74-2545] p0049 A75-28044

CCV philosophy: Semantics and uncertainty. The concept of aircraft revolution by progress in the flight control system
[AIAA PAPER 74-2545] p0078 A75-30028

Installation and airspeed effects on jet shock-associated noise

AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION

0 AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES

AIRCRAFT CONTROL

 Cast Helicopter Control

A response criteria for aircraft with fly-by-wire control systems
[p0001 A75-10001

Application of methods of abstract algebra to the synthesis of an automatic system for controlling the longitudinal motion of an aircraft
[p0006 A75-11121

A conceptual approach to applying singular perturbation methods to variational problems in optimal control
[p0015 A75-11895

Avionics systems in the management of air transportation
[AIAA PAPER 74-1298] p0016 A75-12266

An elastic flight vehicle as an automatic control plant -- Russian book
[p0008 A75-12329

Automatic control of the longitudinal motion of an elastic aircraft -- Russian book
[p0043 A75-13219

Evolution keeps aircraft hydraulics youthful -- Russian book
[p0043 A75-13283

A discussion of the roll-coupling problem in aircraft stability
[p0047 A75-14766

HI MAT — A new approach to the design of highly maneuverable aircraft
[SAE PAPER 740869] p0059 A75-11949

Explicit form of the optimal control law for a rigid aircraft flying in a turbulent atmosphere
[ONERA, TP No. 1412] p0083 A75-16921

Influence of the parameters of a system of a certain class on the distribution of its roots -- for aircraft autopilot synthesis
[p107 A75-18628

Explicit form of the optimal piloting law for a rigid aircraft flying in a turbulent atmosphere
[p0109 A75-18929

Stability and controllability of flight vehicles. Part 2: Longitudinal stability of aircraft
Serbo-Croatian book

Improved gradient algorithms for two-point boundary value problems -- time optimal trajectory control
[p0140 A75-19909

Experimental determination of post-stall lift derivatives for airplane-like configurations at several Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 75-171] p0144 A75-20286

AFTI III-1 program -- Advanced Fighter Technology Integration
[SAE PAPER 740860] p0180 A75-22939

F-6/CCV-flight tests of advanced technology
[SAE PAPER 740861] p0180 A75-22940

Aircraft control surface actuators -- Russian book
[p0104 A75-23423

A state-variable design approach for a high-performance aerospace vehicle pitch orientation system with variable coefficients
[p0105 A75-23457

Control, stabilization, and guidance of flight vehicles
[DGLR PAPER 74-75] p0191 A75-24133

The defining of control systems with the help of computer-aided design and their application
[DGLR PAPER 74-78] p0191 A75-24135

A controller of variable structure for the reduction of the complexity of flight control systems
[DGLR PAPER 74-79] p0191 A75-24136

Design of a guided flight vehicle according to viewpoints of probability theory, taking into account perturbation and control parameters
[DGLR PAPER 74-80] p0191 A75-24137

Problems and implementation possibilities of a direct side force control in the case of fighter aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 74-81] p0192 A75-24140

Modern control - Modeling and application in real aircraft flight control system design
[p0195 A75-24758

YF-16 flight test program -- Lightweight fighter program
[p0196 A75-24808

Manual control system design using a dual suboptimal control model
[p0197 A75-24839

Electrostatic vertical sensing and control concept for aircraft escape systems
[p0199 A75-25068

Multilevel control optimization using subsystem relative performance index sensitivity
[p0200 A75-25098

Air traffic control
[p0201 A75-25087

VTOL flight-control system design using sensitivity analysis
[p0211 A75-25079

Digital flight control systems - Considerations in implementation and acceptance
[AIAA PAPER 75-577] p0247 A75-26730

Design of the DAIS control and display core element -- Digital Avionics Information System
[AIAA PAPER 75-600] p0248 A75-26745

A concept of flight dynamics control -- for aircraft
[p0249 A75-27180

Adaptive digital system for aircraft control
[p0249 A75-27182

Multi-current and control configured vehicles -- Rewards and risks
[p0249 A75-27367

Stability analysis of stochastic composite systems -- application to control of aircraft and nonlinear control systems
[p0251 A75-27369

Qualitative analysis of a family of extremums in a problem involving optimal control of aircraft motion
[p0258 A75-28067

Generalized integrated square error criterion for optimal and suboptimal control design
[p0259 A75-29463

Quantitative estimates of the indeterminacy of motion -- prediction of controlled aircraft
AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT

Airframe: Engine interaction for engine configurations mounted above the wing. Part 1: Interference between wing and intake jet
- [AIAA PAPER 75-1329] p0059 A75-45705
- Theory of air-breathing jet engines - Russian book p0059 A75-45726
- Air-breathing jet engines for supersonic multirole aircraft - Russian book p0514 A75-46937
- Continuous identification of a gas generator for a two-shaft turbofan engine p0514 A75-46971
- Liner cooling of an aircraft gas turbine combustor [ASME PAPER 75-HT-3] p0518 A75-47514
- Low cycle high temperature fatigue - in aircraft jet engines: conference proceedings [AGARD-CP-153] p0016 A75-10487
- Precision in LCHTF testing - of aircraft jet engines p0017 A75-10490
- The effect of cycle parameters on high temperature low cycle fatigue - in aircraft jet engines p0034 A75-10494
- Design procedures for elevated temperature - low-cycle fatigue - as applied to aircraft jet engines p0034 A75-10495
- A new jet engine thrust measuring system: An advancement in flight test engineering p0036 A75-10922
- Transonic compressor technology advancements p0040 A75-11199

Fundamental and applied research on core engine/combustion noise of aircraft engines [NASA-CR-140860] p0062 A75-11974
- Fighter aircraft engine dependability versus reconnaissance aircraft engine dependability when both aircraft use the same engine [AB-785444] p0064 A75-11995
- Distortion induced engine instability [AGARD-LS-72] p0073 A75-12954
- Introduction to distortion induced engine instability p0073 A75-12955

Sources of distortion and compatibility p0073 A75-12956
- Aerodynamic performance of 0.5 meter-diameter, 337 meter-per-second tip speed, 1.5 pressure-ratio, single-stage fan designed for low noise aircraft engines [NASA-TW-D-7836] p0134 A75-14767
- Engine development program for the APL remotely piloted vehicle [AB-787507] p0167 A75-15658
- Impact of future fuels on all-liquid aero-engines p0177 A75-16981

Problems in managing the development of aircraft engines [B-179166] p0178 A75-17226
- Engineering and development program plan: Aircraft propulsion systems air pollution [AD-777484] p0233 A75-17835
- Preliminary study of advanced turbfans for low energy consumption [NASA-TM-X-71663] p0239 A75-18241
- Low speed and angle of attack effects on sonic and near-sonic inlets [NASA-CR-134778] p0265 A75-15186
- PLT 27 gas turbine engine exhaust emission and noise measurements [AD-A001728] p0273 A75-19251
- Device for simulating the fuel-control apparatus of an aircraft engine [AD-A002819] p0312 A75-21287
- Five minutes before takeoff [AD-A002815] p0313 A75-21301

Airframe: Engine interaction for engine configurations mounted above the wing. Part 2: Engine jet simulation problems in wind tunnel tests p0358 A75-23511
- The state of the art in oil quality gaging on US military and commercial aircraft [AD-A007682] p0363 A75-23565
- Power plant controls for aero-gas turbine engines [AGARD-CP-154] p0364 A75-23578
- An aircraft manufacturer's requirements for future propulsion controls p0364 A75-23578
- Control system requirements dictated by optimization of engine operation p0364 A75-23579
- Control design considerations for variable geometry engines p0364 A75-23583
- Aircraft engine nacelle fire test simulator [AD-A007853] p0367 A75-23617
- Field tests of a laser Raman measurement system for aircraft engine exhaust emissions [AO-A003648] p0409 A75-25949
- Flatter of wings equipped with large engines in pod p0441 A75-28181

Assessing and controlling the effect of aircraft on the environment: Pollution p0450 A75-29009
- Aircraft engine speed and fuel flow signal conditioner with digital output [AER-D-NOTE-154] p0458 A75-29111
- Calculation of aircraft engine turbines (Gasdynamic calculation: Blade profiling) p0459 A75-29120
- Digital fuel controller for lift jet engine [NAL-TR-389] p0459 A75-29122
- Power plant controls for core gas turbine engines - aircraft engines - conferences [AGARD-AR-80] p0491 A75-30161
- QCSM program p0497 A75-31070

Propulsion systems technology p0497 A75-31080
- Engine health and fault detection monitoring: Its function and implementation procedure p0498 A75-31090
- Vibration diagnostics in helicopter power trains p0498 A75-31096
- An advanced diagnostic engine monitoring system approach - using digital computers p0499 A75-31097

AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT
- NT AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
- NT AIRCRAFT TIRES
- NT EJECTION SEATS
- NT FLIGHT EJECTION SEATS
- Doppler radar boresight design innovations - for aircraft p0007 A75-10625
- A new look at qualification of aircraft equipment p0008 A75-12122
- The NASA Ames integral aircraft passenger seat concept - A human engineering approach p0052 A75-16608
- Design, integration, and testing of the P-815 [SAE PAPER 740803] p0083 A75-16914
- Conference on Reliability of Aircraft Equipment, Kunovice, Czechoslovakia, March 19-22, 1974, Proceedings p0086 A75-17351
- Problems of reliability in aircraft equipment - optimality during development, manufacture and operation p0086 A75-17353
- The French aeronautics and space equipment industry p0092 A75-17999
- Cooperation in the equipment industry - aerospace projects p0092 A75-17999
- French equipment in general aviation - light aircraft production p0092 A75-17999
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>AIRCRAFT FUELS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VSCP starter generator --- variable speed constant frequency cycloconverter for aircraft applications</td>
<td>Development of a scientific basis for analysis of aircraft seating systems [AD-A004306] p0280 N75-20273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Aircraft Escape Propulsion System Program</td>
<td>Instrument system test. Elliott helicopter air data system [AD-A002332] p0286 N75-20331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factors in the design of solid oxygen systems for aircraft</td>
<td>Nickel/cadmium aircraft batteries: Float charge test [AD-A002767] p0322 N75-22913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warranties as a life-cycle-cost management tool --- for military aircraft equipment</td>
<td>Fuel tank non-nuclear vulnerability test program [AD-A008531] p0373 N75-24728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide bandwidth optical telemetry link for ground testing of equipment in high EMI environments</td>
<td>Guide for the design of control sticks in vibration environments --- aircraft manual control equipment [AD-A003834] p0374 N75-24729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circuit design of a forced hydrogen cooling system</td>
<td>Influence of solid state electrical distribution on aircraft power generation solid state power controller compatibility --- use on B-1 aircraft [AD-A003834] p0410 N75-26273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blindside connector selection --- for aircraft wiring</td>
<td>Development of an aircraft battery conditioner/analyser --- emphasizing nickel cadmium battery [AD-A005055] p0448 N75-28533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looping in a hydrogen cooling system</td>
<td>Airborne electronics for automated flight systems [AD-A005055] p0450 N75-29011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous hydrogen furnace brazing of aircraft heat exchangers</td>
<td>General aviation's future need for research [AD-A005055] p0451 N75-29021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAM developments and applications --- aircraft onboard weight and balance system</td>
<td>Firebird interferometer --- for observation of infrared plume emission [AD-A008581] p0462 N75-29395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A conceptual definition study for a digital avionics information system (approach 2), Volume 1 [AD-780581/5] p0029 H75-10071</td>
<td>An analysis of the concept of time between overhaul limits for aircraft components [AD-A009187] p0501 N75-31463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A conceptual definition study for a digital avionics information system (approach 2), Volume 2: Appendices A thru D [AD-780582/3] p0030 N75-10072</td>
<td>AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of accelerated life testing techniques for general failure modes of aircraft hardware [AD-784168] p0030 N75-10073</td>
<td>An L2 fuel tank inerting system for commercial transports [SAGE PAPER 740852] p0083 A75-16917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology development report: Results of static electricity discharge system tests (active and passive) heavy lift helicopter [AD-784410] p0031 N75-10082</td>
<td>Aircraft fuel tank inerting by catalytic fuel combustion [SAGE PAPER 740856] p0083 A75-16920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T and E guidelines for airborne EBS systems [AD-784574] p0016 N75-10332</td>
<td>Experience gained from testing and operating aircraft hydraulic system units [AD-A003799] p0282 N75-20295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airborne testing of advanced multisensor aircraft [AD-78566] p0036 N75-10921</td>
<td>Effect of fuel with a high sulfur content on the operation of turbojet engine fuel system components [AD-A003799] p0036 N75-10921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depot requirements for base level data on aircraft inertial platforms</td>
<td>Design of aircraft fuel systems --- Russian book [AD-A001552] p0108 A75-18814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control authority with a flight performance controller --- development of aircraft system for pilot control of aircraft bank angle and vertical speed [AD-785843] p0056 N75-11914</td>
<td>Digital computing techniques in the manufacture and operation of engine management systems [AD-A001552] p0108 A75-18814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaning and corrosion control of avionics equipment at all levels of maintenance [AD-788298] p0062 N75-11956</td>
<td>Hydraulic ram pressure measurements --- fuel aircraft systems - impact damage [AD-A004261] p0415 N75-27005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of delivery accuracy for AH-1G (Cobra) launched 2.75-inch rockets from tests conducted January - March 1972 at China Lake, California [AD-782978] p0068 N75-12891</td>
<td>AIRCRAFT FUELS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determination of the forces in the retractor of a three-dimensional landing gear mechanism [AD-784257] p0030 N75-10078</td>
<td>High temperature generator component development [AD-786046] p0077 N75-13170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE

Evaluation of the overall fuel mass penalty of an aircraft system p0380 A75-36720
Fuel conservation possibilities for terminal area compatible transport aircraft [AIAA PAPER 75-1016] p0439 A75-41698
Future engines and fuels --- advanced cycles, fuels and nuclear propulsion p0470 A75-43968
Advanced supersonic technology concept study: Hydrogen fueled configuration [NASA-CH-114718] p0038 N75-10943
The 1974 AGARD Annual Meeting: The energy problem: Impacts on military research and development p0177 N75-16977
Impact of future fuels on military aero-engines p0177 N75-16980
Impact on aerodynamic design p0178 N75-16982
The long term energy problem and aeronautics p0650 N75-29012

AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE

"MADGE" - A microwave aircraft digital guidance equipment. I - General principles and angle-measuring units p0150 A75-21711
Aids to air navigation p0183 A75-2399
Theory of astronomical correction -- Russian book on celestial navigation of flight vehicles p0183 A75-2399
Control, stabilization, and guidance of flight vehicles [DGLR PAPER 74-75] p0191 A75-24133
Software engineering of a navigation and guidance system for commercial aircraft [AIAA PAPER 75-975] p0247 A75-26733
Airframe guidance for automatic collision avoidance p0249 N75-27118
Velocity vector - The logical solution --- aircraft guidance head-up displays p0323 A75-32410
MADGE - Evaluating a helicopter approach guidance system p0392 A75-37300
Time-controlled descent guidance in uncertain winds [AIAA PAPER 75-1078] p0436 A75-41644
Automatic flying of curved approach paths: A computer and flight investigation [FAE-TR-73154] p0027 N75-10043
Aspects of guidance and control for steep and curved approaches of STOL aircraft p0059 N75-11945
Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as proposed by Bazeltine Corporation during the technique analysis and contract definition phase of the national MLS development program. Volume 2: Multipath, shadowing [AD-778116] p0075 N75-12981
Presentation of a different MLS concept --- characteristics of ground derived system for aircraft instrument landing control p0075 N75-12983
A time ordered access ground derived MLS concept --- functional and technical characteristics of ground controlled aircraft landing system p0075 N75-12984
United Kingdom proposal for a future ICAO precision approach and landing guidance system --- research program for development of instrument landing system components p0075 N75-12985
United Kingdom phase 2 programme --- performance tests of commutated Doppler aircraft landing system p0075 N75-12985
INTERSCAN: A new non-visual precision approach and landing guidance system for international civil aviation p0076 N75-12987
The German MLS program: DLS, DME based landing system introduction and program overview p0076 N75-12989

TINE-CONTROLLED DESCENT GUIDANCE IN UNCERTAIN WINDS [AIAA PAPER 75-1078]

Automatic flying of curved approach paths: A computer and flight investigation [FAE-TR-73154]

Aspects of guidance and control for steep and curved approaches of STOL aircraft p0059 N75-11945

Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan as proposed by Bazeltine Corporation during the technique analysis and contract definition phase of the national MLS development program. Volume 2: Multipath, shadowing [AD-778116]

Presentation of a different MLS concept --- characteristics of ground derived system for aircraft instrument landing control p0075 N75-12983

A time ordered access ground derived MLS concept --- functional and technical characteristics of ground controlled aircraft landing system p0075 N75-12984

United Kingdom proposal for a future ICAO precision approach and landing guidance system --- research program for development of instrument landing system components p0075 N75-12985

AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE

Doppler microwave landing system as developed by Bazeltine Corporation p0076 N75-12994

System selection considerations --- technical, operational, and economic aspects of instrument landing systems p0077 N75-13000

Application of modern control theory to scheduling and path-stretching maneuvers of aircraft in the near terminal area [NASA-CH-140288] p0164 N75-15626

A general algorithm for relating ground trajectory distance, elapsed flight time, and aircraft airspeed and its application to 4-D guidance [NASA-TR-D-7876] p0164 N75-15627

Adoption processes in aircraft guidance systems [AD-A003594] p0224 N75-17329
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Two dimensional transonic two-phase flow in axisymmetric nozzles [AIAA PAPER 74-1088]

A difference method for axisymmetric supersonic flow in rotating annular cascades with local subsonic regions [P-002 A75-10275]

A boundary value problem for a linearized axisymmetric V1 equation -- viscous transonic flow [P-004 A75-11045]

An analytical model of axisymmetric afterbody flow separation [AIAA PAPER 75-65]

Calculation of transonic flow around axisymmetric inlets [P-009 A75-18287]

B \- 1 AIRCRAFT

Inlet development for the B-1 strategic bomber [AIAA PAPER 74-1064]

B-1 forward radome fabrication [P-004 A75-10881]

B-1 hydraulic systems - A guide to future system design [AD-A003859]

Improved vibration design and test procedure for aircraft [SASE PAPER 74-1015]

B-1 - USAF priority number one --- design and feasibility analysis [P-008 A75-17350]

B-1 hydraulic power systems [P-010 A75-20450]

Cost-competitive B-1 composite secondary structures [SASE PAPER 74-1012]

EMU, the B-1's hidden system --- electrical/electronic multiplexing system for aircraft control [P-018 A75-23483]

B-1 - The road to first flight [P-004 A75-32350]

Variable geometry today --- latest swing wing aircraft [P-003 A75-33497]

B-1 airborne strategic deterrent [P-023 A75-32455]

Analytical prediction of fatigue crack growth at cold-worked fastener holes -- computerized design for B-1 aircraft [AIAA PAPER 75-505]

Review of hammershock pressures in aircraft inlets [P-030 A75-34115]
BLENDING

MT CANTILEVER BEAMS
Practical application of the Howard-Czencw method - Calculation of bent and axially compressed beams. II

Voloidal torsional vibrations of thin-walled beams of open section

On the natural vibration of plate-beam combination structures, II

BELL AIRCRAFT

[ MBA-TR-73105-01] p0229 N75-17374

AirCraft accident report: Beech Aircraft Queen Air 80 laboratory aircraft

[ PB-238691/5] p0413 N75-26982

Determinations of longitudinal stability and control derivatives of Queen Air

[ MBA-TR-74016] p0528 N75-32127

BELL AIRCRAFT

MT V-1 HELICOPTER

MT X-5 AIRCRAFT

MT X-22 AIRCRAFT
Helicopter technological progress. II - Bell Aircraft Co

Estimates of the stability derivatives of a helicopter and a V/STOL aircraft from flight data

Estimates of the stability derivatives of a helicopter and a V/STOL aircraft from flight data

BREATH

U SYNCHRONISM

BEECH AIRCRAFT

[ MBA-TR-73105-01] p0229 N75-17374

Breach AIRCRAFT

[ MBA-TR-73105-01] p0229 N75-17374

Evaluation of the effect of a yaw-rate damper on the lateral-directional stability and control of the Beechcraft Queen Air 80 laboratory aircraft

[ MBA-TR-73105-01] p0229 N75-17374

AirCraft accident report: Beech Aircraft Queen Air 80 laboratory aircraft

[ PB-238691/5] p0413 N75-26982

Determinations of longitudinal stability and control derivatives of Queen Air

[ MBA-TR-74016] p0528 N75-32127

BELL AIRCRAFT

MT V-1 HELICOPTER

MT X-5 AIRCRAFT

MT X-22 AIRCRAFT
Helicopter technological progress. II - Bell Aircraft Co

Estimates of the stability derivatives of a helicopter and a V/STOL aircraft from flight data

Estimates of the stability derivatives of a helicopter and a V/STOL aircraft from flight data

BRENNES

U SEATS

BENDING

MT ELASTIC BENDING
Design of longitudinal elements made of composite materials with prescribed deflections of fuselage structures

BENDING FATIGUE
blade vibration - Some key elements in design verification

BENDING ROBES
Practical application of the Howard-Czencw method - Calculation of bent and axially compressed beams. II

On enphase stability - aircraft control surface deflection

An aerodynamic load criterion for airships

Influence of fuselage flexibility on the stress-strain state of the wing

Effects of wing bend on the aerodynamic characteristics of a low aspect ratio oblique wing

BIT SYNCHRONIZATION
Flexibility objectives for real-time telemetry processing systems - four block model

BLACKOUT (PROPAGATION)

MT ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE

BLADE TIPS
A Study of casing treatment stall margin improvement phenomena - for axial compressor rotors blades tips

[ ASME PAPER 73-297-60] p0342 N75-34613

Design fabrication, and demonstration of a miniaturized tip clearance measuring device
SUBJECT INDEX

[AD-787318] p0133 75-14756
Analysis of the velocity distribution at the blade tips of axial-flow compressors
[NASA-TR-16366] p0317 75-22532

BLAST DEFLECTIONS
Testing of lift/cruise fan exhaust deflector --- for a tip turbine lift fan in short takeoff aircraft
[NASA-CH-137682] p0318 75-22320

BLAST LOADS
Response of aircraft structural components to blast pressures and fragments from high explosive projectiles
[AIAA PAPER 75-751] p0324 75-12652
Evaluation of back-blast pressures produced by a wing-mounted 105-mm recoilless rifle
[AD-785628] p0138 75-1599

BLEED-OFF
PLSURE REDUCTION
BLEEDING
Experimental evaluation of an analytically derived flow system for a supersonic inlet
[AIAA PAPER 75-1210] p0505 75-36530

BLIND LANDING
INTERSCAN: A new non-visual precision approach and landing guidance system for international civil aviation
The disappearance of the wake shock behind a cylinder in a supersonic flow at high Reynolds number
[AD-75-26514] p0243 75-26414
The role of the NAF Sx5 foot wind tunnel in the development of modern airfoil sections
[AD-75-39222] p0119 75-39022

BLOWING
Acoustic investigation of a hybrid propulsive lift system
[ASME PAPER 74-AIAA-6-1] p0079 75-16807
Landing-edge-vortex augmentation in compressible flow
[AIAA PAPER 75-124] p0100 75-18132

Acoustic characteristics of an upper-surface towing concept of power-lift system
[AIAA PAPER 75-204] p0103 75-18135
Acoustic characteristics of a large upper-surface blown configuration with turbofan engines
[AIAA PAPER 75-473] p0205 75-25748

Maximum lift of upper surface blowing STOL aircraft with swept wings
[AIAA PAPER 75-866] p033a 75-33955
A large-scale low-speed tunnel test of a canard configuration with spanwise blowing
[AIAA PAPER 75-994] p0423 75-39506

BOILFF BODIES
A comprehensive plan for helicopter drag reduction
[IC-AER-74-07] p0266 75-19191
Calculation of two-dimensional and axisymmetric bluff body potential flow
[IC-AER-74-07] p0266 75-19191

BLENDING BODIES
Influence of nonequilibrium radiation on the flow of a low-density gas past blunt bodies
Calculation of viscous shock layers on blunt bodies
[AD-A004826] p0511 75-45650

Hypersonic flow of a viscous, radiating gas around blunt bodies
[AD-A004826] p0511 75-45650

Entropy layer on a supersonic plane flat nose at incidence
[AD-A005186] p0182 75-23208

Hypersonic flow past pointed and blunt bodies with a concave generatrix
[AD-A004826] p0511 75-45650
Calculation of the flow around blunted, nonsymmetric cones with large aperture angles

Computation of nonequilibrium three-dimensional inviscid flow over blunt-nosed bodies flying at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 75-835] p0332 75-33931
An axisymmetric separated and reattached flow on a blunt-nosed blunt circular cylinder
[ASME PAPER 75-AIA-14] p0345 75-35101
Analytic investigation of hypersonic flow around blunt bodies

Laminar boundary layer in symmetry plane of blunt-nosed body
[AD-A004826] p0511 75-45650
Numerical investigation of the flow of a viscous, heat-conducting gas past a blunt body with finite dimensions

The problem of the optimal form of lifting bodies in Newtonian flow
[AD-A004826] p0511 75-45650
Solution of the inverse problem of the hypersonic flow past a slender blown body
[AD-A004826] p0511 75-45650
Entropy layer in the problem of hypersonic flow about thin blunt bodies that are nearly two-dimensional

Experimental aerodynamics characteristics for bodies of elliptic cross section at angles of attack from 0 deg to 58 deg and Mach numbers from 0.6 to 2.0
[NASA-TM-X-3129] p0170 75-16511
Acrodynamics heating of supersonic blunt bodies
[AD-A006135] p0182 75-19190
Boundary layer transition on blunt bodies
[AD-A004826] p0514 75-25777
Numerical computation of three-dimensional blunt body flow fields with an impinging shock
[NASA-CH-143312] p0542 75-29038

BO-105 HELICOPTER
MBB BO 105. II - Concept and worldwide use --- helicopter design
[AD-A005186] p0182 75-23208

BOATTAILS
The effect of Reynolds number on boattail drag
[AIAA PAPER 75-124] p0096 75-18286
Strong interaction associated with transonic flow past boattailed afterbodies
[AD-A005186] p0182 75-23208

The effect of Reynolds number on the boattail drag of two wing-body configurations
[AIAA PAPER 75-124] p0096 75-18286
Support interference on nozzle afterbody performance at transonic Mach numbers
[AD-A005186] p0182 75-23208
Experimental study of the effectiveness of cylindrical plume simulators for predicting jet-on boattail drag at Mach numbers up to 1.30
[NASA-TN-D-7795] p0059 75-12905
Reynolds number effects on the boattail characteristics of a simulated nacelle at a Mach number of 0.8
[AD-A006135] p0182 75-19190

BODIES OF REVOLUTION

MT CONICAL BODIES
MT Cylindrical Bodies
MT PARABOLIC BODIES
MT ROTATING CYLINDERS
MT SPHERICAL CASES
MT SPHERICAL IMAGES in hypersonic flow with variable skin friction

Calculation of a three-dimensional laminar boundary layer in the case of bodies of revolution at incidence with separation
[AD-A006135] p0182 75-19190

A-79
BODY KINEMATICS

Transonic flow past bodies of revolution with axial inlet and exhaust flow in the presence of an efflux from the duct.

A cavity nozzle design which realizes the zero-moment state.

The problem of supersonic flow past a slender pointed body with a tail unit.

Separation flow over a body of revolution.


Problem of supersonic flow past a slender pointed body with a tail unit.

Hodograph method for axisymmetric transonic gas flows.

The resistance of bodies of revolution at transonic flow velocities.


Boundary-layer studies on spinning bodies of revolution.

Experimental aerodynamic characteristics for a cylindrical body of revolution with side strakes and various noses at angles of attack from 0 degrees to 58 degrees and Mach numbers from 0.6 to 2.0.

BODY KINEMATICS

Influence of actuator kinematics on flight vehicle booster control system stability.

BODY-WING AND TAIL CONFIGURATIONS

Short SD-30 --- twin turboprop commuter aircraft with wide body design.

A new vertical approach --- FY-12A thrust augmented wing.

Some aspects of hybrid-repulsion with slender delta wing.

Integrated potential formulation of unsteady supersonic aerodynamics for interacting wings.

Advanced supersonic transport.

SAE PAPER 750617

 Allowable stress estimation methods for preliminary design weight prediction.

SAVE PAPER 1046

Computer program for calculating the static and unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body-tail configurations.

NASA CR-2473

Effect of symmetrical vortex shedding on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body-tail combinations.

NASA CR-2973

Measurement and analysis of unsteady aerodynamic force for the vertical gust on an airplane model in the NASA wind tunnel --- swept wing interference tests.

WAL T-395

BODY-WING CONFIGURATIONS

Investigations involving a 'dynamically similar' component model of the VFW 614 - Experimental determination of the fundamental oscillation parameters.

Advanced panel-type influence coefficient methods applied to subsonic flows.

Numerical method for supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a wing-body system.

Noise shielding effects for engine-over-wing installations.

Body wing configurations

Investigations involving a 'dynamically similar' component model of the VFW 614 - Experimental determination of the fundamental oscillation parameters.

Advanced panel-type influence coefficient methods applied to subsonic flows.

Numerical method for supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a wing-body system.

Noise shielding effects for engine-over-wing installations.

SUBJECT INDEX

Noise of model target type thrust reversers for engine-over-the-wing applications.

Image system solution for store aerodynamics with interference. II.

A calculation method for unsteady subsonic flow about harmonically oscillating wing-body configurations.

Effects of wing bend on the aerodynamic characteristics of a low aspect ratio oblique wing.

Joint USAF/NASA hypersonic research aircraft study.

Determination of the three-dimensional transonic potential flow around wings and wing-body combinations by means of a relaxation technique.

Design and wind-tunnel measurement of a wing-body configuration with supercritical airfoil.

The effect of Reynolds number on the boattail drag of two wing-body configurations.

Theoretical prediction of thick wing and pylons-fuselage-fanpod-nacelle aerodynamic characteristics at subcritical speeds. Part 1: Theory and results.

Application of the equivalent mechanical flap concept to jet-flapped wing-body combinations.

Aerodynamic testing technique for twin fuselage delta wing models at hypersonic speeds.

Sidewash of wing-body combinations disturbance for predicting aerodynamics of aircraft in sidewash.

Analysis of transonic flow about lifting wing-body configurations.

An experimental investigation of the effect of a fuselage-on-wing characteristics.

Supersonic lifting-surface computer program for cruciform wing-body combinations.

Transonic wind tunnel investigation of thrust effects on the longitudinal stability characteristics of several body-fin configurations (using-mounted model with normal-jet plate simulator).

Approximate method for calculating transonic flow about lifting wing-body configurations.

Experimental determination of interference effects of a slender wing-body configuration using strain gage balances.

Determination of aerodynamic interference forces using the VFW-Pokker partial load method.

BOEING AIRCRAFT

NT-85 AIRCRAFT

NT-807 AIRCRAFT

NT-82 AIRCRAFT

NT-47 HELICOPTER

Review of Boeing noise reduction activity.

Problems and challenges - A path to the future --- Boeing aircraft production cost reduction and...
An airline's experience with digital systems

Integrating ground support for propulsion systems on the 747

Wind tunnel/flight data correlation for the Boeing 717


Experimental validation of Boeing 717 ILS signal scattering calculations for critical area determination [AD-78685/4]

Investigation of the 1-7 hook point attachment bolt loosening problem [AD-A005246/6]

Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 65-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS), volume 1 [NASA-CR-141800]

Prediction and analysis of the low speed stall characteristics of the Boeing 747 [NASA-CR-127942]

Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 65-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS), volume 2 [NASA-CR-141803]

Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 65-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS) [NASA-CR-141804]

Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 65-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS) [NASA-CR-131617]

Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 65-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS) [NASA-CR-131709]

Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 65-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS) [NASA-CR-131795]

Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 65-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS) [NASA-CR-131625]

Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 65-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS) [NASA-CR-131801]

Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 65-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS) [NASA-CR-131803]

Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 65-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS) [NASA-CR-131804]

Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 65-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS) [NASA-CR-131805]

Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 65-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS) [NASA-CR-131806]

Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 65-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS) [NASA-CR-131807]

Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 65-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS) [NASA-CR-131808]

Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 65-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS) [NASA-CR-131809]

Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 65-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS) [NASA-CR-131810]

Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 65-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS) [NASA-CR-131811]

Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 1-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 65-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS) [NASA-CR-131812]
The effect of vortex generators on the development of a boundary layer

Evaluation of some control-volume techniques for the prediction of shock-boundary layer interactions in supersonic inlets

Evaluation of boundary layer suction to suppress strong shock-induced separation in supersonic inlets

Experimental evaluation of an analytically derived bleed system for a supersonic inlet

Experimental and theoretical studies of boundary layer control in supersonic inlets

Experimental investigation of vortex generators on the development of a boundary layer

Evaluation of some control-volume techniques for the prediction of shock-boundary layer interactions in supersonic inlets

Aerodynamic spoiler for preventing airplane stall/spin type accidents

Optimisation of aerodynamic drag reduction

Calculation of a three-dimensional laminar boundary layer in the case of bodies of revolution at incidence with separation

An analytical model of axisymmetric afterbody flow separation

A quasi-similarity analysis of the turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate

Correction of the usual boundary layer equations for the side least exposed to the flow on a cone at angle of attack

Hypersonic, viscous gas flow around a wing of small aspect ratio

BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW

NT BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION

NT REATTACHED FLOW

NT SECONDARY FLOW

NT SEPARATED FLOW

Turbulent mean velocity measurements on a rotating cone

A conceptual approach to applying singular perturbation methods to variational problems --- in optimal control

Boundary layer study with hot film transducers in subsonic and transonic flows

Magnus forces on spinning supersonic cones. I - The boundary layer

Strong interaction associated with transonic flow past boattailed afterbodies

A new calculation of the wake of a flat plate

Calculation of turbulent shear stress in supersonic boundary-layer flows

Heat transfer in separated and reattached flows - An annotated review

Interpretation of merged layer behavior for wedges

An example of boundary layer flow with two instability regions

A turbulent boundary layer analysis of conical diffusers

Computer simulation of transonic flow past airfoils with boundary layer separation

Two-dimensional transonic calculations with boundary layers

Measurements in an incompressible three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer, under infinite swept-wing conditions, and comparison with theory

The distortion of a jet by tabs

Experimental verification of turbulent skin friction reduction with compliant walls

Effect of flow boundaries on the aerodynamic characteristics of a small-aspect-ratio wing

Theoretical and experimental study of boundary layer control by blowing at the nose of a flat plate

Aerodynamic analysis of several high thrust mach number inlets for the quiet clean short-haul experimental engine

Boundary-layer studies on spanning bodies of revolution

Wake effect studies on a two dimensional trailing edge high lift system

BOUNDARY LAYER NOISE

U AEROACOUSTIC NOISE

U BOUNDARY LAYERS

BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION

The application of boundary layer suction to suppress strong shock-induced separation in supersonic inlets
Comparison of experimental and theoretical laminar boundary layer in symmetry plane of Transonic turbulent viscous-inviscid interaction

Incipient separation of a supersonic turbulent boundary layer at moderate to high Reynolds numbers

Spatial stability of some Falkner-Skan profiles with reversed flow --- separated flow boundary layer profiles

Separation of turbulent boundary layer on a lifting cylinder

Experiments on supersonic boundary-layer separation in three dimensions

Study of the interaction and three-dimensional separation effects of a boundary layer in a supersonic laminar regime --- French book

Steady layer boundary layer in symmetry plane of blunt-nosed body

Integral method for calculating a detached stream behind a body in a supersonic flow

Leading edge separation from non-conical slender wings at incidence

An experimental study of flap-induced separation of a compressible turbulent boundary layer

Investigation of the influence of vortex generators on turbulent boundary layer separation

Investigation of rotor blade element airloads for a teetering rotor in the blade stall regime

Predicting the maximum lift of jet-flapped wings

Comparison of experimental and theoretical boundary-layer separation for inlets at incidence angle at low-speed conditions

An experimental investigation of compressor stall using an on-line distortion indicator and signal conditioner

Airframe-stall and buffetting

Flow separation and aerodynamic excitation at transonic speeds

Aerodynamic spoiler for preventing airplane stall/spin type accidents

Experimental studies of flow separation and stalling on a two-dimensional airfoil at low speeds

The wedge angle of laminar separation bubbles

Heat transfer distributions on a 70 deg delta wing with flap-induced separation

The dynamics of a growing separated region on an airplane

The simulation of turbulent boundary layer separation on multi-element infinite swept wings

Analysis of helicopter rotor blade torsional oscillations due to stall

A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings with leading-edge vortex separation. Part 1: Engineering document

A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings with leading-edge vortex separation. Part 2: Program description document

The boundary layer on a plane of symmetry --- flow convergence and divergence effects

Spatial stability of some Falkner-Skan profiles with reversed flow --- separated flow boundary layer profiles

The laminar boundary layer instability excitation

Separation of turbulent boundary layer in the case of bodies of revolution at incidence with separation

Calculation of a three-dimensional laminar flow separation and aerodynamic excitation at transonic speeds

Shock-wave-induced turbulent boundary-layer separation at hypersonic speeds

Plate-induced separation lengths in supersonic, turbulent boundary layers

Incipient separation of a supersonic turbulent boundary layer at moderate to high Reynolds numbers

Experimental studies of flow separation and aerodynamic excitation at transonic speeds

A boundary value problem for a linearized axisymmetric TE equation --- for viscous transonic flow

Improved gradient algorithms for two-point boundary value problems --- time optimal trajectory control
Laminar flow behavior under slip-boundary conditions

[0150 AT5-21476]

The effect of initial values on wing form and the limiting curve of the wave drag coefficients of optimized symmetrical-thick delta wings in supersonic flow

[0181 AT5-23100]

Transonic airfoil analysis and design using Cartesian coordinates

[0339 AT5-34195]

BOW SHOCK WAVES

D BOW WAVES

U BOW WAVES

BOW WAYS

The scattering of sound by a vortex sheet

[0179 AT5-22934]

BOX BEAMS

Composite box beam optimization program

[0362 AT5-37308]

BORES (CONTAINERS)

The potential of an 8 x 6 x 5 feet intermodal container as a utilization medium for routine military air cargo

[AD-006675]

[0316 AT5-22306]

BRAKES (FOR AERODYNAMIC MOTION)

ST AERODYNAMIC BRAKES

ST AIRCRAFT BRAKES

ST LEADING EDGE SLATS

ST TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS

ST WING FLAPS

Optimal flight vehicle rotation braking --- nonlinear system design

[0295 AT5-30751]

BRAKING

Braking performances

[0305 AT5-21224]

BRAZING

Low temperature brazing

Continuous hydrogen furnace brazing of aircraft heat exchangers

[0511 AT5-46473]

BREAKAWAY

U BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION

BROADCASTING

TACAN/DME digital data broadcast design plan.

[AD-006495/0]

TACAN/DME digital data broadcast design plan.

[AD-006495/0]

BUBBLE MEMORY DEVICES

Investigation of system integration methods for bubble domain flight recorders

[NASA-CR-132643]

BUBBLES

Starting vortex, separation bubbles and stall - A numerical study of laminar unsteady flow around an airfoil

[0243 AT5-26212]

A model for the dynamics of a separation bubble used to analyze control-surface buzz and dynamic stall

[AIAA PAPER 75-867]

[0234 AT5-33954]

Methods of visualizing the leading edge separation bubble and analysis of the results

[0024 AT5-10013]

The wedge angle of laminar separation bubbles

[0485 AT5-30092]

The dynamics of a growing separated region on an airfoil

[AD-0068733]

[0495 AT5-31023]

BUCKET AIRCRAFT

U T-2 AIRCRAFT

BUCKLING

ST ELASTIC BUCKLING

Influence of subsonic potential flow on the buckling of thin panels under edge compression

[0140 AT5-19914]

Stability theory and its applications to structural mechanics --- Book

[0200 AT5-25181]

Crippling/column buckling analysis and test of graphite/epoxy-stiffened panels

[AIAA PAPER 75-753]

[0326 AT5-32684]

Evaluation of bead-stiffened metal panels --- for hypersonic aircraft and space systems design

[AIAA PAPER 75-845]

[0328 AT5-32701]

BUFFALO AIRCRAFT

U DEC 5 AIRCRAFT

BUFFETING

Methods of estimating the wing buffeting characteristics of aircraft

[0052 AT5-16258]

Development and evaluation of a new method for predicting aircraft buffet response

[AIAA PAPER 75-69]

[0096 AT5-18290]

Transonic buffet behavior of Northrop F-5A aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 75-70]

[0097 AT5-18290]

Wind-tunnel investigation of surface-pressure fluctuations associated with aircraft buffet

[AIAA PAPER 75-67]

[0143 AT5-20268]

Update on an investigation of flight buffeting of a variable-sweep aircraft --- F-111 & dynamic response

[AIAA PAPER 75-68]

Critical review of methods to predict the buffet capability of aircraft

[AGABD-8-623]

[0027 AT5-10053]

Transonic buffet behavior of Northrop F-5A aircraft

[NASA-CR-140919]

[0027 AT5-10054]

The prediction of structural response to buffet flow: A state-of-the-art review

[NASA-TR-I-72627]

[0041 AT5-11372]

Investigation of Northrop F-5A wing buffet intensity in transonic flight

[NASA-CH-2484]

[0071 AT5-12934]

Aircraft stallling and buffeting

[AGABD-8-74]

[0311 AT5-22280]

Aircraft stallling and buffeting: Introduction and overview

[AGABD-8-630]

[0311 AT5-22281]

Remarks on fluid dynamics of the stall

[AGABD-8-630]

[0311 AT5-22282]

Flow separation and aerodynamic excitation at transonic speeds

[0315 AT5-22284]

Aircraft dynamic response associated with fluctuating flow fields

[0315 AT5-22285]

Pre-stall behavior of combat aircraft

[0315 AT5-22286]

Critical review of methods to predict the buffet - penetration capability of aircraft

[AGABD-8-630]

[0315 AT5-22287]

Mathematical modeling and response evaluation for the fluctuating pressures of aircraft buffeting

[AGABD-8-630]

[0521 AT5-32015]

BUILDING MATERIALS

U CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

BUILDING STRUCTURES

U BUILDINGS

BUILDING

An investigation of rooftop STOL port aerodynamics

[NASA-CR-132570]

[0230 AT5-17381]

BUOYANCY

The planar dynamics of airships
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Reactor for inerting of aircraft fuel tanks
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An investigation on the effect of second-order additional thickness distributions to the upper surface of an NACA 64 aub 1-212 airfoil --- using flow equations and a CDC 7600 digital computer
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An investigation on the effect of second-order additional thickness distributions to the upper surface of an NACA 64-206 airfoil --- using flow equations and a CDC 7600 digital computer
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Small turbine engine technology
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Coatings protect superalloys in gas-turbine applications
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Noise certification of aircraft
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Methodology for certification of aircraft nuisances
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Information of FAA certification of aircraft
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Noise reduction studies for the Cessna model 337
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Evaluation of an integrated electronic instrument display for helicopter hover operations using a six-degree-of-freedom fixed-base simulation  

Aircraft design specifications and tests  

Distortion  

NT Flow Distortion  

NT Signal Distortion  

Experimental investigation of a simple distortion index utilizing steady state and dynamic distortions in a Mach 2.5 mixed-compression inlet and turbofan engine  

Distribution (Proport)  

NT Antenna Radiation Patterns  

NT Diffraction Patterns  

NT Electron Density Profiles  

NT Flow Distribution  

NT Force Distribution  

NT Hole Distribution (Mechanics)  

NT Interference Lift  

NT Load Distribution (Forces)  

NT Mass Distribution  

NT Moment Distribution  

NT Pressure Distribution  

NT Stress Concentration  

NT Temperature Distribution  

NT Velocity Distribution  

Distribution Functions  

A method to determine a distribution function of main structure failures in an aircraft  

Disturbance Theory  

NT Perturbation Theory  

Divergence  

Divergence elimination with advanced composites --- for swept forward airfoils  

Divergence elimination with advanced composites --- wing planforms - aircraft design  

Diversity  

Engine flow diverter system for the F-12A prototype aircraft  

The significance of aerodynamic jet interference in development and testing of the Do 31 V/STOL transport  

Documents  

NT Bibliographies  

NT Handbooks  

NT Manuals  

NT User Manuals (Computer Programs)  

Domes (Structural Forms)  

Dodo  

Investigation of helicopter door, window, and access panel losses  

Doping (Additives)  

NT Additives  

Doppler Effect  

Doppler microwave landing system as developed by Hazeltine Corporation  

The ITT Gilfillan Doppler microwave landing system --- rationale for selection of technology applied to instrument landing systems  

Doppler Navigation  

A printed antenna/radome assembly/ radome/ for airborne Doppler navigational radar  

Airborne equipment for use with the microwave landing system  

Testing the MLS Doppler concept  

Airborne Omega navigational system integration and test  

The choice of the MLS technique in the United States  

Doppler Radar  

Doppler radar boresight design innovations --- for aircraft
Aircraft landing response in a discrete multipath environment
United Kingdom phase 2 programme — performance tests of committed Doppler aircraft landing system
Conduct overall test operations and evaluate two Doppler systems to detect, track and measure velocities in aircraft wake vortices
Analysis, test and evaluation support to the USAP advanced landing system program. Volume 3, Part 2: Doppler MLS guidance error data (DOTS tracking system)
Analysis, test and evaluation support to the USAP advanced landing system program. Volume 3, Part 2: Doppler MLS guidance error data (DOTS tracking system, flights 22 June 1973 to 10 September 1974)
Analysis, test and evaluation support to the USAP advanced landing system program. Volume 3, Part 2: Doppler MLS guidance error data (B-33 tracking system, flights 12 September 1973 to 29 January 1974)
Laser Doppler velocimeter system simulation for sensing aircraft wake vortices. Part 2: Processing and analysis of LDV data (for runs 1073 and 2023)
Laser Doppler velocimeter system simulation for sensing aircraft wake vortices. Part 3: The problem of reflection from the secondary mirror
Dohmair flight-test system
NT DO-31 AIRCRAFT
NT DO-31 AIRCRAFT
NT DO-31 AIRCRAFT
Dohone aircraft
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
NT A-4 AIRCRAFT
NT DC-8 AIRCRAFT
NT DC-9 AIRCRAFT
NT DC-10 AIRCRAFT
Evolution of the Douglas flight-test data system
Operating experiences of retardant bombers during firefighting operations
Douglas Dc-8 Aircraft
Douglas Dc-9 Aircraft
Douglas Military Aircraft
Douglas Aircraft
U Military Aircraft
Doppler Effect
Doppler measurement of model helicopter rotor flow velocities with a laser Doppler velocimeter
Uniform downwash with rotors having a finite number of blades
Downwash during supersonic flow about a plate
Notes on the approximate solution of lifting-surface theory used in the NAE standard method
Theoretical downwash velocities about the AH-1G helicopter at hover and 180 knots
Rotor downwash velocities about the AH-1B helicopter: Flight test measurements and theoretical calculations

Flight in undulated flow: Airships with non-polluting propulsion systems -- drag reduction by wave incidence control and steam turbine propulsion
DTHB-430 GBODND EFFECT HACBINE
DBOPS (LIQUIDS)
DBOP TBARSFEB
DUCTED BODIES
DTHB-111 GBODND EFFECT BACHIBE
DEI FRICTIOB
DUCTED FLOi
DUCTED FAB ENGINES
DBOF TESTS
DBOBE VEHICLES
DBOBE BBLICOPTEBS
DBOP HEIGHT TESTS
DRAGUATORS
An analytical procedure for the calculation of
Acoustic radiation from lined, unflanged ducts:
Fan-in-fuselage advanced antitorgue system
High accuracy force accounting procedures for
turbopowered simulator testing
Three-dimensional laminar boundary layers in
crosswise pressure gradients -- on flat plate
in curved duct
Numerical evaluation of further supersonic
sections including ducts heat addition and nozzle flow
Design and testing of new center inlet and 2-duct
for B-727 airplane with refanned JT8D engines
Wave generation and transmission in duct combustors
High-speed gas flow with heat exchange
DUC TED P ROP E L L E RS
U SHROUDED PROPELLERS
DUCTS
MT ACOUSTIC DUCTS
DUNGIES WIND SHEAR MECHANIS.
U WIND SHEAR
DURABILITY
Gas turbine engine inspections — What to look for
and why
DUST COLLECTIONS
Possibilities of analytical evaluation of the
effectiveness of inertial radial dust separators
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILIT Y
NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY
NT ATTITUDE STABILITY
NT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY
NT COMBUSTION STABILITY
NT CONTROL STABILITY
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
NT DRAG
NT DYNAMIC STABILITY
NT FLARES STABILITY
NT FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
NT FLOW DISTRIBUTION
NT FLOW STABILITY
NT FLIGHT STABILITY
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
NT HOVERING STABILITY
NT INTERFERENCE DRAG
NT JET LIFT
NT LATENAL STABILITY
NT LIFT
NT LON GITUDINAL STABILITY
NT LOW SPEED STABILITY
NT MINIMUM DRAG
NT MOTION STABILITY
NT PRESSURE DRAG
NT ROTARY STABILITY
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
NT TRANSIENT RESPONSE
NT VISCOS DRAG
NT WAVE DRAG
NT ZERO LIFT
A study on the dynamic characteristics of a
peripheral-jet air cushion
The steady state and dynamic behaviour of the
turbo-bearing
Determination of the dynamic characteristics of a
helicopter by the branch-modes method
The notion of aircraft trailing vortices
Study of dynamic characteristics of aerelastic
systems utilizing Randsocke signature
User's manual for computer program BOTOR --- to
calculate tilt-rotor aircraft dynamic
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>DYNAMIC STABILITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DYNABIC HODELS</td>
<td>Dynamic properties of wing panel made of composite materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTBABIC COBTEOL</td>
<td>Development and evaluation of a new method for predicting aircraft buffet response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYIABIC BESPOHSE</td>
<td>Update on an investigation of flight buffet of a variable-sweep aircraft -- F-111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTYABIC PBOPEBTIES</td>
<td>A dynamic behavior of an F-111 aircraft with damage to the flight-control system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT TRAHSIENT LOADS</td>
<td>The response of a vibrating structure as a function of structural parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT WING LOADING</td>
<td>Diagonalization of the bearing matrix -- A systematic method for the analysis of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT IBPACT LOADS</td>
<td>Aircraft structural compartments to blast pressures and fragments from high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT 60S! LOADS</td>
<td>Explosive projectiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT BLAST LOADS</td>
<td>Dynamic response of viscous-damped multi-shaft jet engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT AERODYNAMIC LOADS</td>
<td>Aircraft dynamics - What pilots never ask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT BUST LOADS</td>
<td>Structural response of fiber composite fan blades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT CYCLIC LOADS</td>
<td>Effects of parasite drag on rotor performance and dynamic response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT GUST LOADS</td>
<td>Use of short period frequency requirements in horizontal tail sizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT IMPACT LOADS</td>
<td>A study of stabilization techniques for small, fixed-wing, remotely piloted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT SHOCK LOADS</td>
<td>Development of an analysis for the determination of coupled helicopter rotor/control system dynamic response. Part 1: Analysis and applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT TRANSIENT LOADS</td>
<td>Generalized dynamic engine simulation techniques for the digital computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT VIBRATORY LOADS</td>
<td>Flight turbulence tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT VING LOADING</td>
<td>Use of short period frequency requirements in horizontal tail sizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic loading of turbocharger turbine blades</td>
<td>A study of stabilization techniques for small, fixed-wing, remotely piloted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of helicopter drag reduction on rotor</td>
<td>Development of an analysis for the determination of coupled helicopter rotor/control system dynamic response. Part 2: Program listing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic loads and structural criteria study</td>
<td>Development of an analysis for the determination of coupled helicopter rotor/control system dynamic response. Part 1: Analysis and applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military helicopters</td>
<td>Generalized dynamic engine simulation techniques for the digital computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeronautical loads</td>
<td>Flight turbulence tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft stability</td>
<td>Use of short period frequency requirements in horizontal tail sizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The interaction between vortex-array representations of freestream turbulence and impermeable bodies</td>
<td>Use of short period frequency requirements in horizontal tail sizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A surface vorticity analysis of three-dimensional flow through strongly swept turbine cascades</td>
<td>A study of stabilization techniques for small, fixed-wing, remotely piloted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drag effects on wing flutter</td>
<td>Development of an analysis for the determination of coupled helicopter rotor/control system dynamic response. Part 2: Program listing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The dynamics of the civil aviation industry --- Book</td>
<td>Development of an analysis for the determination of coupled helicopter rotor/control system dynamic response. Part 1: Analysis and applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrument landing system performance prediction</td>
<td>Generalized dynamic engine simulation techniques for the digital computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A standard kinematic model for flight simulation at NASA Aces</td>
<td>Flight turbulence tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-2497]</td>
<td>Use of short period frequency requirements in horizontal tail sizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An experimental investigation of priority dispatching in aircraft maintenance, using a simplified model</td>
<td>A study of stabilization techniques for small, fixed-wing, remotely piloted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of several factors on theoretical predictions of airplane spin characteristics --- dynamic models</td>
<td>Development of an analysis for the determination of coupled helicopter rotor/control system dynamic response. Part 1: Analysis and applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application of a new criterion for modeling systems --- of aircraft stability characteristics</td>
<td>Generalized dynamic engine simulation techniques for the digital computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic properties</td>
<td>Flight turbulence tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS</td>
<td>Use of short period frequency requirements in horizontal tail sizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic response</td>
<td>A study of stabilization techniques for small, fixed-wing, remotely piloted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT TRANSIENT RESPONSE</td>
<td>Development of an analysis for the determination of coupled helicopter rotor/control system dynamic response. Part 1: Analysis and applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigations involving a ‘dynamically similar’ component model of the F614 - Experimental determination of the fundamental oscillation parameters</td>
<td>Generalized dynamic engine simulation techniques for the digital computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications of similarity laws in the case of turboachines</td>
<td>Flight turbulence tests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A-123
On the stability of a dirigible body

LTA aerodynamic data reinvited

[AIAA PAPER 75-951]

Static stability and aperiodic divergence --- in longitudinal flight

[45x258]

DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Airelasticity of plates and shells --- Book

Studies on the impact structural damage of composite blades

Problems of structural identification - Partial survey of ground and flight vibration test methods

System identification of a complex structure --- helicopter gearbox dynamics from shake test data

[VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF MULTI-SYMMETRIC STRUCTURES

[AIAA PAPER 75-808]]

Vibration analysis of multi-symmetric structures

[D Y C H A N I C A L STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS]

DYCHIIIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The prediction of structural response to buffet flow: A state-of-the-art review

[NASA-TM-X-72627]

Determination of the dynamic characteristics of a structure from a vibration test performed with only one excitation point --- exemplified for aircraft structure

New computerized equipment for experimental determination of dynamic characteristics of structures --- using minicomputer and specialized software

Dynamic characteristics of structures determined using point excitation vibration testing

A semi-automatic modal-survey test technique for complex aircraft and spacecraft structures

E-2 AIRCRAFT

Catapult and arrested landing fatigue tests of the model E-2A/B airplane

[AD-A0055770]

EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS

Avac - Boeing's radar patroller

NARROWBAND

Noise levels in the CC-109, CC-115, and CC-117 aircraft

[DCIEM-74-R-1059]

EARTH ATMOSPHERE

EARTH SATELLITES

EARTH Satellites

Earth ATMOSPHERE

MT LOWER ATMOSPHERE

MT TROPOSPHERE

MT TROPOPAUSE

Earth Satellites

Aeronautical Satellites

MT ATS 5

MT ATS 6

MT COMMUNICATION SATELLITES

MT NAVIGATION SATELLITES

Earth Surface

On independent determinatation of the coordinates of vehicle position by means of a plane cartesian coordinate system stereographically mapped onto a longitude, with allowance for the nonisometricity of the earth

ERF

U EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS

ECOCHOS

MT CLUTTER

MT RADAR ECHOES

MT SIGNAL REFLECTION

A-124
The challenge to advanced cargo aircraft systems.

The role of the aeronautical technical school in ensuring optimal reliability of aircraft equipment.

Elastic deformation of a wing with nonlinear elastic characteristic.

On the vibration of a rotating shaft system having two rotors.
Calculation of helicopter main rotor blade deformation with account for control flexibility p0015 A75-12087
Generation of aerodynamic profiles and establishing the circulation around a wing by deformation of the wing p0018 A75-12638
Allowance for the elastic deformation of the wing in its own plane in the calculation of the skewsymmetric vibrations of an aircraft with a small-aspect-ratio wing p0258 A75-26687
Train-gauge technique for the experimental determination of displacements of aircraft structural elements p0669 A75-43811
Reproduction of the interaction of aerodynamic loads and structural distortions during strength tests [AD-A007661] p0359 A75-23520

ELASTIC PROPERTIES
NT AEREOELASTICITY
NT AEROTHERMONELASTICITY
NT ELASTOPLASTICITY
NT THERMOELASTICITY
Stability theory and its applications to structural mechanics --- Book p9200 A75-25181
New structural form of sandwich core p9401 A75-38576
Analysis of complex elastic structures by a Rayleigh-Ritz component modes method using Lagrange multipliers p9322 A75-22795

ELASTIC SHELLS
Impact of a flight vehicle on a spherical shell --- German book p0420 A75-39223

ELASTIC STABILITY
U ADAPTING
ELASTIC SYSTEMS
Formation of flexibility matrices of a structure based on known yields at arbitrary points p0329 A75-32995

ELASTIC WAVES
NT AERODYNAMIC NOISE
NT AIRCRAFT NOISE
NT COMPRESSION WAVES
NT ENGINE NOISE
NT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
NT RACE CONES
NT NOISE (SOUND)
NT NORMAL SHOCK WAVES
NT S WAVES
NT SHOCK WAVES
NT SONICboom
NT SOUND WAVES
NT TOLLKIN-SCHLICHTING WAVES
Chordwise propagation of dynamic stall cells on an oscillating airfoil [AIAA Paper 75-25] p0095 A75-18265
Type of second wave and change in pressure on the initial section of a blunt cone generatrix p0112 A75-19201
Suppression of spatial waves by distortion of jet velocity profile p0140 A75-19870

ELASTICITY
U ELASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTOMERS
Endurance testing of an LM-726-1 elastomeric pitch change bearing [AD-780140] p0930 A75-10074

ELASTOPLASTICITY
Stress-strain state and springback in elastic-plastic torsion of profiles with open cross section contour p0186 A75-23809
The problem of forced fittings. I - The loading process --- elastoplastic analysis for mechanical interference joints p0467 A75-42656

ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
U ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
ELECTRIC BATTERIES
NT NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES
ELECTRIC CHANGE
NT ELECTROSTATIC CHANGE

ELECTRIC CONNECTORS
Blindside connector selection --- for aircraft wiring p0395 A75-37711

ELECTRIC CONTROL
Aircraft control surface actuators --- Russian book p0184 A75-23923
Control of a transistor switch by current transformer [RAS-LZB-TRANS-1774] p0667 A75-12196

ELECTRIC CURRENT
NT ALTERNATING CURRENT
NT DIRECT CURRENT
NT GAS DISCHARGES
NT LIGHTNING
Lighting effects on the NASA F-8 digital-fly-by-wire airplane [NASA-CB-252a] p0319 A75-22334

ELECTRIC DISCHARGES
NT GAS DISCHARGES
NT LIGHTNING

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
G. S. Arya helicopter electrical system reliability and maintainability investigation. Volume 1: Document deficiency analysis [AD-785573] p0661 A75-11961
G. S. Arya helicopter electrical system reliability and maintainability investigation. Volume 2: Supplemental design guide [AD-785574] p0661 A75-11962
Five minutes before takeoff [AD-1002815] p0313 A75-21301
Electric energy and noise --- emphasizing noise reduction [ALL-CF-TRANS-6560-(9022.09)] p0816 A75-27294
Airborne electronics for automated flight systems p0450 A75-29011

ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH
Analysis of airborne VHF incidental noise over metropolitan areas. II - Horizontal dipole antenna p0294 A75-30572

ELECTRIC FIELDS
Electrostatic vertical sensing and control concept for aircraft escape systems p0159 A75-25068

ELECTRIC FILTERS
NT DIGITAL FILTERS
ELECTRIC GENERATORS
NT AC GENERATORS
NT MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC GENERATORS
High temperature generator component development [AD-786046] p0767 A75-13170
The light industrial gas turbine: Past and future [ALL-CF-TRANS-6390-(9022.09)] p0446 A75-28063

ELECTRIC MOTORS
NT MICROMOTORS
NT STATOREROSORS MOTORS
NT TORQUE MOTORS
A flight simulator control system using electric torque motors [AIAA Paper 75-105] p0099 A75-18313
Automated test facility for aircraft hydraulic pumps and motors p0323 A75-32397
Practical stability of a reluctance synchronous machine [AD-A007659] p0367 A75-23605

ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
NT SPIKE POTENTIALS
ELECTRIC POWER CONVERSION
U ELECTRIC GENERATORS
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
NT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
Response of a light aircraft to a thermal exhaust plume p0348 A75-35403

ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLIES
VSCF starter generator --- variable speed constant frequency cycloconverter for aircraft applications p0185 A75-23594
Special problems and capabilities of high altitude lighter than air vehicles --- superpressure powered aerostat design p0217 A75-26021
Spike, relays and aircraft electric systems p0402 A75-38726
Study of solid state remote control techniques as applied to the redesign of the electrical system in a large civil aircraft
The 1971 AGARD Annual Meeting: The energy problem: Impacts on military research and development of propulsion system controls

The 1974 AGARD Annual Meeting: The energy problem: Impacts on military research and development

Energy-related research and development in the United States Air Force

Alternative fuels for aviation

Energy transfer

Stationary reaction of a dual-sphere configuration moving in a free-molecular medium -- heat and energy transfer in rarefied gases

Engine analyzers

An advanced diagnostic engine monitoring system approach -- using digital computers

Experience with F-104G FDR evaluation with respect to engine diagnostics

Turbojet engine gas path analysis: A review

An engine analyzer program for helicopter turboshaft powerplants

KSSU AIDS engine analysis

Engine condition problems in supersonic flight -- including airflow deterioration

Engine health monitoring in a civil airline

Engine control

MT turbojet engine control

Powerplant energy management -- transport aircraft engine thrust control

The digital electronic propulsion control system -- problems and payoffs

VSTOL deflector concepts

A fatigue of the F-104A air inlet control system -- from development to production status

Electronic propulsion controls for commercial aircraft

The transition from effective aircraft engine control to effective industrial engine control

Identification of processes having direction-dependent responses, with gas-turbine engine applications

Control and equipment of the F-53 motor

Statistical analysis of the functioning quality of regulators with random parameter scatter

Laboratory testing of controls for aircraft turbine engines

Integrated flight/propulsion control by state regulation

Integrated lift/drag controller for aircraft

An investigation of the interaction between advanced turbofan controls and assumed performance correction models

Application of real-time engine simulations to the development of propulsion system controls

Control considerations for lift-cruise engines in a V/STOL fighter aircraft

Control system and condition monitoring integration

Integrated lift/drag controller for aircraft

Distortion induced engine instability

Aircraft taxiing noise measurements
ENGINE COOLANTS

- Monitoring and control of aerospace vehicle propulsion
- Digital implementation of the TP30-P-3 turbofan engine control [NASA-TM-X-3105]
- An application of modern control theory to jet propulsion systems — considering onboard computer [NASA-TM-X-77276]
- Power plant controls for aero-gas turbine engines [ACARE-CP-351]
- Contribution of flight simulation tests to the study of turbofan engine control
- An aircraft manufacturer's requirements for future propulsion systems
- Control system requirements dictated by optimization of engine operation
- Reliability specification for gas turbine control systems
- Control design considerations for variable geometry engines
- PRAC: A new aero gas turbine engine control concept
- Helicopter engine control: The past 20 years and the next
- Equilibrium performance analysis of gas turbine engines using influence coefficient techniques
- Use of simulation in the design, development, and testing of power plant control systems
- The use of digital control for complex power plant management
- Fluidic sensors for turbojet engines

ENGINE COOLANTS

- Cold air study of the effect on turbine stator blade aerodynamic performance of coolant ejection from various trailing edge slot geometries. 2: Comparison of experimental and analytical results [NASA-TM-X-3190]

ENGINE DESIGN

- MT HOCKET ENGINE DESIGN
  - The development program for the F-15 inlet [AIAA Paper 76-1061]
  - Small flying engines are different — aircraft gas turbine design [AIAA Paper 76-1185]
  - The Detroit Diesel Allison Model 250-C28 turboshaft engine [AIAA Paper 76-1186]
  - Fretting in aircraft turbine engines [AIAA Paper 76-1186]
  - TF-16 inlet design and performance [AIAA Paper 76-1062]
  - Electronic propulsion controls for commercial aircraft [AIAA Paper 76-1065]
  - The LTS 101 SHP engine [AIAA Paper 76-1187]
  - Viper turbojet engines. II — design and applications [AIAA Paper 76-1187]
  - The American STAGG gas generator program [AIAA Paper 76-1187]
  - An inexpensive jet engine, dream or reality — for remotely piloted vehicles Teledyne aims at low-cost engines [AIAA Paper 76-1187]
  - Choice of geometric parameters for some schemes of jet engine reversing devices [AIAA Paper 76-1187]
  - New engine cycles — opportunity for creativity — multihood SST and STOL design [AIAA Paper 76-1187]
  - LARAC — a small turbofan engine for military and general aviation aircraft [SAE Paper 740807]

SUBJECT INDEX

- Research and development of the JT8D10 turbofan engine [SAE Paper 740809]
- Utilization of a dual spool compressor test facility to aid development of turbofan engines [SAE Paper 75-16896]
- Implications of multiplane-multispeed balancing for future turbine engine design and cost [SAE Paper 75-16906]
- A brief look at engine installations for future naval aircraft [SAE Paper 75-16922]
- An engine project engineer's view of advanced secondary power systems [SAE Paper 75-16924]
- The significance of methods of complex design for the reliability of aircraft engines [SAE Paper 75-17360]

- Calculation of aircraft engine turbines: Gasdynamic calculation — Blade profiling — Russian book


- Aircraft engines under development

- Aerodynamic streamlineing of the exhaust ducts of axial-flow turbomachines

- Design and testing of new center inlet and S-duct for F-2277 airplane with reheat JT9D engines [AIAA Paper 75-12064]
- Pratt & Whitney F100 — Power for the Eagle and TF-16 [AIAA Paper 75-20350]
- Optimal design with several merit criteria [AIAA Paper 75-22107]
- Developers face 1975 CFM56 decision — turbofan aircraft engine development [AIAA Paper 75-22234]
- DASH 7 designed to cut noise, pollution — — — DCC-7 design

- QSTOL aircraft — quiet engine design

- Areas of ECM application, opportunities and limitations — electrochemical machining technology

- Analytic specification of compressor characteristics [AIAA Paper 75-23816]

- Developmental programs for small expendable turbosets

- 'By the application of power' /21st Cayley Memorial Lecture/ — technical survey of aircraft engines

- The role of rotor blade blockage in the propagation of fan noise interaction tones [AIAA Paper 75-167]
- Part load specific fuel consumption of gas turbines
- The fixed shaft constant speed variable torque turbine /Sir Henry Royce Memorial Lecture/
- A brief account of the progress of turbine disk materials for aircraft jet engines
- Identification of systems by means of adaptive model — application to jet engines

- Materials for gas turbines — review

- Regenerative turbofans — A comparison with nonregenerative units — aircraft engine performance


- Structural integrity for propulsion systems

- TF-16 air induction system design loads associated with engine surge
Flight test results of an automatic support system on board a YF-12A airplane -- for jet engine inlet air control

Propulsion system configuration development for the A-1 strategic bomber

[AIAA PAPER 75-1100] p073 A75-35272

Potential and viscous flow prediction in V/STOL propulsion system inlets

p0467 A75-40272

Potential and viscous flow in VTOL, STOL or CTOL propulsion system inlets

[AIAA PAPER 75-1196] p0504 A75-45615

An experimental investigation of ground vortex formation during reverse engine operation

[AIAA PAPER 75-1125] p0508 A75-45700

Effects of condensation in the JT9D turbofan engine bellmouth inlet

[AIAA PAPER 75-1225] p0509 A75-45702

Sources of distortion and compatibility

p0723 A75-12956

Analysis of the dynamic response of a supersonic inlet to flow-field perturbations upstream of the normal shock

[NASA-TN-D-7398] p0127 A75-14065

Aerodynamic analysis of several high thrust Mach number inlets for the quiet clean short-haul experimental engine


The proper selection of engine cycles

[A-D-70654] p0166 A75-15646

The experimental verification of a transonic test technique for full-scale inlet/engine systems simulating maneuvering attitudes

[AD-787659] p0167 A75-15660

Comparison of experimental and theoretical boundary-layer separation for inlets at incidence angle at low-speed conditions

[NASA-TN-X-3190] p0169 A75-16509

Design of a very-low-bend Mach 2.5 mixed-compression inlet with 45 percent internal contraction


Low speed and angle of attack effects on sonic and near-sonic inlets

[NASA-CR-134774] p0245 A75-19128

Potential and viscous flow prediction in V/STOL propulsion system inlets

[NASA-TN-X-33222] p0316 A75-22278

Jet engine air intake system

[NASA-CASE-ARC-10761-1] p0500 A75-31108

ENGINE MONITORING INSTRUMENTS

Aids - Expectations past, present and future — Airborne Integrated Data System

[AIAA PAPER 75-1667] p0001 A75-10260

A test cell engine diagnostic system — From research to reality

[AIAA PAPER 75-1207] p0003 A75-10349

Reliability and maintainability of aircraft jet engines. II

p0009 A75-12125

Maxima installed engine utilization through disciplined health monitoring — of commercial aircraft engine systems

[SAE PAPER 750612] p0430 A75-40519

Diagnostic engine monitoring for military aircraft

p0471 A75-40408

Digital computing techniques in the analysis and operation of engine management systems
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DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF AN F-27 AIRCRAFT WITH DAMAGE TO THE FLIGHT-CONTROL SYSTEM
p0146 A75-20773

F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

SOME ASPECTS OF RECENT DEVELOPMENTS OF THE FOKKER F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
p0465 A75-41957

Low-Speed Stability and Control Characteristics of Transport Aircraft with Particular Reference to Tailplane Design
p0306 A75-21229

F-89 AIRCRAFT

F-89 HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR COMBINATORIAL GEOMETRIC REPRESENTATION
[AB-A006835] p0457 A75-29101

F-100 AIRCRAFT

LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT OF F-100 ENGINE THROUGH OPERATIONAL INTRODUCTION
[IAA PAPER 75-1291] p0506 A75-45679

F-101 AIRCRAFT

DEPOT LEVEL INSPECTION AND REPAIR PROGRAM AND THE CF-101 VOOODO
p0048 A75-15012

F-102 AIRCRAFT

ON THE WAY TO TACTICAL AIRCRAFT ROBOTICS --- GROUND BASED RADAR CONTROL OF F-102
p0323 A75-32452

F-104 AIRCRAFT

TOTAL AIRFRAME FATIGUE TEST P-104 G
[AD-4007938] p0373 A75-24726

VIBRATION AND RESPONSES OF TEST STRUCTURE NO. 1 DURING THE Edwards Air Force Base Phase of the National Sonic Boom Program --- P-104, B-58, and X-70 Sonic Boom Exposures
[NASA-TR-X-72706] p0376 A75-24744

Life Assurance of Fighter Aircraft Exemplified by the F-104 G --- Fatigue Test Program
p0494 A75-30997

Some experience in engine-troubleshooting with inflight-data, recorded in the F-104G with the "leads"-200
p0498 A75-31093

Experience with F-104G FDBS evaluation with respect to engine diagnostics
p0499 A75-31099

F-105 AIRCRAFT

AN EXAMINATION OF THE RATE VARIANCE FORMULA FOR THE F-10 Air Vehicle --- For close air support
[AD-787705] p0163 A75-15623

F-106 AIRCRAFT

SUPPORT NOZZLE AND AIRFRAME NOISE MEASUREMENTS DURING FLYOVER OF A MODIFIED F-106B AIRCRAFT WITH UNDERWING NACELLES
[ASME PAPER 74-WA/ASBE-1] p0079 A75-16805

F-111 AIRCRAFT

UPDATE ON AN INVESTIGATION OF FLIGHT BUFFETING OF A VARIABLE-SWEEP AIRCRAFT --- F-111 AND DYNAMIC RESPONSE
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Variable Geometry Today --- Latest Swing Wing Aircraft
p0330 A75-33447
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A COMPARISON AND EVALUATION OF TWO METHODS OF EXTRACTING STABILITY DERIVATIVES FROM FLIGHT TEST DATA
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FABRICATION

LOW-COST COMPOSITE STRUCTURES --- FOR AEROSPACE STRUCTURES
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N/C TAPING LAYING - TOMORROW'S FUTURE TODAY --- FOR HELICOPTER ROTOR BLADE MANUFACTURING
[SMER PAPER 76A-729] p0186 A75-23441

Fabrication of one-piece-forged thin-walled parts having variable cross section --- Russian book
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Design of fabricated static structures for long cyclic life
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FAIL-SAFE SYSTEMS

MULTISENSOR UTILIZATION FOR AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL IN THE TERMINAL AREA
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MEETING CONFLICTING HYDRAULIC DESIGN GOALS OF THE F-14A
p0295 A75-31110

HIGH INTENSITY FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS --- AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY
p0302 A75-31993

FAIL-SAFE SYSTEM FOR ACTIVITY COOLED SUPERSONIC AND HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT --- USING LIQUID HYDROGEN FUEL
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Engine failure prediction techniques
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Preproduction evaluation of an improved titanium surface prebonding process
Major item Special Study (MISS), CH-54A rotor wing blade
Multiple fuel gas path analysis applied to TF39-P-408 engine data
Helicopter secondary structures reliability and maintainability investigation
Failure modes
Fracture failure modes in lightweight bearings
Helicopter failure modes and corrective actions
Development of accelerated life testing techniques for general failure modes of aircraft hardware
Major item Special Study (MISS), UH-1H main rotor hub assembly
Failure modes in lightweight bearings
Failure Delta 2Aircraft
Failure Alpha 2Aircraft
Failings
Design fabrication and test of an F-14 composite overwing fairing
Effects of nozzle interfacing modifications on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a twin jet, variable wing sweep fighter model
Spatial stability of some Falkner-Skan profiles with reversed flow --- separated flow boundary layer profiles
Fatigue and damage tolerance effects on thermal fatigue of coated superalloys
Determination of the lifetimes of gas turbine blades
Static fatigue behavior of cellulose and polyamide
Characterization of 8-mil boron/aluminum material
Probabilistic design and structural fatigue
The C-5A active load alleviation system
Structure interpretation by consideration of vibration resistance in light construction
The C-5A active load alleviation system [AIAS PAPER 75-991]
Probabilistic design and structural fatigue --- aircraft applications
Characterization of 8-mil boron/aluminum material --- tensile, shear and fatigue tests
Static fatigue behavior of cellulose and polyamide materials --- helicopter external load clings
Determination of the lifetimes of gas turbine blades [OMRA, TP NO. 1975-106]
Thermal fatigue of coated superalloys
Fatigue and damage tolerance effects on preliminary design wing weights [SAAR PAPER 1043]

Lifetime prediction methods for elevated temperature fatigue --- in aircraft jet engines
A comparison of flight loads counting methods and their effects on fatigue life estimates using data from Concorde
Relation between scatter of fatigue life and S-N curve in aircraft structural aluminum alloys
The variability of fatigue damage from flight to flight
A structural weight estimation program (SWEED) for aircraft. Volume 4: Material properties, structure temperature, flutter and fatigue
Development of statistical fatigue failure characteristics of 0.125 inch 2024-T3 aluminum under simulated flight-by-flight loading
Total airframe fatigue test F 104 G
Preliminary design of wings. Volume 2: Preliminary fatigue design
A short study of the effect of a penetrant oil on the fatigue life of a riveted joint
Life assurance of fighter aircraft exemplified by the F-104 G --- fatigue test program
Consolidation of fatigue and fatigue-crack-propagation data for design use

Fatigue properties of aircraft lugs with interference fit
Fatigue testing of DH 104 Dove centre section Dove wing fatigue test
Investigation of variations of internal energy and stresses in working turbine blades of a main structure failures in an aircraft. Volume 4: Haterial properties, structure temperature, flutter and fatigue

Effect of erosive wear on aircraft gas turbine engine axial compressor cantilever blade endurance
Effect of hole machining methods on resistance of aircraft constructional materials to fatigue failure
Fatigue life prediction of aircraft structures - past, present and future
On stress in service condition and estimated fatigue life of blades in axial flow compressor
Determination of the lifetime of acoustically loaded aircraft structures
Improving the structural fatigue characteristics of aircraft by using bonded sandwich structures.
Dependence of the fatigue and fatigue-corrosion life of Ti55 alloy on the anodizing temperature and the anode film thickness --- high strength Al alloy
Differentiation of corrosion damages according to the degree of their effect on the resistance of aircraft skin members to fatigue and corrosion-fatigue failure
Stochastic model for fatigue crack size and cost effective design decisions --- for aerospace structures
Regional fatigue environment study for commercial airplanes --- safe wing life
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Structure interpretation by consideration of vibration resistance in light construction
The C-5A active load alleviation system
Probabilistic design and structural fatigue --- aircraft applications
Characterization of 8-mil boron/aluminum material --- tensile, shear and fatigue tests
Static fatigue behavior of cellulose and polyamide materials --- helicopter external load clings
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Probabilistic design and structural fatigue --- aircraft applications
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Determination of the lifetimes of gas turbine blades [OMRA, TP NO. 1975-106]
Thermal fatigue of coated superalloys
Fatigue and damage tolerance effects on preliminary design wing weights [SAAR PAPER 1043]
Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 1.
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Volume 2: Appendices

Volume 1: Structural design criteria/technology assessment
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Active flutter suppression
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FEEDBACK CONTROL
Array helicopter fluidic control systems
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Multi-level control optimisation using subsystem relative performance index sensitivity
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Integrated flight/proposition control by state regulation
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Double feedback loops stabilize landing-light servoactuators
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A separate surface stability augmentation system for a general aviation airplane
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A simulation of active feedback suppression of dynamic response in helicopter rotor blades
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Cruise engine control synthesis --- computerised simulation
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FIBERED
Design and development of the Hawker Siddeley 748 prop-jet feeder liner
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Data transmission by optical fibers aboard aircraft
p0187 A75-23855
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FIBERS
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Structural materials research for lighter-than-air systems
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FIBEROUS MATERIALS
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FIELD STRENGTH
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Influence of topography and atmospheric refraction in UFO ground-air communications
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FIELD THEORY (ALGEBRA)
MT QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
MT ALPHA JET AIRCRAFT
**FIGHTER AIRCRAFT**

- **F-2 AIRCRAFT**
- **F-4 AIRCRAFT**
- **F-5 AIRCRAFT**
- **F-8 AIRCRAFT**
- **F-14 AIRCRAFT**
- **F-15 AIRCRAFT**
- **F-17 AIRCRAFT**
- **F-22 AIRCRAFT**
- **F-104 AIRCRAFT**
- **F-102 AIRCRAFT**
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- **F-100 AIRCRAFT**
- **F-89 AIRCRAFT**
- **7-21 AIRCRAFT**
- **F-8 AIRCRAFT**
- **F-17 AIRCRAFT**
- **F-0 AIRCRAFT**
- **F-2 AIRCRAFT**
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- Study of non-symmetric nozzles installed in advanced fighter aircraft
- Augmented Deflector Exhaust Nozzle /AEBN/ design for future fighters
- Vertical and short take-off demonstrated by the VAK 191 B
- Fighter aircraft engine dependability versus reconnaissance aircraft engine dependability when both aircraft use the same engine
- Concept of operations for a Full Mission Fighter Simulator (FMFS)
- Analysis of longitudinal pilot-induced oscillation tendencies of F-12 aircraft
- Low speed wind tunnel test of jet flags and floating wingtip ailerons on a fighter wing
- Digital flight control systems for tactical fighters. Volume 1: Digital flight control system analysis
- Digital flight control systems for tactical fighters. Volume 2: Documentation of the digital control analysis software (DIGIKON)
- A criterion for prediction of airborne integration effects on inlet stability with application to advanced fighter aircraft
- Emergency ejection, sequence of operations
- Design and analysis of a supersonic penetrator-measuring fighter
- Paraseismic analysis of an advanced manned interceptor utilization
- Advanced maneuverability options for future fighters
- Digital flight control systems for tactical fighters. Volume 3. Digital flight control system design considerations
- Wet runway aircraft control project F-4 rain tire project
- Sequential attack in aerial combat
- Analytical determination of aircraft spin modes
- Wing with stores flutter on variable sweep wing aircraft
- Horizontal canards for two-axis CCV fighter control
- Survivable flight control system: Active control development, flight test, and application
- An economic model to determine costs when the intermediate level repair uses remotely located automatic test equipment
- Impact of design trade studies on system human resources
- Measurement of the focal distance of the windshield of a NF-5 aircraft
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Recent progress in the analysis of structures using the finite element method
A finite-element method for lifting surfaces in steady incompressible subsonic flow
Subsonic and supersonic ideal aerodynamics and aerodynamic transfer function for complex configurations -- aerodynamic configurations for subsonic and supersonic speeds using the finite element method
Calculation of the reinforced thin-walled construction by the method of the final element
Aircraft fuel tank vulnerability to hydraulic ram: Modification of the Northrop finite element computer code to include fluid-structure interaction: Theory and users manual for BR-1 HSM [AD-A003471]
The finite element method in low speed aerodynamics
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Fundamental geometric and aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft and finsed rockets
HASPA flight control concepts -- High altitude Superpressured Powered Aerostat
Flight Nose Fins
External fins and ejector action for reducing the infrared emission of engine exhaust fumes
The aerodynamic characteristics of wrap-around fins, including roll angle at Mach numbers from 0.5 to 3.0
The aerodynamic characteristics of wrap-around fins, including roll angle at Mach numbers from 0.5 to 3.0

**FIRE CONTROL**
Combat Energy Maneuverability Display - CEMD
Design analysis of helicopter automatic and semiautomatic airborne precision pointing and tracking systems

**FIRE PROTECTION**
An extinguisher emulsion -- for aircraft fires
Evaluation of auxiliary agents and systems for aircraft ground fire suppression, phase 2
Evaluation of a high-capacity, firefighting foam-dispersing system
Environmental and operating requirements for fire extinguishing systems on advanced aircraft

**FIRE FIGHTING**
Fire-fighting in airport premises
Evaluation of auxiliary agents and systems for aircraft ground fire suppression, phase 2
Evaluation of a high-capacity, firefighting foam-dispersing system

**FIRE PREVENTION**
Air-fired fuel tank inerting by catalytic fuel combustion
Fire protection of large Air Force hangars
Feasibility study and demonstration of nitrogen generation for fuel tank inerting

**FIREPROOFING**
Development of a silicone-base fire-resistant hydraulic fluid for use in military aircraft
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Air crash survival - Injuries and evacuation toxic hazards
A study of the effects on mice of smoke and gases from controlled fires in simulated aircraft cabins
Aircraft engine nacelle fire test simulator
Theoretical predictions of thermal explosions.

**FITTINGS**
The problem of forced fittings. I - The loading process -- elastoplastic analysis for mechanical interference joints

**FIXED WINGS**
Payload without penalty - A suggestion for improving the take-off performance of fixed-wing V/STOL aircraft
Numerical simulation of transonic flow about airplanes and helicopter rotors
A guidance system for fixed or rotary wing aircraft in approach and landing zones -- using time division multiplexing
Frequencies of vertical and lateral load factors resulting from ground manoeuvres of aircraft

**FLAMEFRONT**
U FLAME PROPAGATION
U FLAME BURNING
U FLAME HOLDERS
Investigation of dump combustors with flameholders -- for ramjet chamber length reduction
Combustion intensity and distribution relation to noise generation

**FLAME INTERACTION**
U CHEMICAL REACTIONS
U FLARE PROPAGATION

**FLARE PROPAGATION**
Self-excited acoustic oscillations in combustion areas with flat flames -- German book
Jet engine burn-through flame characteristics

**FLAME QUENCHING**
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**FLAME RETARDANTS**
A study of the effects on mice of smoke and gases from controlled fires in simulated aircraft cabins
Thermochemical characterization of aircraft interior panel materials
Fire-resistant aircraft materials development and evaluation program

**FLAME STABILITY**
Calculation of combustion process characteristics in high-temperature gas turbine engines
Flame stabilization by leading edge vortex breakdown above a delta shape

**FLARES**
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U FLAMMABLE GASES
Oxygen concentration sensor for aircraft fuel tanks

**FLAP CONTROL**
U AIRCRAFT CONTROL
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The An-2 aircraft /4th revised and enlarged edition/

Calculation of static longitudinal aerodynamic loads and flight limitations of the sailplane during supersonic flow about a plate

A wake source model for an inclined flat plate in a uniform stream

A leading edge heating array and a flat surface heating array - operation, maintenance and repair manual

A theoretical analysis for three dimensional ram wings in parallel walls

The determination of the flight performance of STOL aircraft with upper surface blown flaps

An elastic flight vehicle as an automatic control plant --- Russian book

A leading edge heating array - operation, maintenance and repair manual

Computer aided flexible envelope designs

Influence of fuselage flexibility on the stress-strain state of the wing

Rapid verification of engine rotor and case flexibilities by a modal comparison algorithm

Airfoil optimization utilizing a remotely controlled flexible model. Phase 1: Low speed wind tunnel test

A new J band pulsed radar altimeter

Interpretation of merged layer behavior for wedges

Turbulent near wake of a flat plate. II - Effects of boundary layer profile and compressibility

Downwash during supersonic flow about a plate

Stall flutter and nonlinear divergence of a two-dimensional flat plate wing

A theoretical model of an inclined flat plate in a uniform stream

A wake source model for an inclined flat plate in a uniform stream

A study of the boundary layer over a flat plate with a remote source of turbulence

The determination of the flight performance of gliders

A parametric study of STOL aircraft with upper surface blown flaps

An experimental study of flap-induced separation control to jet flapped wing-body combinations

A theoretical analysis for three dimensional ram wings in parallel walls

Flexibility of the optimization of the load-carrying structure of wing on rigidity during variation by the distribution of thickness ratio

An experimental investigation using a simulation of a deflected slipstream transport. Volume 1: Summary of results and airworthiness implications

Wake effects studies on two dimensional trailing edge high lift system

Full scale upper surface blown flat plate noise

A study of the boundary layer over a flat plate with a remote source of turbulence

A new J band pulsed radar altimeter

A new J band pulsed radar altimeter

Flexibility and development of helicopter design

Calculation of helicopter main rotor blade deflection with account for control flexibility

An elastic flight vehicle as an automatic control plant --- Russian book

The determination of the flight performance of gliders

A study of the boundary layer over a flat plate with a remote source of turbulence

A theoretical model of an inclined flat plate in a uniform stream

A theoretical analysis for three dimensional ram wings in parallel walls

The determination of the flight performance of gliders

A parametric study of STOL aircraft with upper surface blown flaps

An experimental study of flap-induced separation control to jet flapped wing-body combinations
FLIGHT HAZARDS

A quadrupedal digital flight control system for CCV application

Experience with the Concorde flying control system

Design of an entirely electrical flying control system

Use of active control technology to improve ride qualities of large transport aircraft

The C-5A active lift distribution control system

A study of techniques for real-time, on-line optimum flight path control. Algorithms for three-dimensional, nine-state flight path with two state variables -- F-4 aircraft -- turning flight

Formulations of the equations of motion of an elastic aircraft for stability and control and flight control applications

Flight control system reliability and maintainability investigations. Appendix B. Specification review change recommendations system

Flight control system reliability and maintainability investigations. Appendix C. Specification review change recommendations, components, part 1

Flight control system reliability and maintainability investigations. Appendix C. Specification review change recommendations, components, part 2

Flight control system reliability and maintainability investigations. Appendix D. Specification review change recommendations, cockpit arrangement

Flight control system reliability and maintainability investigations. Appendix E. Specification review change recommendations, structure

Flight control system reliability and maintainability investigations. Appendix F. Design handbook, DH-2-1, DH-2-X

Flight director laws for the longitudinal cyclic and collective controls of the DH-1H helicopter

Mechanization of active control systems

Hydraulic controls for active flutter suppression and load alleviation

Investigation of the Multiple Model Adaptive Control (MMAC) method for flight control systems
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Development of stall deterrent device for small airplanes
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A risk and comparative analysis of aircraft accident data
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The effects of lightning on digital flight control systems

The dynamic response of aircraft encountering aircraft wake turbulence

Analysis of general aviation accident records
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Vortex-related accidents over the ten year period 1966 - 1973

Reduction of the bat hazard to Randolph AF
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MT AUTOMATIC PILOTS
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European TriStars -- configuration and systems of L-1011 aircraft

Cobalt Energy Maneuverability Display - CEMD / Flight dynamic and fire control information integration

Integrated avionics: Controls and displays for helicopter IFR operations

A proposal for a self-contained instrumentation system for flight research on stability and control

Monte Carlo analysis of inaccuracies in estimated aircraft parameters caused by unmodeled flight instrumentation errors

Effects of visual flight display dynamics on altitude tracking performance in a flight simulator

A study on aircraft map display location and orientation -- effects of map display location on manual piloting performance

A tactical pilot aid for the approach-and-landing task: Inflight studies

A conformal head-up display for the visual approach

C-141 All Weather Landing System (AWLS) flight test report: Optimization and pre-experimental phases

Instrument system test. Elliott helicopter air data system

Flight tests with a simple head-up display used as a visual approach aid

Precision linear flight --- instrumentation system for jet aircraft in high-angle dive

Flight instrumentation specification for parameter identification: Progras user's guide --- instrument errors/error analysis

Evaluation of an integrated electronic instrument display for helicopter hovering operations using a six-degree-of-freedom fixed-base simulation

FLIGHT LOAD RECORDERS

Flight loads on large aircraft engaged in 1974
The civil aircraft airworthiness data recording programme. A study of normal operational landing performance on subsonic/canard jet aircraft [ARC-CP-1273] p0223 75-17320

Investigation of system integration methods for bubble domain flight recorders [NASA-CR-132643] p0411 75-26336

Engine data recording on a phantom aircraft: Results obtained to date p0499 75-31098

Experience with Y-10G FDRS evaluation with respect to engine diagnostics p0499 75-31099
The flight investigation and analysis of longitudinal handling qualities of STOL aircraft on landing approach [AD-A001596] p0241 W75-10254

Effects of visual flight display dynamics on altitude tracking performance in a flight simulator [NASA-CR-132614] p0275 W75-19271

Real-time simulation of jet engines with a digital computer[1], fabrication and characteristics of the simulator [NASA-LR-TRANS-1768] p0275 W75-19274
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Estimates of the stability derivatives of a helicopter and a V/STOL aircraft from flight data [AD-A016530] p0196 W75-24807

Interaction between control augmentation system and airframe dynamics on the YF-17 [AD-A016520] p0304 W75-26201

YF-16 active-control-system/structural dynamics interaction instability [AD-A016510] p0327 W75-32694

Aircraft dynamics - what pilots never ask about flight stability tests [AD-A016500] p0340 W75-34299
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Vertical seeking ejection seat [AD-A016480] p0199 W75-25053
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Effect of a general aviation trainer on the stress of flight training [AD-A016470] p0147 W75-20882
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The use of a navigation platform for performance instrumentation on the YF-16 flight test program [AD-A016460] p0096 W75-18271

Advances in flight test engineering [IC-74a-136-52] p0035 W75-10910

Sensors and filtering techniques for flight testing the YAK 191 and VPK 615 aircraft --- vertical takeoff aircraft [AD-A016450] p0475 W75-30005

FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES

The rotor systems research aircraft - a flying wind tunnel [AD-A016440] p0111 W75-11114

Advances in flight test engineering [IC-74a-136-52] p0035 W75-10910

Boundary-layer pressure fluctuations at high Reynolds numbers on a second free-flight test vehicle [ARC-CP-1302] p0266 W75-19189
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TF-16 could advance air combat tactics [AD-A016430] p0001 W75-10017

Test and evaluation of a fighter aircraft in-flight thrust reverser [AD-A016420] p0004 A75-10321

F-15 flight test experience with the F100-PW-100 engine [AD-A016410] p0012 A75-11297

Recent flight experience with the F100 engine in the TF-16 [AD-A016400] p0012 A75-11298
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Shuttle orbiter flight test plan evolves [AD-A016370] p018 A75-12720

High-altitude gliders - Projects and reality [AD-A016360] p034 A75-13884

The determination of the flight performance of gliders [AD-A016350] p0409 A75-15205
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Experimental methods used in France for flutter prediction [AD-A016310] p0202 A75-18003

Transonic buffet behavior of Northrop F-5A aircraft [AD-A016300] p0204 A75-18290
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TF-17 flight test program - Lightweight fighter program [AD-A016200] p0196 A75-24809

Measurements and analysis of aircraft airframe noise [AD-A016190] p0200 A75-25776
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An LTA flight research vehicle --- airship development [AD-A016170] p0215 A75-26003

Flight test of a digital guidance and control system in a DC-10 aircraft [AD-A016160] p0215 A75-26726

A pilot's report concerning the YSOL experimental aircraft VAK 191 B [AD-A016150] p0246 A75-26900

Airbus A 300 - Comparison of the flight test results with the flight performance and flight characteristics determined on the basis of theory and wind tunnel tests [AD-A016140] p0253 A75-27980

Flight tests with the V/STOL experimental aircraft VAK 191 B [AD-A016130] p0254 A75-27985

A specialised recording system for the measurement of helicopter rotor blade performance in flight [AD-A016120] p0254 A75-28770

Application of a new slip-ringless propeller blade measurement system [AD-A016110] p0254 A75-28770
A new flight test data system for NASA aeronautical flight research

p0258 A75-28771

Astromate - A synthetic circular aperture system for landing and navigation

[ONERA, TN No. 1975-7] p0259 A75-28793

The development of a serial F.G.R. instrumentation system

p0260 A75-28797

The benefits of real time computer analysis of experimental aircraft flight test data

p0260 A75-28801

Problems of structural identification - Partial survey of ground and flight vibration test methods

p0301 A75-31865

B-1 - The road to first flight

p0323 A75-32455

The random decrement technique applied to the YF-16 flight flutter tests

[NAE PAPER 75-1796] p0325 A75-32663

B-1 Airborne strategic deterrent

p0331 A75-33550

S-3A stall testing and auto-throttle development/testinge

p0332 A75-33621

Systematic development testing for engine structural integrity assurance

p0339 A75-34747

Flight test results of an automatic support system on board a YF-12A airplane for jet engine inlet air control

p0347 A75-35272

A predictive model of wake vortex transport

p0349 A75-35423

Comparison of flight and wind tunnel tests of an executive airplane

p0351 A75-35806

Flight mechanics and pilot evaluation of conventional landings

[SAA PAPER 750529] p0383 A75-36687

Airborne Omega navigation system integration and testing

p0387 A75-36963

Flight test of AH-99/V-2 Omega Navigation Set 1B F-4 aircraft

p0387 A75-36966

NASP design and flight test objectives - High Altitude Supersonic Powered Aerostat -

[NAE PAPER 75-924] p0388 A75-37002

Development and flight experience of a manned thermal airborne flying apparatus

[NAE PAPER 75-925] p0388 A75-37003

A balloon transport system

[NAE PAPER 75-926] p0389 A75-37004

The use of computers in flight testing

p0396 A75-37779

Northrop/United States Air Force F-5E Aircraft Fatigue Structural Integrity Program -

[NAE PAPER 75-968] p0423 A75-39503

NASA flight flutter testing -

[NAE PAPER 75-1035] p0425 A75-39527

Performance compatibility and flight testing of B-52 CCV system

[NAE PAPER 75-1035] p0425 A75-39528

P-15 propulsion flight testing experience -

[NAE PAPER 75-1053] p0426 A75-39539

Determination of aerodynamic coupling derivatives through flight test

p0431 A75-41660

Flight experience with time-of-arrival control for STOL aircraft in the terminal area

[NAE PAPER 75-1119] p0432 A75-41686

Techniques for determining propulsion system forces for accurate high speed vehicle drag measurement in flight

[NAE PAPER 75-1126] p0438 A75-41686

DC-9 flight testing of the reinstalled JT8D engine

[NAE PAPER 75-998] A75-41689

Electronic warfare - Military needs propel mini-BPFs into tactical flight test

A75-45014

Logistics management of F-100 engine through operational introduction

p0506 A75-45579

The weight engineer in engineering flight test - aircraft design parameters

p0518 A75-47506

Results of a series of wind tunnel tests on the Victor B.M.K.2 aircraft and a comparison with drag estimates and full scale flight data

[AST-CP-1283] p0514 A75-10026

Fuselage buffet behavior of Northrop F-5A aircraft

[NAE-CR-140939] p0527 A75-10054

A technique for displaying flight information in the field of view of binoculars for use by the pilots of radio controlled models

[AST-75-V-72019] p0535 A75-10786

Advances in flight test engineering

[AC-76-136-52] p0535 A75-10910

Developing STOL operational criteria

p0535 A75-10911

NASA Flight Research Center scale F-15 remotely piloted research vehicle program

p0557 A75-10912

Flight testing the F-15/AIR-7F weapon delivery mode F-15 F-16 A-10 aircraft

p0563 A75-10916

Automated avionics systems checkout and monitoring in a flight test environment

p0563 A75-10920

Airborne testing of advanced multimission aircraft

p0563 A75-10921

A new jet engine thrust measuring system: An advancement in flight test engineering

p0563 A75-10922

A Sabre-Scania developed method for obtaining stability derivatives from flight tests

p0563 A75-10925

Application of the fast Fourier transform to ground vibration testing, and flight flutter testing

p0563 A75-10926

Effective data monitoring during airplane flyover noise tests

p0637 A75-10929

Hot-wire anemometry for in-flight measurement of aircraft wake vortices

p0637 A75-10930

Results of full-scale vortex attenuation flight experiments

p0637 A75-10931

US Army helicopter icing tests

p0637 A75-10932

A remotely augmented vehicle approach to flight testing BWV control systems

[ASA-18-75588] p0637 A75-10936

Flight retrofit report

[AST-75-M-13755] p0637 A75-10941

Engineering flight test, AH-1G helicopter, heavyweight autorevolutional evaluation

p0661 A75-11964

Engineering design handbook: Helicopter performance testing

p0661 A75-11965

Simulation of flight test conditions in the Langley pilot transonic cryogenic tunnel

[ATA-785000] p0665 A75-12001

Major results of the Royal Aircraft Establishment phase 1 and phase 2a programmes

p0706 A75-12086

United Kingdom MLS programme: Phase 2 feasibility demonstration trials programme - ground and airborne measurements of aircraft landing system performance

p0706 A75-12088

Wind tunnel aerodynamics - proceedings of conference on W/TOL aircraft design, development, and flight characteristics

p0706 A75-12088

Flight evaluation: Ohio University omega receiver

p0705 A75-13795

Evaluation of the Bendix altitude warning system

[ASA-CP-1843] p0706 A75-13838

Nuclear helicopter air data density indicating system flight test program

[ASA-76565] p0706 A75-13862

Evaluation of the Bendix altitude warning system

[ASA-76461] p0706 A75-13863

A-157
Flight tests of the Rome Air Development center target enhancing linear relay system performance. [AD-787-305]
p0126 N75-13883

Flight data collection for ride quality and atmospheric turbulence research. [NASA-CR-127492]
p0132 N75-14745

ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data 1-band experimental program. Phase 2: Terminal design and flight test plan for phase 1 program. Volume 1: Terminal design. [AD-783-583]
p0136 N75-14929

Flight investigation of rotor/vehicle state feedback simulation. [NASA-CR-132546]
p0165 N75-15640

Simulated ground-level STOL runway/aircraft evaluation. Phase 3: Tests. [AD-783-749]
p0174 N75-16545

Analysis of flight and tunnel tests on the Payle Delta 2 research aircraft. [ARC-R-M-3738]
p0175 N75-16553

p0261 N75-19131

Parameter identification applied to aircraft. [CRAM/FLD/52-A-0-26]
p0264 N75-19177

Natural icing tests. 0H-1H helicopter. [AD-A002077]
p0266 N75-19194

TACAN/DME digital data broadcast design plans. Volume 5: Flight test program. [AD-A0014950]
p0268 N75-21212

An aircraft application of system identification in the presence of state noise. [AD-A001936]
p0271 N75-19234

Determination of aircraft characteristics from flight tests. [ESA/TT-104]
p0273 N75-19252

Comparison of evaluation procedures for the determination of flight-mechanical coefficients and derivatives from flight tests --- Piast G-91 T3 aircraft. [AD-A001936]
p0273 N75-19254

Manual evaluation of special flying maneuvers for the determination of flight-mechanical coefficients and derivatives from flight tests --- Piast G-91 T3 aircraft. [ESA/TT-104]
p0273 N75-19254

Determination of aerodynamic derivatives of the Piast G-91 T3 aircraft from flight tests by means of manual analog model matching. [AD-A001936]
p0273 N75-19257

Evaluation of flight test of the Piast G-91 T3 by means of the method of forced oscillations. [AD-A001936]
p0273 N75-19256

Evaluation of flight tests of the Piast G-91 T3 by means of regression analysis. [AD-A001936]
p0273 N75-19256

A SAB-SCANIA developed method for obtaining stability derivatives from flight tests. [AD-A001936]
p0274 N75-19260

Characteristics of the AJ 37 aircraft: Comparison of the results of wind tunnel and flight tests --- noting elasticity correction for wind tunnel model. [AD-A001936]
p0274 N75-19261

Some aspects of performance measurements in nonsteady flight --- angle of attack and rate of climb. [AD-A001936]
p0274 N75-19262

Determination of the parameters of a system of equations of motion from flight test data --- least squares method. [AD-A001936]
p0274 N75-19263

Determination of derivatives by a model with automatic parameter --- analog circuit. [AD-A001936]
p0274 N75-19265

Selected examples of the evaluation of the VAF 191 B flight tests --- roll control characteristic in hovering flight. [NASA-TN-8-56031]
p0276 N75-20221

Some DEC-6 Twin Otter approach and landing experience in a STOL system. [NASA-CR-25156]
p0307 N75-21238

Operational flight evaluation of the two-segment approach for use in airline service. [NASA-CR-25156]
p0309 N75-21255

Engineering flight and guest pilot evaluation report, phase 2 --- DC 8 aircraft. [NASA-CR-137664]
p0310 N75-21265

Data acquisition test report on OH-58A KiCad battery operation. [AD-A001526]
p0313 N75-21605

Comparisons of wing pressure distribution from flight tests of flush and external orifices for Mach numbers from 0.50 to 0.97. [NASA-TF-1-56032]
p0324 N75-22275

A two-phase investigation of longitudinal flying qualities for fighters. Phase 1: The effect of evaluation technique and flight phase on flying qualities assessment. Phase 2: The effect of criteria development, control system design and flight test evaluation of four control systems using T-33 alpha, and q feedback. [AD-788218]
p0317 N75-22315

Analysis of wake vortex flight test data behind a T-33 aircraft. [NASA-CR-137669]
p0354 N75-23402

Isolating nozzle afterbody interaction parameters and size effects: A new approach --- flight and wind tunnel tests with A-7 aircraft. [AD-A008396]
p0357 N75-23503

Reynolds number effects on boattail drag of exhaust nozzles from wind tunnel and flight tests. [NASA-CR-137667]
p0357 N75-23506

Flight test for the feasibility evaluation of the Chadwick Electronic Weighing System (CEWS). [AD-A007516]
p0359 N75-23552

Correlation of low speed wind tunnel and flight test data for V/STOL aircraft. [NASA-TM-6-62423]
p0362 N75-23557

p0372 N75-24719

Fuel load investigation of helicopter external loads. [AD-A008396]
p0373 N75-24727

Flight test and evaluation of Omega navigation for general aviation. [NASA-CR-132677]
p0405 N75-25901

Guardrail IIA RO-21H evaluation. [AD-A004009]
p0407 N75-25923

Wind tunnel measurements of forward speed effects on jet noise from suppressor nozzles and comparison with flight test data. [NASA-TN-6-62449]
p0409 N75-25946

Exploratory flight investigation of aircraft response to the wing vortex wake generated by the augmentor wing jet STOL research aircraft. [NASA-TN-6-62387]
p0412 N75-26980

Comparison of two head-up displays in simulated standard and noise abatement night visual approaches. [NASA-TM-1-3264]
p0414 N75-26995

Application of steep angle approach in an engineering and flight test program. [AD-A005074]
p0445 N75-28053

Army preliminary evaluation 1: RV-10/quick look 2 aircraft. [AD-A005220]
p0446 N75-28058

Baseline measurement of the noise generated by a short-to-medium range jet transport flying standard ILS approaches and level flyovers. [NASA-TN-1-72760]
p0459 N75-29119

Methods used for optimizing the simulation of Concorde SST using flight test results. [AD-A001526]
p0475 N75-30000

Sensors and filtering techniques for flight testing the VAF 191 A and F 514 aircraft --- vertical takeoff aircraft. [AD-A005074]
p0475 N75-30005

Design and evaluation of a symmetric flight test manoeuvre for the estimation of longitudinal performance and stability and control characteristics. [AD-A005074]
p0475 N75-30006

Determination of stability derivatives from flight test results comparison of five analytical techniques. [AD-A005074]
p0475 N75-30007

Five identification methods applied to flight test data --- stability derivatives, aircraft performance. [AD-A005074]
p0476 N75-30008
Determination of aerodynamic derivatives from transient responses in manoeuvring flight
p0476 W75-30011

Advancement in parameter identification and aircraft flight testing
p0476 W75-30012

A comparison and evaluation of two methods of extracting stability derivatives from flight test data --- using Newton-Raphson method
p0476 W75-30015

Determination of stability derivatives from flight test results by means of the regression analysis
p0477 W75-30017

Estimates of the stability derivatives of a helicopter and a V/STOL aircraft from flight data
p0477 W75-30020

Rotocraft derivative identification from analytical models and flight test data
p0477 W75-30021

The efficient application of digital identification techniques to flight data from a variable stability V/STOL aircraft
p0478 W75-30024

Survivable flight control system. Active control development, flight test, and application
p0480 W75-30029

P-8 digital fly-by-wire flight test results viewed from an active controls perspective
p0481 W75-30049

The flight development of electronic displays for V/STOL approach guidance -- CL-84 and SC-1 aircraft
p0483 W75-30068

Rotor downwash velocities about the UH-1B helicopter: Flight test measurements and theoretical calculations
p0488 W75-30128

The 40 area navigation system description and flight test results
p0489 W75-30137

Flight evaluation: Rousemont orthogonal low airspeed system low airspeed sensor
p0496 W75-31061

Some experience in engine-troubleshooting with inflight-data, recorded in the F-140 during the lead-200
p0498 W75-31093

Army preliminary evaluation 1: Model 200 CEPFLANCE -- reconnaissance aircraft/flight tests
p0526 W75-32105

Army preliminary evaluation 2: Model 200 CEPFLANCE
p0526 W75-32106

Artificial icing tests AH-1G helicopter
p0527 W75-32108

Development of centrifugal seal for helicopter transmissions. Results of bench and flight tests
p0534 W75-33055

FLIGHT TIME
'Time is energy' /Henson and Strangfeld Memorial Lecture/ VTOL aircraft developments
p0304 A75-32324

A direct time history study of the response of an airplane to nonstationary turbulence
p0457 W75-29102

Influence on the time of various climbing methods beyond the KAYSER turn
p0485 W75-30091

FLIGHT TRAINING
A model of the reliability of a jet trainer aircraft
p0086 A75-17354

Effect of a general aviation trainer on the stress of flight training
p0147 A75-20882

Uses of a visual landing system in primary flight training
p0039 W75-10960

Flight control and procedures for stimulated visual approach and landing. Self-paced training package
p0665 W75-11999

Syllabus and syllabus development techniques used in evaluating the F/37T/F-4 flight simulator
p0128 W75-16550

Concept of operations for a full mission fighter simulator (FMFS)
[AD-786850] p0039 A75-15597

Field evaluation of model 2 of the computer-based, individual trainer for the radar intercept officer
[AD-786850] p0275 W75-19278

FLIGHT VEHICLES
Soviet air cushion vehicles
p0045 A75-15011

Steady motion of a rotating asymmetric aircraft --- finless rocket vehicles
p0304 A75-17047

Optimal flight vehicle rotation braking --- nonlinear system design
p0295 A75-30751

Flight vehicle lateral static stability
p0295 A75-30755

Influence of actuator kinematics on flight vehicle booster control system stability
p0296 A75-30764

Calculation of supersonic inviscid flow about a pyramidal-body model of a delta-shaped vehicle
p0277 A75-40254

The future application of aircraft-borne digital computers in complex-automated adaptive control systems for flight vehicles
p0241 W75-18253

FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
NT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY
NT FLAME STABILITY
NT FLOW DISTRIBUTION
NT FLOW STABILITY
NT FLOW VELOCITY

Gyrodynamics of engines for flight vehicles --- Russian book
p0051 A75-16126

Aerodynamic coefficients of nonconical bodies of star-shaped cross section
p0092 A75-18017

Prediction of vortex flow characteristics of wings at subsonic and supersonic speeds
[AD-A009711] p0104 A75-18417

Flow characteristics about concave conic forebodies at high Mach number
[AD-A009712] p0143 A75-20284

Calculation by the singularity method of the characteristics of a cascade in compressible flow without knocking up to the supercritical speed
p0189 A75-23988

Low Reynolds number hypersonic nozzle flows
p0194 A75-24270

Formation of swirling jets expelled from annular nozzles
p0303 A75-32210

Three dimensional characteristics of turbulent wakes behind rotors of axial flow turbomachinery
[AD-A009713] p0341 A75-34566

An asymmetric separated and reattached flow on a longitudinal blunt circular cylinder
[AD-A009714] p0345 A75-35101

The effect of the surface roughness of blade profiles on the flow characteristics of a turbine --- German book
p0420 A75-39220

On the potential theory of distributed singularities and its edge condition for a lifting flow of three-dimensional bodies
p0474 A75-44893

Investigation into the formation of wing-tip vortices
[AD-783271] p0065 W75-12909

The flow around a wing with an external flow jet flap
p0116 W75-13801

Design and test of ejection thrust augmentation configurations
p0110 A75-13814

Study of transonic flow over various bodies
p0263 W75-19169

Inviscid to turbulent transition of trailing vortices
[AD-A009715] p0263 W75-19172

Remarks on fluid dynamics of the stall
p0315 W75-22282

Analysis of the velocity distribution at the blade tips of axial-flow compressors
[AD-A009716] p0317 W75-22319

Flow characteristics of various swirl-can module designs --- exhaust flow simulation, flow characteristics, and combustion efficiency of...
FLOW DISTORTION

Effect on fan flow characteristics of length and axial location of a cascade thrust reverser [NASA-TM-X-3247] p0376 N75-24745
Optimum design of a bypass engine with flow mixing --- jet engines - gas mixtures/combustion efficiency [NASA-TT-F-16615] p0533 N75-33053

FLOW CHARTS

A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for aircraft. Volume 6: Wing and flaps/empennage module. Appendix B: General information for module flow charts and listings. Appendix C: Program flow chart, overlays (8,0), (14,0), (15,0), (16,0) [AD-A013699] p0284 N75-20313
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for aircraft. Volume 6: Wing and flaps/empennage module. Appendix C: Program flow chart, overlays (5,0) and (10,0) [AD-A013680] p0287 N75-20314
A structural weight estimation program (SHEEP) for aircraft. Volume 6: Wing and flaps/empennage module. Appendix B: Program flow chart, overlay (16,0) [AD-A013681] p0284 N75-20315

FLOW COEFFICIENTS

WT DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT

FLOW DEFLATION

Deflection of a thick jet by a convex surface - A practical problem for powered lift [AIAA PAPER 75-167] p0101 A75-18355

FLOW DIRECTION INDICATORS

WT WIND VANE

Miniature probe for transonic flow direction measurements p0182 A75-23224

FLOW DISTORTION

Statistical averages of subsonic inlet distortion [AIAA PAPER 74-1697] p0003 A75-10394
Prediction of compressor stall for distorted and undistorted flow by use of a multistage compressor simulation on the digital computer [AIAA PAPER 75-28] p0095 A75-18267
The interaction between vortex-array representations of freestream turbulence and impermeable bodies [AIAA PAPER 75-116] p0099 A75-18321
Development of minimum correction wind tunnels [AIAA PAPER 75-148] p0101 A75-18342
Similarities in pressure distribution in separated flow behind backward-facing steps [AIAA PAPER 76-114] p0112 A75-19256
Suppression of spatial waves by distortion of jet velocity profile p0140 A75-19870
Supersonic jet noise generated by large scale disturbances p015a A75-22363
Effect of geometry on open cavity flow-induced pressure oscillations [AIAA PAPER 75-492] p0207 A75-25761
The generation of sound by aerodynamic sources in an inhomogeneous steady flow [AIAA PAPER 75-146] p0095 A75-18267
Influence of twisting the main flow on the efficiency of film heating with axially symmetric flow around a cylinder p029a A75-30493
Ground vortex - limit to engine/reverser operation --- for high bypass ratio engines [AIAA PAPER 75-G7-3] p0341 A75-36567
The distortion of a jet by tabs [NASA-CR-134710] p0503 A75-12954
Two-stage fan. 2: Data and performance with redesigned second stage rotor uniform and distorted jet flows [NASA-CR-134710] p0503 A75-10944
Distortion induced engine instability [GARD-L-5-72] p0073 A75-12954
Introduction to distortion induced engine instability [GARD-L-5-72] p0073 A75-12954

FLOW DISTRIBUTION

Flow immediately behind a step in a supersonic combustor [AIAA PAPER 74-1161] p0004 A75-10317
A flow field model for, and some studies on the drag of, an engine exhaust system at transonic flight speeds [AIAA PAPER 74-1175] p0002 A75-10325
Generation of aerodynamic profiles and establishing the circulation around a wing by deformation of the wing p0018 A75-12638
Surface pressure and wake flow fluctuations in a supercritical airfoil flowfield [AIAA PAPER 75-86] p0096 A75-18288
Flow field study about a hemispherical cylinder in transonic and low supersonic Mach number range [AIAA PAPER 75-2297] p0096 A75-18297
The flow field in the environment of a planar plate in parallel flow within the range of free molecular flow p0139 A75-19664
Calculation of the flow on a blunted cone at high subsonic speeds [AIAA PAPER 75-149] p0143 A75-20280
Spatial stability of some Falkner-Skan profiles with reversed flow --- separated flow boundary layer profiles p0146 A75-20655
Supersonic flow of a lightly dust-laden gas past a wedge p0183 A75-23298
Combustion intensity and distribution relation to sonic generation [AIAA PAPER 75-524] p0209 A75-25788
Separated flow over a body of revolution p0270 A75-29462
Partial admission losses in an axial flow reaction turbine p0291 A75-29763
Calculation of the flow field at an air intake, operating in place, by the source-sink method /two-dimensional case/ p0292 A75-29814
Experiments on supersonic boundary-layer separation in three dimensions [ASME PAPER 75-AFMW-55] p0300 A75-31424
Supercritical airfoil flowfield measurements [AIAA PAPER 75-880] p0335 A75-33964
Two dimensional, inviscid, transonic flowfield around a profile p0393 A75-37424
Calculation of flow field around an air intake operating at zero forward speed by the distributed source-sink method /2-D case/ p0397 A75-38077
A simplified approach to generalized helicopter configuration modeling and the prediction of fuselage surface pressures p0400 A75-38351
Interactive computer graphics applied to the theoretical aircraft/store separation problem p0512 A75-66713
A parametric study of effect of forebody shape on flow angularity at Mach 8 --- for hypersonic aircraft [NASA-TM-X-37768] p0023 A75-10008
A forebody design technique for highly integrated bottom-mounted scramjets with application to a hypersonic research airplane [NASA-TM-X-71071] p0062 A75-11973
A method for prediction of lift for multi-element airfoil systems with separation p0117 A75-1307
FLOW PATTERNS
On-line calibration of high-response pressure transducers during jet-engine testing [SAE Paper 740825] p0062 A75-16908
Experiments on the asymmetric turbulant wake of a foil in a decelerating flow [NASA-CR-137578] p0073 A75-12994
Boundary layer study with hot film transducers in subsonic and transoninc flows [ONEBA, TP No. 1146] p0091 A75-17835
Tranbul commensurate volume on aerodynamics and turboaschnery [NASA-CR-137578] p0110 A75-19051
Averaging of nonuniform flow in turbomachine flow traverses [NASA CR-137578] p0167 A75-23821
Flow determination at the exit of a moving hypersonic aspiral blade cascade [ONEBA, TP No. 11370] p0188 A75-23946
Experimental study of the unsteady flow through a turbomachine stage [NASA CR-137578] p0188 A75-23947
The FOP wind tunnel --- Field Observing Facility anemometer calibrations [NASA CR-137578] p0195 A75-24395
Experimental and theoretical analysis of three dimensional turbulent boundary layers in a curved supersonic channel [ONEBA, TP No. 1975-22] p0244 A75-26476
Miniature probes for use in gas turbine testing [SAE Paper 750009] p0265 A75-26589
About the measurements of steady and unsteady aerodynamic forces on an airfoil section with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer [NASA-CR-137578] p0301 A75-31875
Monitoring the movement of wake vortices at Kennedy and Stapleton airports [NASA CR-137578] p0337 A75-10929
Hot-wire anemometry for in-flight measurement of aircraft wake vortices [NASA CR-137578] p0337 A75-10930
Determination by means of hydraulic analogy of the transonic flow in a blade cascade [NASA CR-137578] p0276 A75-20213
FLOW PATTERNS
U FLOW DISTRIBUTION
U FLOW VELOCITY
FLOW REGULATORS
MT FUEL FLOW REGULATORS
Afterburning regulation concepts [NASA CR-137578] p0365 A75-23587
FLOW RESISTANCE
MT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
MT FRICTION DRAG
MT SUPERSOONIC DRAG
MT VISCOS DRAG
The resistance of bodies of revolution at transoninc flow velocities [NASA-TR-K-7263M] p0161 A75-15605
Experimental measurements of skin friction on upper surface blows wing [NASA-TR-K-7263M] p0161 A75-15605
FLOW SEPARATION
U BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
U SEPARATED FLOW
FLOW STABILITY
MT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY
MT FLAME STABILITY
Applications of similarity laws in the case of turbomachines [NASA CR-137578] p0014 A75-11674
Stability of an axial flow compressor with steady inlet conditions [NASA CR-137578] p0151 A75-22017
The scattering of sound by a vortex sheet [NASA CR-137578] p0179 A75-22934
An example of boundary layer flow with two instability regions [NASA CR-137578] p0258 A75-28680
The effects of atmospheric stability, turbulence, and wind shear on aircraft wake behavior [NASA CR-137578] p0350 A75-35426
Study on the establishment of flow in a wind tunnel functioning by induction [NASA CR-137578] p0351 A75-35811
Distortion induced engine instability [AGARL-15-72] p0073 A75-12994
Methods to increase engine stability and tolerance to distortion [NASA CR-137578] p0074 A75-12961
FLOW THEORY
Analysis of unsteady transonic channel flow with shock wanes [AIAA Paper 75-61] p0192 A75-20265
Approximate solution to the wing theory equation by the Babnov-Dalenerk method [NASA CR-137578] p0197 A75-24833
A method for correlating wind tunnel experiments with potential flow theory [NASA CR-137578] p0324 A75-37600
A few considerations on the trailing vorter appearing in the axisymmetric theory and the secondary flow theory [NASA CR-137578] p047 A75-48982
Theoretical prediction of thick wing and pylon-fumelage-fuselage aerodynamic characteristics at subcritical speeds. Part I: Theory and results [NASA CR-137578] p0058 A75-11935
The aerodynamics of two-dimensional airfoils with spoilers [NASA CR-137578] p0177 A75-13809
Theory of mixing flow of a perfect fluid around an afterbody and a propulsive jet [NASA CR-137578] p0355 A75-23493
FLOW VELOCITY
Effect of forward velocity on the nose characteristics of dual-flow jet nozles [ASME Paper 74-WA/AEB0-9] p0079 A75-16808
Experiments on the asymmetric turbulant wake of a foil in a decelerating flow [NASA CR-137578] p0088 A75-17407
Study of heat transfer in turbine cascades at high gas flow velocities [NASA CR-137578] p0152 A75-22097
Nonintrusive ultrasonic measurement of flow velocity and mass flow rate [NASA CR-137578] p0179 A75-22800
An example of boundary layer flow with two instability regions [NASA CR-137578] p0258 A75-26800
Separated flow over a body of revolution [NASA CR-137578] p0250 A75-29462
Partial admission losses in an axial flow reaction turbine [NASA CR-137578] p0291 A75-29763
Characteristics of the turbulent boundary layer at a smooth disk rotating in a large volume [NASA CR-137578] p0294 A75-30451
Improved solution for potential flow about arbitrary axisymmetric bodies by the use of a higher-order source surface method [NASA CR-137578] p0298 A75-31092
Search for the final period of decay of the axisymmetric turbulent wake [NASA CR-137578] p0323 A75-32419
Local momentum theory and its application to the rotary wing [NASA CR-137578] p0331 A75-33952
Calculation of transonic flows using an extended integral equation method [AIAA Paper 75-876] p0334 A75-33961
Forward velocity effects on under-the-wing externally blows flap noise [NASA-TR-K-71056] p0166 A75-15653
Velocity and rolling-moment measurements in the wake of a swept-wing model in the 60 by 80 foot wind tunnel [NASA-TR-K-62414] p0353 A75-23481
FLOW VISUALIZATION
MT NUMERICAL FLOW VISUALIZATION
Incipient separation of a supersonic turbulant boundary layer at moderate to high Reynolds numbers [AIAA Paper 75-7] p0054 A75-18258
Quantitative density visualization in a transonic rotor [AIAA Paper 75-24] p0162 A75-20257
The aerodynamics of a leading vortex and trailing vortex of propeller V/STOL configurations [NASA CR-137578] p0256 A75-28522
On the flow around an air inlet [ONEBA, TP No. 1975-38] p0304 A75-32334
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Failure analyses of aircraft accidents. II

Fretting of aircraft control surfaces
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FUEL SPRAYS

- Pumping system design related to fuel system specifications
- Advanced engine mounted fuel pump technology
- Miniaturized high speed controls for turbine engines fabrication and test
- [Ad-A006108]

FUEL SPRAYS

- Motion of an evaporating fuel droplet in the jet of a mechanical nozzle
- Motion of vaporizing fuel drop in mechanical injector plume
- p0151 A75-22077

FUEL SYSTEMS

NT AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEMS

- Evaluation of the overall fuel mass penalty of an aircraft system
- Turbine engine fuel control reliability test and evaluation
- [Ad-785580]
- Fuel system reliability and maintainability investigation, volume 1 -- helicopter design
- [Ad-786563]
- Fuel system reliability and maintainability investigation, volume 2: Supplemental design guide -- helicopter design
- [Ad-786564]
- Device for simulating the fuel-control apparatus of an aircraft engine
- [Ap-A002819]
- p0312 A75-21287

FUEL TANK PRESSURIZATION

An LRU fuel tank inerting system for commercial transports
- [Sae paper 740052]
- Hollow-fiber permeable membrane for airborne inert gas generation
- [Sae paper 740054]
- Aircraft fuel tank inerting by catalytic fuel combustion
- [Sae paper 740056]
- Fuelling systems -- at airports
- p0202 A75-25275
- Design of aircraft fuel systems -- Russian book
- p0427 A75-40198
- Hydraulic ram pressure measurements -- fuel aircraft systems - impact damage
- p0415 A75-27005

FUEL TESTS

- Experimental hydraulic ram studies (FY 74)
- [Ad-784473]
- Oxygen concentration sensor for aircraft fuel tanks
- [Ad-785146]
- Feasibility study and demonstration of nitrogen generation for fuel tank inerting
- [Ad-784950]
- Catalytic reactor for inerting of aircraft fuel tanks
- [Ad-A000039]
- Investigation of 14.5mm APX self-sealing/crashworthy fuel tank material
- p0237 A75-18228
- p0415 A75-27005
- p0407 A75-40198
- p0202 A75-25275
- p0400 A75-11230
- p0062 A75-11967
- p0072 A75-12942

FUEL TESTS

- The use of jet fuels in aviation -- Russian book
- p0009 A75-13000
- Laboratory evaluation of the stability of high-purity jet fuels of the Y-8 type and of the effectiveness of antioxidants
- p0194 A75-24274

Influence of protective additions on the anti-wear properties of jet fuels
- p0348 A75-35298

FUEL AIR RATIO

- Agenda and abstracts 1974 AFSOR contractors meeting on unconfined detonation and fuel-air explosion related research
- [Ad-783253]

FUELLING

- VAPOR FUELING

- NT AIRCRAFT FUELS
- NT HYDROCARBON FUELS
- NT HYDROGEN FUELS
- NT JET ENGINE FUELS
- NT JP-4 JET FUEL
- NT JP-5 JET FUEL
- NT NUCLEAR FUELS
- NT SUBSIE PROPELLANTS
- Fuel for compression micromotors
- [NASA-TX-P-16446]
- p0410 A75-26149

FULL SCALE TESTS

- An experimental study of the effect of treated length on fan inlet noise suppressors
- [AIAA paper 75-203]
- Simulation of aircraft crash and its validation
- [AIAA paper 75-271]
- An integrated FEM data system for full scale aerodynamics testing -- common data bases for user requirements
- [AIAA paper 75-193]
- A preliminary investigation of remotely piloted vehicles for airframe noise research
- [AIAA paper 75-512]
- Experimental results of full scale air-cooled turbine tests
- [AIAA paper 75-02-116]
- Full-scale upper-surface-blown flap noise -- for short haul STOL aircraft
- [Sae paper 750069]
- p0429 A75-40516

FUZZIES

- Emission of smoke and fumes at temperatures up to 500 C
- [AIAA paper 75-17818]
- Conditional extreme problem solution method for generalized functionals and its application to hypersonic gasdynamic problems
- p0296 A75-30772

FUNCTIONALS

- Optimization method for a generalized class of functional of several variables, and its application to problems involving the determination of the shape of three-dimensional bodies with optimal aerodynamic characteristics
- p0380 A75-36166

FUNCTIONS (MATHEMATICS)

- NT CONFORMAL MAPPING
- NT COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS
- NT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
- NT FUZZIER TRANSFORMATION
- NT HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS
- NT KERNEL FUNCTIONS
- NT LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONS
- NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
- NT TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
- NT WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS
- Applications of a quadratic extended interior penalty function for structural optimization
- [AIAA paper 75-764]
- p0325 A75-32654

FUSELAGE MOUNTING

- U AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION

- FUSELAGEs
- Boron/aluminum for space applications
- [AIAA paper 75-13048]
- Some questions in the calculation of the strength of thin-walled aircraft structures through the application of mechanized computer techniques
- p0153 A75-22306

- Guidelines for reducing helicopter parasite drag
- p0113 A75-18573
The effect of air flow, panel curvature, and panel deflection on the stress-strain state of the wing.

Mathematical modeling of fuselage-engine nacelle surface design.

Side forces on unyawed slender inclined aerodynamic bodies.

A simplified approach to generalized helicopter configuration modeling and the prediction of fuselage surface pressures.

The effect of air flow, panel curvature, and internal pressurization on field-incidence transmission loss --- acoustic propagation through aircraft fuselage.

Design of longitudinal elements made of composite materials with prescribed deflections of fuselage structures.

A spatial theory for the ground resonance of helicopters --- noting fuselage rotation degrees of freedom.

Aerodynamic testing technique for twin fuselage models at hypersonic speeds.

Acoustic transmission through a fuselage sidewall.

A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for aircraft. Volume 7: Fuselage module.

A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for aircraft. Volume 7: Fuselage module. Appendix B: Fuselage module sample output.

Detailed experimental and theoretical analysis of the aerodynamic interference between lifting jets and the fuselage and wing.

An experimental investigation of the effect of a fuselage on wing characteristics.

Minimum weight design of fuselage type stiffened circular cylindrical shells subject to uniform axial compression.

A fuselage/tank structure study for actively cooled hypersonic cruise vehicles: Active cooling system analysis.

A fuselage/tank structure study for actively cooled hypersonic cruise vehicles: Structural analysis.


Information on the use of data items on flaps including estimation of the effect of fuselage interference.

Study to investigate design, fabrication and test of low cost concepts for large hybrid composite helicopter fuselage, phase 1.

Fusion welding.

Fly-by-wire aircraft:

Engine flow divider system for the IVF-12A prototype aircraft.

A new vertical approach --- IVF-12A thrust augmented wing.

FOR AIRCRAFT

U-2 AIRCRAFT

G FORCE

G-91 AIRCRAFT

Manual evaluation of special flying maneuvers for the determination of flight-mechanical coefficients and derivatives from flight tests --- longitudinal and lateral stability of G-91 T3 aircraft.

Determination of aerodynamic derivatives of the FIAT G-91 T3 aircraft from flight tests by means of manual analog model matching.

Evaluation of flight test of the FIAT G-91 T3 by means of the method of forced oscillations.

Evaluation of flight tests of the FIAT G-91 T3 by means of regression analysis.

GAGES

GAS MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

GALAXY AIRCRAFT

G-91 AIRCRAFT

GALILEIN METHOD

Finite element analysis of transonic flow by the method of weighted residuals.

Approximate solution to the wing theory equation by the Babuska-Galerkin method.

Approximate solution of integral equations with a singular operator --- for wing motion.

GALLIUM ARSENIDES

The performance in illuminances up to 60,000 lux of a light emitting diode display having a 3 as character height.

GALLIUM COMPOUNDS

MT GALLIUM ARSENIDES

MT GALLIUM PHOSPHIDES

GALLIUM PHOSPHIDES

Advanced gallium phosphide L.E.D. displays.

GAME THEORY

Some aspects of aerial combat --- game and control theories for dogfight analysis.

Application of differential game theory to role-determination in aerial combat.

GNNAX BAY BOMBS

The nuclear landing aid for helicopters during the final approach phase.

GAS ANALYSIS

Oxygen concentration sensor for aircraft fuel tanks.

GAS BRARINGS

The steady state and dynamic behaviour of the turbo-bearing.

Characteristics of air bearings with small inlet holes for a precision coordinate measuring device.

High speed rotor dynamics: An assessment of current technology for small turbofan engines.

GAS COOLED REACTORS

MT HIGH TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR REACTORS

GAS COOLING

Circuit design of a forced hydrogen cooling system.

Looping in a hydrogen cooling system.

GAS DENSITY

Quantitative density visualization in a transonic rotor.

GAS DETECTORS

Oxygen concentration sensor for aircraft fuel tanks.

GAS DISCHARGES

The potential of new display techniques in future.
GAS EXPANSION

On the expansion of a supersonic jet in the atmosphere

The expansion of a hypersonic turbulent boundary layer at a sharp corner

A problem in supersonic jet theory

GAS FLOW

NT AIR FLOW
NT FREE MOLECULAR FLOW
NT BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW
NT SLIP FLOW
NT TRANSITION FLOW
NT VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS

Influence of swirling flow on heat transfer in nozzles

Engine flow divider system for the XFY-12A prototype aircraft

An approach to computing selective radiation from hot flowing gases

Natural oscillations of subsonic gas flow near a cascade and a biplane

The Mach number dependence of the stagnation point heat transfer in supersonic flow

Motion of a system of many particles in the wake of a gas

Heat transfer coefficients in radial gas turbine rotor flow passage during startup

Supersonic flow of a lightly dust-laden gas past a wedge

Averaging of nonuniform flow in turbine machine flow traverses

The determination of the subsonic flow of a Chaplygin gas around a circular profile in the presence of circulation

A subsonic axisymmetric wake in a viscous gas

Theory of transonic flow around a profile

Hypersonic, viscous gas flow around a wing of small aspect ratio

High-speed gas flow with heat exchange

Conditional extremum problem solution method for generalized functionals and its application to hypersonic gasdynamic problems

Hodograph method for axisymmetric transonic gas flows

Parabolic method for solving the problem of a supersonic gas flow about a thin symmetric profile

Multiple fault gas path analysis applied to TF30-P-408 engine data

AIAA PAPER 75-40259

GAS GENERATOR ENGINES

U-ENGINE

U GAS GENERATORS

GAS GENERATORS

The American STAGG gas generator program

Hollow-fiber permeable membrane for airborne inert gas generation

Thin film permeable membranes for inert gas generation

Pratt & Whitney F100 - Power for the Eagle and TF-16

Factors in the design of solid oxygen systems for aircraft

Continuous identification of a gas generator for a two-shaft turbine engine

Catalytic reactor for inerting of aircraft fuel tanks

GAS INJECTION

Fuel supply for supersonic combustion

Study on the establishment of flow in a wind tunnel functioning by induction

GAS IONIZATION

Hypersonic ionizing air viscous shock-layer flows over sphere cones

Comment on 'Hypersonic ionizing air viscous shock-layer flows over sphere cones'

GAS JETS

Investigation of the 'lateral' interaction between a supersonic underexpanded jet of an ideal gas with surfaces of various configuration

Jet noise analysis utilizing the rate of decay of kinetic power

GAS LAKES

NT CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS

GAS LUBRICATED BEARINGS

U GAS BEARINGS

GAS MIXTURES

Optimum design of a bypass engine with flow mixing in jet engines - gas mixtures/combustion efficiency

GAS TEMPERATURE

Elementary method of graphic replotting of a characteristic of an uncooled turbocharger when the intake temperature and number of revolutions are varied

GAS TRANSPORT

The aerospace developments concept -- airship design for natural gas transport

Method for transporting impellent gases

GAS TURBINE ENGINES

NT DUCTED FAN ENGINES

NT J-85 ENGINE

NT J-97 ENGINE

NT JET ENGINES

NT FULSPEEK ENGINES

NT RAMJET ENGINES

NT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES

NT T-63 ENGINE

NT TP-30 ENGINE

NT TURBOFAN ENGINES

NT TURBORJET ENGINES

NT TURBOPROP ENGINES

NT TURBONJET ENGINES

Small turbine engine technology

A-172
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use of simulation in the design, development and testing of power plant control systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature measurement for advanced gas turbine controls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic sensors for turbojet engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A new lightweight fuel control system for electrical inputs -- considering gas turbine engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pumping system design related to fuel system specifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced engine mounted fuel pump technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The light industrial gas turbine: Past and Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miniaturized high speed controls for turbine engines fabrication and test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power plant controls for aero gas turbine engines -- aircraft engines -- conferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of fiber reinforced ceramic matrix composites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of wall suction on performance of a short annular diffuser at inlet Mach numbers up to 0.5 -- gas turbine engines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAS TURBINES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gas turbine engines - A state-of-the-art review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas turbine combustor analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling of combustor swirl flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determination of cooling energy and air flow rate to cool turbine case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat transfer coefficients in radial gas turbine rotor flow passage during startup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat transfer in radial-axial turbine flow passage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study of heat transfer in turbine cascades at high gas flow velocities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat transfer coefficients of gas turbine flow passage elements under rotating conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermodynamics of multistage air-cooled gas turbine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat corrosion in gas turbines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation of an annular gas-turbine nozzle grid with auxiliary blades in the interblade channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some results of research on transpiration cooling of gas-turbine blades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control of gas turbine stator blade vibrations by means of enamel coatings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design and analysis of a ceramic stator vane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application of finite element analysis to ceramic components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small gas turbine auxiliary power units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determination of the lifetimes of gas turbine blades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation and optimization of micro-oxidation techniques employed in gas turbine engine oil characterization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbine engine fuel control reliability test and evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Design considerations for stall/spin avoidance
Economics: General aviation cost factors
Manufacturer's overview
Development of a scientific basis for analysis of aircraft seating systems
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 13-percent thick airfoil section designed for general aviation applications
Flight test and evaluation of Omega navigation for general aviation
Annual review of aircraft accident data, US general aviation, calendar year 1972
Common antenna preamplifier-isolator for VLF-LP receivers
The next forty years in aviation
General aviation's future need for research
Development of stall deterrent concepts for general aviation aircraft
Development of stall deterrent device for small airplanes
General Dynamics Aircraft
General Dynamics Military Aircraft
Geodynamics
Geophysical Wind
Geostrophic Wind
Effects of surface winds and gusts on aircraft design and operation - analysis of meteorological parameters for improved aircraft flight characteristics
Geodetic Arc Networks
Seating Equipment
German Mission and organization of the DFVLR: Two years of integrated society of German aeronautical and space flight research
Flight safety work of the German aviation and Space Research Institute
Contributions from military technology --- in Germany covering supercritical rotors, aircraft fatigue testing, phased array radar
Glass
Glass Fibers
Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastics
Recent development and experience of an all fiberglass RP undercarriage for a STOL-aircraft
The results of fabrication and testing of the prototype composite rotor blades for HH-60 and UTTAS --- Heavy Lift Helicopter and Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System
Glass Fiber Possibilities concerning a use of borosilicate inspection methods in nondestructive material testing and the significance of these methods
GLADVANCED COEFFICIENTS
Ul AEROBATIC FORCES
Ul AEROSHELL NUMBER
Ul GLIDE PATHS
GLIDE LANDINGS
Comparison of airport measurements of approach noise produced by jet aircraft
GLIDE PATHS
Automatic flying of curved approach paths: A computer and flight investigation
Integrated lift/drag controller for aircraft
Test of glide slope guidance with and without simplified abbreviated visual approach slope indicator
Takeoff and Landing Analysis (TOLA) computer program. Part 2: Problem formulation
Instrument landing system improvement program: Centerline monitor
Evaluation of the Rubino procedure for radio telemetric theodolite positioning
Take-off and landing --- seminar on aircraft guidance, control, stability, and flight characteristics during approach and landing and takeoff
Flight tests with a simple head-up display used as a visual approach aid
GLIDE SLOPES
Ul GLIDE PATHS
Gliders
High-altitude gliders - Projects and reality
The determination of the flight performance of gliders
Characteristic of a powered glider during circling
The 'definition' of the motorsailer
Determination of the pitching moment coefficient for a glider without control surfaces on the basis of in-flight measurements
Some ideas of vortex lift
Handling and performance characteristics of swept-forward flying wing aircraft
Device for determining the location of the maximum climb rate of an ascending air current --- for glider flight applications
Airfoil flutter in plastic sailplanes
General Dynamics Aircraft
SUBJECT INDEX
GLASS FIBERS
GLASS FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS
Recent development and experience of an all fiberglass RP undercarriage for a STOL-aircraft
The results of fabrication and testing of the prototype composite rotor blades for HH-60 and UTTAS --- Heavy Lift Helicopter and Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System
Glass Fiber Possibilities concerning a use of borosilicate inspection methods in nondestructive material testing and the significance of these methods
Advanced Coefficients
Aerodynamic Forces
Aeroshell Number
Glide Paths
Glide Landings
Comparison of airport measurements of approach noise produced by jet aircraft
Glide Paths
Automatic flying of curved approach paths: A computer and flight investigation
Integrated lift/drag controller for aircraft
Test of glide slope guidance with and without simplified abbreviated visual approach slope indicator
Takeoff and Landing Analysis (TOLA) computer program. Part 2: Problem formulation
Instrument landing system improvement program: Centerline monitor
Evaluation of the Rubino procedure for radio telemetric theodolite positioning
Take-off and landing --- seminar on aircraft guidance, control, stability, and flight characteristics during approach and landing and takeoff
Flight tests with a simple head-up display used as a visual approach aid
Glide Slopes
Glide Paths
Gliders
High-altitude gliders - Projects and reality
The determination of the flight performance of gliders
Characteristic of a powered glider during circling
The 'definition' of the motorsailer
Determination of the pitching moment coefficient for a glider without control surfaces on the basis of in-flight measurements
Some ideas of vortex lift
Handling and performance characteristics of swept-forward flying wing aircraft
Device for determining the location of the maximum climb rate of an ascending air current --- for glider flight applications
Airfoil flutter in plastic sailplanes
Subject Index
Subject Index

NT COMMAND GUIDANCE
NT IEP SPECIAL GUIDANCE
NT TERMINAL GUIDANCE
GUIDANCE SENSORS
Feasibility of laser systems for aircraft landing operations under low visibility conditions
[AD-A095637] p0267 75-19198
GUIDE VANKS
Profiling radial-axial turbine stage inlet guide vanes
[AD-A095637] p0152 75-22100
GUN LAUNCHERS
Analysis of delivery accuracy for AH-1G (Cobra)
[AD-A095637] p0068 75-12891
GUNFIRE
Evaluation of backblast pressures produced by a wing-mounted 105-mm recoilless rifle
[AD-A095637] p0138 75-15599
GUNS (ORDNANCE)
NT GUNFIRE
Theoretical downwash velocities about the AH-1G helicopter at hover and 140 knots
[AD-A095637] p0371 75-26693
AH-1G protection of the gunner in the U.S. Army
[Cobra AH-1G] p0052a, 75-32043
GUST ALLEVIATORS
Design of a digital-stability augmentation and control system with gust alleviation and modal suppression
[AD-A095637] p0256 75-28432
Discussion of an aeromechanical gust alleviation system to improve the ride comfort of light airplanes
[SAE PAPER 750546] p0384 75-36675
The C-5A active load alleviation system
[AIAA PAPER 75-3991] p0423 75-39504
Flutter suppression and gust alleviation using active controls
[NASA-CR-132764] p0239 75-18243
Status and trends in active control technology
[AD-A095637] p0450 75-29015
Use of active control technology to improve ride qualities of large transport aircraft
[AD-A095637] p0481 75-30050
Application of active control technology to aircraft ride soothing systems
[AD-A095637] p0534 75-33060
GUST LOADS
Dynamic properties of wing panel made of composite material
[AD-A095637] p0043 75-13279
Oblique compressible Sears function --- for infinite span wings
[AD-A095637] p0086 75-18142
Lifting-surface theory for a semi-infinite wing in oblique gust
[AD-A095637] p0051 75-15952
A non-Gaussian model of continuous atmospheric turbulence proposed for use in aircraft design
[AIAA PAPER 75-31] p0065 75-10270
Development and evaluation of a new method for predicting aircraft buffet response
[AIAA PAPER 75-66] p0096 75-18289
A study of self-similarity in boundary layer turbulence and its relevance to aircraft design and operation
[NASA CR-35419] p0399 75-35419
Airships in gusts - Apprehensions and assurance
[AIAA PAPER 75-950] p0390 75-37021
Aircraft landing spectra --- emphasizing maneuvering and gust loads
[AD-A095637] p0396 75-37823
On the response of an airplane to sinusoidal gust
[AD-A095637] p0434 75-41474
A study of stabilization techniques for small, fixed-wing, remotely piloted aircraft
[AD-78-1049] p0030 75-10079
Flight tests in the wind tunnel for the development and testing of a gust alleviation system
[NASA CR-137537] p0069 75-12902
A study of gust response for a rotor-propeller in cruising flight
[NASA CR-137537] p0071 75-12935
High altitude gust acceleration environment as experienced by a supersonic airplane
[NASA CR-127492] p0115 75-13791
Inflight data collection for ride quality and atmospheric turbulence research
[NASA CR-130217] p0132 75-14745
UK research on aerodynamical effects of surface winds and gusts --- application to improving aircraft handling qualities under turbulent conditions
[AD-A095637] p0165 75-15643
Gust loads on 707 and VC 10 aircraft
[AD-A095637] p0229 75-17373
Improvements to the SADSAH computer program for aerelasticity analysis
[NASA CR-132617] p0263 75-19173
Measurement and analysis of unsteady aerodynamic forces for the vertical gust on an airplane model in the 75G gust wind tunnel --- swept wing interference tests
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Effect of drag-reducing polymer injection on the lift and drag of a two-dimensional hydrofoil p0223 W75-17628

HYDROGEN

N-D liquid hydrogen

Circuit design of a forced hydrogen cooling system p0300 W75-31562

Looping in a hydrogen cooling system p0401 A75-38370

HYDROGEN COMPOUNDS

N-D hybrids

The use of hydrogen in commercial aircraft -- An assessment p0003 A75-10542

Alternative fuels for aviation p0384 A75-36719

A non-polluting powerplant for large aircraft [AIAA PAPER 75-927] p0389 A75-37005

Future hydrogen fueled commercial transports [SPE PAPER 750615] p0430 A75-40521

HYPERSONIC FLOW

HYPERSONIC FLOW Optimum internal shapes in hypersonic flow with variable skin friction p009 A75-15195

HYPERSONIC FLOW Aerodynamic characteristics of axisymmetric bodies in a flow under 'localization-law' conditions p006 A75-15958

HYPERSONIC FLOW Investigation of the 'lateral' interaction between a supersonic unexpanded jet of an ideal gas with surfaces of various configurations p002 A75-18003

HYPERSONIC FLOW Influence of nonequilibrium radiation on the flow of a low-density gas past blunted bodies p002 A75-18010

HYPERSONIC FLOW Hypersonic ionizing air viscous shock-layer flows over sphere cones p010 A75-19911

HYPERSONIC FLOW Comment on 'Hypersonic ionizing air viscous shock-layer flows over sphere cones' p010 A75-19911

HYPERSONIC FLOW Numerical solutions of supersonic and hypersonic laminar flows over a two-dimensional compression corner p014 A75-19222

HYPERSONIC FLOW Hypersonic flow of a viscous, radiating gas around blunt bodies p014 A75-20380

HYPERSONIC FLOW Numerical study of heat exchange at the stagnation point of a sphere situated in a hypersonic stream of carbon dioxide gas p016 A75-20537

HYPERSONIC FLOW Hypersonic flow past pointed and blunt bodies with a concave generatrix p028 A75-26896
HYPERSONIC GLIDERS

Flow about a conic wing and the optimal configuration of the wing at hypersonic velocities
Analytic investigation of hypersonic flow around blunt bodies
Hypersonic flow past V-shaped conical wings
Numerical investigation of the flow of a viscous, heat-conducting gas past a blunt body with finite dimensions
Solution of the inverse problem of the hypersonic flow past a slender blunted body shaped
Entropy layer in the problem of hypersonic flow about thin blunt bodies that are nearly two-dimensional
Stability derivatives of a 10 degree cone executing planar and nonplanar motion at Mach 1

HYPersonic SPEED
Aerodynamic damping and oscillatory stability of a model of a proposed BL-10 vehicle in pitch, with Mach numbers from 0.20 to 2.86 and in yaw at Mach numbers from 0.20 to 1.20
Boundary layer transition on a file-cooled slender cone
Heat transfer distributions on a 70 deg delta wing with flap-induced separation
Low Reynolds number hypersonic nozzle flows
Study of two hypersonic, axisymmetric, blunted cones with smooth contour
Scramjet nozzle design and analysis as applied to a highly integrated hypersonic research airplane

HYPersonic NOZZLES
Low Reynolds number hypersonic nozzle flows
Study of two hypersonic, axisymmetric, blunted cones with smooth contour
Scramjet nozzle design and analysis as applied to a highly integrated hypersonic research airplane

HYPersonic BLADES
High Pressure Leg - A new response to simulation needs for testing advanced atmospheric penetration vehicles
Aerodynamic testing technique for twin fuselage models at hypersonic speeds

HYPersonic VEHICLES
NT HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
The problem of the optimal form of lifting bodies in Newtonian flow
Hypersonic research engine project. Phase 2:
Preliminary report on the performance of the HSR/ATM at Mach 6
Aerodynamic testing study for actively cooled hypersonic cruise vehicles: Aircraft design evaluation
Numerical solution of the hypersonic wake behind a wedge
Aerodynamic heating to corrugation stiffened structures in thick turbulent boundary layers
Investigation of a four-stage ejector for a hypersonic wind tunnel
Hypersonic flow past a V-shaped conical wing

ICE FORMATION
US Army helicopter icing tests
Ice simulation: A 2-dimensional wind tunnel investigation of a NACA 6524215 wing section with single slotted flap. Part 2: Configurations typical for transport airplanes
Natural icing tests. US-18 helicopter
A study of carburetor/induction system icing in general aviation accidents
Artificial icing tests on CH-74C helicopter
Icing tunnel tests: Hot-film anemometer
Artificial icing tests AN-12G helicopter

ICE PREVENTION
Flight measurements as part of the testing of electric deicing equipment for helicopter rotor blades
Natural icing tests. US-18 helicopter
Artificial icing tests on CH-74C helicopter

ICEING
ICE FORMATION
IDEAL FLUIDS
Interaction between the flow past an afterbody and a propulsion jet in inviscid flow theory
Theory of transonic flow around a profile
Solution of the inverse problem of the hypersonic flow past a slender blunted body
Vortex method for calculating a wing profile of arbitrary shape

ICE PREVENTION
ICING
ICE FORMATION
IDEAL FLUIDS
INTERCEPTION OF LIGHTNING BULBS
US INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
IL-62 AIRCRAFT
Reliability methods employed on IL-62 aircraft by CSA
ILUSTRATION
The performance in illuminances up to 80,000 lux of a light emitting diode display having a 3 mm character height
ILS (LANDING SYSTEMS)
U INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS
ILUSTRIN AIRCRAFT
NT IL-62 AIRCRAFT
The IL-18 aircraft / 2nd enlarged and revised edition/ - - Russian book
ILUSTRIN IL-62 AIRCRAFT
U IL-62 AIRCRAFT
ICINE ENHANCEMENT
Future cockpit displays
ICINE ILLUMINATORS
Development of real time high energy X-ray imaging system for use in dynamic fluoroscopy of aerodynamic tunnel gas turbines
IMAGE FORMATION
A motion-constraint logic for moving-base simulators based on variable filter parameters
IMAGING
ST AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
ST ASTROPHYSICAL PHOTOGRAPHY
ST HOLOGRAPHY

A-192
IMPACT LOADS

Impact sensitivity
- Impact damage

Impact resistance
- Impact resistance of hybrid composite fan blades
- Impact resistance of composite fan blades
- Fabrication and testing of prestressed composite rotor blade spar specimens
- Development of impact resistant boron/aluminum composites for turbojet engine fan blades

Impact tests
- The NASA Ames integral aircraft passenger seat concept - A human engineering approach

Experimentally verified analytical techniques for predicting vehicle crash response

Inclination
- Influence of nozzle vane cant angle on variable
SUBJECT INDEX

INERTIAL MEASURING UNITS
U INERTIAL PLATFORMS
INERTIAL NAVIGATION
On independent determination of the coordinates of vehicle position by means of a plane Cartesian coordinate system stereographically mapped onto a sphere, with allowance for the nonuniformity of the earth
p0105 A75-16078
An airline's experience with digital systems --- Boeing 747 avionics
p0302 A75-31997
Alternative approaches to integrated airborne OMEGA/inertial navigation
p0367 A75-36962
Six and match - A hybrid OMEGA-inertial airborne navigation system
p0367 A75-36964
Airborne OMS - A low cost alternate to INS --- OMEGA and Inertial Navigation Systems compared
p0367 A75-36967
Performance comparison of space stable and local level inertial platform mechanizations for a strategic aircraft application
p0395 A75-37703
The cost-effectiveness of inertial navigation for civil aircraft
p0398 A75-38241
Propagation of gravity gradient errors in an airborne inertial navigation system
p0436 A75-41654
Accuracy improvement in a gravity gradient metered cruise inertial navigator subjected to deflections of the vertical
p0437 A75-41655
Depot requirements for base level data on aircraft inertial platforms
[AD-785463] p0306 N75-11914
Modern flight path recording equipment --- radar navigation, inertial navigation
[SAE-LIB-TRANS-1799] p0166 N75-15649
Laser gyro reaction time investigation program
[AD-400164] p0224 N75-17332
AIAA-90 systems improvement program --- for analysis of operational performance and operational maintenance
[AD-A000174] p0224 N75-17333

INERTIAL PLATFORMS
The use of a navigation platform for performance instrumentation on the YF-16 flight test program
[ADIA PAPER 75-532] p0096 A75-16271
Performance comparison of space stable and local level inertial platform mechanizations for a strategic aircraft application
p0395 A75-37703
Cost estimating relationships for procurement costs of airborne digital computers and inertial measurement units for use in remotely piloted vehicles
[AD-A000353] p0311 N75-21277

INFINITE SPAN WINGS
Oblique compressible Sears function --- for infinite span wings
p0046 A75-14142
The jet flap wing in proximity to the ground, giving particular attention to large angles of attack and large jet-flap angles --- German book
p0364 A75-41233
A calculation method for the turbulent boundary layer on an infinite yawed wing in compressible, adiabatic flow
[ARC-CP-1268] p0225 N75-10024
A viscous/thermal flow interaction analysis method for multi-element infinite swept wings, volume 1
[TR-CA-2476] p0033 N75-10358
Studies and research on mine hulls working with natural ground effect
p0350 N75-23475
The dissipation of turbulent boundary layer separation on multi-element infinite swept wings
[SAE-CA-17694] p0522 N75-32020

INFLATABLE DEVICES
U INFLATABLE STRUCTURES
INFLATABLE STRUCTURES
NT AIR BAG RESTRAINT DEVICES
NT BALLOONS
NT HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS
NT TETHERED BALLOONS
LTA in the USA - Here's where it stands today --- lighter than air vehicles
[ADIA PAPER 74-1280] p0111 A75-11116
Long fluid filled bags suspended by line forces --- for airship design
p0213 A75-25988
Structural materials research for lighter-than-air systems
[ADIA PAPER 75-935] p0389 A75-37010

INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
NT STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
Experimental study of the aerodynamic interaction in a cascade of vibrating blades
p0299 A75-31380

INFORMATION DISSEMINATION
Methods of inspecting and preventing work defects during maintenance --- of aircraft
p0181 A75-23049
Seminars: An effective method for disseminating advanced experience
p0308 N75-21243

INFORMATION FLOW
The defect recording system and defect statistics for aircraft technology used by the CSA
p0181 A75-23047
The attainable gain in airline safety
p0026 N75-10035

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
NT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Digital avionics information system /DAIS/
Integrated test bed development
[ADIA PAPER 75-588] p0247 A75-26739
First ADE for Air Force information systems
[AD-A000756] p0495 N75-28875
Automatic Data Entry for aircraft maintenance
[AD-A002805] p0308 N75-21243
Engine maintenance management program requires information
[SAE PAPER 750613] p0430 A75-40520
A conceptual definition study for a digital avionics information system (approach 2), volume 1
[AD-780581/5] p0299 N75-10071
A conceptual definition study for a digital avionics information system (approach 2), volume 2: Appendixes A thru D
[AD-780582/3] p0300 N75-10072

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION
U DATA TRANSMISSION
INFRARED DETECTORS
Feasibility study for a dual field of view-single detector array infrared system
[AD-A005655] p0495 N75-28875
INFRARED HORIZON SCANNERS
U INFRARED SCANNERS
INFRARED IMAGERY
Passive infrared imaging systems
p0345 N75-34884
IR thermal imaging sensors for helicopters
[AD-A000353] p0483 N75-30063

INFRARED INSTRUMENTS
NT INFRARED DETECTORS
NT INFRARED SCANNERS
NT INFRARED SPECTROPHOTOMETERS
NT INFRARED SPECTROMETERS
NT INFRARED SPECTROPHOTOMETERS
Airloads near the open port of a one-meter airborne telescope
[DOLI PAPER 74-94] p0192 A75-20270
Problems in the integration of infrared line scanners in high-performance aircraft
[DOLI PAPER 74-94] p0192 A75-20270
Passive infrared imaging systems
p0345 N75-34884

INFRARED SPECTRA
External fans and ejection for reducing the infrared emission of engine exhaust ducting
[SAE-TR-1-3242] p0378 N75-25094
INFRARED SPECTROMETERS
NT FILTER WHEEL INFRARED SPECTROMETERS
Firebird interferometer --- for observation of infrared plume emission
[AD-A005815] p0462 N75-29395
INFRARED SPECTROPHOTOMETERS
Upper limit for CHR production from comet Kohoutek by high resolution tailing-filter photometry at 3.3 microns
[LPC-0L-1] p0178 N75-17262

INGESTION (ENGINES)
Effect of inlet ingestion of a wing tip vortex on compressor face flow and turbojet stall margia
Flight demonstration of the feasibility of a scanning beam microwave landing system...
INVISIBILITY

Ionized gases
- Plasma jets
- Ionizing radiation
- Gamma ray bursts
- Ionospheric absorption
  - U ionospheric propagation
  - U ionospheric disturbances
  - U sudden ionospheric disturbances
- Ionospheric propagation
  - Blunders caused by omega propagation - SPA's and PCA's - Sudden Phase Anomalies and Polar Cap Absorption
- Ionospheric reflection
  - U ionospheric propagation
  - Ionospheric storms
  - U sudden ionospheric disturbances
- IP (Impact prediction)
  - U computerized simulation
- Iron alloys
  - Austenitic stainless steels
  - Chromium steels
  - High strength steels
  - Nickel steels
  - Stainless steels
  - Steels
- Design and purchase expectations for fracture resistance of 700-series aluminum airframe alloys
- Iroquois helicopter
  - U OH-I helicopter
- Irradiance
- Isomaterials
  - U mathematical models
  - Islands
  - U great britain
  - Isolation
  - U vibration isolation
- Isothermal processes
  - Isotermal shape rolling of net sections - metal sheet
  - [Sae paper 74-0836]
  - P0082 A75-16912
  - New forging process promises - Lower cost titanium parts
- Iteration
  - U iterative solution
  - Iterative solution
  - An extension of the "parabolic method" to the calculation of transonic flows
  - [AIAA paper 74-10837]
  - A comparison of the matrix and streamline curvature methods of axial flow turbomachinery analysis, from a user's point of view
  - [AIAA paper 74-WA-GT-1]
  - P0060 A75-16694
  - Convergence acceleration and shock fitting for transonic aerodynamics computations
  - [AIAA paper 75-51]
  - P0142 A75-10262
  - Correction of the usual boundary layer equations for the side least exposed to the flow on a cone at angle of attack
  - [AIAA paper 75-29910]
  - An iterative improvement for finite element analysis
  - P004 A75-10049
  - Iterative techniques for the solution of large linear systems in computational aerodynamics
  - P0201 A75-25212
  - Accelerated iteration schemes for transonic flow calculations using fast poisson solvers - aerodynamics
  - [NASA-CR-143631]
  - P0501 A75-31378

J

J-58 engine
- Emission calibration of a J-58 afterburning turbojet engine at simulated supersonic, stratospheric flight conditions
- P0189 A75-23964

J-85 engine
- An experimental investigation of compressor stall using an on-line distortion indicator and signal conditioner
- [NASA-TM-X-3162]
  - P0278 A75-20248
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Index</th>
<th>JET Aircraft Noise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effect of casing treatment on performance of a multistage compressor</td>
<td>J58/TF-12 ejector nozzle performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TM-X-1375]</td>
<td>[SAE PAPER 770732]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of inlet ingestion of a wing tip vortex on compressor face flow and turbojet stall margin</td>
<td>A model of the reliability of a jet transport aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TM-X-2446]</td>
<td>[AD-0086 A7S-17354]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbine engine control system --- computerized simulation</td>
<td>Dangers represented by jet aircraft with running engines --- emphasizing gas emission effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A005817]</td>
<td>[AD-0016 A7S-20775]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-97 ENGINE</td>
<td>The motion of wake vortices in the terminal environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA/NAVY life/cruise FAA proposal design report</td>
<td>[NASA PAPEB 75-1013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-134637]</td>
<td>[AD-784112]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACKS (ELECTRICAL)</td>
<td>Optimus rate of climb for high performance aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U ELECTRIC CONNECTORS</td>
<td>[AD-7840 A7S-10076]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAGUAR AIRCRAFT</td>
<td>Experimental hydraulic ram studies (FT 74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European collaborative military aircraft programme</td>
<td>[NASA-TM-X-3079]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaguar</td>
<td>A wind tunnel investigation of the wake near the trailing edge of a deflected externally blown flap --- on a jet powered STOL transport aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[BASA-TH-D-7923]</td>
<td>[NASA-TM-X-3120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[BASA-TH-I-3246]</td>
<td>[BASA-TM-X-7923]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[BASA-TH-I-3175]</td>
<td>[BASA-TH-D-7923]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[BASA-CB-134837]</td>
<td>[BASA-CB-134837]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of casing treatment on performance of a multistage compressor</td>
<td>J58/TF-12 ejector nozzle performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TM-X-1375]</td>
<td>[SAE PAPER 770732]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of inlet ingestion of a wing tip vortex on compressor face flow and turbojet stall margin</td>
<td>A model of the reliability of a jet transport aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TM-X-2446]</td>
<td>[AD-0086 A7S-17354]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbine engine control system --- computerized simulation</td>
<td>Dangers represented by jet aircraft with running engines --- emphasizing gas emission effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A005817]</td>
<td>[AD-0016 A7S-20775]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-97 ENGINE</td>
<td>The motion of wake vortices in the terminal environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA/NAVY life/cruise FAA proposal design report</td>
<td>[NASA PAPEB 75-1013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-134637]</td>
<td>[AD-784112]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACKS (ELECTRICAL)</td>
<td>Optimus rate of climb for high performance aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U ELECTRIC CONNECTORS</td>
<td>[AD-7840 A7S-10076]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAGUAR AIRCRAFT</td>
<td>Experimental hydraulic ram studies (FT 74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European collaborative military aircraft programme</td>
<td>[NASA-TM-X-3079]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaguar</td>
<td>A wind tunnel investigation of the wake near the trailing edge of a deflected externally blown flap --- on a jet powered STOL transport aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[BASA-TH-D-7923]</td>
<td>[NASA-TM-X-3120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[BASA-TH-I-3246]</td>
<td>[BASA-TM-X-7923]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[BASA-TH-I-3175]</td>
<td>[BASA-TH-D-7923]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[BASA-CB-134837]</td>
<td>[BASA-CB-134837]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of casing treatment on performance of a multistage compressor</td>
<td>J58/TF-12 ejector nozzle performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TM-X-1375]</td>
<td>[SAE PAPER 770732]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of inlet ingestion of a wing tip vortex on compressor face flow and turbojet stall margin</td>
<td>A model of the reliability of a jet transport aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TM-X-2446]</td>
<td>[AD-0086 A7S-17354]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbine engine control system --- computerized simulation</td>
<td>Dangers represented by jet aircraft with running engines --- emphasizing gas emission effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A005817]</td>
<td>[AD-0016 A7S-20775]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-97 ENGINE</td>
<td>The motion of wake vortices in the terminal environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA/NAVY life/cruise FAA proposal design report</td>
<td>[NASA PAPEB 75-1013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-134637]</td>
<td>[AD-784112]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACKS (ELECTRICAL)</td>
<td>Optimus rate of climb for high performance aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U ELECTRIC CONNECTORS</td>
<td>[AD-7840 A7S-10076]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAGUAR AIRCRAFT</td>
<td>Experimental hydraulic ram studies (FT 74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European collaborative military aircraft programme</td>
<td>[NASA-TM-X-3079]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaguar</td>
<td>A wind tunnel investigation of the wake near the trailing edge of a deflected externally blown flap --- on a jet powered STOL transport aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[BASA-TH-D-7923]</td>
<td>[NASA-TM-X-3120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[BASA-TH-I-3246]</td>
<td>[BASA-TM-X-7923]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[BASA-TH-I-3175]</td>
<td>[BASA-TH-D-7923]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[BASA-CB-134837]</td>
<td>[BASA-CB-134837]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of casing treatment on performance of a multistage compressor</td>
<td>J58/TF-12 ejector nozzle performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TM-X-1375]</td>
<td>[SAE PAPER 770732]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of inlet ingestion of a wing tip vortex on compressor face flow and turbojet stall margin</td>
<td>A model of the reliability of a jet transport aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TM-X-2446]</td>
<td>[AD-0086 A7S-17354]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbine engine control system --- computerized simulation</td>
<td>Dangers represented by jet aircraft with running engines --- emphasizing gas emission effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-A005817]</td>
<td>[AD-0016 A7S-20775]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional information on subjects such as military aircraft, jet engines, and environmental impacts can be found in the references provided in the table.
Suppressor nozzle and airflow noise measurements during flow of a modified F106A aircraft with undetwined nacelles  [AIAA PAPER 76-2172] p0079 A75-16005
Influence of mixer nozzle velocity decay characteristics on CTOL-OTW jet noise shielding --- engine over wing configurations  [AIAA PAPER 75-97] p0096 A75-18306
Status of the JT9D refan noise reduction program  [AIAA PAPER 75-477] p0105 A75-18534
Noise control of aircraft engines --- noise suppression program results  [AIAA PAPER 75-501] p0105 A75-18535
Review of Boeing noise reduction activity  [AIAA PAPER 75-501] p0106 A75-18536
Noise control features of the DC-10  [AIAA PAPER 75-501] p0106 A75-18538
Silencing the Hawker Siddeley HS 125 aircraft  [AIAA PAPER 75-501] p0106 A75-18539
Jet transport noise - A comparison of predicted and measured noise for ILS and two-segment approaches  [AIAA PAPER 75-501] p0106 A75-18540
Aircraft engine noise research  [NAS4-CR-134618] p0112 A75-22011
Intensity fluctuations of aircraft flyover noise  [AIAA PAPER 75-458] p0151 A75-22011
Supersonic jet noise generated by large scale disturbances  [AIAA PAPER 75-458] p0154 A75-22363
Recent advances in exhaust systems for jet noise suppression of high speed aircraft  [AIAA PAPER 75-333] p0198 A75-25016
Turbine noise generation, reduction and prediction  [AIAA PAPER 75-449] p0203 A75-25731
Jet noise source location by cross-correlation of far field microphone signals  [AIAA PAPER 75-456] p0204 A75-25737
Measurement and prediction of jet noise in flight  [AIAA PAPER 75-461] p0204 A75-25738
Effect of forward motion on fan noise  [AIAA PAPER 75-464] p0204 A75-25740
Model and full scale test results relating to fan noise in-flight effects  [AIAA PAPER 75-464] p0204 A75-25741
Experimental investigation of the aeroacoustic characteristics of model slot nozzles with straight flaps  [AIAA PAPER 75-474] p0205 A75-25744
Aeroustic characteristics of a large upper-surface blown configuration with turbofan engines  [AIAA PAPER 75-473] p0205 A75-25746
The near field sound pressures of a choked jet when oscillating in the spinning mode  [AIAA PAPER 75-473] p0205 A75-25748
Diagnostic calculations of airflow-radiated noise  [AIAA PAPER 75-485] p0205 A75-25752
Minimization of jet and core noise of a turbojet engine by swifiting the exhaust flow  [AIAA PAPER 75-503] p0207 A75-25756
Sparse matrix techniques applied to nodal analysis of multi-section duct liners  [AIAA PAPER 75-510] p0207 A75-25757
An experimental investigation of the core engine noise of a turbofan engine  [AIAA PAPER 75-526] p0209 A75-25790
Comparison of airport measurements of approach noise produced by jet aircraft  [AIAA PAPER 75-546] p0210 A75-25804
Noise of model target type thrust reversers for engine-over-the-wing applications  [AIAA PAPER 75-546] p0211 A75-25804
Propagation of aircraft noise near airports - effects of buildings, inversions and source directionality  [AIAA PAPER 75-461] p0251 A75-27853
Radiation of duct noise out through a jet flow --- acoustic field model for aircraft noise  [AIAA PAPER 75-457] p0252 A75-27859
An investigation of the noise from a scale model of an engine exhaust system --- turbojet noise measurement  [AIAA PAPER 75-459] p0252 A75-27859

Subsonic jet noise in flight based on some recent wind-tunnel tests  [AIAA PAPER 75-462] p0252 A75-27930
Effect of forward speed on jet wing/flare interaction noise  [AIAA PAPER 77-497] p0252 A75-27932
Developments in jet noise modeling - Theoretical predictions and comparisons with measured data  [AIAA PAPER 75-473] p0252 A75-27933
Supersonic jet noise suppression with multijet nozzle/ejectors  [AIAA PAPER 75-501] p0252 A75-27936
Jet noise suppressors for turbojet engines  [AIAA PAPER 75-501] p0252 A75-28227
An experimental study of the structure and acoustic field of a jet in a cross stream  [AIAA PAPER 75-460] p0255 A75-28348
Aeroacoustics: Jet and combustion noise; duct acoustics --- Book  [AIAA PAPER 75-460] p0257 A75-28629
Interaction between a sonic boom x-wave and an obstacle near corner points  [AIAA PAPER 75-333] p0257 A75-28665
New evidence of the mechanisms of noise generation and radiation of a supersonic jet  [AIAA PAPER 75-462] p0258 A75-28717
Acoustic shielding at the aircraft by means of a suitable engine position  [AIAA PAPER 75-333] p0259 A75-30298
The influence of temperature on shock-free supersonic jet noise  [AIAA PAPER 75-333] p0259 A75-31086
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Consequential and special damages -- Tempent in the tariff -- liability and claim rules for handling air freight
p0331 A75-33569

LAW
NT CONSERVATION LAWS
NT SCALING LAW
LEADING EDGE SLATS
Presentation of aerodynamic and acoustic results

of qualification tests on the ALADIN 2 concept
p0116 B75-13803
Effect of canard position and wing leading-edge flap deflection on wing buffet at transonic speeds
LEADING EDGE SWEPT
Leading-edge vortex augmentation in compressible flow
[AIAA PAPER 75-124] p0100 B75-18328
Measurements of static stability coefficients of a ogive delta wing model at transonic and supersonic speeds
[FP-AHJ-4786] p0170 B75-16516
LEADING EDGES
NT SHARP LEADING EDGES
Y-CUT system for leading edge boundary layer control
[AIAA PAPER 75-1278] p0011 B75-11115
Compressible laminar boundary layer at the leading edge of a swept wing in the presence of heat transfer and suction
p0046 B75-14103
Dynamic stall experiments on oscillating airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 75-125] p0143 B75-20270

A non-uniqueness of the hypersonic boundary layer
p0283 B75-26195
Interpretation of merged layer behavior for wedges
p0250 B75-27496
Effect of heating on leading edge vortices in subsonic flow
p0290 B75-29467
Plane stabilization by leading edge vortex breakdown above a delta shape
p0391 B75-37063
Integral method for calculating a detached stream behind a body in a supersonic flow
p0001 B75-38407
Augmentation of vortex lift by spanwise blowing
-- wind tunnel testing for swept wing fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-993] p0243 B75-39505
Leading edge separation from non-conical slender wings at incidence
p0470 B75-42207
On the flow around the leading edge of an airfoil
p0013 B75-10012
Methods of visualizing the leading edge separation bubble and analysis of the results
p0024 B75-10013
Effects of leading edge sweep angle and design lift coefficient on performance of a modified arrow wing at a design Mach number of 2.6
[NASA-TB-D-7753] p0055 B75-11893
Cascade tests of uncrated leading edge blading at high subsonic speeds
[NASA-CR-2472] p0063 B75-11983
Aircraft accident report: National Airlines Incorporated, McDonnell-Douglas DC-10-10, N600NA, near Tampa, Florida, 8 July 1974
[PB-234791/2] p0070 B75-12916
The effect of canard leading edge sweep and dihedral angle on the longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic characteristics of a close-coupled canard-wing configuration
[NASA-TB-D-7814] p0071 B75-12932
Ice formation. A 2-dimensional wind tunnel investigation of a NASA 652A215 wing section with single slotted flap. Part 2: Conditions typical for transport airplanes
[FP-AHJ-995-P52] p0222 B75-17309
Preliminary experiments on film cooling of turbine blades with injection near the leading edge. 1: Injection through holes located near the leading edge
[A-1-P-371] p0227 B75-17359
Flow past conically-cambered slender delta wings with leading-edge separation
[ARC-R-M-3748] p0265 B75-19186
Subsonic, hydrodynamic-burning, airframe-integrated-scramjet: Experimental and theoretical evaluation of a water cooled strut airframe-integrated-scramjet: Experimental leading edge
[NASA-TR-E-72687] p0368 B75-23685
Theoretical effect of modifications to the upper surface of two NASA airfoils using smooth polynomial additional thickness distributions which emphasize leading edge profile and which vary quadratically at the trailing edge --- using flow equations and a CDC 7600 computer
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LIFT AUGMENTATION

Comment on 'Investigation of multi-element airfoils with external flow jet flap' by F. Havriplis

The externally-blown jet flap - A powered-lift concept for STOL aircraft with swept wings

Experimental study of spanwise air jet influence on wing aerodynamic characteristics

Kasprzak's revelatory wing --- for gliders

An estimation of aerodynamic forces on wing-flap systems in a slipstream

Acoustic characteristics of an upper-surface blowing concept of power-lift system

House of model target type thrust reversers for engine-over-the-wing applications

Helicopters - The changing scene / J. D. North memorial lecture /

Maximum lift of upper surface blowing STOL aircraft with swept wings

An inverse method for the design of multi-element high-lift systems --- potential flow inversion

A balloon transport system

Augmentation of vortex lift by spanwise blowing --- wind tunnel testing for swept wing fighter aircraft

Advanced high lift design through analytical/experimental techniques

Development of the TC-14 propulsion system

Lift characteristics of small-aspect-ratio wings with longitudinal baffles

Performance improvement through control configured vehicle concept --- active control systems for aircraft lift augmentation

Upper-surface blowing nacelle design study for a swept wing airplane at cruise conditions

Research into powered high lift systems for aircraft with turbofan propulsion

Predicting the maximum lift of jet-flapped wings

Wind tunnel investigation of three powered lift STOL concepts

The spanwise lift distribution and trailing vortex wake downstream of an externally blown jet flap

Investigation of externally blown flap airfoils with leading edge devices and slotted flaps

Presentation of aerodynamic and acoustic results of qualification tests on the ALADIN 2 concept

Theoretical and experimental study of boundary layer control by blowing at the knee of a flap

Aerodynamics of jet flap and rotating cylinder flap STOL concepts

Progress report on mechanical flaps

LIFT COEFFICIENTS
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of their performance

Wing-tip-winglet propulsion for ketorcor-type

Lifting-body hypersonic research aircraft

A contribution to the nonlinear lift and pitching moment properties of slim wing-body combinations

Experimental testing of unsteady three-dimensional lifting surface theories for incompressible flow

Auxiliary functions of the theory for oscillating lifting surface of high aspect ratio for Mach numbers between 0 and 1. Part 1: Analytical representation

Lifting vortex-lattice method subsonic aerodynamic analysis for multiple-lifting-surfaces (K. surface) TWN program number BA108

A theoretical method for calculating the aerodynamic characteristics of arbitrary ejection-flapped wing: Theoretical analysis

Lifting surface for aircraft - wing profiles

A finite-element method for lifting surfaces in steady incompressible subsonic flow

Analysis of transonic flow about lifting wing-body configurations

Supersonic lifting-surface computer program for cruciform wing-body combinations

Approximate method for calculating transonic flow about lifting wing-body configurations: Computer program and user's manual

Prediction of unsteady aerodynamic loadings caused by leading edge and trailing edge control surface motions in subsonic compressible flow: Analysis and results

The dynamics of a growing separated region on an airfoil

Some aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic lifting bodies

Subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of interacting lifting surfaces with separated flow around sharp edges predicted by a vortex-lattice method

Helicopter lifting surface theory with force free wake

LIFTING SURFACES

LIFT DEVICES

LIFTING BODIES

LIFTING DEVICES

LIFTING BODIES

LIGHT AIRCRAFT

French equipment in general aviation - light aircraft production

Response of a light aircraft to a thermal exhaust plume

Drag analysis methods for light aircraft

Discrimination of an aeromechanical gust alleviation system to improve the ride comfort of light airplanes

Noise from light propeller aircraft


Measurements of external sound from light propeller-driven aircraft

Influence of meteorological factors on the vortex wake of a light twin-engine aircraft

A light aircraft secondary radar transponder

Noise reduction studies for the Cessna model 337 (0-2) airplane

Ground noise measurements during atactic and flyby operations of the Cessna 02-T turbine powered airplane

Light aircraft lift, drag, and moment prediction: A review and analysis

Interior noise levels of two propeller-driven light aircraft

LIGHT ALLOYS

STUDY OF ALUMINUM ALLOYS

Study of the fracture of thin plates made of light alloys used in the aeronautical domain

LIGHT COMMUNICATION

OPTICAL COMMUNICATION

LIGHT EMISSION

OPTICAL COMMUNICATION

LIGHT DEVICES

LIGHT EMITTING DIODES

The potential of new display techniques in future R/C systems

The performance in illuminances up to 80,000 lux of a light emitting diode display having a 3 mm character height
Control-display-stability-augmentation systems -- for low visibility helicopter maneuvers [AIAA PAPEB 75-542] p0139 A75-19690
Lidar techniques for measuring slant visibility -- for aircraft landing operations [AIAA PAPEB 75-542] p0350 A75-35434
Pilot problems in low visibility approach and landing [AIAA PAPEB 75-542] p0393 A75-37489
Research on displays for V/STOL low-level and Inc operations [AIAA PAPEB 75-542] p0484 A75-30070
The nuclear landing aid for helicopters during the final approach phase [AIAA PAPEB 75-542] p0484 A75-30074
Heavy-lift helicopter flight control system design [AIAA PAPEB 75-542] p0484 A75-30077
Helicopter automatic flight control systems for poor visibility operations [AIAA PAPEB 75-542] p0484 A75-30078
An automatic flight control system for a helicopter night landing system [AIAA PAPEB 75-542] p0484 A75-30079
Low visibility approach of helicopters and ADAC aircraft [AIAA PAPEB 75-542] p0485 A75-30080
LOWES ATMOSPHERE
MT TROPOSPHERE
Propagation of aircraft noise over long distances through the lower atmosphere [AIAA PAPEB 75-542] p0210 A75-25804
LOWE BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE (LBNP) U ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
LUBRICANT TESTS
Lubricant interaction with silicon nitride in rolling contact applications [AIAA PAPEB 75-542] p0297 A75-30872
Diagonostics of jet aero-engines by means of spectral analysis of lubricating oil [AIAA PAPEB 75-542] p0324 A75-32470
Transmissivity of light -- One of the quantities usable in the diagnostics of oil in a motor [AIAA PAPEB 75-542] p0324 A75-32472
Ceramic airframe bearings --- solid lubricant selection tests [ASLE PREPRINT 75AM-7A-3] p0391 A75-37096
LUBRICANTS
MT LUBRICATING OILS
MT SOLID LUBRICANTS
Development of circumferential seal for helicopter transmissions: Results of bench and flight tests [NASA-TN-X-71806] p0534 A75-33055
LUBRICATING OILS
A case study of ultra high rate of wear experienced in a gear tooth flank [ASLE PREPRINT 74MC-68-2] p0016 A75-12188
Diagonostics of jet aero-engines by means of spectral analysis of lubricating oil [AIAA PAPEB 75-542] p0324 A75-32470
Transmissivity of light -- One of the quantities usable in the diagnostics of oil in a motor [AIAA PAPEB 75-542] p0324 A75-32472
Application of thin-layer chromatography for determining the wear capacity of additives contained in petroleuo-based aviation oils [AIAA PAPEB 75-542] p0346 A75-35300
Aircraft engine lube oil filtration study [SAE PAPER 750505] p0361 A75-36651
Some practical considerations found in the use of solid film lubricants in aircraft systems [AIAA PAPEB 75-542] p0397 A75-38122
Investigation and optimization of micro-oxidation techniques employed in gas turbine engine oil characterization [AD-784787] p0041 A75-11359
The state of the art in oil quality gaging on US military and commercial aircraft [AD-805682] p0363 A75-23565
LUBRICATION
Lubricity of jet A-1 and JP-4 fuels --- as indicated by wear friction [AD-784772] p0018 A75-11115
LUBRICATION SYSTEMS
Design and development of low-cost, self-contained bearing lubrication systems for turbine engines [AIAA PAPEB 75-542] p0336 A75-34121
LODERS BANDS
U PLASTIC DEFORMATION

MAGNETIC STORAGE
LOGS
Fatigue properties of aircraft lugs with interference fit [TAE-2U3] p0368 A75-26031
LUMINARIES
MT AIRPORT LIGHTS
MT RUNWAY LIGHTS
LUMINESCENCE
MT FLUORESCENCE
MT SHOCK-WAVE LUMINESCENCE
LUMINOUS INTENSITY
MT ILLUMINATION
LUMINAR OCCULTATION
MT SOLAR ECLIPSES
LUMIPROV FUNCTIONS
U LUMIPROV FUNCTIONS

M WINGS
U VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
M-2 LIFTING BODY
Flight evaluation of the M2-F3 lifting body handling qualities at Mach numbers from 0.30 to 1.61 [NASA-TN-D-8027] p0416 A75-27015
MACH CONES
Warping of delta wings for minimum drag [NASA-TH-X-56030] p0285 N75-20329
Properties of Mach reflection in the interaction between shock waves and a stationary wedge [NASA-TH-X-56030] p0285 N75-20329
MACH NUMBER
The Mach number dependence of the stagnation point heat transfer in supercim flow [NASA-TH-X-56030] p0285 N75-20329
Explicit approximate equations for calculating Mach number and various airspeeds [NASA-TH-X-56030] p0171 A75-16524
Exploratory wind tunnel tests of a shock-swallowing air data sensor at a Mach number of approximately 1.83 [NASA-TH-X-56030] p0265 A75-20329
Reynolds number effects on the boattail characteristics of a simulated missile at a Mach number of 0.8 [AD-A004803] p0404 A75-25804
MACH-ZEHNDER INTERFEROMETERS
About the measurements of steady and unsteady aerodynamic forces on an airfoil section with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer [NASA-TH-X-56030] p0301 A75-31875
MACHINE LIFES
U SERVICE LIFE
MACHINE STORAGE
U CORE STORAGE
MACHINE TOOLS
MT WORKING MACHINES
Manufacturing of advanced composite structures [NASA-TH-X-56030] p0397 A75-30930
MACHINES
MT CHEMICAL MACHINING
MT ELECTROCHEMICAL MACHINING
MT MILLING (MACHINING)
Effect of hole machining methods on resistance of aircraft constructional materials to fatigue failure [NASA-TH-X-56030] p0050 A75-15542
MAGNETISM (TRADEMARK)
U SERVOMOTORS
MAGNETIC Dipoles
Radiation conductivity and coupling of magnetic dipoles surrounded by a spherical dielectric sheath --- design for aircraft antennas [NASA-TH-X-56030] p0290 A75-29490
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
MT POLARIZATION CHARACTERISTICS
MAGNETIC RECORDING
Acoustics of the sonic boom --- Book [NASA-TH-X-56030] p0019 A75-13023
MAGNETIC STORAGE
MT BUBBLE MEMORY DEVICES
MT CORE STORAGE
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A proposal to implement statistical reliability analysis methodology into the Naval aviation maintenance program

Avionic maintenance optimization [AD-A004264]

Organizing centralized aircraft component overhaul [NASA-TE-16266]

A leading edge heating array and a flat surface heating array - operation, maintenance and repair manual [NASA-CR-144357]

Optimization of the time between aircraft overhauls by minimizing maintenance cost [AD-A065050]

Diagnostics and Engine Condition Monitoring [NAED-CP-165]

Engine health and fault detection monitoring: Its function and implementation procedure [AD-A066308]

An analysis of the concept of time between overhaul limits for aircraft components [AD-A099878]

A contribution to the zero engines bearings condition monitoring [AD-A098948]

Air traffic control

Manual control system design using a dual suboptimal control model [PB-236708/2]

Manual control system design using a dual suboptimal control model [PB-236807/2]

Manual control system design using a dual suboptimal control model [PB-236806/6]

Manual control system design using a dual suboptimal control model [PB-236801/7]

Air traffic controllers' operative effectiveness under NAS environments [AD-A007260]

A proposal to implement statistical reliability analysis methodology into the Naval aviation maintenance program

Avionic maintenance optimization [AD-A004264]

Organizing centralized aircraft component overhaul [NASA-TE-16266]

A leading edge heating array and a flat surface heating array - operation, maintenance and repair manual [NASA-CR-144357]

Optimization of the time between aircraft overhauls by minimizing maintenance cost [AD-A065050]

Diagnostics and Engine Condition Monitoring [NAED-CP-165]

Engine health and fault detection monitoring: Its function and implementation procedure [AD-A066308]

An analysis of the concept of time between overhaul limits for aircraft components [AD-A099878]

A contribution to the zero engines bearings condition monitoring [AD-A098948]

Air traffic control

Manual control system design using a dual suboptimal control model [PB-236708/2]

Manual control system design using a dual suboptimal control model [PB-236807/2]

Manual control system design using a dual suboptimal control model [PB-236806/6]

Manual control system design using a dual suboptimal control model [PB-236801/7]

Air traffic controllers' operative effectiveness under NAS environments [AD-A007260]
## SUBJECT INDEX

### MARITIME SATELLITES

|------------------------|----------------------|----------------------|---------------------|-----------------------|----------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-----------------|-------------------|

### MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Tactical data systems design concepts evaluation  
Extended energy management methods for flight performance optimization  
Warranties as a life-cycle-cost management tool for military aircraft equipment

### MANAGEMENT PLANNING

Avionics systems in the management of air transportation  
Planning a buildup of aircraft equipment reliability model for system improvement  
Maintenance overhauls performed according to an overhaul schedule -- programming aircraft repairs  
Methods of production planning in aircraft maintenance

### AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY

Aerospace technology -- Planning methodology and defense-technological objectives  
Simulation -- An aid to aircraft maintenance management  
An advanced air traffic management concept based on extensions of the upgraded third generation ATC system  
An advanced air traffic management concept based on extensions of the upgraded third generation ATC system: System B  
An advanced air traffic management concept based on extensions of the upgraded third generation ATC system: System B  
An advanced air traffic management concept based on extensions of the upgraded third generation ATC system: System B

### MANIPULATION

Automatic external load acquisition by helicopter

### MANUAL CONTROL

Control-display-stability-augmentation system for low visibility helicopter maneuvers  
Manual control system design using a dual suboptimal control model

### MANUFACTURING

Manufacturing of advanced composite structures  
Influences of manufacturing tolerances and surface roughness of blades on the performance of turbines  
Manufacturing methods technology (MM and T) for military aircraft equipment

### MAPPPING

Combination map display for fighter aircraft  
Electronic facility and a topographical moving map display -- Combined Map and Electronic Display for fighter aircraft

### MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

Teledyne aims at low-cost engines

### MARINE NAVIGATION

U.S. Surface Navigation

### MARINE TECHNOLOGY

Maritime VSTOL -- The development of small ship helicopter operations in the Royal Navy  
Studies and research on marine hulls working with natural ground effect

### MARITIME SATELLITES

Aero-marine communications by satellite
Tests of a theoretical model of jet noise - based on Lighthill's linear theory
[IAAA 1975-436]
p0204 A-75-25723
Unified analysis of the acoustics of a separation bubble
A model for the dynamics of a separation bubble used to analyze control-surface and dynamic stall
[IAAA 1975-487]
p0334 A-75-33954
Surge and rotating stall in a centrifugal compressor - I - Theoretical compression system analysis
[ASME 1975-487]
p0341 A-75-34573
A study of self-similarity in boundary layer turbulence and its relevance to aircraft design and operation
[IAAA 1975-1077]
p0435 A-75-41643
Wind tunnel test and lateral control for automatic landing
[IAAA 1975-1077]
p0471 A-75-44203
Mathematical description of a wing surface
[IAAA 1975-38351]
p0400 A-75-38351
An investigation of the interaction between advanced turbine control and assumed performance correction models
[IAAA 1975-1175]
p0503 A-75-45608
An analytical model for predicting exit temperature profiles from gas turbine engine annular combustors
[IAAA 1975-1175]
p0567 A-75-45689
An analytical model for the control of low flying aircraft and vehicles by visual cues
[IAAP 1975-75-01]
p0509 A-75-45881
Hydrodynamic stability of the far wake of a hovering rotor
[IAAA 1975-46154]
p0510 A-75-46154
Proble 1: A differential equation model for comparing fighter escort and airbase attack systems in a counter-air operation
[AB-78623]
p0138 A-75-15598
Experimental study of a two pressure-stage gas turbine engine
[TAP 1975-118]
p0267 A-75-23047
On the adequate model for aircraft parameter estimation - parameterization of aircraft models using mathematical models
[CHAFFIELD-AERO-28]
p0376 A-75-24755
Theoretical predictions of thermal explosions
[PEPT-632-PT-1]
p0400 A-75-26512
Analytical simulation of the field jet noise and the associated jet-flows by a model of periodic shedding of vortices from the jet exit
[NASA-CR-142121]
p0462 A-75-26202
General principles and mathematical models
[IAAA 1975-28032]
p0443 A-75-28032
Importance of helicopter dynamics to the mathematical model of the helicopter
[IAAA 1975-30019]
p0477 A-75-30019
Diagnosis of the functional state of a motor by modelization - turbine engines
[AGARD-R-630]
p0498 A-75-31066
Mathematical modeling and response evaluation for the fluctuating pressures of aircraft buffetinging
[IAAA 1975-32015]
p0521 A-75-32015
A mathematical examination of the press model for atmospheric turbulence - aircraft design random processes
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INFRARED SPECTROPHOTOMETERS

ION PHONES

LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETERS

LASER RANGE FINDERS

LICHEN-SENSOR INTERFEROMETERS

METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS

MICROWAVE INTERFEROMETERS

MICROWAVE RADIOMETERS

OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM

POSITION INDICATORS

RADIO ALTIMETERS

SCATTEROMETERS

SPEED INDICATORS

STRAIN GAUGE BALANCES

STRAIN METERS

TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

THERMOMETERS

THEODOLITES

THERMOMETERS

TRANSISTORS

VIBRATION METERS

WEIGHT INDICATORS

WIND VANE

Automated eddy current fastener hole scanner --- for C-5A structural fatigue investigation

Characteristics of air bearings with small inlet holes for a precision coordinate measuring device

Analysis of wreckage --- aircraft accident investigation

NASA-Langley helicopter tower instrumentation systems

[AD-132522]

Design fabrication, and demonstration of a miniaturized tip clearance measuring device

[AD-787318]

The state of the art in oil quality gaging on US military and commercial aircraft

[AD-807682]

Determination of the forces in the retractor of a three-dimensional landing gear mechanism

[AD-782257]

Progress report on mechanical flaps

[AD-78030]

Control system requirements dictated by optimization of engine operation

[AD-782364]

HELICOPTER PROPULSIVE DRIVE

HELICOPTER PROPELLER DRIVE

Design and development testing of free planet transmission concept

[AD-782057]

The 3000-HP roller gear transmission development program. Volume 4: Laboratory beach test

[AD-785575]

Bearings and gears for advanced turbine engines and transmissions

[AD-780497]

Certain development trends in the mechanics of deformable body in Kazan

[AD-786118]
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Automated eddy current fastener hole scanner --- for C-5A structural fatigue investigation

Characteristics of air bearings with small inlet holes for a precision coordinate measuring device

Analysis of wreckage --- aircraft accident investigation

NASA-Langley helicopter tower instrumentation systems

[AD-132522]

Design fabrication, and demonstration of a miniaturized tip clearance measuring device

[AD-787318]

The state of the art in oil quality gaging on US military and commercial aircraft

[AD-807682]

Determination of the forces in the retractor of a three-dimensional landing gear mechanism

[AD-782257]

Progress report on mechanical flaps

[AD-78030]

Control system requirements dictated by optimization of engine operation

[AD-782364]

HELICOPTER PROPULSIVE DRIVE

HELICOPTER PROPELLER DRIVE

Design and development testing of free planet transmission concept

[AD-782057]

The 3000-HP roller gear transmission development program. Volume 4: Laboratory beach test

[AD-785575]

Bearings and gears for advanced turbine engines and transmissions

[AD-780497]

Certain development trends in the mechanics of deformable body in Kazan

[AD-786118]
Engineering titanium alloys — Russian book | p0350 A75-35519

The B-1 structural integrity program [SAE PAPER 750514] | p0382 A75-36656

Damage resistance of high modulus armad fiber composites in aircraft applications [SAE PAPER 750532] | p0383 A75-36669

Graphite composite materials applications in aircraft structures [SAE PAPER 750533] | p0383 A75-36670

Specific properties of high-strength and heat-resistant wrought aluminum alloys and the consideration of these properties in the maintenance of aircraft. II | p0385 A75-36850

Structural materials research for lighter-than-air systems [AIAA PAPER 75-3935] | p0389 A75-37010

Kevlar 49 hybrid composites for commercial and aerospace applications | p0392 A75-37309

Processable high temperature resistant polymer matrix materials | p0419 A75-38901

Characterization of 8-mil boron/aluminum material — tensile, shear and fatigue tests | p0432 A75-40963

Boring of holes in parts made of titanium alloys | p0470 A75-43816

Determination of the lifetimes of gas turbine blades [OMEGA, TP NO. 1575-108] | p0472 A75-44530

Study of the fracture of thin plates made of light alloys used in the aeronautical domain | p0474 A75-44737

Laminated-metal composites | p0511 A75-46481

Wire-reinforced superalloys | p0512 A75-46484

Certain development trends in the mechanics of deformable body in Kazan [AD-786116] | p0123 A75-13860

Mechanical properties of composite materials and design concepts for composite structures | p0321 A75-22519


An improved method for optimum design of mechanically and thermally loaded structures — aircraft structures [NASA-TR-6-7765] | p0493 A75-30596

Development of fiber reinforced ceramic matrix composites [AD-A009360] | p0500 A75-31276

Design and fabrication of composite wing panels containing a production splice [NASA-CN-2549] | p0529 A75-32503
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U MECHANIZATION

Mechanization of active control systems | p0526 A75-32103
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Thin film permeable membranes for inert gas generation — for aircraft fuel tanks [SAE PAPER 740852] | p0083 A75-16919

Finite element flutter analysis of multi-web wing structures | p0179 A75-22795

Long fluid filled bags suspended by line forces — for airship design | p0213 A75-25988

Thermal deformation vector for a bilinear quadrilateral membrane element — aircraft structure model | p0292 A75-29953

Feasibility of adapting a thin film permeable membrane to jet transport fuel tank inerting system [AD-A007991] | p0282 A75-20295

MEMBRANE THEORY

U STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

MEMBRANES

U SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)

Metallic membranes

Hollow-fiber permeable membrane for airborne inert gas generation [SAE PAPER 740854] | p0083 A75-16918

AGIABLE STRSS

U STRESS (PSYCHOLOGY)

MECHANOCAL FLOW

A comparison of the matrix and streamline curvature methods of axial flow turbomachinery analysis, from a user's point of view [ASME PAPER 74-WA/GT-4] | p0080 A75-16849

Profiling radial-axial turbine stage is small guide vanes | p0275 A75-19200

Development and experimental evaluation of a numerical method for solving the inverse axisymmetric problem in an axial turbine stage with given velocity | p0245 A75-26671

METAL BONDING

U METAL-METAL BONDING

Preproduction evaluation of an improved titanium surface prebonding process | p0433 A75-40992

METAL COATINGS

U ALUMINUM COATINGS

Thermal fatigue of coated superalloys | p0516 A75-47470

METAL CORROSION

The use of boron/lithium in the combination ram jet/rocket engine | p0149 A75-21037

METAL GATING

Boring of holes in parts made of titanium alloys | p0470 A75-43816

METAL FATIGUE

Fretting in aircraft turbine engines | p0004 A75-10925

Failure analyses of aircraft accidents, II | p0198 A75-12726

Analytical approach to size and notch-size effects in fatigue of aircraft material specimens | p0199 A75-15171

Effect of hole machining methods on resistance of aircraft constructional materials to fatigue failure | p0205 A75-15542

Key points of the development of aluminum and titanium alloys for aeronautical applications | p0209 A75-17632

Automated eddy current fastener hole scanner — for C-5A structural fatigue inspection | p0109 A75-18820

Fatigue strength of D16T Duralumin at normal and elevated temperatures as a function of the cycling rate | p0206 A75-28866

Aspect of non-destructive inspection in relation to service failure analyses — in aircraft components | p0292 A75-29874

Differentiation of corrosion damages according to the degree of their effect on the resistance of aircraft skin members to fatigue and corrosion-fatigue failure | p0294 A75-30515

Specialists meeting on fretting in aircraft systems [AGARD-CP-161] | p0319 A75-22847

Fretting in helicopters | p0320 A75-22490

Fretting fatigue in titanium helicopter components | p0320 A75-22491

Fretting in aircraft turbine engines | p0320 A75-22492

Comment on wear of non-lubricated pieces in turbomachines | A-225
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USAF aircraft takeoff length distances and climbout profiles  
[A - 1000826]  p0276  N75-19878

A GASP I simulation of tactical air interaction  
using a choice of weapon loads and continuously changing weather conditions  
[p0462]  N75-29417

Research on displays for V/STOL low-level and JIC operations  
[p0480]  N75-30070
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| Doppler radar noise design innovations  
   --- for aircraft  
   [AD-75-10625]  p0007  N75-10625

Development of a pulse compression distance  
measuring equipment system using surface  
acoustic wave devices  
--- for aircraft navigation  
[p1110]  N75-19028

Flight demonstration of the feasibility of a  
scanning beam microwave landing system  
[p0368]  N75-10919

Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan  
--- as proposed by Hazeline Corporation during the  
technique analysis and contract definition phase  
of the national MLS development program. Volume 1:  
System Concept and Integration  
[AD-778215]  p0075  N75-12980

Microwave Landing System (MLS) development plan  
--- as proposed by Hazeline Corporation during the  
technique analysis and contract definition phase  
of the national MLS development program. Volume 2:  
Navigation, shadowing  
[p0075]  N75-12981

International Microwave Landing System (MLS)  
Symposium -- development and characteristics of  
instrument landing systems  
[AD-778312]  p0075  N75-12982

Presentation of a different MLS concept  
--- characteristics of ground derived systems  
for aircraft instrument landing control  
[p0075]  N75-12983

A time ordered access ground derived MLS concept  
--- functional and technical characteristics of  
ground controlled aircraft landing systems  
[p0075]  N75-12984

United Kingdom proposal for a future ICAO  
precision approach and landing guidance system  
--- research program for development of  
instrument landing system components  
[p0075]  N75-12985

Major results of the Royal Aircraft Establishment  
phase 1 and phase 2a programmes  
[p0076]  N75-12986

United Kingdom MLS programs: Phase 2 feasibility  
demonstration trials programs  
--- ground and airborne measurements of aircraft landing system  
performance  
[p0076]  N75-12987

INTERNSCAN: A new non-visional precision approach  
and landing guidance system for international  
civil aviation  
[p0076]  N75-12989

STOL demonstration program: Canada  
--- performance tests of microwave landing system in  
cold weather conditions  
[p0076]  N75-12992

The ITT Gilfillan Doppler microwave landing system  
--- rationale for selection of technology  
applied to instrument landing systems  
[p0076]  N75-12995

The Bendix Microwave Landing System (MLS)  
--- air  
derived data system techniques using C-band  
microwave frequencies  
[p0077]  N75-12996

The Texas Instrument Microwave landing system  
--- analysis of guidance techniques for aircraft  
approach and landing  
[p0077]  N75-12997

Thoughts about the Microwave Landing System from a  
user perspective  
[p0077]  N75-12998

An international operators view on MLS  
--- characteristics of landing aids for  
ternational aircraft operations  
[p0077]  N75-12999

System selection considerations  
--- technical,  
operational, and economic aspects  
of instrument landing systems  
[p0077]  N75-13000

Development and modification of a digital program  
for final approach to landing  
[AD-CR-743262]  p0135  N75-14776

Analysis, test and evaluation support to the  
USAF advanced landing systems program. Volume 1:  
Program description and results  
[AD-1000419]  p0146  N75-27223

Analysis, test and evaluation support to the  
USAF advanced landing systems program. Volume 2:  

---
Index of approaches
[AD-A004420] p046 N75-27224
Analysis, test and evaluation support to the USAF advanced landing system program. Volume 3, Part 1: Doppler MLS guidance error data (DOPS tracking system)
[AD-A004421] p046 N75-27225
Analysis, test and evaluation support to the USAF advanced landing system program. Volume 3, Part 2: Doppler MLS guidance error data (M-33 tracking system, flights 22 June 1973 to 10 September 1974)
[AD-A004422] p046 N75-27226
Analysis, test and evaluation support to the USAF advanced landing system program. Volume 3, Part 3: Doppler MLS guidance error data (M-33 tracking system, flights 12 September 1973 to 29 January 1974)
[AD-A004423] p046 N75-27227
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MICROWAVE INTERFEROMETERS
B-forward radome fabrication
[AD-A004424] p004 N75-10081

MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEMS
'BAGES' - A microwave aircraft digital guidance equipment. I - General principles and angle-measuring units
[AD-A004425] p0150 N75-21717
The real-world, 'stressed' environment of air-traffic control --- international microwave landing and secondary surveillance radar systems
[AD-A004426] p0150 N75-22565
The U.S. Candidate Microwave Landing System - A new generation of avionics/ground equipment
[AD-A004427] p0256 A75-28802
Airborne equipment for use with the microwave landing system
[AD-A004428] p0259 A75-28279
Characteristics of MLS signals and their effect on flight control systems --- Microwave Landing Systems
[AD-A004429] p0259 A75-28791
The range of airborne processing available to the future user of the Doppler MLS --- Microwave Landing Systems
[AD-A004430] p0259 A75-28791
Astrolabe - A synthetic circular aperture system for landing and navigation
[AD-A004431] p0259 A75-28793
Testing the MLS Doppler concept
[AD-A004432] p0259 A75-28802
Simulator evaluation of manually flown curved MLS approaches --- Microwave Landing System
[AD-A004433] p0340 A75-34535
International and U.S. design proposals for a microwave landing system
[AD-A004434] p0340 A75-34536
Involving the expert and aviation community in the decision making structure of the U.S. MLS program --- Microwave Landing System
[AD-A004435] p0340 A75-34537
Some system considerations for MLS airborne processors
[AD-A004436] p0340 A75-34537
Microwave technology in the microwave landing system
[AD-A004437] p0340 A75-34537
Propeller modulation effects on a scanning-beam microwave landing system
[AD-A004438] p0382 A75-36661
'BADES' - Evaluating a helicopter approach guidance system
[AD-A004439] p0392 A75-37300
The employment of Kalman filter technology for the improvement of the signal quality of a microwave beacon system
[AD-A004440] p0392 A75-37300
Consideration of near field effects in Microwave Landing System (MLS) feasibility evaluation
[AD-A004441] p0400 A75-12004
Compatibility analysis of the Texas Instruments, Bendix, and Herellite microwave landing system proposals
[AD-A004442] p0400 A75-12004
Development of microwave landing system implementation criteria
[AD-A004443] p0404 A75-13884

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE MADGE LANDING AID - THE US NAVY TVGL AUTOMATIC LANDING SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
[AD-A004444] p0404 A75-13885

MICROWAVE RADAR METER
Microwave radiometric all-weather imaging and piloting techniques
[AD-A004445] p0404 A75-30660
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MIDAIR COLLISIONS
Safety and air navigation
[AD-A004446] p017 A75-12372
Rendezvous capability for U.S. Army collision warning system
[AD-A004447] p017 A75-13295
Collision avoidance and the future of air traffic control
[AD-A004448] p044 A75-13297
Digital synchronization for time synchronized collision avoidance systems in air transport
[AD-A004449] p044 A75-13299
Aircraft guidance for automatic collision avoidance
[AD-A004450] p045 A75-17798
The promise of air safety --- collision avoidance systems
[AD-A004451] p047 A75-26401
Annual review of aircraft accident data: US General Aviation calendar year 1971
[AD-A004452] p026 A75-10037
[AD-A004453] p026 A75-26894
Civil aviation midair collision analysis: 1972 added to 1964 - 1971 results --- statistical analysis
[AD-A004454] p045 A75-29068

MILITARY AIR FACILITIES
Fire protection of large Air Force hangars
[AD-A004455] p0017 A75-10961
Community noise exposure resulting from aircraft operations: Computer program operation's manual
[AD-A004456] p0064 A75-11989
TACAN and ILS station evaluation report, Loring AFB, Maine
[AD-A004457] p0055 A75-29084
Noise survey for addition of T-37 aircraft at Mather AFB, California
[AD-A004458] p0054 A75-33358

MILITARY AIRCRAFT
MT E-2 AIRCRAFT
Drones/RPV systems --- Remotely Piloted Vehicle as weapon system
[AD-A004459] p0001 A75-10186
Rapid calculation of propulsion system installation corrections --- for jet engines
[AD-A004460] p0002 A75-10324
LABJAC - A small turbofan engine for military and general aviation aircraft
[AD-A004461] p0081 A75-16895
F-12 inlet development
[SAE PAPER 74059] p0102 A75-16909
HMMT - A new approach to the design of highly maneuverable aircraft
[AD-A004462] p0083 A75-16521
A brief look at engine installations for future naval aircraft
[AD-A004463] p0084 A75-16529
Some comparisons between commercial and military aircraft maintenance and logistics
[AD-A004464] p0085 A75-17318
Explicit form of the optimal control law for a rigid aircraft flying in a turbulent atmosphere
[AD-A004465] p0091 A75-17832
Military aircraft maintenance - A new concept
[AD-A004466] p0155 A75-22490
The impact/cruise fan multiaxion V/STOL aircraft
[AD-A004467] p0155 A75-22490
Navy Aircrew Escape Propulsion System Program
[AD-A004468] p0199 A75-25054
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The concept of an interactive graphic design
Digital aircraft simulation in real-time with the
Electronic warfare - Military needs propel
C-5A air launch of Minuteman I missile
Optimum internal shapes in hypersonic flow with
New computerized equipment for experimental
C-5A air launch of Minuteman I missile
Aerodynamic methodology. Bodies with tails at
Impact ejection - A serious environmental threat to
Investigations on the design of rolleron flaps for
Determination of aerodynamic coupling derivatives
The aerodynamic characteristics of wrap-around
Teledyne aims at low-cost engines
A conceptual approach to applying singular
Formation and characteristics of aircraft and guided missiles
Aerodynamic means
Aerodynamic coupling derivatives through flight test
Aerodynamic stability of aircraft and guided missiles
C-5A air launch of Minuteman I missile
Aerodynamics and variable throttle/energy management concepts for fighter
Shuttle spacelab simulation using a Lear jet aircraft: Mission no. 3 (ASSIST program)
Analysis of controller/system dynamics for a
Aerodynamic symmetry of aircraft and guided missiles
Volume 1: Summary and mission analysis (tasks 2
Volume 3: Historical overview (task 1)
Analysis of controller/system dynamics for a
Mobile lounge or fixed gate airport terminal
Mobile lounge or fixed gate airport terminal design
Sparse matrix techniques applied to modal analysis of multi-section duct liners
Determination of the dynamic characteristics of a
Digital computer program DF1758 fully coupled
Natural frequencies and node shapes of a
A discussion of the roll-coupling problem in aircraft stability

Steady motion of a rotating symmetric aircraft---flightless rocket vehicles

Nonlinear theory for a hovercraft moving over rough terrain

Stability derivatives of a 10-degree cone flying planar and nonplanar motion at Mach 14

Buffeting the noise of power plants which use gas-turbine aircraft engines

Duct acoustics and mufflers

Aerospace mount for down-to-earth optics

Microwave landing system development plan as proposed by Hazeltine Corporation during the conceptual design study of advanced acoustic systems

Theoretical prediction of thick wing and fuselage-fuselage-fanpod-nacelle aerodynamic characteristics at subcritical speeds. Part 1: Theory and results

Theoretical prediction of thick wing and fuselage-fuselage-fanpod-nacelle aerodynamic characteristics at subcritical speeds. Part 2: Computer program description

Effects of the air breathing engine plumes on SSF orbiter subsonic wing pressure distributions

Upper-surface blowing nacelle design study for a swept wing airplane at cruise conditions

PAA J-50 ducted nacelle retrofit feasibility program. Volume 3: Lower goal flight testing, economic analyses and summary

Integration of aft-fuselage-mounted flow through engine nacelles on an advanced transport configuration at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.0

The influence of nacelle afterbody shape on airplane drag

Prediction of the optimum location of a nacelle on a wing-body configuration by inviscid flow analysis

Conceptual design study of advanced acoustic composite nacelle for achieving reductions in community noise and operating expense

Aircraft engine nacelle fire test simulator

Reynolds number effects on the boattail characteristics of a similitude nacelle at Mach number 0.8
Flutter of wings equipped with large engines in pod p0841 £75-28014


Conceptual design study of advanced acoustic-composite nacelles [NASA-CR-132700] p0056 £75-29093

Summary of recent design studies of advanced acoustic-composite nacelles [NASA-TH-8-72774] p0525 £75-32094

Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations

Ose of numerically generated body-fitted coordinate systems for solution of the Navier-Stokes equations

A rigorous solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for unsteady two-dimensional multi-element airfoils [NASA-CR-183038] p0040 £75-25874
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Developed methods of synchronisation of navigation and collision-avoidance systems p0083 £75-12394

Development of a pulse compression distance measuring equipment system using pulse compression acoustic wave devices --- for aircraft navigation p0110 £75-19028

Possible applications for an integrated communication, navigation, and identification system /ICNIS/ in civil aviation p0111 £75-19063

Radio aids for aircraft landing, short-range navigation, and secondary radar systems p0139 £75-19586

Aids to air navigation p0183 £75-23394

Aeroflight communications and RF navaids for space shuttle orbiters p0188 £75-23912

SLAR, its principles of operation and requirements regarding the positional stability of carrier platforms p0202 £75-25697

Airborne equipment for use with the microwave landing system p0259 £75-28790

Characteristics of MLS signals and their effect on flight control systems --- Microwave Landing Systems p0259 £75-28791

Astrolabe - A synthetic circular aperture system for landing and navigation [ONERA, TP NO. 1975-7] p0259 £75-28793

Problems and perspectives of navigation over large distances p0289 £75-29262

Locas-C compared with other navigation aids in meeting future Canadian needs p0351 £75-25796

Some system considerations for MLS airborne processors p0381 £75-36366

Astrolabe, integrated navigation and landing aid device - Land-bound and airborne presentation of information [ONERA, TP NO. 1975-17] p0381 £75-36457

Commercial developments in airborne VLF navigation [AIAA PAPER 750518] p0382 £75-36660

State of experiments and program of development of Differential OMEGA in France p0387 £75-29661

Helicopter electronics - A third of the cost in black boxes --- navigation and control systems p0373 £75-24557

Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic management system. Volume 2: System functional description and system classification [F9-21465/7] p0121 £75-13843

Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic management system. Volume 3: Subsystem functional description
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[ PB-234266/5] p0321 N75-13804

Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic management system. Volume 6: Operational description and qualitative assessment
[ PB-234267/1] p0321 N75-13805

Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic management system. Volume 5: System performance
[ PB-234266/5] p0321 N75-13806

Oceanic air route navigation with envelope match

[ AD-A0033800] p0281 N75-20286

STOL terminal area operating systems (aircraft and onboard avionics, ATC, navigation aids)


A Kalman filter for the Stoland system

[ NASA-CR-137668] p0361 N75-23543

The application of displays in navigation/attack systems

Bright vision imaging system development for low level helicopter pilotage

NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS


Comparison of two head-up displays in simulated commercial transports

[ NASA-TP-X-72400] p0381 A75-36368

Omega navigation systems specification and performance measurement

[ NASA-TP-X-62403] p0387 A75-36666

Helicopter control concepts emerging

[ NASA-TP-X-62403] p0513 A75-46643

The application of laser technology to the problems of very low level flight obstacle avoidance and terrain following

A Universal flight director computer

NAVIGATION SATELLITES

Sensor noise view of a navigation platform for low precision clocks as a basis for a navigation system

[ AIAA PAPER 75-32] p0043 A75-13293

The use of a navigation platform for performance instrumentation on the TP-16 flight test program

[ AIAA PAPER 75-32] p0056 A75-18271

Theory of astronomical correction --- Russian book on celestial navigation of flight vehicles

[ NASA-TP-X-62403] p0183 A75-23935

Development of navigation systems for advanced commercial transports

[ NASA-TP-X-62403] p0172 A75-16633

A novel procedure for assessing the accuracy of a hyperbolic multilateration system for aircraft position determination

[ NASA-TP-X-62403] p0147 A75-20601

A technique to improve the performance of a nonlinear filter with an application to satellite-aided aircraft navigation
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Pilot's and navigator's handbook --- Russian book
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F-18 US Navy Air Combat Fighter
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C-130 AIRCRAFT

NEAR FIELDS

Calculations of far-field and near-field jet noise

[ AIAA PAPER 75-93] p0098 A75-18302

The near field sound pressures of a choked jet when oscillating in the spinning mode

[ AIAA PAPER 75-479] p0206 A75-25752

Near-field supersonic flow pattern of slender delta wings

[ AIAA PAPER 75-8054] p0392 A75-37182

Consideration of near field effects in Microwave Landing System (MLS) feasibility evaluation

[ NASA-TP-X-3264] p0065 A75-12004

NEAR WAVES

A subsonic axisymmetric wake in a viscous gas

[ AIAA PAPER 75-479] p0248 A75-26981

Turbulent near wake of a flat plate. II - Effects of boundary layer profile and compressibility

[ AIAA PAPER 75-479] p0402 A75-38618

On the calculation of non-linear aerodynamic characteristics and the near wake

[ AD-A002161] p0266 A75-19193

NITROGEN COMPOUNDS

HYDROGEN PROBLEM

Cavitation flow past a vibrating thin-section wing profile

[ AIAA PAPER 75-479] p0248 A75-26981

HEAVY THEORY

Lift --- an explanation based on Newton's three laws of motion

[ AIAA PAPER 75-479] p0535 A75-33998

NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD

A comparison and evaluation of two methods of extracting stability derivatives from flight test data --- using Newton Raphson method

[ AIAA PAPER 75-479] p0476 A75-30015

NEWTONIAN FLUIDS

Generalized unsteady embedded Newtonian flow --- around blunt nose cones

[ AIAA PAPER 75-210] p0103 A75-18366

Generalized aerodynamic noise equation

[ NASA-TP-X-62403] p0195 A75-24418
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Development of high strength cast superalloys with hot corrosion resistance

[ NASA-TP-X-62403] p0109 A75-13039

High temperature alloys for gas turbines

[ NASA-TP-X-62403] p0109 A75-20988

Nasa vase alloy booms high-temperature strength

[ NASA-TP-X-62403] p0190 A75-24003

Changes and evolution of aircraft engine materials

[ NASA-TP-X-62403] p0294 A75-30045
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Data acquisition test report on GR-58A NiCad battery operation

[ AD-A001526] p0313 A75-21805
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[ AD-A002767] p0322 A75-22913
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[ AD-A005055] p0448 A75-28533
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Influence of protective layers and coatings on heat transfers of Kh782 steel

[ NASA-TP-X-62403] p0109 A75-18840

NIGHT VISION

Visual augmentation system (VAS) laboratory demonstration and test results --- onboard helicopter

[ AD-A003323] p0286 A75-20332

Comparison of two head-up displays in simulated standard and noise abatement night visual approaches

[ NASA-TP-X-3264] p0414 A75-26995

Effect on map-of-the-earth requirements on aircrew performance during night attack helicopter operations

[ NASA-TP-X-3264] p0482 A75-30055

II-53 night operations --- for rescue missions

[ NASA-TP-X-3264] p0482 A75-30056

US Air experience in low-level night flight

[ NASA-TP-X-3264] p0482 A75-30057

Requirements for operation of low level helicopters at night and in low visibility

[ NASA-TP-X-3264] p0482 A75-30058

Night vision imaging system development for low level helicopter pilotage

[ NASA-TP-X-3264] p0482 A75-30060

Low level night operations of tactical helicopters

[ NASA-TP-X-3264] p0482 A75-30065

BISMUTH ALLOYS

High-temperature alloys and the aircraft gas turbine

[ NASA-TP-X-3264] p0251 A75-27877

BISMUTH COMPOUNDS

Investigation of the structure and properties of bismuth in vacuo and at high-velocity air streams

[ NASA-TP-X-3264] p0180 A75-23009

BISMUTH COMPOUNDS

MT SILICON NITRIDES

BISMUTH COMPOUNDS

MT LIQUID NITROGEN

Feasibility study and demonstration of nitrogen generation for fuel tank inerting

[ NASA-TP-X-3264] p0072 A75-12994
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### Nitrogen Oxides

**First results of a general circulation model applied to the SST-NOx problem --- ozone decomposition**  
[p0189 A75-21982](#)

**Aircraft altitude emissions - Fundamental concepts and future E & D requirements**  
[AIAA Paper 75-1017] [p0424 A75-39515](#)

**Jet aircraft emissions during cruise - Present and future**  
[AIAA Paper 75-1016] [p0424 A75-35516](#)

**Preparation and premixing to obtain low oxides of nitrogen in gas turbine combustors**  
[NASA CR-2495] [p0228 W75-17362](#)

### Noise Hazards

**U NOISE (SOUND)**

- **Jet transport noise - A comparison of predicted and measured noise for ILS and two-segment approaches**  
[p0106 A75-18542](#)

- **A preliminary investigation of remotely piloted vehicles for airframe noise research**  
[AD-A001329] [p0205 A75-18976](#)

- **Suppressor nozzle and airframe noise measurements**  
[CRANFIELD-4EB0-25] [p0068 W75-12895](#)

- **Comparison of airport measurements of approach noise produced by jet aircraft**  
[p0251 A75-27852](#)

- **Turbulent boundary layer noise in the interior of aircraft operating at varying altitudes**  
[p0268 A75-20789](#)

- **Noise - How much is too much --- aircraft noise level control for environment protection**  
[p0147 A75-20201](#)

- **Decibel and noise indices: Several methods of evaluating sound levels, discomfort and annoyance due to noise from physical measurements --- French book**  
[p0154 A75-22355](#)

- **Experiments on supersonic jet noise**  
[AIAA Paper 75-478] [p0206 A75-25751](#)

- **Calculation of bang propagation in real world vehicles for airframe noise research**  
[CRANFIELD-4EB0-25] [p0134 A75-14763](#)

### NOISE ATTEMPTATION

**U NOISE REDUCTION**

- **Noise levels in the CC-109, CC-115, and CC-117 aircraft operating at varying altitudes**  
[p0205 A75-25747](#)

- **Noise survey for addition of T-37 aircraft at WADC**  
[AD-4010037] [p0534 W75-33058](#)

### NOISE GENERATORS

**Effect of inlet turbulence on compressor noise**  
[TAP Paper 77A-14] [p0045 A75-13651](#)

- **An experimental study of the effects of upstream obstructions upon subsonic jet noise**  
[p0050 A75-15404](#)

- **Acoustic characteristics of an upper-surface blowing concept of power- lift system**  
[AIAA Paper 75-204] [p0103 A75-18383](#)

- **Experimental evaluation of trailing edge and incidence fluctuation noise theories**  
[AIAA Paper 75-206] [p0103 A75-18385](#)

- **Experiments on the mechanism of noise generation of blades in smooth flow at high Reynolds number**  
[p0106 A75-18542](#)

### NOISE ELIMINATION

**U NOISE REDUCTION**

- **Noncompact source effect on the prediction of tone noise from a fan rotor**  
[AIAA Paper 75-4-46] [p0203 A75-25730](#)

- **The noise behavior of aero engine turbine nozzles**  
[AIAA Paper 75-4-46] [p0205 A75-25742](#)

- **A study of subsonic fan noise sources**  
[AIAA Paper 75-4-46] [p0205 A75-25744](#)

### FLUID DYNAMIC ASPECTS OF JET NOISE GENERATION

- **Calculation of bang propagation in real atmosphere: Focalization geometry for Concord ascent law and bang intensity near the longitudinal and lateral extinctions**  
[p0500 W75-31109](#)

- **Noise survey for addition of T-37 aircraft at WADC**  
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- **Anisotropic dielectric panel analysis -- for radome materials**  
  p008 A75-10659
- **Advanced beaded and tubular structural panels:**  
  Volume 2: Fabrication  
  [NASA-CH-132422]  
  p0372 N75-24717
- **PARABOLIC BODIES**  
  Parallel wing, resembling a wedge, in supersonic flow  
  p0380 A75-36165
- **PARABOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS**  
  An extension of the 'parabolic method' to the calculation of transonic flows  
  p0004 A75-10837
- **Extension of the parabolic method for the transonic flow. I - Steady flow. II - Unsteady flow**  
  p036 A75-35215
- **Parabolic method for solving the problem of a parabolic bodies**  
  p0428 A75-40259

### PARABOLIC BODIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aircraft Type</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N T YAK-10 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B T VC-10 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N H S-718 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N D H 125 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N O-10 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B T T-39 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N L-1011 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N IL-62 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N H-53 HELICOPTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N EUROPEAN AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N DC-10 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N BO-105 HELICOPTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B T BAC 111 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N METAL PARTICLES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N A-300 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N 80-105 HELICOPTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N T-39 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N 0-10 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N CH-51 HELICOPTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N CV-310 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N CH-17 HELOCOPTE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N BOEING 717 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N A-300 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N DC-8 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N T-39 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N CH-51 HELICOPTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N CV-310 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- Parachute escape from helicopters  
  [AD-786817]  
  p0113 A75-19570
- UT-15, series 2 parachute  
  p013 A75-17143
- World championship parachutes  
  [AD-786838]  
  p0131 A75-17433
- PARACHUTE PARTICIPANTS
  Determination of optimal use life of US Army T-10 troop type personnel parachutes, part 2  
  [AD-787299]  
  p0162 A75-15617
- PARACHUTES
  ST RECOVERY PARACHUTES
  Wind tunnel tests of modified corn, hemsfilo, and dan-gue-based parachutes with emphasis in the transonic range  
  [NASA-TN-D-7759]  
  p0023 N75-16007
- Program for testing the influences of the base and velocity parameters on performance data and characteristics of parachute load systems  
  p0130 A75-17230
- UT-15, series 2 parachute  
  [AD-786817]  
  p0131 A75-17431
- World championship parachutes  
  [AD-786818]  
  p0131 A75-17431
- Determination of optimal use life of US Army T-10 troop type personnel parachutes, part 2  
  [AD-787299]  
  p0162 A75-15617
- Flight determination of the rudder power and directional stability of the Fairey Delta 2 aircraft using a wingtip parachute  
  [ARC-CP-1298]  
  p0274 A75-19267
- Emergency ejection, sequence of operation  
  [AD-A007687]  
  p036 A75-23539

### PARACHUTE U PARACHUTE DESCENT

- A theory for the calculation of conical paragliders with weak camber in supersonic flow  
  [German]  
  p0420 A75-39224

### PARALLEL FLOW

- By THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW
  The coexistence of two supersonic plane flows in the presence of a longitudinal pressure gradient  
  p0276 A75-20209

### PARAMETERIZATION

- On the adequate model for aircraft parameter estimation -- parameterization of aircraft models using mathematical models  
  [CRAWFIELD-AERO-28]  
  p0376 A75-24755
- A parametric study of wing store flutter  
  p0442 A75-28018
- Identification of nonlinear aerodynamic stability and control parameters at high angle of attack  
  p0475 A75-29999
- Application of a new criterion for modeling systems  
  p0475 A75-30001
- Five identification methods applied to flight test data -- stability derivatives, aircraft performance  
  p0476 A75-30008
- States of input design for aircraft parameter identification  
  p0476 A75-30009

### INPUT DESIGN FOR AIRCRAFT PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION: USING TIME-OPTIMAL CONTROL FORMULATION

- p0476 A75-30010

### ADVANCEMENT IN PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION AND AIRCRAFT FLIGHT TESTING

- p0476 A75-30012

### PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF USING A MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATOR

- p0476 A75-30013

### DETERMINATION OF AIRCRAFT DERIVATIVES BY AUTOMATIC PARAMETER ADJUSTMENT AND FREQUENCY RESPONSE METHODS

- p0476 A75-30014

### MODEL STRUCTURE DETERMINATION AND PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION FOR NONLINEAR AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT REGIMES

- p0477 A75-30018

### IMPORTANCE OF HELICOPTER DYNAMICS TO THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE HELICOPTER

- p0477 A75-30019

### ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT (BSRA) REQUIREMENTS FOR, AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO, ROTORCRAFT STATE ESTIMATION AND PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION

- p0478 A75-30022

### FEASIBILITY STUDY OF MODERN AIRSHIPS, PHASE 1.

- Volume 2: Parametric analysis (task 3) -- lift, weight (mass)  
  [AD-786838]  
  p0131 N75-11733

### PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

- NT HELMOLTS VORTICITY EQUATION
- NT PARABOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

### PARTICLE DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)

- NT ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES

### PARTICLE MOTION

- Motion of a system of many particles in the wake of a gas  
  p0146 A75-20782

### PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

- Metallurgical factors affecting high strength aluminium alloy production  
  p0256 A75-26529
- Droplet diameter and size distribution of JP-4 fuel injected into a subsonic airstream  
  [AD-A007687]  
  p0369 A75-29192

### PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES

- The dynamics of atmospheric dust particles in aircraft auxiliary power radial inflow turbines  
  [AIAA PAPER 75-844]  
  p0333 A75-33938

### PARTIALS

- NT AEROSOLS
- NT DROPS (LIQUIDS)
- NT FOSSIL FUELS
- NT METAL PARTICLES
- NT PLASMA JETS

### PARTICULATE FILTERS

- NT FLUID FILTERS

### PARTS

- NT COMPONENTS
- NT PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
- NT A-300 AIRCRAFT
- NT DC-10 AIRCRAFT
- NT BO-105 HELICOPTER
- NT BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT
- NT BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
- NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
- NT BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT
- NT CH-47 HELICOPTER
- NT CH-58 HELICOPTER
- NT CV-30 AIRCRAFT
- NT DC-8 AIRCRAFT
- NT DC-10 AIRCRAFT
- NT DH 125 AIRCRAFT
- NT EUROPEAN AIRCRAFT
- NT P-27 AIRCRAFT
- NT P-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
- NT H-53 HELICOPTER
- NT H-57 AIRCRAFT
- NT IL-62 AIRCRAFT
- NT L-1011 AIRCRAFT
- NT L-1011 AIRCRAFT
- NT T-99 AIRCRAFT
- NT 0-10 AIRCRAFT
- NT YAK-40 AIRCRAFT

### LTA IN THE USA - HERE'S WHERE IT STANDS TODAY

- Lighter than air vehicles  
  p001 A75-13333
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Airship logistics - The LTA vehicle, a total cargo
system
Wind tunnel tests for the determination of the
behavior of aircraft external loads which are
dropped
Payload without penalty - A suggestion for
improving the take-off performance of fixed-wing
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Payoffs from active controls technology
applications - Transport aircraft ---
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A new method of determining the
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Some factors affecting the use of lighter than air systems --- economic and performance estimates for dirigibles and semi-buoyant hybrid vehicles [ASME PAPER 75-GT-28] p0362 A75-36585

Influences of manufacturing tolerances and surface roughness of blades on the performance of turbines [ASME PAPER 75-GT-35] p0362 A75-34952

The experimental cascade performance of NACA compressor profiles at low Reynolds number [AD-278110] p0421 A75-39350
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T and E guidelines for aircraft systems [AD-784569] p0301 A75-10085

Two-stage fan. 2: Data and performance with redesigned second stage rotor uniform and distorted inlet flows [NASA-CR-134710] p0339 A75-10944


Research program in the development of STOVL and VTOL aircraft designs [NASA-CR-134710] p0320 A75-13146

Clustering of STOL aircraft [NASA-CR-134710] p0320 A75-13148
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Interim prediction method for fan and compressor source noise


Theoretical prediction of airplane stability derivatives at subcritical speeds
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Potential and viscous flow prediction in N/STOL propulsion system inlets


Determination of stability derivatives from flight test results comparison of five analytical techniques
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A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings with leading-edge vortex separation. Part 1: Engineering document
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A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings with leading-edge vortex separation. Part 2: Progress description document
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Simulation of hypersonic scramjet exhaust -- pressure distribution on afterbody/nozzle sections of vehicle

[NASA-CR-2494] p0225 A75-17344

Experimental study of a two pressure stage air cushion

[KT-36] p0233 A75-18174

Static pressure on sharp and blunt cones in conical and parallel low-density flow

[ARC-CP-1295] p0236 A75-18191

Integration of aft-fuselage mounted flow through engine nacelles on an advanced transport configuration at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.0

[NASA-TM-X-71776] p0264 A75-19180

Lifting surface theory for a rotating subsonic or transonic blade row

[ARC-B-9-3740] p0265 A75-19185

A wake source model for an inclined flat plate in a uniform stream

[ARC-B-9-3740] p0266 A75-19192

Boundary layer effects in supersonic flow over cylinder-class bodies

[NASA-CP-1296] p0279 A75-20257

Some remarks on the induced velocity field of a lifting rotor and on Glauert's formula

A-258

SUBJECT INDEX
PRESSURE WELDING

PRESSURE WELDING
NY DIFFUSION WELDING
No-melt welding — diffusion metal welding in aerospace industry

PRESSURIZED CABINS
High-altitude gliders - Projects and reality

PRESSURE WELDING
NT FUEL TANK PRESSURIZATION
Some predictions of crack propagation under combined cabin pressurization and acoustic loadings — aircraft cabins

PRIVATE AIRCRAFT
U GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
PROBABILITY
U PROBABILITY THEORY
A non-Gaussian model of continuous atmospheric turbulence proposed for use in aircraft design

PROBABILITY THEORY
Design of a guided flight vehicle according to viewpoints of probability theory, taking into account perturbation and control parameters

PROBLEM SOLVING
NT ASYMPTOTIC METHODS
Development of inverse inviscid transonic solution methods

PROBLEM SOLVING
NT ITERATIVE SOLUTION
A curve fitting method for solving the flutter equation

PROBLEMS
NT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

PROCUREMENT
NT GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT

PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT
Wall design-to-cost work over the long haul — industry/government responsibilities in future weapon system acquisitions

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
NT WEAPONS DEVELOPMENT
Why so few all new General Aviation aircraft

PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
NT PRODUCTION PLANNING
Developmental trends in the production of powered gliders

PROJECT PLANNING
The American STAGG gas generator program

SUBJECT INDEX
Production of superalloys from powders
Development of impact resistant boron/aluminum composites for jet engine fan blades

PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
NT PRODUCTION PLANNING
Developmental trends in the production of powered gliders

A-260
Program for testing the influences of the mass and velocity parameters on performance data and characteristics of parachute load systems

[DE-NUIT-74-31] p0131 N75-14728

PROPELLER CATCHING
Impact fracture of composite sandwich structures

[AIAA PAPER 75-748] p0326 A75-32673

PROPELLER PREMATION
T THERMAL BALLISTICS

PROPELLER RESPONSE
Response of aircraft structural components to blunt pressures and fragments from high explosive projectiles

[AIAA PAPER 75-751] p0324 A75-32652

Experimental hydraulic ram studies (PF 79)

[AD-784736] p0040 N75-11230

PROPAGATION (EXTENSION)
CT CRACK PROPAGATION
JT FLAME PROPAGATION

PROPAGATION MODES
On observations of modal interference of the North Dakota Omega transmission

p0388 A75-35971

PROPELLANT ADDITIVES
The use of boron/aluminum in the combustion ram jet/rocket engine

p0149 A75-21037

Influence of protective additions on the anti-wear properties of jet fuels

p0348 A75-35298

Aircraft turbine engine fuel corrosion inhibitors and their effects on fuel properties

[AD-787191] p0136 N75-14919

PROPELLER EVAPORATION
Motion of an evaporating fuel droplet in the jet of a mechanical nozzle

p0050 A75-15827

Motion of vaporizing fuel drop in mechanical injector plume

p0151 A75-22077

PROPELLANT STORAGE
Changes in the properties of hydrogenated fuels during prolonged storing

p0348 A75-35299

PROPELLANT TANKS
A fuselage/tank structure study for actively cooled hypersonic cruise vehicles: Active cooling system analysis

[NASA-Ch-132669] p0414 N75-26998

PROPELLANTS
VT SLIGHT PROPELLANTS
JT SOLID PROPELLANTS

PROPELLER BLADES
Aerodynamics of the propellers of rapidly convertible VTOL aircraft

p0197 A75-24942

Application of a new slip-ringless propeller blade measurement system

p0258 A75-28771

Laminated wood for propeller blades

p0289 A75-29345

Lifting surface theory applied to fixed wings and propellers

p0024 N75-10016

Investigation of rotor blade element aerodynamics for a teetering rotor in the blade stall regime

[NASA-Ch-137538] p0069 N75-12304

PROPELLER DRIVES
VT HELICOPTER PROPELLER DRIVES
Experimental studies of the turbulent wake behind self-propelled slender bodies

[AIAA PAPER 75-117] p0099 A75-18322

Unmanned powered balloons

p0217 A75-26020

The aerodynamic characteristics and trailing vortex wake of a propeller VTOL configuration

p0256 A75-28522

Factors affecting the noise from small propeller driven aircraft

[SWE PAPER 750516] p0382 A75-36656

Noise from light propeller aircraft

p0465 A75-41958

Improvement of propeller static thrust estimation

[NASA-Ch-132660] p0163 A75-23567

Interior noise levels of two propeller-driven light aircraft

[NASA-Ch-72756] p0446 N75-28066

PROPELLER EFFICIENCY
Noise of high speed rotors --- theory for propeller and helicopter configurations

[AIAA PAPER 75-450] p0203 A75-25732

Improvement of propeller static thrust estimation

[NASA-Ch-132660] p0363 A75-23567

PROPELLER FANS
An experimental study of the effect of treated length on fan inlet noise suppressors

[AIAA PAPER 75-203] p0103 A75-18382

A study of subsonic fan noise sources

[AIAA PAPER 75-468] p0205 A75-25744

Two-stage fan. 3: Data and performance with rotor tip casing treatment, uniform and distorted inlet flows

[NASA-Ch-134722] p0311 N75-21278

PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS
An estimation of aerodynamic forces on wing-flap systems in a slipstream

p0050 A75-15401

PROPELLERS
VT PROPELLER FANS
VT SHROUDED PROPELLERS
VT TILTED PROPELLERS

V/STOL rotor and propeller noise -- its prediction and analysis of its aural characteristics

p0203 A75-25734

Propeller modulation effects on a scanning-beam microwave landing system

[SWE PAPER 750511] p0382 A75-36661

Experimental and theoretical investigations on the problem of propeller/wing interference up to high angles of attack

[IFP-5/73] p0170 N75-16518

Turbulent wake behind slender bodies, including self-propelled configurations

p0403 A75-25866

Experimental and theoretical investigations on the problem of propeller/wing interference up to high angles of attack

[NASA-TT-P-16460] p0452 N75-29035

Method of discrete eddy zones for the calculation of the components of the time average inductive velocity of a heavily loaded propeller

p0488 N75-30129

Rotocraft and propeller noise

p0491 N75-30171

Unsteady vortex lattice techniques applied to wake formation and performance of the statically thrusting propeller

p0521 N75-32010

Theory of induction of a heavily loaded propeller

[NASA-TT-P-16612] p0530 N75-33002

PROPSULSION
VT AUXILIARY PROPSUSION
VT HYBRID PROPSUSION
VT JET PROPSUSION
VT NUCLEAR PROPSUSION

The NASA research program on propulsion for supersonic cruise aircraft

[NASA-Th-7-17666] p0239 N75-18238

Accounting of aerodynamic forces on airframe/propulsion systems --- for designing military aircraft

p0357 N75-23507

PROPSUSION SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
By the application of power' /21st Cayley Memorial Lecture/ -- technical survey of aircraft engines

p0250 A75-27368

On the future of jet propulsion in subsonic transport aviation

p0250 A75-27777

Propulsive-lift noise of an upper surface blown flap configuration

[AIAA PAPER 75-470] p0252 A75-27931

The Dolphin airship with undulating propulsion -- Forward thrust of undulators of great depth

p0301 A75-31848

Development of a high-heat-release combustor for the P100 gas turbine

[ASRE PAPER 75-GT-86] p0343 A75-34631

A design study of a fan augmented ramjet

[ASRE PAPER 75-GT-97] p0344 A75-34639

New directions in aircraft propulsor noise research

[NASA-Ch-132660] p0382 A75-26547

Aviation in undulating flow-- The Dolphin principle, its technical implementation, and its application in aviation

p0385 A75-36849
Propulsion system configuration development for the B-1 strategic bomber [AIAA PAPER 75-1040] [p0426 A75-39532]

Engine design considerations for 2nd generation supersonic transports [SAE PAPER 750626] [p030 A75-40530]
The NASA research program on propulsion for supersonic cruise aircraft [SAE PAPER 750629] [p030 A75-40531]

Design of a V/STOL technology airplane [AIAA PAPER 75-1012] [p0439 A75-41695]

Potential and experience in flight for V/STOL, STOL or CTOL propulsion system inlets [AIAA PAPER 75-1186] [p0504 A75-45616]

Development of the YC-14 propulsion system [AIAA PAPER 75-1316] [p0507 A75-45693]

A summary of experimental research on propulsive lift concepts in the Langley 16-foot wind tunnel [AIAA PAPER 75-1315] [p0507 A75-45694]

Sources of distortion and compatibility [p0073 A75-12956]

Presentation of aerodynamic and acoustic results of qualification tests on the A-20 2 concept [p0116 A75-12803]

Aerodynamics of jet flap and rotating cylinder flap STOL concepts [p0117 W5-13805]

Scramjet nozzle design and analysis as applied to a highly integrated hypersonic research airplane [NASA-TM-X-7196] [p0124 W5-13865]

The proper selection of engine cycles [AD-878764] [p0166 W5-15646]

Future long-range transports: Prospects for improved fuel efficiency [NASA-TM-X-72659] [p0225 W5-17339]

Design of a very-low-burn Mach 2.5 mixed-compression inlet with 5% percent internal contraction [NASA-TM-X-7315] [p0228 W5-17363]

Advanced engine mounted fuel pump technology [p0366 W5-23601]

Conceptual design study of advanced acoustic-composite nozzles [NASA-CR-132703] [p0456 W5-29093]

Application of real-time engine simulations to the development of propulsion system controls [NASA-TM-X-71764] [p0458 W5-29103]

PROPUSSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE [p0466 A75-42073]

The digital electronic propulsion control system - Problems and payoffs [AIAA PAPER 75-1068] [p0001 A75-10261]

Expandable solid propellant boost motors for small target aircraft [AIAA PAPER 75-1125] [p0003 A75-10292]

Rapid calculation of propulsion system installation corrections --- for jet engines [AIAA PAPER 75-1174] [p0002 A75-10324]

Performance limitation of a hypersonic ramjet engine due to reaction kinetics [p0004 A75-11046]

YF-16 inlet design and performance [AIAA PAPER 75-1062] [p0012 A75-11297]

Recent flight experience with the F100 engine in the YP-16 [AIAA PAPER 75-1163] [p0012 A75-11298]

Flight-test techniques for obtaining valid comparisons of wind-tunnel and flight results from tests on a YP-12 mixed-compression inlet [AIAA PAPER 74-1195] [p0012 A75-11301]

High-performance centrifugal compressors [p0008 W5-11739]

Design objectives - Air transportation [p0010 A75-13029]

Evaluation of aircraft propulsion systems on the basis of data and characteristic values [p0047 A75-14660]

Acoustic investigation of a hybrid propulsive lift system [ASME PAPER 75-WA/AERO-3] [p0079 A75-16807]

JSF/YF-12 ejector nozzle performance [SAE PAPER 740832] [p0082 A75-16910]

The transition from effective aircraft engine control to effective industrial engine control [SAE PAPER 740848] [p0083 A75-16915]

Predictions of in-flight performances of a turbojet engine [p0088 A75-17405]

Propulsion perspective for the universities --- air breathing engine advancement [p0104 A75-1818]

Developmental program for small expendable spacecraft [p0197 A75-29496]

Floating vs flying - A propulsion energy comparison [p0213 A75-25987]

USSS powered balloons [p0217 A75-26020]

Analysis of the characteristics of a ducted-fan engine with a small-size gas-turbine engine in the outer duct [p0291 A75-29812]

The fixed shaft constant speed variable torque turbine /Sir Henry Boyce Memorial Lecture/ [p0292 A75-29872]

Regenerative turbofans - A comparison with nonregenerative units --- aircraft engine performance [p0330 A75-33438]

Structural integrity for propulsion systems [p0335 A75-34113]

Performance development of the Gen turboshift engine --- for helicopter application [ASME PAPER 75-GT-28] [p0342 A75-34586]

A design study of a fan augmented ramjet [p0344 A75-34669]


Aerodynamics of lifting and propulsive systems in a periodically functioning regime - Optimization of their performance [p0351 A75-35815]

Ducted propulsors - Progress in the United Kingdom [p0359 A75-36671]

A parametric evaluation of the performance of the bypass jet engine [p0393 A75-37423]

Analysis of characteristics of bypass turbojet engines with small gas turbine engines in the outer flow [p0397 A75-38075]

Metal matrix composites for aircraft propulsion systems [p0421 A75-39483]

F-15 propulsion system design and development [AIAA PAPER 75-1042] [p0426 A75-39533]

Techniques for determining propulsion system forces for accurate high speed vehicle (SAE PAPER 75-1994) [p0438 A75-41689]

Summary of model V/STOL lift fan tests conducted at NASA Lewis Research Center [p0466 A75-42073]

Design of turbojet engines - Panorama of technological problems [p0472 A75-44529]

'Gem' production starts --- gas turbine for helicopters [p0503 A75-45425]

Powerplants for wide-bodied aircraft - What we bought and what we got [AIAA PAPER 75-1204] [p0505 A75-45628]

Propulsion induced interference effects on jet-lift VTOL aircraft [AIAA PAPER 75-1215] [p0505 A75-45633]

Propulsion characteristics affecting the aerodynamic performance of an externally blown lift propulsive model [AIAA PAPER 75-1218] [p0505 A75-45635]

Integrated scramjet nozzle/afterbody performance analysis [AIAA PAPER 75-1297] [p0506 A75-45683]

Integrating ground support for propulsion systems on the 747 [AIAA PAPER 75-1129] [p0509 A75-45705]

Availability and propulsion --- fuel combustion energy calculations for turbojet [p0512 A75-46548]

Experience with the NBC 10 feet by 20 feet V/STOL propulsion tunnel: Some practical actuals of V/STOL engine testing [DRE/NAE-1973(2)] [p0515 W5-10107]

Low cycle high temperature fatigue --- in aircraft jet engines: conference proceedings [NCARD-CP-155] [p0516 W5-10487]
The effect of cycle parameters on high temperature low cycle fatigue --- in aircraft jet engines

A-727/737D-100 series engine exhaust system propulsion performance model test

Distortion induced engine instability

Sources of distortion and compatibility

Methods to increase engine stability and tolerance to distortion

Influence of propulsion system size, shape, and location on supersonic aircraft design

Preliminary study of advanced turbofans for low energy consumption

Effect of fuel properties on performance of a single aircraft turbojet combustor

The pulsejet engine: A review of its development

The economics advantages of low and high cycle coatings on gas-turbine engines

Applications of graphite and aramid composites on the T-7 prototype fighter

Development of a pulse compression distance measuring equipment system using surface acoustic wave devices --- for aircraft navigation

The pulsejet engine: A review of its development potential --- analysis of thermodynamic efficiency
PULSES

properties, wave processes, and ignition mechanisms
[AD-787439]

PULSES
MT ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSES
MT PRESSURE PULSES
MT FUEL PULSES
MT TURBINE PUMPS
MT VACUUM PUMPS

Pumps
Automated test facility for aircraft hydraulic pumps and motors
p0323 A75-32397

PURITY
MT AIR PURIFICATION

PYLONS
Teoretical prediction of thick wing and pylon-fuselage-fanpod-nacelle aerodynamic characteristics at subcritical speeds. Part 1: Theory and results
[ NASA-CR-137578]

Teoretical prediction of thick wing and pylon-fuselage-fanpod-nacelle aerodynamic characteristics at subcritical speeds. Part 2: Computer program description
[ NASA-CR-137579]

Horton/aluminum skins for the DC-10 aft pylon
[ NASA-CR-132645]

The effect of a pylon-mounted nacelle on the flutter behaviour of a wing-pylon-nacelle configuration
[ NLR-TR-74125-0]

PYRAMIDAL MODELS
Calculation of supersonic inviscid flow about a pyramidal-body model of a delta-shaped vehicle
p0427 A75-30254

PYROPHOROSALLOY
U COMPOSITE MATERIALS
U RECOVERY MATERIALS

PYROLYSIS
A study of the effects on mice of smoke and gases from controlled fires in simulated aircraft cabins
p0269 A75-27073

PYROMETRY
U TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

PY PAY AIRCRAFT
U P-3 AIRCRAFT

QUADRATIC EQUATIONS
Optimization of structures to satisfy a flutter velocity constraint by use of quadratic equation fitting
[ NASA-CR-132628]

QUALITY CONTROL
PFA ADVISORY CIRCULAR 00-01 Quality System Certification Program
p0004 A75-10675

A new look at qualification of aircraft equipment
p0008 A75-12122

Weldability and quality of titanium alloy weldments
p0031 A75-13064

The control of adhesive bonding in the production of primary aircraft structures
p0068 A75-18982

Air Canada - The airline that knows what maintenance in all about --- Montreal repair facility

Aircraft overhead cleaning requirements and their effect on the fluorescent penetrant inspection process
p0051 A75-16075

Process control techniques in airplane manufacturing
[ SAE PAPER 740812]

Methods of inspecting and preventing work defects during maintenance of aircraft parts
p0181 A75-23049

Reliability of airframes - Russian book on quality control during planning, production and maintenance
p0184 A75-23428

Simulation - An aid to aircraft maintenance management
p0195 A75-24756

Systematic development testing for engine structural integrity assurance
p0339 A75-34147

SUBJECT INDEX
Preproduction evaluation of an improved titanium surface prebonding process
p0433 A75-40992

Cleaning and corrosion control of avionics equipment at all levels of maintenance
[AD-786375]

Major fleet special study (MFSS), OH-1H tail rotor hangers
[AD-400363]

QUAYS
U BAYS (ELEVATORS)

QUARRYING

QUARTZ
An experimental investigation of the particle dynamics of quartz sand impacting 6Al-4V titanium and 410 stainless steel in an erosive environment
[AD-4007213]

QUASI-LINEARITY
U NONLINEARITY

QUENCHING (COOLING)
Effects of quenching variables on fracture toughness of 6061-T6 aerospace structures
p0294 A75-30416

QUIET ENGINE PROGRAM

QUIET AIRCRAFT

R

BACON BRACONS
U RADAR BRACONS

RADANT
A printed antenna/radome assembly /radant/ for airborne Doppler navigational radars
p0140 A75-19824

RADAR
MT COHERENT RADAR
MT DOPPLER RADAR
MT LANDING RADAR
MT METEOROLOGICAL RADAR
MT MONOPULSE RADAR
MT OPTICAL RADAR
MT PULSE RADAR
MT RADAR MEASUREMENT
MT RANGE AND RANGE RATE TRACKING
MT SEARCH RADAR
MT SECONDARY RADAR
MT SIDE-LOOKING RADAR
MT SURVEILLANCE RADAR
MT TRACKING RADAR

RADAR ALTIMETERS
U RADIO ALTIMETERS

RADAR ANTENNAS
MT RADANT
B-1 forward radome

Monopulse aerials for airborne radars
p0100 A75-10886

Laterally displaced ISLS antenna for tactical radar...
--- Interrogation Side Lobe Suppression

A means of dynamic control of radar reflectivity of an antenna or other object by means of a gaseous plasma shroud
p0211 A75-25926

BADAIR APPROACH CONTROL

ARTS III computerized air traffic control system
p0150 A75-21561

Wake vortex decay near the ground
[ AIAA PAPER 75-882]

Airborne wake vortex detection --- by in-flight radar sensing
p0349 A75-34854

A means of dynamic control of radar reflectivity of an antenna or other object by means of a gaseous plasma shroud
p0211 A75-25926

Automatic flying of curved approach paths: A computer and flight investigation
[AIAA PAPER 75-7154]

International Microwave Landing System (IMLS)
Symposium --- development and characteristics of instrument landing systems
p0285 A75-20325
Radar Beacons
Performance survey of the air traffic control radar beacon system
Laterally displaced ISLS antenna for tactical radar
Interrogation Side Lobe Suppression
DABS - Projected performance and experimental results
Digital avionics - An overview
Control Radar Beacon System
An analysis of aircraft L-band beacon antenna patterns
Study of alternative beacon based surveillance and data link systems, volume 2
Multi-site intermittent positive control radar
An analysis of aircraft infrared emitting antenna.
Radar Cross Sections
A means of dynamic control of radar reflectivity of an antenna or other object by means of a gaseous plasma sheath
Radar Data
The Netherlands ATC automation program
Radar Detection
Aircraft - Boeing's radar profiler
Resistence of radar systems against interference
Flight tests of the Rome Air Development center target enhancing linear relay system
Radar Echos
MT Clutter
Aircraft-velocity measurement through radar-altimeter echo with incoherent detection
Flight tests of the Rome Air Development center target enhancing linear relay system
Radar Equipment
MT Radar
MT Radar Antennas
MT Radar Beacons
The French aeronautics and space equipment industry
SLAR, its principles of operation and requirements regarding the positional stability of carrier platforms
A multifunction radar for helicopter applications
A light aircraft secondary radar transponder
Radar Measurement
Lidar techniques for measuring slant visibility
Radar Navigation
A multifunction radar for helicopter applications
Modern flight path recording equipment
Radar Observation
Radar Tracking
Radar Range
High range-resolution monopulse tracking radar and applications
Radar Reflections
Radar Echos

RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER

RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
An approach to computing selective radiation --- from hot flowing gases p0144 A75-20382

RADIATIVE TRANSFER
NT RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Hypersonic flow of a viscous, radiating gas around blunt bodies p0144 A75-20386
Radiation conductivity and coupling of magnetic dipoles surrounded by a spherical dielectric sheath --- design for aircraft antennas p0290 A75-29490

RADIO ALTIMETERS
A new 3 J band pulsed radar altimeter p0259 A75-28787
Aircraft-velocity measurement through radar-altimeter echo with coherent detection [SLA-74-112] p0033 N75-10290

RADIO ANTENNAS
MT MICROWAVE ANTENNAS
Small antennas --- fractional wavelength design for wideband applications p0352 A75-35827

RADIO BROADCASTING
U RADIOMETERS
Radio aids for aircraft landing, short-range navigation, and secondary radar systems p0139 A75-19586
An advanced air traffic management concept based on extensions of the upgraded third generation ATC system. System B: Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) accuracy and coverage requirements [AD-785314] p0056 N75-11925

RADIO COMMUNICATION
NT RADIO TELEMETRY
Toward unified digital aeronautical communications and navigation p0093 A75-18087
DICEF - A special Air Force facility for data acquisition and analysis in support of digital communications p0113 A75-19479
Problems and perspectives of navigation over large distances p0299 A75-29262

RADIO CONTROL
A technique for displaying flight information in the field of view of binoculars for use by the pilots of radio controlled models [NASA-79-7-729] p0035 N75-10786

RADIO EQUIPMENT
NT RADIO ANTENNAS
NT RADIO BEACONS
NT RADIO RECEIVERS
NT TRANSPONDERs

RADIO FREQUENCIES
NT C BAND
NT LOW FREQUENCIES
NT MORE HIGH FREQUENCIES
NT ULTRASHORT FREQUENCIES
NT VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES
NT VERY LOW FREQUENCIES

RADIO FREQUENCY HEATING
Radio frequency heating of radomes in an aerodynamic environment p0009 A75-10876

RADIO FREQUENCY NOISE
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
Electromagnetic compatibility assurance tests for airborne systems controls in an RF-polluted environment [AIAA PAPER 74-1096] p003 A75-12079
Analysis of airborne VHF incidental noise over metropolitan areas. II - Horizontal dipole antenna p0294 A75-30572
On observations of modal interference of the North Dakota Omega transmission p0388 A75-36971
Interference with aircraft radio navigation and communications by precipitation static from ice and snow clouds: Electrostatic wind tunnel experiments [AD-784623] p0027 N75-10046
Resistance of radar systems against interference p0041 N75-11797

RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
Radio interference NT ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE
Radio navigation NT HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION
NT LORAN C
NT TACAN
Precision clocks as a basis for a navigation system p0043 A75-13293
Aeroflight communications and RF navigations --- for space shuttle orbiters p0188 A75-23912
State of experiments and program of development of Differential OMEGA in France p0387 A75-36961
Interference with aircraft radio navigation and communications by precipitation static from ice and snow clouds: Electrostatic wind tunnel experiments [AD-784623] p0027 N75-10046

RADIO GENERATORS
NT RADIO BEACONS

RADIO RECEIVERS
Hand held calculator technology applied to an advanced Omega receiver p0366 A75-36957
Binary phase locked loops for Omega receivers p0387 A75-36968
Binary processing and display concepts for low-cost Omega receivers --- airborne systems simulation p0388 A75-36969
Digital phase processing for low-cost Omega receivers p0388 A75-36970

RADIO RECEPTION
Radar effects on L-band signals received by helicopter antennas: A theoretical study. Part 1: Distortion of phase reversals [AD-787364] p0132 N75-14743

RADIO SIGNALS
ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band experimental program. Phase 5: Multipath/ranging analysis and results [AD-783588] p0137 N75-14935

RADIO TELEMETRY
Evaluation of the Rubino procedure for radio telemetric teledolite positioning p0288 A75-20353

RADIO TRANSMISSION
NT IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
NT MULTIPATH TRANSMISSION
NT RADIO TRANSMITTERS
NT RADIO BEACONS
RADIO WAVES NT MILLIMETER WAVES

RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
NT UNITS OF MEASUREMENTS ON RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

RADIOMETERS
NT INFRARED DECTECTORS
NT INFRARED SCANNERS
NT MICROWAVE RADIOMETERS
RADIATION MATERIALS
State of radome technology - 1971; Proceedings of the Twelfth Symposium on Electromagnetic Windows, Georgia Institute of Technology,
SUBJECT INDEX

An axisymmetric separated and reattached flow on a longitudinal blunt circular cylinder
[AASPE PAPER 75-1024] p0245 A75-26685

An analysis of heat transfer on a Joukowski airfoil with separation and reattachment
p0345 A75-35101

Analysis of Coanda reattachment on curved surfaces
[AD-106020] p0535 A75-33366

RECEIVERS

NT RADIO RECEIVERS
Common antenna preamplifier-isolator for VLF-LF receivers
[NASA-CR-142327] p0448 A75-28278

RECEIVING SYSTEMS U RECEIVERS

RECIPECOATING THREOREMS
The generation of sound by aerodynamic sources in an incompressible steady flow
p0243 A75-26463

RECIPIRATORY ENGIXES U PISTON ENGINE

RECURRENT FLUID FLOW
Recirculation effects in gas turbine combustors
[AASPE PAPER 74-336/27-3] p0080 A75-16948

RECOGNITION NT TARGET RECOGNITION
RECONNAISSANCE NT AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE
RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT NT CESSNA L-19 AIRCRAFT
NT CL-84 AIRCRAFT
NT F-5 AIRCRAFT
NT G-91 AIRCRAFT
NT HS-501 AIRCRAFT
Mini-RPV's for cheap and no risk air power
p0007 A75-10523

Flight tests with the V/STOL experimental aircraft VAK 191 B
p0254 A75-27985

Operational considerations of large rigid airships in military applications
[AIAA PAPER 75-938] p0390 A75-37012

Fuselage airplane engine dependability versus reconnaissance aircraft engine dependability
when both aircraft use the same engine
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0181 A75-23152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation between scatter of fatigue life and S-W curve in aircraft structural aluminum alloy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2024-T8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NAl-TR-360]</td>
<td>p0275 N75-19414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-64 HELICOPTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U CH-54 HELICOPTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT INDEX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S-3 AIRCRAFT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doppler radar boom design innovations --- for aircraft</td>
<td>p0007 A75-10625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-3A Viking - Carrier's shield</td>
<td>p0120 N75-14812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-3A avionics - Software revolution forerunner --- digital computer systems integration</td>
<td>p0021 A75-13149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-3A Design-to-a-Cert program</td>
<td>p0090 A75-17652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-3A Stall testing and auto-throttle development/testing</td>
<td>p0010 A75-19260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The S-3A carrier suitability demonstration</td>
<td>p0031 A75-33613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic test equipment for S-3A support</td>
<td>p0347 A75-35279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military aircraft maintenance - A new concept</td>
<td>p0472 A75-44249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S-61 HELICOPTER</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification of helicopter parameters</td>
<td>p0049 A75-15036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A SAAB-SCANIA developed method for obtaining stability derivatives from flight tests</td>
<td>p0274 N75-19260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAAB AIRCRAFT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A SAAB-SCANIA developed method for obtaining stability derivatives from flight tests</td>
<td>p0274 N75-19260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT S-3 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report on spin test of AJ37 Viggen</td>
<td>p0106 A75-20807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viggen aircraft maintainability - Maintenance evaluation of the engine installation for the Viggen aircraft</td>
<td>p0471 A75-44205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of the AJ 37 aircraft: Comparison of the results of wind tunnel and flight tests --- noting elasticity correction for wind tunnel model</td>
<td>p0274 N75-19261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SABRELINE AIRCRAFT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>U T-39 AIRCRAFT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAFEGUARD SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAFEHELP AIRCRAFT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FLIGHT SAFETY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL SAFETY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAFETY DEVICES</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT AEROPL APPARATUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT AIR BAG RESTRAINT DEVICES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT ARRESTING GEAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT EJECTION SEATS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT ESCAPE CAPSULES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT FLOATING EJECTION SEATS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT HELMETS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT SEAT BELTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting protection for advanced aircraft radomes based on the segmented lightning diverter strip</td>
<td>p0009 A75-10877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightning strikes in aircraft and missiles. The need for protection against lightning</td>
<td>p0120 N75-14812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight test evaluation of SECANT VECA3 collision avoidance system</td>
<td>p0269 A75-19220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder harness and lap belt restraint system</td>
<td>p0009 A75-10877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAFETY FACTORS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**HELICOPTER - People and places /14th Curse ** Memoir Lecture/ --- emphasizing safety factors and passenger travel</td>
<td>p0001 A75-10187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parachute escape from helicopters</td>
<td>p0113 A75-19574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of a scientific basis for analysis of aircraft seating systems</td>
<td>p0200 N75-20273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of scratch and spill resistant windshields</td>
<td>p0283 N75-20300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SANDY MANAGEMENT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAFETY AND AIR NAVIGATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problems of air collision avoidance involving air traffic in Italy</td>
<td>p0046 A75-13290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The NASA Ames integral aircraft passenger seat concept - A human engineering approach</td>
<td>p0522 A75-16068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some comparisons between commercial and military aircraft maintenance and logistics</td>
<td>p0085 A75-17318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference on Aircraft Equipment Reliability --- review of proceedings</td>
<td>p0037 A75-17352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problems of reliability in aircraft equipment --- optimality during development, manufacture and operation</td>
<td>p0086 A75-17353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning a buildup of aircraft equipment reliability --- model for system improvement</td>
<td>p0086 A75-17357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice of a criterion for evaluating the reliability of aircraft equipment products --- safety, maintainability and operating conditions</td>
<td>p0086 A75-17358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certain problems of a reliability system in aeronautics</td>
<td>p0087 A75-17365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New look for products liability in aviation --- manufacturers' responsibility for aircraft accidents</td>
<td>p0139 A75-19587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dangers represented by jet aircraft with running engines --- emphasizing gas emission effects</td>
<td>p0146 A75-20775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire-fighting in airport premises</td>
<td>p0202 A75-25342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Air Force requirements for structural safety, durability and life management</td>
<td>p0326 A75-32668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUD - An important new aid to the L-5.0 --- Head Up Display for Landing Signal Officer</td>
<td>p0332 A75-33620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitored thrust is a critical element in effective operations</td>
<td>p0472 A75-44349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety-related engineering and development activities of the Federal Aviation Administration</td>
<td>p0371 N75-24698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAILPLATES</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAILS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NT SAILWINGS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAILINGS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design of a deployable wing glider</td>
<td>p0408 N75-25932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SANDWICH STOOGES</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyimide materials development for high temperature, broadband radome applications</td>
<td>p0009 A75-10872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected problems concerning the strength of a bonded heavily loaded Dual structure</td>
<td>p0009 A75-12475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerospace sandwich materials. II --- fabrication, properties, tests</td>
<td>p0052 A75-16221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Aerospace sandwich materials. III --- production and properties of honeycomb materials [AIAA PAPER 75-17943]

Calculation of profiled three-layer blades of centrifugal fans [AIAA PAPER 75-20035]

Static computation of a wing model made of carbon fiber reinforced plastic/bending-torsion box/with the aid of the method of finite elements and a comparison with experimental values [DGLR PAPER 74-116]

Development of the anjet rump of a supersonic aircraft, employing a design which utilizes a fiber composite material [DGLR PAPER 74-259]

Improving the structural fatigue characteristics of aircraft by using bonded sandwich structures. I [Apollo PAPER 75-25611]

Impact fracture of composite sandwich structures [AIAA PAPER 75-7476]

New structural form of sandwich core [AIAA PAPER 75-36756]

Aerospace sandwich materials. V [AIAA PAPER 75-47336]

SATELLITE ATTITUDE DISTURBANCE

SATELLITE ATTITUDE STABILITY

SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

SATELLITE NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

SATELLITE NETWORKS

Possible applications for an integrated communication, navigation, and identification system/ICNI/in civil aviation [AIAA PAPER 75-36956]

SATELLITE TRANSMISSION

ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band experimental program, summary [AIAA PAPER 75-19063]

ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band experimental program. Phase 3: Definition of revised experiment, terminal design, and subsystem performance characteristics [AIAA PAPER 75-19063]

ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band experimental program. Phase 3: Definition of revised experiment, terminal design, and subsystem performance characteristics [AIAA PAPER 75-19063]


SATELLITES

MT AERONAUTICAL SATELLITES

MT ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES

MT ATS 5

MT ATS 6

MT COMMUNICATION SATELLITES

MT NAVIGATION SATELLITES

SC-1 AIRCRAFT

The flight development of electronic displays for V/STOL approach guidance --- Cl-84 and SC-1 aircraft [AIAA PAPER 75-30068]

Piloting aspects of V/STOL approach guidance --- Cl-84 and SC-1 aircraft [AIAA PAPER 75-30069]

SCALE MODELS

Comparison of the acoustic characteristics of large-scale models of several propulsive-lift concepts [AIAA PAPER 75-12798]

Supersonic inlet simulator - A tool for simulation of realistic engine entry flow conditions -- for F-15 [AIAA PAPER 75-16907]

Model and full scale test results relating to fan noise in-flight effects [AIAA PAPER 75-665]

Forward velocity effects on under-the-wing externally blown flap noise [AIAA PAPER 75-7476]

SUBJECT INDEX

Airframe noise measurements on a transport model in a quiet flow facility [AIAA PAPER 75-17559]

An investigation of the noise from a scale model of an engine exhaust system --- turbojet noise measurement [AIAA PAPER 75-16907]

Propulsive-lift noise of an upper surface blown flap concept [AIAA PAPER 75-7476]

Scale model testing of the jet noise characteristics of the J75 refan engine nozzle system [NASA-CR-134431]


Applications of helicopter mockups to maintainability and other related engineering disciplines [AD-786500]

Low-speed wind-tunnel tests on some slender airbus configurations [AD-786500]

An aerelastic model helicopter rotor [AHC-CP-1288]

Simulation of large-scale dynamic systems [NASA-TM-X-62394]

Wind tunnel investigation of a large-scale upper surface blown-flap model having four engines [NASA-TM-X-62394]

Wind tunnel investigation of control configured vehicle systems [NASA-CR-134618]

SCALING LAWS

Some considerations on the design of very large aircraft [NASA-TM-X-62394]

SCANNERS

MT INFRARED SCANNERS

SCANNING

MT RADAR SCANNING

SCARS (GEOLOGIC)

U EROSION

SCATTERING

MT ACOUSTIC SCATTERING

MT ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING

MT LIGHT SCATTERING

MT RADAR SCATTERING

MT RAY SPECTRA

SCATTERING CROSS SECTIONS

EN modeling of aircraft at low frequencies --- scattering cross section from thin wire grid mockup [NASA-CR-134618]

SCATTERBRETERS

Accuracy of the Forward Scatter Visibility Meter --- for aircraft operations [NASA-CR-134618]

SCHEDULING

MT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

Optimization of the time between aircraft overhauls by minimizing maintenance cost [NASA-CR-134618]
NT BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
Some problems of the canard configuration. I
Methods of estimating the wing buffetting characteristics of aircraft
[ AIAA PAPER 75-65 ]
Separated flow in the neighborhood of the trailing edge of a three-dimensional thin wing
[ ONERA, TP NO. 1963 ]
Self-excitation of oscillations in supersonic stalled flows
[ ONERA, TP NO. 1975-1305 ]

Analysis of separation control by means of tangential blowing
[ AIAA PAPER 75-1256 ]

An anemotetical model of axisymmetric afterbody flow separation
[ AIAA PAPER 75-66 ]

Similarities in pressure distribution in separated flow behind forward-facing steps
[ AIAA PAPER 75-18287 ]

An interaction model for the solution of laminar separation on a surface
[ AIAA PAPER 75-5 ]
Internal cowl-separation at high incidence angles
[ AIAA PAPER 75-64 ]
Flow characteristics of concave conic forebodies at high Mach number
[ AIAA PAPER 75-153 ]

Fragmental stability of some Falkner-Skan profiles with reversed flow separated boundary layer profiles
[ AIAA PAPER 75-20655 ]

Experimental determination of the separation point of flow around a circular cylinder
[ AIAA PAPER 75-19256 ]
Starting vortex, separation bubbles and stall - a numerical study of laminar unsteady flow around an airfoil
[ AIAA PAPER 75-26121 ]

Heat transfer in separated and reattached flows - An annotated review
[ AIAA PAPER 75-26685 ]

Influence of sound upon separated flow over wings
[ AIAA PAPER 75-27945 ]
The three-dimensional character of a cross flow around a circular cylinder
[ AIAA PAPER 75-28654 ]
Separated flow over a body of revolution
[ AIAA PAPER 75-13 ]
Study of detached regimes in profile arrays
[ AIAA PAPER 75-32298 ]
On the flow around an air inlet
[ ONERA, TP NO. 1975-36 ]
Study of a strongly asymmetric turbulent wake behind a profile with upper-surface separation
[ ONERA, TP NO. 1963 ]
Calculation of the separated flow at a thin-section wing of finite span
[ ONERA, TP NO. 1975-32954 ]

An axisymmetric separated and reattached flow on a longitudinal blunt circular cylinder
[ ASME PAPER 75-APM-14 ]
Flow separation from yawed delta wings
[ AIAA PAPER 75-36288 ]
Viscous interaction with separation in transonic flow
[ ONERA, TP NO. 1975-15 ]
Laminar separation at a trailing edge
[ ONERA, TP NO. 1975-13 ]
A comprehensive plan for helicopter drag reduction
[ AIAA PAPER 75-38356 ]

Introduction of unsteady separation into acceleration potential theory: Application to the helicopter
[ ONERA, TP NO. 1975-87 ]
On the flow around the leading edge of an aeroffoil
[ ONERA, TP NO. 1975-10012 ]
Methods of visualizing the leading edge separation bubble and analysis of the results
[ ONERA, TP NO. 1975-10013 ]
Studies of separated flows - interaction of turbulent boundary layers with laminar flow around transonic airfoils
[ ONERA, TP NO. 1975-38331 ]

A method of predicting the lifetime of aircraft engine components
[ AIAA PAPER 75-17355 ]
Experience gained from testing and operating aircraft hydraulic system units
[ AIAA PAPER 75-17362 ]

On stress in service condition and estimated fatigue life of blades in axial flow compressor
[ AIAA PAPER 75-20336 ]

Warranty as a life-cycle-cost management tool - for military aircraft equipment
[ AIAA PAPER 75-26099 ]

Aspect of non-destructive inspection in relation to service failure analysis - in aircraft components
[ AIAA PAPER 75-26685 ]

Statistical estimation of service cracks and maintenance cost for aircraft structures
[ AIAA PAPER 75-767 ]
Design of fabricated static structures for long cyclic life
[ AIAA PAPER 75-36577 ]
Design of jet engine rotors for long life
[ AIAA PAPER 75-40524 ]
Realization of random loads in tests of aircraft structure lifetimes
[ AIAA PAPER 75-40524 ]

Helicopter failure modes and corrective actions
[ AIAA PAPER 75-42483 ]

Turbine engine parts life improvement through thrust management
[ SAE PAPER 75-0569 ]
Determination of the lifetimes of gas turbine blades
[ ONERA, TP NO. 1975-108 ]
An overview of new concepts for engine development process -- a gas turbine engine life cycle management
[ AIAA PAPER 75-1266 ]
Engine life cycle cost - a laboratory view -- of fighter and bomber weapon systems
[ AIAA PAPER 75-1267 ]
Engine life cycle cost modeling in the conceptual phase
[ AIAA PAPER 75-1268 ]
Application of fracture mechanics to aircraft structural safety
[ AIAA PAPER 75-45678 ]
Program for establishing long-time flight service performance of composite materials in the center wing structure of C-130 aircraft. Phase 3: Fabrication
[ NASA-CR-132995 ]
SHOCK DIFFUSERS

Calculation of viscous shock layers on blunt cones [p002 A75-1013]

Numerical computation of two-dimensional viscous blunt body flows with an impinging shock [AJA PAPER 75-104 A75-18345]

Hypersonic ionizing air viscous shock-layer flows over sphere cones [p0140 A75-19911]

Comment on 'Hypersonic ionizing air viscous shock-layer flows over sphere cones' [p0141 A75-19922]

Entropy layer on a supersonic plane flat nose at incidence [p0182 A75-23208]

Influence of velocity, impingement angle, heating, and aerodynamic shock layers on erosion of materials at velocities of 5500 ft per s /1700 m per s [p0201 A75-25188]

Analytic investigation of hypersonic flow around blunt bodies [p0380 A75-36163]

Numerical computation of three-dimensional blunt body flow fields with an impinging shock [NASA-CR-143312] [p0452 A75-29038]

SHOCK LOADS

NT BLAST LOADS

Further developments in the prediction of oscillatory aerodynamics in mixed transonic flow [AJA PAPER 75-95] [p0098 A75-18308]

SHOCK RESISTANCE

NT IMPACT RESISTANCE

SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION

On the calculation of two-dimensional subsonic and shock-free transonic flow [ASME PAPER 74-WA/DT-1] [p0090 A75-16947]

SHOCK WAVE GENERATORS

Supersonic flow of a lightly dust-laden gas past a wedge. The disappearance of the wake shock behind a cylinder in a supersonic flow at high Reynolds number [p0183 A75-23208]

SHOCK WAVE INTERACTION

The application of boundary layer suction to suppress strong shock-induced separation in supersonic inlets [AJA PAPER 74-1063] [p0002 A75-10257]

Flow immediately behind a step in a supersonic combustor [AJA PAPER 74-1161] [p0006 A75-10317]

Methods of estimating the wing buffetting characteristics of aircraft [p0052 A75-16257]

Shock-wave-induced turbulent boundary-layer separation at hypersonic speeds [AJA PAPER 75-4] [p0069 A75-18256]

Inception separation of a supersonic turbulent boundary layer at moderate to high Reynolds numbers [AJA PAPER 75-7] [p0096 A75-18258]

Diffraction of a plane wave on a wedge moving at supersonic speed under conditions of sporadic shock interaction [p0153 A75-22184]

Interaction between a sonic boom N-wave and an obstacle near corner points [p0257 A75-28665]

General analysis of the diffraction pattern for a plane acoustic wave at a wedge moving at supersonic speed [p0340 A75-34272]

Two-dimensional transonic calculations with boundary layers [p0352 A75-35819]

Viscous interaction with separation in transonic flow [OKERA, TP No. 1975-15] [p0396 A75-37897]

Reflection of a shock wave from a wedge [p0401 A75-38375]

Properties of Mach reflection in the interaction between shock waves and a stationary wedge [p0518 A75-75356]

Evaluation of some control-volume techniques for analysis of shock-boundary layer interactions in supersonic inlets [NASA-TR-X-3186] [p0279 A75-20256]

Boundary layer effects in supersonic flow over cylinder-flare bodies [NASA-TR-1238 (WB/D)] [p0279 A75-20257]

Unsteady behavior of transonic flows --- shock induced oscillation [MPS-REPT-59] [p0359 A75-23516]

Interaction of shock wave with wedge, which moves at supersonic speed [AD-A007302] [p0359 A75-23519]

SHOCK WAVE LOBOMONSCHE

Influence of nonequilibrium radiation on the flow of a low-density gas past blunt bodies [p0092 A75-18010]

SHOCK WAVE PROFILES

Integral approximation for slender-body shock shapes in supersonic flow [p0051 A75-15958]

Numerical solutions for inviscid supersonic corner flows [AJA PAPER 75-2211] [p0103 A75-18397]

Numerical solutions for supersonic corner flow [p0183 A75-23295]

Hypersonic flow past pointed and blunt bodies with a concave generatrix [p0249 A75-26696]

SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION

Numerical evaluation of further supersonic sections including ducted heat addition and nozzle flow [p0090 A75-17774]

Analysis of unsteady transonic channel flow with shock waves [AJA PAPER 75-61] [p0142 A75-20265]

The diffraction of a shock wave by a cylinder body [p0202 A75-25656]

Theory of transonic flow around a profile [p0205 A75-28651]

An exact calculation of the inviscid flow field on the lower surface of Nnnisler waveriders --- supersonic flow around caret wings [p0301 A75-31664]

The problem of diffraction of a strong magnetogasdynamic shock wave by a wedge [p0324 A75-32518]

Aerodynamic heating in gaps in the presence of protuberances and shock wave impingement [AJA PAPER 75-670] [p0328 A75-23907]

The resistance of bodies of revolution at transonic flow velocities [p0379 A75-35966]

Hypersonic flow past V-shaped conical wings [p0401 A75-38406]

Calculation of bang propagation in real atmosphere: Focalization geometry for Concorde ascent law and bang intensity near the longitudinal and lateral extinctions [ISL-11/74] [p0500 A75-31109]

SHOCK WAVES

NT MACH CONES

NT NORMAL SHOCK WAVES

NT SONIC BOOMS

Detached shock wave before a wedge or cone [p0145 A75-20383]

Transonic potential flow calculations using conservation form --- for supersonic airfoils [p0339 A75-34193]

Analysis of the dynamic response of a supersonic inlet to flow-field perturbations upstream of the normal shock [NASA-TN-D-7839] [p0127 A75-14965]

Three-dimensional flows around airfoils with shocks [COO-3077-13] [p0162 A75-15615]

A comparison of approximate methods of predicting shock detachment distance for two-dimensional supersonic inlets [AD-787695] [p0163 A75-15621]

Boundary layer effects in supersonic flow over cylinder-flare bodies [WRE-REPT-1238 (WB/D)] [p0279 A75-20257]

A study of the flow around plane and axially symmetrical bodies with a separated shock wave by a flow at low supersonic speed [AD-A004442] [p0405 A75-25887]

Installation and airspeed effects on jet shock-associated noise
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>P0534</th>
<th>P075-33056</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHOOTING STAR AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT-33 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT AND HAILAND AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT SC-1 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT HAIL AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT A-100 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT EUROPEAN AIRBUS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance of a model cascade thrust reverser for short-haul applications</td>
<td>P0006</td>
<td>A75-11129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 74-1171]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short SDJ-30 --- twin turboprop commuter aircraft with wide body design</td>
<td>P0017</td>
<td>A75-12420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design objectives - Air transportation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Lockheed TriStar - An operational overview</td>
<td>P0010</td>
<td>A75-13029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Fifteenth Fairey Memorial Lecture/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design and development of the Hawker Siddeley 748 prop-jet feeder liner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced short haul systems in high density markets</td>
<td>P0140</td>
<td>A75-18960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 75-274]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotary-wing aircraft systems for the short-haul market</td>
<td>P0156</td>
<td>A75-22996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 75-275]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced concept considerations for STOL short-haul systems</td>
<td>P0156</td>
<td>A75-22997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 75-276]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational considerations for the airship in short-haul transportation</td>
<td>P0214</td>
<td>A75-25993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Am-2 aircraft /4th revised and enlarged edition/</td>
<td>P0348</td>
<td>A75-35350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--- Russian book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenges of short-haul air transportation</td>
<td>P0349</td>
<td>A75-30501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design of short haul aircraft for fuel conservation</td>
<td>P0428</td>
<td>A75-40501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[SIE PAPER 750587]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short haul transportation - The helicopter's time is now</td>
<td>P0428</td>
<td>A75-40502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[SIE PAPER 750598]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airtransit's first six months of operating the Canadian STOL demonstration service</td>
<td>P0429</td>
<td>A75-40506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiet clean short-haul experimental engine /QCSSE/ design rationale</td>
<td>P0429</td>
<td>A75-40508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[SIE PAPER 750605]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An overview of low density short-haul air transportation policy implementation</td>
<td>P0429</td>
<td>A75-40513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[SIE PAPER 750610]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimum flight profiles for short haul missions</td>
<td>P0436</td>
<td>A75-41684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 75-1124]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New wide-body transport plan evolving --- DC-X-200 development</td>
<td>P0513</td>
<td>A75-46841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft concepts for advanced short haul systems</td>
<td>P0546</td>
<td>A75-47507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[SIE PAPER 750109]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parametric study of STOL short-haul engine cycles and operational techniques to minimize community noise impact</td>
<td>P0155</td>
<td>A75-13796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-2466]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europeane GTOL: A European project proposal</td>
<td>P0567</td>
<td>A75-11910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europlane GTOL: Design parameter tradeoffs</td>
<td>P0568</td>
<td>A75-11941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V/STOL aerodynamics: A review of the technology</td>
<td>P0156</td>
<td>A75-13796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-weather short range flight of civil transport aircraft</td>
<td>P0120</td>
<td>A75-13835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary of the recent short-haul systems studies</td>
<td>P0131</td>
<td>A75-14735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TM-X-1010]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of advanced lift concepts and potential fuel conservation for short-haul aircraft</td>
<td>P0175</td>
<td>A75-16557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-2502]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QPHE task 3: Engine installation preliminary design</td>
<td>P0175</td>
<td>A75-16559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of advanced lift concepts and fuel conservative short-haul aircraft, Volume 1</td>
<td>P0281</td>
<td>A75-20291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-137525]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of advanced lift concepts and fuel conservative short-haul aircraft, Volume 2</td>
<td>P0282</td>
<td>A75-20292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-137526]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of active control technology for short-haul aircraft --- cost effectiveness</td>
<td>P0287</td>
<td>A75-20344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-137634]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some low speed aspects of the twin-engine short haul aircraft VFW 614</td>
<td>P0306</td>
<td>A75-21230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential benefits to short-haul transports through use of active controls</td>
<td>P0479</td>
<td>A75-30030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCSSE program</td>
<td>P0497</td>
<td>A75-31070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT SC-1 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT A-300 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT ALADIN 2 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT DHC 5 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT EUROPEAN AIRBUS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT QUESTOL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT 0-10 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ejector thrust augmentation for STOL aircraft</td>
<td>P0006</td>
<td>A75-10340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The externally-blown jet flap - A powered-lift concept for STOL</td>
<td>P0055</td>
<td>A75-11005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An estimation of aerodynamic forces on wing-flap systems in a slipstream</td>
<td>P0050</td>
<td>A75-15401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New engine cycles - Opportunity for creativity --- multivessel SST and STOL design</td>
<td>P0053</td>
<td>A75-16621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMST - A Hercules for the 1980s --- Advanced Medium STOL Transport</td>
<td>P0147</td>
<td>A75-20830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dash 7 designed to cut noise, pollution --- DHC-7 design</td>
<td>P0154</td>
<td>A75-22325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced short haul systems in high density markets</td>
<td>P0156</td>
<td>A75-22496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced concept considerations for STOL short-haul systems</td>
<td>P0156</td>
<td>A75-22498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QSTOL aircraft --- quiet engine design</td>
<td>P0159</td>
<td>A75-22786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced composite design concepts for the AMST</td>
<td>P0150</td>
<td>A75-22944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOL and steep approach - Way</td>
<td>P0193</td>
<td>A75-24152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluctuating pressures on aircraft wing and flap surfaces associated with powered-lift systems</td>
<td>P0205</td>
<td>A75-25747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 75-472]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A method for the estimation of flight path perturbations during steep descents of V/STOL aircraft</td>
<td>P0295</td>
<td>A75-30724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum lift of upper surface blowing STOL aircraft with swept wings</td>
<td>P0334</td>
<td>A75-33955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind shear effects on landing touchdown point</td>
<td>P0349</td>
<td>A75-35420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A second generation turbo-prop power plant</td>
<td>P0383</td>
<td>A75-36673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent development and experience of an all fiberglass HP undercarriage for a STOL aircraft</td>
<td>P0392</td>
<td>A75-37311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral-directional stability augmentation methods for the STOL flight regime</td>
<td>P0425</td>
<td>A75-39523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOL aircraft - The Twin Otter's first decade</td>
<td>P0426</td>
<td>A75-40505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[SIB R PAPER 750596]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airtransit's first six months of operating the Canadian STOL demonstration service</td>
<td>P0429</td>
<td>A75-40508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[SIB R PAPER 750599]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overview - Turbofan STOL transport aircraft technology</td>
<td>P0429</td>
<td>A75-40508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-13028]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 years of STOL - The Twin Otter's first decade</td>
<td>P0426</td>
<td>A75-40505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[SIB R PAPER 750596]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A second generation twin-engine STOL aircraft</td>
<td>P0429</td>
<td>A75-40508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CR-13029]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight experience with time-of-arrival control for STOL aircraft in the terminal area</td>
<td>P0436</td>
<td>A75-41666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerodynamic design of the Boeing YC-14 advanced medium STOL transport /AMST/</td>
<td>P0439</td>
<td>A75-41696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 75-1015]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior noise considerations for powered Lift STOL aircraft</td>
<td>P0468</td>
<td>A75-42713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austerity dictated simple YC-15 design</td>
<td>P0469</td>
<td>A75-43005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise control of aircraft engines</td>
<td>P0469</td>
<td>A75-43031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of the YC-14 propulsion system</td>
<td>P0507</td>
<td>A75-45693</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Calculation of static longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of STOL aircraft with upper surface blown flaps  

A Kalman filter for the Stoland system  

Low-speed wind tunnel tests on a one-seventh scale model of the H.126 jet flap aircraft  

A STOL aerodynamics investigation using a simulation of an augmentor wing transport. Volume 2: Simulation data and analysis  

Exploratory flight investigation of aircraft response to the wing vortex wake generated by the augmentor wing jet STOL research aircraft  

Three methods of presenting flight vector information in a head-up display during simulated STOL approaches  

The effects of aircraft design on STOL ride quality  

Acoustic characteristics of a large scale wind-tunnel model of a jet flap aircraft  

Low-speed upwash interference on a transport model in a rectangular slotted-wall wind tunnel  

Analytical investigation of medium STOL transport structural concepts. Volume 1: Study results  

Analytical investigation of medium STOL transport structural concepts. Volume 2: Inograd fuselage study  

Parameter estimation of powered-lift STOL aircraft characteristics including turbulence and ground effects  

Conceptual design study of a 1985 commercial STOL tilt rotor transport  

Wind tunnel investigation of a large-scale upper surface blown-flap model having four engines  

Potential and dynamic flow in YOLO, STOL or CTOL propulsion system inlets  

Motion-base simulator study of control of an externally blown flap STOL transport aircraft after failure of an outboard engine during landing approach  

SHORT WAVE RADIATION  

MICROWAVE WAVES  

SIDE LOOKING RADAR  

SIDE ISLETS  

SIC (COEFFICIENT)  

SID (IONOSPHERE DISTURBANCES)  

SIDE IMPEDANCE  

The external drag of fuselage side intakes: Rectangular intakes with compression surfaces vertical  

Wind tunnel tests of a symmetrical airfoil with scoop fed wind tunnel  

SIDEBANDING RADAR  

Sideband, its principles of operation and requirements regarding the positional stability of carrier platforms  

SIDEWINDER MISSILES  

Specification for visual target acquisition system for AS/AVG-8A (JL-1) flight test program interface control document SB 4566-02-73  

SIGNAL DECEPTION  

Characteristics of MLS signals and their effect on flight control systems --- Microwave Landing Systems  

Reliable line signaling techniques for the FAA GN-27(V) and CAT-3 ILS  

Summary of information on low-speed lateral-derivative directions due to rate of change of sideslip beta prime  

Specification for visual target acquisition system for future user of the Doppler MLS --- Microwave Landing Systems  

SIGNAL DETECTION  

Reliable line signaling techniques for the FAA GN-27(V) and CAT-3 ILS  

Digital phase processing for low-cost Omega receivers  

SIGNAL DISTORTION  

Motor effects on L-band signals received by helicopter antennas: A theoretical study. Part 2: Distortion of phase reversals  

SIGNAL PROCESSING  

Advanced signal processing for airport surveillance radars  

The range of airborne processing available to the future user of the Doppler MLS --- Microwave Landing Systems  

Astrolabe - A synthetic circular aperture system for landing and navigation  

Hand held calculator technology applied to an advanced Omega receiver  

Binary processing and display concepts for low-cost Omega receivers --- airborne systems simulation  

Digital phase processing for low-cost Omega receivers  

The employment of Kalman filter technology for the improvement of the signal quality of a microwave beacon system  

SIGNAL RECEPTION  

Interference with aircraft radio navigation and communications by precipitation static from ice and snow clouds: Electrostatic wind tunnel
A rain erosion evaluation of three-dimensional woven silica and reaction sintered silicon nitride as state-of-the-art radome materials.

A rain erosion evaluation of three-dimensional woven silica and reaction sintered silicon nitride as state-of-the-art radome materials.

The production of high-temperature, high-strength nitrogen ceramics.
speed, size, adaptability

**SIZE DETERMINATION**

Simultaneous calculation of aircraft design loads and structural member sizes [AIAA PAPER 75-965]

**SKIDGING**

Skin resistance tests in support of the F-4 calm tire program at the Air Force Flight Test Center [AD-784661]

**SKIN (STRUCTURAL HEBBEB)**

Differentiation of corrosion damages according to the degree of their effect on the resistance of aircraft skin members to fatigue and corrosion-fatigue failure

Integrally stiffened graphite/epoxy construction -- for wingboxes

Shear leg analysis of thick skin aircraft structures

Boron/aluminum skins for the DC-10 aft pylon

**SKIN FKICHION**

**NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG**

Optimum internal shapes in hypersonic flow with variable skin friction

Uncertainty boundary layers over rotating blades [ASME PAPER 75-07-64]

Experimental verification of turbulent skin friction reduction with compliant walls


Experimental measurements of skin friction on upper surface blown wing [NASA-TM-X-72634]

Skin friction reduction in supersonic flow by injection through slots, porous sections and combinations of the two [NASA-CR-2497]

**SKYHAWK HELICOPTER**

U CH-54 HELICOPTER

**SKYHAWK AIRCRAFT**

U A-6 AIRCRAFT

**SLENDER BODIES**

**NT SLENDER CONES**

Integral approximation for slender-body shock shapes in hypersonic flow

Experimental studies of the turbulent wake behind self-propelled slender bodies [AIAA PAPER 75-117]

Multivortex model of asymmetric shedding on slender bodies at high angle of attack [AIAA PAPER 75-123]

The problem of supersonic flow past a slender pointed body with a tail unit

The diffusion of a shock wave by a slender body [AIAA PAPER 75-2505]

Coastal extreme problem solution method for generalized functionals and its application to hypersonic gasdynamic problems

Side forces on unswept slender inclined aerodynamic bodies

Image system solution for store aerodynamics with interference. 1

Aerodynamic characteristics of an axisymmetric body undergoing a uniform pitching motion [AIAA PAPER 75-838]

Integral equations for the calculation of the flow about accelerated slender bodies for R greater, equal, or less than 1

**SLENDER WINGS**

Problem of supersonic flow past a slender pointed body with tail

Solution of the inverse problem of the hypersonic gas flow past a slender blunted body

A limiting case of multiphase flow past slender bodies

Turbulent wake behind slender bodies including self-propelled configurations

Wind tunnel studies of the turbulent wake behind self propelled slender bodies

Analysis of transonic flow about lifting wing-body configurations

Experimental determination of interference effects of a slender wing-body configuration -- using strain gage balances

**SLENDER CONES**

Boundary layer transition on a file-cooled cone [AIAA PAPER 75-194]

Generalized unsteady embedded Newtonian flow around blunt cone noses [AIAA PAPER 75-210]

Calculation of heat transfer at the lines of flow of a three-dimensional boundary layer in a monosinous external flow

Study of supersonic flow around a slender elliptical cone with an angle of attack

**SLENDER WINGS**

**NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS**

Roll control feasibility of a slender cruciform configuration by canard surfaces at Mach number 2.25

An experimental investigation of noise-shielding effects for a delta-winged aircraft in flight, wind tunnel and anechoic room [AIAA PAPER 75-513]

Applications of a quadratic extended interior penalty function for structural optimization [AIAA PAPER 75-764]

Flow separation front yawed delta wings

Near-field supersonic flow pattern of slender delta wings

Flat slender delta wings in supersonic stream at small angles of attack

Leading edge separation from non-conical slender wings at incidence

Determination of the optimal longitudinal assembly of the sparbox of a high aspect ratio straight wing

The design of a series of warped slender wings for subsonic speeds

Low-speed wing-tunnel measurements of the lift, drag and pitching moment of a series of cropped delta wings

Calculation of the twist distribution of wings designed for cruise at transonic speeds [NASA-TN-D-7813]

General criteria for the definition of take-off and landing of an aircraft with unassisted lift

Analysis of transonic flow about lifting wing-body configurations

The dynamic stability derivatives of a slender wing at zero and moderate lift. A comparison of theory with free-flight model tests, each number equals 0.8 to 2.0 [AIAA PAPER 75-230]
The computation of aerodynamic loads on helicopter blades in forward flight, using the method of the acceleration potential --- Book

A-292
Influence of solid state electrical distribution on aircraft power generation solid state power controller capability --- use on A-1 aircraft [AD-A003834] p0410 N75-26273

SOLUTIONS

MT GAS MISTRES

SOLVENT EXTRACTION
Jet fuel thermal stability improvements through fuel processing [AD-A0091623] p0231 N75-17531

SONIC BOOKS
Acoustics of the sonic boom --- Book p0019 A75-13023
Atmospheric refraction of sonic boom from aircraft at low supersonic speeds [AIAA PAPER 75-507] p0210 N75-25809
Aeroacoustics: Pan, STL, and boundary layer noise; sonic boom; aeroacoustic instrumentation --- Book p0257 A75-28626
Interaction between a sonic boom F-wave and an obstacle near corner points p0257 A75-28666
Instrumentation for measuring aircraft noise and sonic boom [NASA-CAS-14716-1] p0416 N75-27338
Establishing certification/design criteria for advanced supersonic aircraft utilizing acceptance, interference, and annoyance response to simulated sonic booms by persons in their homes [AD-A005656] p0456 N75-29090
Survey of sonic boom phenomena for the non-specialist --- sound wave propagation [AD-A005653] p0458 N75-29113
Atmospheric propagation and sonic boom p0691 N75-30168
Calculation of bang propagation in real atmosphere: Focalization geometry for Concorde ascent law and bang intensity near the longitudinal and lateral extinctions [JSL-11/76] p0650 N75-31109
SONIC NOISES
Experimental and analytical sonic nozzle discharge coefficients for Reynolds numbers up to 8,000,000 [ASME PAPER 74-RA/FB-9] p0090 N75-16646
Experimentally determined aeroacoustic performance and control of several sonic nozzles [AIAA PAPER 75-1144] p0504 A75-45614
SONIC SPEED
U ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
SOUND CAN
U SPACELAB
SOUND LAB
U SPACELAB
SOUND
U ACOUSTICS
SOUND ABSORPTION
U SOUND TRANSMISSION
SOUND BARREIRES
U ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
SOUND FIELDS
Jet noise source location by cross-correlation of far field microphone signals [AIAA PAPER 75-456] p0204 A75-25737
The near field sound pressures of a choked jet when oscillating in the spinning mode [AIAA PAPER 75-457] p0206 A75-25752
Development of acoustic disturbances in supersonic annular jets p0243 A75-26234
Radiation of duct noise out through a jet flow --- acoustic field model for aircraft engine [AIAA PAPER 75-458] p0252 A75-27928
An experimental study of the structure and acoustic field of a jet in a cross stream [AIAA PAPER 75-460] p0255 A75-28308
The influence of temperature on shock-free supersonic jet noise p0286 A75-31086
Characterization of the sound field of a hot jet from its infrared emission [ONERA, TR No. 1975-46] p0304 A75-32336
Experiments concerning the response of supersonic nozzles to fluctuating inlet conditions ---

noise measurement [AIAA PAPER 75-457] p0362 A75-25397
Fluid dynamic aspects of jet noise generation [NASA-CR-10673] p0031 N75-10088
On the instability of a sound-influenced free jet p0280 N75-20267

SOUND GENERATORS
Sound generation by sources moving rectilinearly with variable acceleration p0194 A75-20312
Practical applications of acoustic emission --- for pressure vessels, aircraft structures and solid propellants p0195 A75-24661
The generation of sound by aerodynamic sources in an inhomogeneous steady flow p0243 A75-26463
The use of Hartmann generators as sources of high intensity sound in a large absorption flow duct facility [AIAA PAPER 75-529] p0253 A75-27939
Investigation of sound emission from a jet engine inlet in an axial flow [DLR-PB-75-24] p0315 N75-22289
SOUND INTENSITY
Noise from light propeller aircraft p0465 A75-19158
SOUND LOCALIZATION
Jet noise source location by cross-correlation of far field microphone signals [AIAA PAPER 75-456] p0204 A75-25737
SOUND MEASUREMENT
U ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS
SOUND PROJECTION
U AUDITORY PERCEPTION
SOUND PRESSURE
The development of experimental techniques for the study of helicopter rotor noise [AIAA PAPER 75-555] p0204 A75-25736
New evidence of the mechanism of noise generation and radiation of a subsonic jet p0258 A75-28717
SOUND PROPAGATION
Proportion of sound in elliptic ducts p0179 A75-22791
Sound propagation in curved ducts [AIAA PAPER 77-597] p0207 A75-25766
Acoustic wave propagation in a lined duct with non-uniform admittance [AIAA PAPER 75-515] p0208 A75-25781
Effects of a conical segment on sound radiation from a circular duct [AIAA PAPER 75-517] p0209 A75-25783
Generalized wave envelope analysis of sound propagation in ducts with stepped noise source profiles and variable axial impedance [AIAA PAPER 75-518] p0209 A75-25784
Propagation of aircraft noise over long distances through the lower atmosphere [AIAA PAPER 75-542] p0210 A75-25804
Influence of sound upon separated flow over wings p0210 A75-25794
Spinning mode sound propagation in ducts with acoustic treatment p0251 A75-27854
Propagation of aircraft noise near airports - effects of hillside, inversions and source directionality p0251 A75-27859
Effects of friction and heat conduction on sound propagation in ducts [AIAA PAPER 75-520] p0255 A75-28349
Survey of sonic boom phenomena for the non-specialist --- sound wave propagation [PB-38983] p0458 N75-29113
Atmospheric propagation and sonic boom p0491 N75-30168

SOUND TRANSDUCERS
MT MICROPHONES
SOUND TRANSMISSION
Atmospheric refraction of sonic boom from aircraft at low supersonic speeds [AIAA PAPER 75-547] p0210 A75-25809
Noise generation and transmission in duct combustors [AIAA PAPER 75-527] p0253 A75-27930

A-293
Acoustic transmission through a fuselage sidewall  
[NASA-CR-132602] p0242 N75-18971  
Low altitude temperature and humidity profile data for application to aircraft noise propagation  
[NASA-TN-D-7975] p0494 N75-30671

**A-294**

Space shuttle models 49-0 and 67-T in the Rockwell International transonic wind tunnel (I70), volume 2  
[NASA-CR-134632] p0119 N75-13623

Subsonic and transonic hinge moment and wing bending/torsion characteristics of .015 scale space shuttle models 49-0 and 67-T in the Rockwell International transonic wind tunnel (I70), volume 3  
[NASA-CR-134633] p0119 N75-13624

Results of a .03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AT X191-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 45-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS), volume 1  
[NASA-CR-141800] p0535 N75-33162

Results of a .03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AT X191-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 45-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS), volume 2  
[NASA-CR-141803] p0535 N75-33163

Results of a .03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AT X191-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 45-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS)  
[NASA-CR-141804] p0535 N75-33164

**Space Shuttle**

Technology and methodology of separating two similar size aerospace vehicles within the atmosphere  
[NASA-PAPER 75-29] p0095 N75-18268

Shuttle spacelab simulation using a Lear jet aircraft: Mission no. 3 (ASSEE program)  
[NASA-TM-X-62410] p0377 N75-24760

**Space Systems Engineering**

**U Aerospace Engineering**

**U Aerospace Technology**

**Spacecraft Communication**

**Space Shuttle Orbiters**

Shuttle orbiter flight test plan evolves  
[AD-783588] p0137 N75-14935

Boron/aluminum for space applications  
[AD-783582] p0136 N75-14928

Aerofoil communications and RF payloads --- for space shuttle orbiters  
[AD-783584] p0136 N75-14931

Boron/aluminum for space applications  
[AIAA-PAPER 75-562] p0246 N75-26723

ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band experimental program. Phase 2: Experimental program-vehicle communications/subsystem performance characteristics  
[AD-783580] p0136 N75-14928

ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band experimental program. Phase 3: Definition of revised experiment, terminal design, and subsystem performance characteristics  
[AD-783585] p0136 N75-14931

ATS-5 multipath/ranging/digital data L-band experimental program. Phase 5: Multipath/ranging analysis and results  
[AD-783580] p0137 N75-14935

**Spacecraft Configuration**

Computational procedure for three-dimensional boundary layers on aircraft and aerospace vehicles  
[AD-783580] p0139 N75-24190

**Spacecraft Construction Materials**

Boron/aluminum for space applications  
[AD-783580] p0139 N75-24190

**Spacecraft Control**

Flight control and the effectiveness of an aviation system  
[NASA-TT-F-16262] p0460 N75-29126

**Spacecraft Design**

Some aspects of studying the heat conditions of flight vehicles in the design and testing phase  
[AD-783580] p0470 N75-40499

The design philosophy of a reusable space structure  
[AD-783580] p0470 N75-22518

Korolev: A chronicle --- a biography of Sergey Pavlovich Korolev  
[AD-783580] p0470 N75-22518

On an airplane in an outer space --- technology transfer between aircraft design and spacecraft design  
[NASA-TT-P-16423] p0455 N75-29087
STABILITY DERIVATIVES

SPRAY NOZZLES
- Motion of an evaporating fuel droplet in the jet of a mechanical nozzle
- Motion of vaporizing fuel droplet in mechanical injector plane

SPRAYED PROTECTIVE COATINGS
- U PROTECTIVE COATINGS

SPRAYING
- Flight loads on large aircraft engaged in 1974 bedload spraying program
- SPRAYING APPARATUS
- SPRAYS

SPRAY NOZZLES
- Spray apparatus for spraying protective coatings
- Spray apparatus for spraying protective coatings

SPRAYED SPRAYERS
- Spray apparatus for spraying protective coatings
- Spray apparatus for spraying protective coatings

SPRAYED SPRAYERS
- Effect of aerodynamic perturbations on the processes of aircraft dusting and spraying

STABILITY
- Acoustic instability
- Aerodynamic stability
- Aircraft stability
- Attitude stability
- Boundary layer stability
- Combustion stability
- Control stability
- Directional stability
- Dynamic stability
- Flame stability
- Flow stability
- Gyroscopic stability
- Hovering stability
- Lateral stability
- Longitudinal stability
- Low speed stability
- Motion stability
- Rotary stability
- Shell stability
- Static stability
- Storage stability
- Structural stability
- Systems stability
- Thermal stability

Helicopter ground resonance analysis in light of Army requirements

Development of high stability fuel

Stability derivatives
- Pitching moments
- Rolling moments
- Towing moments

A simplified numerical lifting surface theory applied to rotary wings in steady, incompressible flow

Estimates of the stability derivatives of a helicopter and a V/STOL aircraft from flight data

Identification of nonlinear aerodynamic stability and control parameters at high angle of attack

Application of a new criterion for modeling systems

Design and evaluation of a symmetric flight test maneuver for the estimation of longitudinal performance and stability and control characteristics

Determination of stability derivatives from flight test results comparison of five analytical techniques

Five identification methods applied to flight test data

Status of input design for aircraft parameter identification

Input design for aircraft parameter identification: Using time-optimal control formulation

Determination of aerodynamic derivatives from transient responses in manoeuvring flight

Determination of aircraft derivatives by automatic parameter adjustment and frequency response methods

A comparison and evaluation of two methods of extracting stability derivatives from flight test data

Estimation of the aircraft state in non-steady flight

Estimates of the stability derivatives of a helicopter and a V/STOL aircraft from flight data
The Mach number dependence of the stagnation point hypersonic flow of a viscous, radiating gas around blunt bodies [AS-A-TA-D-7972] p0092 \textbf{N75-309190}

Determination of longitudinal stability and control derivatives of Queen Air [HAL-TA-406] p0528 \textbf{N75-32127}

Stability tests
- Flight stability tests
- Wind tunnel stability tests

Stabilization
- Vertical tail control
- Flight control
- Longitudinal stability
- Vertical tail control
- Flight control
- Longitudinal stability

A separate surface stability augmentation system for a general aviation airplane p0319 \textbf{N75-22333}

Double feedback loops stabilize landing-light servoactuators p0327 \textbf{A75-40194}

Depot requirements for base level data on aircraft inertial platforms [AD-7811130] p0031 \textbf{N75-10082}

Design analysis of helicopter automatic and semi-automatic airborne precision pointing and tracking systems [AD-A000834] p0336 \textbf{N75-10086}

Stability limits for downspouts --- on light aircraft p0017 \textbf{A75-12618}

On exoskeleton stability --- aircraft control surface deflection [AIAA PAPER 75-991] p0235 \textbf{N75-18187}

Aeroservoelastic methodology. Bodies with tails at arbitrary roll angle [AD-A000341] p0309 \textbf{N75-21253}

Effect of vertical–tail location on the aerodynamic characteristics at subsonic speeds of a close-coupled canard configuration [NASa-TR-D-7947] p0043 \textbf{N75-28027}

Stage separation
- Technology and methodology of separating two similar size aerospace vehicles within the atmosphere [TAP PAPER ST-75-06] p0095 \textbf{A75-18266}

Stage functions: \( u \) stage separation

Stage separation

Effect of a blade placed on the upstream stagnation generatrix of a cylinder on heat transfer in a pulsed flow p0088 \textbf{A75-17416}

Stagnation point hypersonic flow of a viscous, radiating gas around blunt bodies p0144 \textbf{A75-20380}

The Mach number dependence of the stagnation point heat transfer in supersonic flow p0146 \textbf{A75-20689}

Numerical study of heat exchange at the stagnation point of a sphere situated in a hypersonic stream of carbon dioxide gas p0146 \textbf{A75-20689}

Static pressure

Miniature probe for transonic flow direction measurements p0240 \textbf{A75-26888}

Static Structures
- Stability
- Aerostatic balance
- A-297
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STRESS ANALYSIS

Effects of three activities on annoyance responses to recorded flyovers p0468 A75-42712

STRESS ANALYSIS
Stress and vibration analysis with the aid of models: Meeting, Stuttgart, West Germany, October 4, 5, 1973, Reports p0077 A75-11672

Vibration analysis of rotating turbine blades [ASME PAPER 74-WA-DE-23] p0080 A75-16833

Dynamic loading of turbocharger turbine blades p0111 A75-19057

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS

Stresses and strength characteristics of thin-walled aircraft structures. II p0154 A75-22316

Stress analysis of aircraft fuselages and pressurized cabins -- Russian book p0162 A75-23321

Analysis of thin-wall circular fuselage in damage zone p0186 A75-23809

Static computation of a wing model made of carbon fiber reinforced plastic /bending-torsion box/ with the aid of the method of finite elements and a comparison with experimental values [DGLR PAPER 74-118] p0193 A75-24155

STRESS CONCENTRATION

Stability theory and its applications to structural mechanics --- Book p0200 A75-25181

The problem of forced fittings. I - The loading process --- elastoplastic analysis for mechanical interference joints p0467 A75-42656

Allowable stress estimation methods for preliminary design weight prediction [ASME PAPER 74-WA-DE-23] p0516 A75-47483

Determination of the forces in the retractor of a three-dimensional landing gear mechanism [AD-789257] p0530 A75-10078

Determination of optimal use life of US Army T-10 troop type personnel parachutes, part 2 [AD-787299] p0562 A75-15617

Shear lag analysis of thick skin aircraft structures [ATM-7404] p0270 A75-19225


STRESS CALCULATIONS

U STRESS ANALYSIS

STRESS CONCENTRATION

Variational-difference method of studying the stressed state of the rim of the turbine disk in a T-shaped tail joint p0011 A75-11235

Stress diffusion of Aarua wing in region of strut p0045 A75-13499

Influence of nozzle vane cant angle on variable stresses in cast-inlet turbomachinery rotor blades p0152 A75-22102

Some questions in the calculation of the strength of thin-walled aircraft structures through the application of mechanized computer techniques p0153 A75-22306

Calculation of turbulent shear stress in supersonic boundary-layer flows p0182 A75-23209

Load distribution on threads of titanium tension nuts and steel bolts [ASME PAPER 74-DE-11] p0185 A75-23638

STRESS DISTRIBUTION

U STRESS CONCENTRATION

STRESS MEASUREMENT

Development of an R.F. telemetry system for aircraft engine stress and temperature data [ASME PAPER 74-WA-DE-23] p0156 A75-47483

Train-gauge technique for the experimental determination of displacements of aircraft structural elements p0467 A75-42656

STRESS ROTURE STRENGTH

U CREEP RUPTURE STRENGTH

STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS

Experimental analysis of wing boxes subjected to heating p0525 A75-28166

Stress-strain state and springback in elastic-plastic torsion of profiles with open cross section contour p0186 A75-23809
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STBOCTOBAL ASALYSIS
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Crack growth under spectrum loading: A crack

Optimum design of thin walled structures

OH-58A propulsion system vibration investigation

Analysis of complex elastic structures by a

Rayleigh-Ritz component modes method using

Lagrange Multipliers

Crack growth under spectrum loading: A crack

closure model

A-301
Principles and problems of designing aircraft structures made of composite materials

Design of the load-carrying structure of an aircraft by a finite-element force method with division into substructures


Design of longitudinal elements made of composite materials with prescribed deflections of fuselage structures

High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter aircraft. Volume 1: Program summary - human factors engineering for optimal design (AD-783600)

High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter aircraft. Volume 2: Crew station design/integration - control and display devices (AD-783601)

High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter aircraft. Volume 3: Test plan -- static tests and mission profiles (AD-783602)

High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter aircraft. Volume 4: Design philosophy (AD-783603)

High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter aircraft. Volume 5: Test transmission concept (AD-782587/7)

Optimization of structures to satisfy a flutter velocity constraint by use of quadratic equation fitting

Application of aerospace structures to large manned spacecraft

Design of composite structure with respect to avoid crack propagation

Preliminary design of wings. Volume 4: Minimum weight design of composite structure (AD-A003667)

Preliminary design of wings. Volume 1: Design philosophy (AD-A003669)

Preliminary design of wings. Volume 2: Preliminary fatigue design (AD-A003665)

Preliminary design of wings. Volume 3: Minimum weight design of stiffened plate (AD-A003651)

An aerodynamic load criterion for airships

Analytical design of a monolithic wing

PABST - A technology demonstrator - Primary Adhesively Bonded Structure for aircraft

Determination of the optimal longitudinal assembly of the sparbox of a high aspect ratio straight wing

Fatigue and damage tolerance effects on preliminary design wing weights

An approach to integrated cost/weight design methodology for aircraft design (SAWE PAPER 1072)

The CCV concept and specifications

High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter aircraft. Volume 4: Test results (AD-783603)

Europlane QTO: A European project proposal

A discretized progress for the optimal design of complex structures

The use of titanium and its alloys in the manufacture of helicopters and aircraft structures

Aerodynamic design of a rotor blade for minimum noise radiation

Operational use of the OH-1 H helicopters in Arctic environment

The application and development of aircraft structural technology (safety etc.)

The design philosophy of a reusable space structure

Some trends in aircraft design: Structures

Aircraft digital control design methods

Aerodynamic design of a rotor blade for minimum noise radiation

Structured materials

A method to determine a distribution function of main structure failures in an aircraft

Probabilistic design and structural fatigue

Analysis of in-flight disintegration accidents

Specialists meeting on fretting in aircraft systems

A discretized program for the optimal design of composite structures

Fatigue and damage tolerance effects on preliminary design wing weights

An approach to integrated cost/weight design methodology for aircraft design

The CCV concept and specifications

High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter aircraft. Volume 4: Test results

Europlane QTO: A European project proposal

A discretized progress for the optimal design of complex structures

The use of titanium and its alloys in the manufacture of helicopters and aircraft structures

Aerodynamic design of a rotor blade for minimum noise radiation

Operational use of the OH-1 H helicopters in Arctic environment

The application and development of aircraft structural technology (safety etc.)

The design philosophy of a reusable space structure

Some trends in aircraft design: Structures

Aircraft digital control design methods

Aerodynamic design of a rotor blade for minimum noise radiation

Structured materials

A method to determine a distribution function of main structure failures in an aircraft

Probabilistic design and structural fatigue

Analysis of in-flight disintegration accidents

Specialists meeting on fretting in aircraft systems
Formation of flexibility matrices of a structure based on known yields at arbitrary points
Aerospace sandwich materials. V
Optimal design of thin walled structures
Optimization of structures to satisfy aeroelastic requirements
Structural test principles for full scale airframes and their application to the Spacelab tests
Behavior of cantilever beam under impact by a soft projectile --- fan blade deflection under bird impact
Thermal deformation vector for a bilinear temperature distribution in an anisotropic quadrilateral membrane element --- aircraft structure model
Vibrational investigations on aircraft models in support of flutter calculations
Implications of multiplane-multispeed balancing for future turbine engine design and cost
Application of the properties of Poincare-Fuchsias groups to the calculation of turbo-machinery blade vibrations
The response of a vibrating structure as a function of structural parameters
The response of a rotating shaft system having two rotors
On the viscous flow about the trailing edge of a rapidly oscillating plate
Determination of the dynamic characteristics of a helicopter by the branch-modes method
Effect of nonstationarity on aerodynamic forces in an airfoil cascade
Problems of structural identification - Partial survey of ground and flight vibration test methods
The random decrement technique applied to the TP-16 flight flutter tests
YP16 active-control-system/structural dynamics interaction analysis
System identification of a complex structure --- helicopter gearbox dynamics from shake test data
Vibration analysis of multi-symmetric structures
Sound radiation from a bounded thin inhomogeneous plate reinforced with N ribs and driven by boundary-layer pressure fluctuations
## SUBSONIC FLOW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential flow past annular aerofoils</th>
<th>p0017 A75-12619</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oblique compressible Sears function -- for infinite span wings</td>
<td>p0046 A75-14102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An experimental study of the effects of upstream obstructions upon subsonic jet noise</td>
<td>p0050 A75-15404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vorticity associated with a jet in a cross flow</td>
<td>p0051 A75-15551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of slotted walls to reduce wind-tunnel boundary corrections in subsonic flows</td>
<td>p0051 A75-15573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the calculation of two-dimensional subsonic and shock-free transonic flow</td>
<td>p0080 A75-16847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Influence of cooling, free-stream turbulence and surface-roughness on the aerodynamic behavior of cascades</td>
<td>p0080 A75-16853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plutet of wings equipped with engines in pod</td>
<td>p0091 A75-17831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary layer study with hot film transducers in subsonic and transonic flows</td>
<td>p0091 A75-17835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The unsteady supersonic cascade in subsonic axial flow</td>
<td>p0095 A75-18263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relaxation solution of high subsonic cascade flows and extenson of this method to transonorcascades</td>
<td>p0095 A75-18264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The effect of Reynolds number on boattail drag</td>
<td>p0096 A75-18266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An analytical model of axisymmetric afterbody flow separation</td>
<td>p0096 A75-18287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bimanevities in analyses of unsteady flow around oscillating wings</td>
<td>p0105 A75-18490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numerical calculation of linearized subsonic flows around wings</td>
<td>p0105 A75-18492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design of supercritical aerofoils</td>
<td>p0112 A75-19251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of subsonic potential flow on the buckling of this panel under edge compression</td>
<td>p0140 A75-19914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced panel-type influence coefficient methods applied to subsonic flows</td>
<td>p0142 A75-20261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural oscillations of subsonic gas flow near a cascade and a biplane</td>
<td>p0145 A75-20415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The determination of the subsonic flow of a Chaplygin gas around a circular profile in the presence of circulation</td>
<td>p0190 A75-24061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The subsonic-supersonic analogy -- for flow around wing profiles</td>
<td>p0202 A75-25459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New evidence of subsonic jet noise mechanisms</td>
<td>p0203 A75-25724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A subsonic axisymmetric wake in a viscous gas</td>
<td>p0248 A75-26891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical and experimental studies of discrete-tone rotor-stator interaction noise</td>
<td>p0251 A75-27926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsonic jet noise in flight based on some recent wind-tunnel tests</td>
<td>p0252 A75-27930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of heating on leading edge vortices in subsonic flow</td>
<td>p0290 A75-27941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of the compressibility of the gas on the stability of the subsonic boundary layer on a permeable surface</td>
<td>p0293 A75-30060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical investigations for reducing fan noise</td>
<td>p0293 A75-30299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A calculation method for unsteady subsonic flow about hargeroughly oscillating wing-body configurations</td>
<td>p0323 A75-33951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic radiation from an airfoil in a turbulent stream</td>
<td>p0374 A75-44818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsonic wave tunnel investigation of a two-engine attack airplane model having noncircular powered nozclles</td>
<td>p0404 A75-48380</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUBSONIC FLUTTER

Effect of blade geometry and inflow velocity on 5% radius
response to inflow distortions
[ NASA-TM-X-71475
p0057 575-11932

Effect of blade geometry on axial flow rotor unsteady response to inflow distortions
[ AD-756276
p0064 575-11991

Effects of air breathing engine nozzle-on SSU orbiter subsonic wing pressure distribution
[ NASA-TW-7910
p0065 575-12034

Analysis of the dynamic response of a supersonic jet to flow-field perturbations upstream
of the normal shock
[ NASA-TM-P-7839
p0127 575-14065

Comparison of experimental and theoretical boundary-layer separation for inflows at incidence
angle at low-speed conditions
[ NASA-TM-1-3194
p0169 575-16509

Application of a variational method in plane compressible flow calculation -- steady
inviscid plane subsonic flow past an airfoil
[ ARC-CP-1856
p0222 575-17403

A finite-element method for lifting surfaces in steady incompressible subsonic flow
[ NASA-CR-14421
p0353 575-23477

Subsonic nose and boattail drag, an analytical approach
p0355 575-23492

Calculation of aerodynamic loads on oscillating wing/store combinations in subsonic flow
p0412 575-26976

Analysis of measured aerodynamic loads on an oscillating wing/store combination in subsonic
flow
p0442 575-28016

On the application of subsonic linearized wing theory to second-order forces and moments
[ ARC-R/M-3758
p0443 575-28031

General principles and mathematical models
[ NASA-CR-2558
p0444 575-28032

Edge forces and roll-rate derivatives
[ ARC-R/M-3760
p0454 575-29053

A lifting surface theory method for treating swept or slender wings in attached subsonic flow
[ ARC-R/M-3763
p0457 575-29073

Aerodynamic theory for a cascade of oscillating airfoils in compressible subsonic flow
[ AD-100885
p0488 575-30125

SUBSONIC FLOW

Subsonic transient lifting surface aerodynamics
[ AIAA PAPER 75-738
p0327 575-32689

SUBSONIC SPEED

A study of subsonic fan noise sources
[ AIAA PAPER 75-468
p0205 575-25744

The design of an aircraft propulsor noise research program
[ SAE PAPER 750515
p0382 575-36657

Transonic compressor technology advancements
[ NASA-CR-2472
p0400 575-11199

Cascade tests of serrated leading edge blading at high subsonic speeds
[ NASA-CR-2471
p0063 575-11983

Subsonic roll-upg-gapping characteristics of a series of wings -- wind tunnel tests of various
wing planforms
[ NASA-TM-7827
p0072 575-12938

Aerodynamic damping and oscillatory stability of a model of a proposed B-1 L-10 vehicle in pitch
at Mach numbers from 0.20 to 2.96 and in yaw at Mach numbers from 0.20 to 1.20
[ NASA-TM-P-7827
p0129 575-14713

Aerodynamic analysis of a proflie fighter tow target
[ AD-87639
p0163 575-15622

Experimental aerodynamic characteristics for a cylindrical body of revolution with side strakes
and various noses at angles of attack from 0 degrees to 58 degrees and Mach numbers from 0.6
to 2.0
[ NASA-TM-1-3130
p0265 575-19181

Subsonic and supersonic indurid aerodynamics and aerodynamic forces for complex
configurations -- aerodynamic configurations for subsonic and supersonic speeds using the
finite element method
[ NASA-CR-16281
p0353 575-23478

The subsonic base drag of cylindrical twin-jet and single-jet afterbodies
p0357 575-23498
SUBJECT INDEX

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
Program for the development of a superconducting generator. Part 1: Phase 1 -- including critical component tests
[AD-A001649] p0275 N75-19546

SUPERCRITICAL FLOW
A relaxation solution for transonic flow over yet flapped airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 75-62] p0097 N75-18296
Contribution to the study of supercritical flow
[DGLR PAPER 79-95] p0192 N75-24146
Uplift force on a vibrating cylinder in a supercritical flow
[ONERA, TP NO. 1975-26] p0246 N75-26400
Calculation of transonic flows using an extended integral equation method
[AIAA PAPER 75-978] p0334 N75-33961
A fast semiempirical method for computing transonic aerodynamic flows
[p0339 N75-34194
Calculation of the effects of permeable walls on a supercritical flow
[ESO-C-79-97] p0166 A75-41970
Analytic investigation of transonic normal shock boundary layer interaction
[AD-A004985] p0044 N75-28041

SUPERCRITICAL WINGS
Surface pressure and wake flow fluctuations in a supercritical airfoil flowfield
[AIAA PAPER 75-60] p0096 N75-18288
Design of supercritical airfoils
[p0112 N75-19251
Transonic wing design and its effects on flight performance
[DGLR PAPER 79-97] p0192 N75-24144
Development and wind tunnel investigation of three supercritical airfoil profiles for forward/thrust aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 79-100] p0192 N75-24147
Supercritical airfoil flowfield measurements
[AIAA PAPER 75-860] p0335 N75-33964
Supercritical wing sections II: A handbook -- numerical computations
[p0345 N75-34975
Two dimensional, inviscid, transonic flowfield around a profile
[p0393 N75-37424
The spanload advanced transport concept
[SAB PAPER 750616] p0230 N75-40518
Design and wind-tunnel measurement of a wing-body combination with supercritical airfoil
[p0666 N75-41970
Extraction from flight data of lateral aerodynamic coefficients for F-8 aircraft with supercritical wing
[NASA-TS-D-7749] p0013 N75-10006
NASA aeronautics -- fact sheet on NASA programs for aerothermal research and aircraft development
[NP-46/5-74] p0161 N75-15602
Design of an advanced transonic solution methods
[AIAA PAPER 75-152016] p0171 N75-18161
Design of supercritical wing sections 2, volume 108
[AIAA PAPER 75-152009] p0233 N75-18167
Detailed transonic flow field measurements about a supercritical airfoil section
[NASA-TS-P-3244] p0412 N75-26975
Opportunities for aerodynamicdrag reduction
[p0451 N75-29016

SUPERHIGH FREQUENCIES
Dual band airborne antenna study
[AD-A002043] p0269 N75-19219

SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT
NT F-111 AIRCRAFT
NT JAGUAR AIRCRAFT
NT SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT
NT SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS
NT T-33 AIRCRAFT
NT Y-15 AIRCRAFT

Applied aerodynamics -- Russian book on experimental methods, measurement and calculation techniques
[PL-12 inlet development
[SAB PAPER 740831] p0082 N75-16909
Static structural test for supercritical aircraft -- Russian book
[p0182 N75-23233
Development of the inlet ramp of a supercritical aircraft, employing a design which utilizes a fiber composite material
[p0193 N75-24157
Atmospheric refraction of sonic boom from aircraft at low supersonic speeds
[SAE PAPER 75-547] p0210 N75-25809
Mitsubishi's mentor -- Supersonics from Nagoya --
T-2 close support fighter and trainer
[p0330 N75-33448
Design study of structural concepts for an arrow-wing super sonic-cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-1033] p0245 N75-39529
Application of an advanced computerized structural design system to an arrow-wing super sonic cruise aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 75-1038] p0245 N75-39530
The NASA research program on propulsion for super sonic cruise aircraft
[SAE PAPER 750629] p0340 N75-40531
Rockwell International's B-1 bomber at a critical point
[p0473 N75-44553
Air-breathing jet engines for supersonic multiregion aircraft -- Russian book
[p0514 N75-46937
Numerical methods for the design and analysis of wings at supersonic speeds
[p057 N75-11930
Fail-safe system for activity cooled supersonic and hypersonic aircraft -- using liquid hydrogen fuel
Influence of propulsion system size, shape, and location on supersonic aircraft design
[NASA-CR-132544] p0132 N75-14747
The NASA research program on propulsion for supersonic cruise aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-71666] p0239 N75-10238
Wall corrections in transonic square test sections with perforated walls. Influence of the model span on lift corrections
[AD-A000130] p0242 N75-18266
Multi-slot film cooling of supersonic aircraft using air as a coolant
[AD-A002673] p0271 N75-19239
Development of longitudinal handling qualification criteria for large advanced supersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR-137635] p0287 N75-20345
Investigation of upper surface blowing applied to high speed aircraft
[AD-A003225] p0311 N75-21273
Aerodynamic design and analysis system for supersonic aircraft. Part 2: User's manual
[NASA-CR-2521] p0314 N75-22279
An air intake control system for a supersonic fighter aircraft
[AD-A000130] p0242 N75-18266
Effects of asymmetry on the dynamic stability of aircraft
[NASA-CR-142857] p0376 N75-24756
Engine/airframe compatibility studies for supersonic cruise aircraft
High-altitude aircraft and the stratosphere
[JPRS-55171] p0417 N75-27590
Aircraft investigations of the microstructure of the temperature fields in the troposphere and stratosphere
[BLM-23558-(5828.47)] p0448 N75-20858
Supersonic propulsion
[p0497 N75-31081

A-307
SUPersonic AIRFOILS

**Oscillatory supersonic lifting surface theory using a finite element doublet representation**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-761**] p0327 A75-32692

**General analysis and determination for the diffraction pattern problem for a plane acoustic wave at a wedge moving at supersonic speed**
[**NASA-CR-2494**] S0049 A75-15040

**Structural response of fiber composite fan blades**
[**ASME PAPER 75-6T-78**] p0333 A75-34627

**Research on aerelastic phenomena in small cascades: Supersonic inlet torsional flutter**
[**AD-787088**] p0163 N75-15619

**Supersonic lifting-surface computer program for cruciform wing-body combinations**
[**AD-A003925**] p0412 N75-26978

**Supersonic Boundary Layers**

**Statistical characteristics of the turbulent wake behind a supersonic sphere**
[**NASA-TH-X-71971**] p0062 S75-11973

**Transfer-induced separation lengths in supersonic, turbulent boundary layers**
[**NASA-CB-132633**] p0362 N75-23558

**Incipient separation of a supersonic turbulent boundary layer at moderate to high Reynolds numbers**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-7**] p0094 A75-17581

**Magnus forces on spinning supersonic cones. I - The boundary layer**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-703**] p0102 A75-18374

**An interaction model for the solution of laminar separation on a surface**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-75**] p0141 A75-20253

**Calculation of turbulent shear stress in supersonic boundary-layer flows**
[**NASA-TM-X-3158**] p0128 A75-14709

**Experiments on supersonic boundary-layer separation in three dimensions**
[**NASA-PH-4PM-55**] p0300 A75-31424

**Study of the interaction and three-dimensional separation effects of a boundary layer in a supersonic laminar regime - French book**
[**NASA-CR-132697**] p0461 S75-29361

**Supersonic COMBUSTION**

**Influence of suction and heat exchange on flow specific impulse**
[**NASA-CE-132697**] p0461 S75-29361

**Hydrodynamic propulsion --- scramjet technology**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-7416**] p0047 A75-31082

**Supersonic Combustion RAMJET ENGINES**

**Flow immediately behind a step in a supersonic combustor**
[**AIAA PAPER 74-1161**] p0004 A75-10317

**Fuel supply for supersonic combustion**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-75**] p0049 A75-15040

**Studies of scramjet/airframe integration techniques for hypersonic aircraft**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-53**] p0096 A75-16284

**Preliminary thermal-structural design and analysis of an airframe-integrated hydrogen-cooled scramjet**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-137**] p0101 A75-18335

**Joint USAF/NASA hypersonic research aircraft study**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-1039**] p0286 A75-39531

**Inlet performance of the integrated Langley scramjet module**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-1212**] p0505 A75-45632

**Integrated scramjet nozzle/afterbody performance analysis**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-1297**] p0506 A75-45683

**A forebody design technique for highly integrated bottom-mounted scramjets with application to a hypersonic research airplane**
[**NASA-TM-X-71971**] p0506 A75-11973

**Scramjet nozzle design and analysis as applied to a highly integrated hypersonic research airplane**
[**NASA-TM-X-71972**] p0124 A75-13865

**Experimental and analytical study of an inlet forebody for an airframe-integrated scramjet concept**
[**NASA-TM-X-3158**] p0128 A75-14709

**Simulation of hypersonic scramjet exhaust --- pressure distribution on afterbody/nozzle sections of vehicle**
[**NASA-CR-2494**] p0225 A75-17344

**Subscale, hydrogen-burning, airframe-integrated scramjet: Experimental and theoretical evaluation of a water cooled strut airframe-integrated scramjet: Experimental leading edge**
[**NASA-CR-2494**] p0225 A75-17344

**Contributions from military technology in Germany covering supersonic rotors, aircraft fatigue testing, phased array radar**
[**NASA-CR-8560**] p0092 A75-18012

**Supersonic FLOW**

**A difference method for axisymmetric supersonic flow in rotating annular cascades with local subsonic regions**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-703**] p0141 A75-20077

**Self-excitation of oscillations in supersonic stalled flows**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-703**] p0141 A75-20077

**Density and temperature in front of a cylinder with a thermally insulated and cooled wall in a low-density supersonic flow**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-703**] p0141 A75-20077

**Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for supersonic turbulent flow over a compression ramp**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-703**] p0141 A75-20077

**Flow field study about a hemispherical cylinder in transonic and low supersonic Mach number range**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-835**] p0332 A75-39391

**Explicit approximate equations for calculating Mach numbers for various airplanes**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-835**] p0332 A75-39391

**Design and analysis of a supersonic penetration/steering fighter**
[**NASA-CE-132633**] p0362 A75-23558

**Some aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic lifting bodies**
[**AD-A009704**] p0495 A75-31039

**Supersonic COMPRESSIONS**

**Flow determination at the exit of a moving supersonic annular blade cascade**
[**OBERA, TP. NO. 1370**] p0188 A75-23946

**Theoretical and experimental investigations on the development of a supersonic compressor stage**
[**BVMG-PWHT-74-5**] p0175 N75-13872

**The performance of two supersonic plane flow in the presence of a longitudinal pressure gradient**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-703**] p0141 A75-20077

**Contributions from military technology in Germany covering supersonic rotors, aircraft fatigue testing, phased array radar**
[**NASA-CR-8560**] p0092 A75-18012

**Supersonic DRAG**

**Techniques for determining propulsion system forces for accurate high speed vehicle drag measurements in flight**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-703**] p0141 A75-20077

**Hydrocarbon emissions from jet engines operated at simulated high-altitude supersonic flight conditions**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-703**] p0141 A75-20077

**Computation of nonequilibrium three-dimensional inviscid flow over blunt-nosed bodies flying at supersonic speeds**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-703**] p0141 A75-20077

**Explicit approximate equations for calculating Mach numbers for various airplanes**
[**AIAA PAPER 75-703**] p0141 A75-20077

**Design and analysis of a supersonic penetration/steering fighter**
[**NASA-CE-132633**] p0362 A75-23558

**Some aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic lifting bodies**
[**AD-A009704**] p0495 A75-31039
Evaluation by step response tests of prototype relief valves designed for YF-12 inlet stability bleed systems.

Performance data for the critical operation of nominally two-dimensional double-ramp supersonic inlets.

Investigation of the 'lateral' interaction between a supersonic underexpanded jet of an ideal gas with surfaces of various configurations.

Role of lip thickness in noise suppression by interacting coaxial supersonic jets.

Deflection of a thick jet by a convex surface — A practical problem for powered lift.

Investigation of the regularities of flow development in a system of viscous underexpanded supersonic jets.

On the expansion of a supersonic jet in the atmosphere.

Supersonic jet noise generated by large scale disturbances.

Experiments concerning the response of supersonic noise measurement.

Supersonic jet noise suppression with multistage nozzle/eductors.

The influence of temperature on shock-free supersonic jet noise.

The structure of high-pressure jets of low density issuing from a supersonic nozzle.

Stability analysis of nonlinear autonomous systems — General theory and application to flutter.

Integrated potential formulation of unsteady supersonic aerodynamics for interacting wings.

Aerelastic panel optimization with aerodynamic damping.

Advances in fan and compressor blade flutter analysis and predictions.

Study of heat transfer in turbine cascades at high gas flow velocities.

The application of boundary layer suction to aircraft, employing shock-induced separation in supersonic inlets.

Inlet-developedviscousflowfields for the B-1 strategic bomber.

Variable geometry for supersonic mixed-compression inlets.

Development and experimental verification of a technique to test full-scale inlet/engine systems at maneuvering conditions.

Flight-test techniques for obtaining valid comparisons of wind-tunnel and flight results from tests on a YF-12 mixed-compression inlet.

Supersonic inlet simulator — A tool for simulation of realistic engine entry flow conditions — for F-15.

Numerical evaluation of further supersonic sections including ducted heat addition and nozzle flow.

Problems of interaction between the air intake and the airframe.

Development of the inlet ramp of a supersonic aircraft, employing a design which utilizes a fiber composite material.

Concorde inlet system and peripheral envelope flight testing.

A throat-bypass stability system for a YF-12 aircraft research inlet using self-acting mechanical valves.

Unique applications of the method of characteristics to inlet and nozzle design problems.

Experimental evaluation of an analytically derived bleed system for a supersonic inlet.

Inlet performance of the integrated Langley scramjet module.

Continuous-output terminal-shock-position sensor for mixed-compression inlets evaluated in wind tunnel tests of YF-12 aircraft inlet.

Research on aerelastic phenomena in airfoil cascades: Supersonic inlet torsional flutter.

A comparison of approximate methods of predicting shock detachment distance for two-dimensional supersonic inlets.

Measurement of the internal performance of a rectangular air intake mounted on a fuselage at Mach numbers from 1.6 to 2.0.

Evaluation of some control-volume techniques for analysis of shock-boundary layer interactions in supersonic inlets.

Transonic off-design drag and performance of three mixed-compression axisymmetrical inlets.
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Study of active cooling for supersonic transports
[HSA-CR-132573] p0225 N75-17336
Paper pilot powders supersonic transports
[NSA-CR-155726] p0262 N75-19135
Low-speed wind-tunnel tests of a 1/10-scale model of a blended arrow advanced supersonic transport
-- aerodynamic control and stability
[HSA-TM-1-72671] p0270 N75-19226
Comparison of parametric duct-burning turbofan and non-afterburning turbojet engines in a Mach 2.7
toprot[...]
[HSA-TM-1-72671] p0272 N75-19247
Advanced supersonic technology concept study.
[HSA-CR-155726] p0310 N75-21268
Low speed wind tunnel investigation of a large-scale advanced arrow wing supersonic transport
collection with engines mounted above the wing for upper-surface blowing
[HSA-TM-1-72671] p0986 N75-30117
SUPersonic WIND Tunnels
The ONERA supersonic straight cascade wind tunnel
[HSA-PAPER 75-1184] p0002 N75-10333
The operation of two-dimensionai subsonic and shock
[HSA-PAPER 74-W/AGT-1] p0080 N75-16847
Theoretical and experimental investigations on the development of a supersonic compressor stage
[SMG-PW74-75-5] p0125 N75-13872
SUPersonic WAKES
Multivortex model of asymmetric shedding on slender bodies at high angle of attack
[HSA-PAPER 75-123] p1100 N75-18327
Measurements of supersonic jet aircraft wakes in the stratosphere
[HSA-TM-1-72671] p0180 N75-23962
The disappearance of the wake shock break down cylinder in a supersonic flow at high Reynolds number
[HSA-PAPER 75-123] p0243 N75-26414
SUPersonic AIRCRAFT
The ONERA supersonic straight cascade wind tunnel
[HSA-PAPER 75-1184] p0002 N75-10333
The operation of two-dimensionai subsonic and shock
[HSA-PAPER 74-W/AGT-1] p0080 N75-16847
Theoretical and experimental investigations on the development of a supersonic compressor stage
[SMG-PW74-75-5] p0125 N75-13872
SUPersonic TECHNOLOGY
Small turbofan engine technology
[HSA-PAPER 75-1184] p0002 N75-10333
On the calculation of two-dimensional subsonic and shock
[HSA-PAPER 74-W/AGT-1] p0080 N75-16847
Theoretical and experimental investigations on the development of a supersonic compressor stage
[SMG-PW74-75-5] p0125 N75-13872
SUPersonic TRANSPORTS
NT CONCORDE AircraFt
Atmospheric ozone and its influence on the operation of a supersonic transport
[HSA-PAPER 75-1184] p0001 N75-11639
New engine cycles - Opportunity for creativity --
[HSA-PAPER 75-254] p0104 N75-18419
Transonic transport wings - oblique or swept
[HSA-PAPER 75-254] p0104 N75-18419
Conceptual design of reduced energy transports
[HSA-PAPER 75-254] p0104 N75-18419
SSN-HST profitability domain in the era of high
[HSA-PAPER 75-307] p0157 N75-22510
Possible climatic effects of supersonic transports
[HSA-PAPER 75-307] p0157 N75-22510
First results of a general circulation model applied to the SST-Nox problem -- ozone
decomposition
[HSA-PAPER 75-307] p0157 N75-22510
Flight-critical digital control system evaluation
[HSA-PAPER 75-254] p0104 N75-18419
Advanced supersonic transport
[HSA-PAPER 75-254] p0104 N75-18419
Engine design considerations for 2nd generation
[HSA-PAPER 75-254] p0104 N75-18419
Anglo-French Symposium on the Effects of
[HSA-PAPER 75-254] p0104 N75-18419
The COMESA research programme -- Committee on
[HSA-PAPER 75-254] p0104 N75-18419
Meteorological Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft
[HSA-PAPER 75-254] p0104 N75-18419
Insights into the second generation supersonic transport noise-performance dilemma
[HSA-PAPER 75-254] p0104 N75-18419
A study of the damping characteristics on models of supersonic air lines at supersonic speeds
[AD-789259] p0030 N75-10077
Advanced supersonic technology concept study:
[HSA-PAPER 75-254] p0104 N75-18419
Measurements of the vortex wakes of a subsonic and supersonic transport model in the NO by 80 foot
[HSA-PAPER 75-254] p0104 N75-18419
Wind tunnel test of a flutter suppressor on a straight wing
[HSA-PAPER 75-254] p0104 N75-18419

SURFACE FINISHING

Use of pastes based on synthetic diamonds for aircraft repair p0107 A75-18672

Advances in engine manufacturing production techniques p0473 A75-44560

Evaluation of the adhesive bonding processes used in helicopter manufacture. Part 7: Preproduction evaluation of improved titanium surfaces preparation p0123 A75-13857

Surface finishing -- particularly for use in smoothing irregularities on aluminum aircraft wings [NASA-CASE-MSC-12631-1] p0353 A75-23476

SURFACE GEOMETRY

Lifting-surface theory for a semi-infinite wing in oblique gust p0051 A75-15952

Heat transfer on curved surfaces p0152 A75-22094

Review of integral-equation techniques for solving potential-flow problems with emphasis on the surface-source method p0200 A75-25120

Mathematical modeling of fuselage-engine nacelle surface design p0289 A75-30760

Improved solution for potential flow about arbitrary axisymmetric bodies by the use of a higher-order surface source method p0289 A75-31092

A three-dimensional method for the calculation of flow in turbomachines using finite elements on a blade-to-blade surface of revolution -- AIAA Book p0365 A75-36999

A parametric study of effect of forebody shape on flow anularity at Mach 8 -- for hypersonic aircraft [NASA-TH-D-7768] p0023 A75-10008

SURFACE NAVIGATION

On independent determination of the coordinates of vehicle position by means of a plane Cartesian coordinate system stereographically mapped onto a sphere, with allowance for the noncircularity of the earth p0109 A75-18978

Prospects for the airborne Omega system in zone navigation p0150 A75-21715

SURFACE PRESSURE

U PRESSURE

W PRESSURE PROPERTIES

WT ADHESION

WT COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION

WT SURFACE ROUGHNESS

WT SURFACE TEMPERATURE

WT WALL TEMPERATURE

A case study of ultra high rate of wear experienced in a gear tooth flank [ASLE PREPRINT 74-LC-6B-2] p0016 A75-12188

Study of materials and nonmetallic coatings for erosion and wear resistance p0188 A75-23942

Noise radiation from turbulent flows over compliant surfaces [ASME PAPER 75-SF-7] p0207 A75-25773

Computer aided flexible envelope design p0213 A75-25699

Supersonic flow past intersecting surfaces --- wings p0288 A75-26882

Mathematical description of a wing surface p0332 A75-40910

Analysis of ground reflection of jet noise obtained with various microphone arrays over an asphalt surface p0468 A75-42711

Drag due to a circular cavity in a plate with a turbulent boundary layer at subsonic, transonic and supersonic speeds [KSSD-76036] p0115 A75-13794

Braking performances p0305 A75-21224

SURFACE ROUGHNESS

Determination of surface roughness of materials p0329 A75-33331

Influences of manufacturing tolerances and surface roughness of blades on the performance of turbines p0017 A75-18672

SUBJECT INDEX

[ASME PAPER 75-GT-35] p0342 A75-34592

A computer program for fitting smooth surfaces to an aircraft configuration and other three dimensional geometries [NASA-TM-X-13206] p0411 A75-26693

SURFACE ROUGHNESS EFFECTS

The influence of cooling, free-stream turbulence and surface-roughness on the aerodynamic behavior of cascades [ASME PAPER 74-WA/GT-9] p0080 A75-16853

Aerodynamic heating to corrugation stiffened structures in thick turbulent boundary layers [AIAA PAPER 75-190] p0102 A75-18372

The effect of the surface roughness of blade profiles on the flow characteristics of a turbine --- German book p0420 A75-39220


Civil aircraft airworthiness data recording programme. Uneven runways encountered by subsonic jet transport aircraft during scheduled airline operations [ARC-CP-1287] p0230 A75-17383

Influence of topography and atmospheric refraction in DHF ground-air communications [AD-786490] p0115 N75-30488

Viscous fluid flow on the rippled surface of the sliding wing [AD-A008764] p0493 A75-30488

SURFACE TEMPERATURE

WT WALL TEMPERATURE

Observing cold-night temperatures of agricultural landscapes with an airplane-mounted radiation thermometer p0329 A75-33103

SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES

MT SPRENT MISSILE

The development of an accurate aerodynamic simulation model for the SAM-D missile with a relatively small computer storage requirement p0039 A75-10414

SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES

MT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS

MT AUTOMOBILES

MT TANKER SHIPS

Soviet air cushion vehicles p0048 A75-15011

Development and application of ride-quality criteria --- for aircraft and surface vehicles [SAS PAPER 740813] p0081 A75-16900

SURFACE WAVES

Development of a pulse compression distance measuring equipment system using surface acoustic wave devices --- for aircraft navigation p0110 A75-19028

SURFACES


Analysis of Coanda reattachment on curved surfaces [AD-A940620] p0355 A75-33366

SURGERY

YF-16 air induction system design loads associated with engine surge p0335 A75-34114

SURVEILLANCE

U.S. Navy LAMS operations report --- destroyer/helicopter systems [SAS PAPER 740817] p0081 A75-16903

Surveillance velocity measurements with least maximum error p0211 A75-25928

Experimental Omega four frequency format extends range. Volume 1: Manual [AD-806407] p0386 A75-36954

SURVEILLANCE RADAR

Multisensor utilization for air traffic control in the terminal area p0094 A75-18190

Advanced signal processing for airport surveillance radars p0218 A75-26037
B-1 hydraulics - A guide to future system design
Advanced concepts in air traffic control
Influence of the parameters of a system of a certain class on the distribution of its roots
-- for aircraft autopilot synthesis
A state-variable design approach for a high-performance aerospace vehicle pitch orientation system with variable coefficients
Control, stabilization, and guidance of flight vehicles
[AIAM PAPER 74-75] p0191 A75-24133
The designing of control systems with the help of computer-aided design and their application
[AIAM PAPER 74-78] p0191 A75-24135
Modern control - modeling and application in real aircraft flight control system design
VTOL flight-control system design using sensitivity analysis
An experimental TDMA network for airborne warning and control systems interoperability demonstration
[AIAM PAPER 75-563] p0246 A75-26724
Application of digital systems to Army avionics
[AIAM PAPER 75-567] p0247 A75-26738
Interaction of military/civil position location and reporting systems -- of ATC
[AIAM PAPER 75-572] p0256 A75-28667
System approach to civil aircraft navigation using digital technology
[AIAM PAPER 75-578] p0256 A75-28669
Development of an H.F. telemetry system -- for aircraft engine stress and temperature data
High reliability servo systems
DLS - few generation landing aid -- DME-based landing system
First ADE for Air Force information systems -- Automatic Data Entry for aircraft maintenance
Circuit design of a forced hydrogen cooling system
Design of flight controllers with the help of modern systems theory
Propulsion system structural integration and engine integrity, Proceedings of the Symposium, U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif., September 3-6, 1974
YF-16 air induction system design loads associated with engine surge
Propulsion system and airframe structural integration program
International and U.S. design proposals for a microwave landing system
Involving the expert and aviation community in the decision making structure of the U.S. MLS program -- Microwave Landing System
Parachute systems of the DFVLR for stabilization and salvage of flight vehicles
[AIAM PAPER 75-581] p0365 N75-23596
Development of navigation systems for advanced commercial transports
The promise of air safety -- collision avoidance systems
Alternative approaches to integrated airborne OMEGA/Inertial navigation
Airborne Omega navigation system integration and test
Synthesis of disturbance-rejection controllers for linear multivariable continuous-time systems -- application to hovering helicopter
Looping in a hydrogen cooling system
Spike, relays and aircraft electric systems
Holographic horizontal display systems
Design of an improved azimuth reference system
[AIAM PAPER 75-1083] p0365 A75-41648
Balanced functional design of automatic digital flight control systems
[AIAM PAPER 75-1088] p0365 A75-41653
T and E guidelines for aircraft systems
[AD-784509] p031 N75-10085
An advanced air traffic management concept based on extensions of the upgraded third generation ATC system. System B: General requirements specification -- forecasting requirements for future air traffic control systems
[AD-785264] p0071 N75-12929
High temperature generator component development
[AD-786104] p0077 N75-13170
AGARD highlights, March 1974
[AGARD-HIGHLIGHTS-74/1] p0128 N75-14710
Connect overall test operations and evaluate two Doppler systems to detect, track and measure velocities in aircraft wake vortices
[NASA-CP-120600] p0162 N75-15613
Automatic applications in an advanced air traffic management system. Volume 4A: Automation requirements
[PB-236807/4] p0173 N75-16538
Automatic applications in an advanced air traffic management system. Volume 4B: Automation requirements (concluded)
[PB-236808/2] p0173 N75-16539
Automatic applications in an advanced air traffic management system. Volume 5A: DELTA simulation model user's guide
[PB-236809/3] p0173 N75-16540
Automatic applications in an advanced air traffic management system. Volume 5B: DELTA simulation model programmer's guide
[PB-236810/8] p0173 N75-16541
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for aircraft. Volume 1: Executive summary
[AD-A002650] p0283 N75-20301
A structural weight estimation program (SWEEP) for aircraft. Volume 2: Program integration and data management module. Part 1: Program integration
[AD-A002652] p0283 N75-20302
An overview and assessment of plans and programs for the development of the upgraded third generation air traffic control system
[AD-800960] p0350 N75-23531
The use of digital control for complex power plant management
[AD-786016] p0365 N75-23596
Automatic Inspection, Diagnostic And Prognostic System (AIDAPS): An automatic maintenance tool for helicopters
[AD-A002655] p0498 N75-31088
Design considerations for an active suppression system for fighter wing/store clutter
[NAS-8-120600] p0525 N75-32097
SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT
The Perkins-Draper Lectures, March 1974
[AGARD-HIGHLIGHTS-74/2] p0128 N75-14711
SYSTEMS STABILITY
Stability theory and its applications to structural mechanics -- Book
[AD-A008940] p0200 N75-25181
Stability analysis of stochastic composite system -- application to control of aircraft and sonarine systems
[AD-A008940] p0251 N75-27919
Stability of pressure regulators for aircraft hydraulic systems
[AD-A008940] p0392 N75-29813
Aircraft hydraulic system pressure regulator stability
[AD-A008940] p0397 N75-30076
V TAIL SURFACES
Variational-difference method of studying the stressed state of the rim of the turbine disk in a T-shaped tail joint
TACTICAL AIRCRAFT

T-2 AIRCRAFT

Development of an armed T-28 aircraft for probing holdout lines.

T-3 AIRCRAFT


T-33 AIRCRAFT

Analysis of wake vortex flight test data behind a T-33 aircraft. Volume 6: Wind and empennage module. Appendix E: Program listings, overlays (9,0), (10,0), and (17,0). Volume 7: Wind and empennage module. Appendix F: Program listings, overlays (9,0), (10,0), and (17,0).

T-34 AIRCRAFT

Gnsed modification data. Modification of T-39 control surfaces. Analysis of steady tailplane lift on the oscillatory behaviour of a T-tail flutter model at high subsonic speeds. Table (Data).

T-36 ENGINE

T63 engine vibratory characteristics analysis. Appendix 1: General information for module flow charts and listings. Appendix B: Program flow charts, overlays (9,0), (14,0), (15,0), (16,0), and (17,0). Appendix C: Program flow charts, overlays (9,0) and (10,0). Appendix D: Program flow charts, overlay (16,0). Appendix E: Program listings, overlays (9,0), (16,0), (17,0), and (18,0). Appendix F: Program listings, overlays (9,0), (10,0) and (18,0).

T-38 AIRCRAFT

Low power approach relationship of approach and landing speeds to lift/drag ratio.

T-39 AIRCRAFT

System modification data. Modification of T-39 control surfaces. Analysis of steady tailplane lift on the oscillatory behaviour of a T-tail flutter model at high subsonic speeds. Table (Data).

TABLES (DATA)

N: MATHEMATICAL TABLES

Commercial aircraft noise definition; L-1011. Tristar. Volume 2: L-1011-1 data. Appendix 1: General information for module flow charts and listings. Appendix B: Program flow charts, overlays (8,0), (11,0), (15,0), (16,0), and (17,0). Appendix D: Program flow charts, overlay (16,0). Appendix E: Program listings, overlays (9,0), (16,0), (17,0), and (18,0). Appendix F: Program listings, overlays (9,0), (10,0), and (18,0).

TARS (CONTROL SURFACES)

The distortion of a jet by tabs.

TACAN

Digital synchronization for time synchronized collision avoidance system in air transport.


TACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION

U: TACAN

Analysis of multi-hop tailplane with account for control surface deflection.

A state-of-the-art survey of two-dimensional airfoil data
Fiber composite structures -- review
The challenge to advanced cargo aircraft systems
Jet aircraft emissions during cruise -- Present and future
[TECHNOLOGY PAPER 75-1018]
Is there an airship in your future
Whichever all weather - An airplane manufacturer's point of view - all weather landing systems
[SAE PAPER 750601]" (continued)
An overview of low density short-haul air transportation policy implementation
[SAE PAPER 750610]
Overview - Turbofan STOL transport aircraft technology
[TECHNOLOGY PAPER 75-300]
PCAP - A new tool for the evaluation of active control technology -- Flight Control Analysis Program for flexible aircraft
[TECHNOLOGY PAPER 75-1059]
Air safety - The view from the cockpit
Why the F-16 selection criteria
Technology, efficiency, and future transport aircraft
Design of turbojet engines - Panorama of technological problems
Facets of the future fighter spectrum. II
Rockwell International's B-1 bomber at a critical point
Keeping the rotors turning - Progress in the powerplant field -- helicopters
Powering the vertical-risers - Jet VTOL concepts reviewed
Aerospatiale's Dauphin - Profiting from Gazelle developments -- for helicopter design
Materials technology
Powerplants for wide-bodied aircraft - What we bought and what we got
[TECHNOLOGY PAPER 75-1204]
The case for the wide-bodied airship
Motorcraft technology 1985-1990 - A technology assessment and review of engineering developments in the design of rotocraft and its effect on the weight engineering discipline
[SAE PAPER 1055]
Engine/airframe compatibility studies for supersonic cruise aircraft
[NASA-CP-137629]
Technology assessment of portable energy RDT and F, phase I
[NASA-CP-137651]
Analysis of technology requirements and potential demand for general aviation avionics systems in the 1980's -- technology assessment and technological forecasting of the aircraft industry
[NASA-CP-137629]
Engine systems technology
Propulsion systems technology
Supersonic propulsion
Hypersonic propulsion -- scramjet technology
Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 1, volume 1 -- structural design criteria/technology assessment
[NASA-CP-137691-VOL-1]
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
The transition from effective aircraft engine control to effective industrial engine control
[SAE PAPER 740848]
Tests of laser metal removal for future flexible rotor balancing in engines
[SAE PAPER 750170]
Applicability of Randomdec technique to flight simulator for advanced aircraft
[NASA-CR-137609]
On an airplane in outer space -- technology transfer between aircraft design and spacecraft design
[NASA-TT-F-16423]
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
Laminated metallic structure - Advanced applications
Development and use of types of construction employing fiber-reinforced materials -- German book on aircraft materials
[DLRS PAPER 74-117]
Practical applications of acoustic emission -- for pressure vessels, aircraft structures and solid propellants
The use of digital computers in air traffic control
Effect of present technology on airship capabilities
[SAE PAPER 750606]
Potential contribution of high strength, high modulus aramid fibers to the commercial feasibility of lighter than air craft
[TECHNOLOGY PAPER 75-25992]
Military applications of rigid airships -- aerial surveillance and cargo transport
'SLOTS' of LTA applications -- Logistics Over The Shore operations
Remote piloted LTA vehicle for surveillance
Lora-S compared with other navigation aids in meeting future Canadian needs
Short haul transportation - The helicopter's time is now
[SAE PAPER 750598]
Composite materials. Volume 3 - Engineering applications of composites. Volume 4 - Metallic matrix composites. Volume 8 - Structural design and analysis, Part 2 -- Book
[SAE PAPER 75-44676]
Payoffs from active controls technology applications - Transport aircraft applications emphasizing vehicle range, size and increased payload
[SAE PAPER 1042]
Semilars: An effective method for disseminating advanced experience
[AD-400065]
Advanced manufacturing methods and their economic implications: Some pilot papers on powder metallurgy and joining
[AGABD-9-227]
Powder metallurgy production processes
[AD-400280]
Production of superalloys from powders
[AD-400180]
Analysis of technology requirements and potential demand for general aviation avionics systems in the 1980's -- technology assessment and technological forecasting of the aircraft industry
[NASA-CR-137629]
Application of active controls technology to the NASA Jet Star airplane
[NASA-CR-2561]
Application of active controls technology to aircraft ride soothing systems
[TECHNOLOGY TRADEMARK]
Teflon (TRADEMARK)
Wear characteristics of woven Teflon fabric bearings
[SAE PAPER 74-WA/198-2]
TELECOMMUNICATION NT AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION
Determination of unsteady temperature fields in the turbine disk of a short-acting turbopump unit p0291 A75-29802
Thermal deformation vector for a bilinear temperature distribution in an anisotropic quadrilateral membrane element --- aircraft structure model p0292 A75-29953
Analysis of the effects on life of leading-edge holes in an airfoil subjected to arbitrary spanwise and chordwise temperature distributions --- structural analysis [NASA-TM-X-3257] p0417 A75-27421
Aircraft investigations of the microstructure of the temperature fields in the troposphere and stratosphere [NASA-TM-X-23580-(5828.4P)] p0448 A75-28505

TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
Consideration of materials for aircraft brakes p0052 A75-16245
Core engine noise due to temperature fluctuations connecting through turbine blade rows [AIAA PAPER 75-528] p0209 A75-25791
The influence of temperature on shock-free supersonic jet noise p0208 A75-31086
Jet-induced thermal effects for VVL aircraft [ASME PAPER 75-GT-96] p0340 A75-34638
Exhaust plane temperature effects on nozzle afterbody performance over the transonic Mach number range p0357 A75-23504

TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
Heat transfer on curved surfaces p0152 A75-22094

TEMPERATURE INDICATORS
U INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
U TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
Flight measurements as part of the testing of electric deicing equipment for helicopter rotor blades p0149 A75-21035
Fricion and temperature rise in aircraft p0057 A75-11929

TEMPERATURE OF AIR
Temperature measurement for advanced gas turbine controls p0365 A75-23597

TEMPERATURE PROFILES
An analytical model for predicting exit temperature profile from gas turbine engine annular combustors [AIAA PAPER 75-1307] p0507 A75-45689

TEMPERATURE SENSORS
Heat transfer coefficients of gas turbine flow passage elements under rotating conditions p0152 A75-22105

Tennessee
Delta Air Lines Incorporated, McDonnell Douglas
DC-9-32, N3323L, Chattanooga Municipal Airport, Chattanooga, Tennessee [PB-238179/0] p0281 A75-20278

TENSILE STRESSES
Characterization of 8-mil boron/aluminum material --- tensile, shear and fatigue tests p0432 A75-40963
Shear and tension-bending fatigue test methods for threaded airframe fasteners [CON-75-10417/4] p0448 A75-28444

TENSILE TESTS
Fracture mechanics' impact on specifications and supply --- test methods for aircraft aluminum alloys p0190 A75-24004
A new biaxial tensile testing machine p0190 A75-24068
DIRECTIONAL FORMATION OF AIRFOIL SUPERALLOYS BY EDGE-DEFINED, FILM-FED GROWTH --- INCLUDING TENSILE TESTS [NASA-CR-136088] p0377 A75-24967
**TELEMETERS**

Train-gauge technique for the experimental determination of displacements of aircraft structural elements

**TERMINAL BALLISTICS**

Experiential hydraulic ram studies (FY 74)

Ballistically tolerant blade investigation

**TERMINAL FACILITIES**

Multisensor utilization for air traffic control in the terminal area

**TEST PILOTS**

YF-16: A rare opportunity flight test program

**TEST RANGES**

B-52G/H Protective Systems Test Range (PSTB/)

**TEST BEDS**

U-2 Test Equipment

**TEST CHAMBERS**

NT Anechoic Chambers

**TEST EQUIPMENT**

Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS)/

Integrated needs for development

**TEST FACILITIES**

NT Anechoic Chambers

**TEST RANGES**

NT Wind Tunnels

**SUBJECT INDEX**

Terrain Following Evaluation Simulation --- B-1 aircraft avionics

Development of automatic terrain-following/automatic terrain-avoidance decoupling techniques

An analytical model for the control of low flying aircraft and vehicles by visual cues

LIDAR: Air defense surface protection capability in Swedish terrain

The application of lasers to the problem of low level flight obstacle avoidance and terrain following

An optical radar system for obstacle avoidance and terrain following --- for helicopters

**TEST BEDS**

U-2 Test Equipment

**TEST CHAMBERS**

NT Anechoic Chambers

**TEST EQUIPMENT**

Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS)/

Integrated needs for development

**TEST FACILITIES**

NT Anechoic Chambers

**TEST RANGES**

NT Wind Tunnels

**SUBJECT INDEX**

Terrain Following Evaluation Simulation --- B-1 aircraft avionics

Development of automatic terrain-following/automatic terrain-avoidance decoupling techniques

An analytical model for the control of low flying aircraft and vehicles by visual cues

LIDAR: Air defense surface protection capability in Swedish terrain

The application of lasers to the problem of low level flight obstacle avoidance and terrain following

An optical radar system for obstacle avoidance and terrain following --- for helicopters

**TEST BEDS**

U-2 Test Equipment

**TEST CHAMBERS**

NT Anechoic Chambers

**TEST EQUIPMENT**

Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS)/

Integrated needs for development

**TEST FACILITIES**

NT Anechoic Chambers

**TEST RANGES**

NT Wind Tunnels


**SUBJECT INDEX**

**TEST STANDS**
Automated test facility for aircraft hydraulic pumps and motors p0323 A75-32397

**TEST VEHICLES**
NT Flight Test Vehicles

**TESTERS**
U Test Equipment

**TESTING MACHINES**
U Test Equipment

**TETHERED BALLOONS**
A practical concept for powered or tethered weight-lifting LTA vehicles p0217 A75-26022

**THKODOLITES**
A revolutionary and operational tethered aerostat system illustrating new LTA technology p0217 A75-26023

**Tethered Structure**
Technology update - Tethered aerostat structural design and material developments p0217 A75-26024

**TETHERLINES**
Analysis of unmanned, tethered, rotary-wind platforms [AD-785581] p0055 A75-11903

**TP-30 ENGINE**
Real-time simulation of the TP30-P-3 turbofan engine using a hybrid computer [NASA-TM-X-106] p0032 A75-10095

**Experimental Investigation of a Simple Distortion Index Utilizing Steady-State and Dynamic Distortions in a Mach 2.5 Mixed-Compression Inlet and Turbofan Engine**

**Design of a Very-Low-Bleed Mach 2.5 Mixed-Compression Inlet with 45 Percent Internal Contraction**

**Digital Implementation of the TP30-P-3 Turbofan Engine Control**

**TPR AIRCRAFT**
U F-111 Aircraft

**TPRERATER**

**TRIADIC**
NT HECERGCAL THEORBCBS

**NT SIMILARITY THEOREM**

**THEORETICAL PHYSICS**

**NT NEWTON THEORY**

**THERMAL ABSORPTION**

**NT SOLAR CAP ABSORPTION**

**THERMAL BOUNDARY LAYER**

**EM Window Thermal Barriers -- on Supersonic Aircraft**

**Unsteady Boundary Layers over Rotating Blades**

**THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY**

**Determination of Cooling Energy and Air Flow Rate to Cool Turbine Case**

**Some Aspects of Studying the Heat Conditions of Flight Vehicles in the Design and Testing Phase**

**THERMAL CONTROL COATINGs**

**Heat and Mass Transfer in the Flow of a High-Enthalpy Gas in the Air-Gas Flow Area of Aircraft and Rocket Engines**

**Heat and Mass Transfer During High-Enthalpy Gas Flow in Aircraft and Rocket Engine Flow Passages**

**THERMAL CONVECTION**

**0 Free Convection**

**THERMAL CYCLING TESTS**

**High Gas Velocity Burner Tests on Silicon Carbide and Silicon Nitride at 1200 C**

**Beam in Fatigue Testing - The Effect of Flight-by-Flight Thermal and Random Load Histories on Composite Bonded Joints -- Boron-Epoxy-Titanium**

**Thermal Fatigue of Coated Superalloys**

**THERMAL DECOMPOSITION**

**0 Pyrolysis**

**THERMAL EFFECTS**

**0 Temperature Effects**

**THERMAL EFFICIENCY**

**0 THERMODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY**

**THERMAL FATIGUE**

**Low Cycle High Temperature Fatigue -- 12 Aircraft Jet Engines: Conference Proceedings**

**Precision in LCHTF Testing -- of Aircraft Jet Engines**

**The Effect of Cycle Parameters on High Temperature Low Cycle Fatigue -- 12 Aircraft Jet Engines**

**Lifetime Prediction Methods for Elevated Temperature Fatigue -- in Aircraft Jet Engines**

**Design Procedures for Elevated Temperature Low Cycle Fatigue -- as Applied to Aircraft Jet Engines**

**THERMAL INSULATION**

**Development of a Thermal Aeronautical Aircraft Insulation Material**

**Multi-Stage Film Cooling of Supersonic Aircraft Using Air as a Coolant**


**THERMAL MAPPING**

**Problems in the Integration of Infrared Line Scanners in High-Performance Aircraft**

**Passive Infrared Imaging Systems**

**THERMAL POLLUTION**

**Response of a Light Aircraft to a Thermal Exhaust Plume**

**THERMAL PROPERTIES**

**0 THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES**

**THERMAL PROTECTION**

**EM Window Thermal Barriers - on Supersonic Aircraft**

**THERMAL RESISTANCE**

**Polyimide Materials Development for High Temperature, Broadband Radar Applications**

**Oxide Dispersion Strengthened Alloys for Aircraft Turbo Engine Vanes**

**Investigation of the Structure and Properties of Niobium in Vacuum and in High-Velocity Air Streams**

**The Production of High-Temperature, High-Strength Nitrogen Ceramics**

**Processable High Temperature Resistant Polymer Matrix Materials**

**THERMAL SHIELDING**

**U Heat Shielding**

**THERMAL STABILITY**

**Type IV Class 1 & 2 Commercial Airplane Hydraulic Fluids**

**Laboratory Evaluation of the Stability of High-Purity Jet Fuels of the T-8 Type and the Effectiveness of Antioxidants**

**Processable High Temperature Resistant Polymer Matrix Materials**

**PEF Polymides - Processable High Temperature Composite Matrix Resins**

**Aircraft Turbo Engine Fuel Corrosion Inhibitors and Their Effects on Fuel Properties**

**Jet Fuel Thermal Stability Improvements Through Fuel Processing**

**THERMAL STRESSES**

**Applications of Similarity Laws in the Case of**

**A-323**
THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Turbomachines
- Experimental analysis of wing boxes subjected to heating
- Determination of unsteady temperature fields in the turbine disk of a short-acting turbopump unit
- Thermal deformation vector for a bilinear temperature distribution in an anisotropic quadrilateral membrane element --- aircraft structure model
- Experimental and theoretical determination of thermal stress and heat transfer for a turbine blade, using high-temperature thin film thermocouples
- Thermostructural and material considerations in the design of the F-18 aircraft transparencies
- An improved method for optimum design of mechanically and thermally loaded structures --- aircraft structures

THERMOCOUPLES
- Experimental and theoretical determination of thermal stress and heat transfer for a turbine blade, using high-temperature thin film thermocouples

THERMODYNAMIC CYCLES
- NT PARKING CYCLE
  - New engine cycles - Opportunity for creativity --- multimission SST and STOL design
  - On the future of jet propulsion in subsonic transport aviation
  - Part load specific fuel consumption of gas turbines
  - Analysis of the characteristics of a ducted-fan engine with a small-size gas-turbine engine in the outer duct
  - Influence of twisting the main flow on the efficiency of film heating with axially symmetric flow around a cylinder
  - Analysis of characteristics of bypass turbojet engines with small gas turbine engines in the outer flow
  - Quarterly bulletin of the Division of Mechanical Engineering and the National Aeronautical Establishment, 1 October - 31 December 1974 (DME/NAE-1974(4))

THERMODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY
- Thermodynamics of multistage air-cooled gas turbine
  - Part load specific fuel consumption of gas turbines
  - Analysis of the characteristics of a ducted-fan engine with a small-size gas-turbine engine in the outer duct
  - Influence of twisting the main flow on the efficiency of film heating with axially symmetric flow around a cylinder
  - Analysis of characteristics of bypass turbojet engines with small gas turbine engines in the outer flow
  - Quarterly bulletin of the Division of Mechanical Engineering and the National Aeronautical Establishment, 1 October - 31 December 1974 (DME/NAE-1974(4))

THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
- NT ENTHALPY
  - NT ENTHROPSY
  - NT THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
  - NT THERMAL STABILITY
  - NT THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES
    - Kerosene type aviation turbine fuel properties survey
    - [AD-786452]
    - [NASA-CR-137713]
  - NT THERMOELECTRICITY
    - NT AEROTHERMODYNAMICS
      - NT THERMODYNAMICS
        - NT AEROTHERMODYNAMICS
          - THERMOGRAINS
          - THERMOMETERS

THERMOSTATS
- Observing cold-night temperatures of agricultural landscapes with an airplane-mounted radiation thermometer

A-324
Entropy layer in the problem of hypersonic flow about thin blunt bodies that are nearly two-dimensional

Two-dimensional bodies

Hodograph method for asymmetric transonic gas flows

Thin films

Thin permeable membranes for inert gas generation -- for aircraft fuel tanks

Survey of thin film fluorescent screen material -- for marking aircraft

Feasibility of adapting a thin film permeable membrane to jet transport fuel tank inserting system

Thin-layer chromatography

Application of thin-layer chromatography for determining the wear resistance of additives contained in petroleum-based aviation oils

Thermal Plates

Influence of subsonic potential flow on the backing of thin panels under edge compression

Experiments on supersonic boundary-layer flows with leading-edge vortex separation. Part 2: Numerical description document

Thermal walls

A Laval nozzle design which realizes the zero-moment state

Analysis of three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers in a curved duct

Vibration of non-uniform thin-walled beams of arbitrary shape

Applicability of the cross section shape invariance hypothesis in strength calculations of thin-walled aircraft structures

Structural mechanics of skewed thin wall systems

Optimum design of thin-walled structures

Some questions in the calculation of the strength of thin-walled aircraft structures through the application of mechanized computer techniques on the basis of the finite element method

Vibration of thin-walled beams of open section

Estimation of the strength and mass of thin-walled structures -- Russian book

Fabrication of one-piece-forged thin-walled parts having variable cross section -- Russian book

Thin wings

NT infinite span wings

Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a system of rectangular wings moving near a screening surface

Lifting-surface theory for a semi-infinite wing in oblique gust

Profile of wing with rotating flap in shearing flow

Separated flow in the neighborhood of the trailing edge of a three-dimensional thin wing

Graphical-analytic method for determining the absolute optimum shape of the thin delta wing in supersonic flow

Three-dimensional composites

Static computation of a wing model made of carbon fiber reinforced plastic/beam-torsion box/ with the aid of the method of finite elements and a comparison with experimental values

Mathematical programming in wing theory

A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings with leading-edge vortex separation

Calculation of the separated flow at a thin-section wing of finite span

Optimization method for a generalized class of functional of two variables, and its application to problems involving the determination of the shape of three-dimensional bodies with optimal aerodynamic characteristics

Laminar separation at a trailing edge

Approximate method for calculating the aerodynamic characteristics of semicircular wings with a constant sweep span

Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a rectangular wing with end washers near a screen

Numerical solution for unsteady sonic flow over thin wings

Numerical solution for unsteady sonic flow over wings with leading-edge vortex separation. Part 1: Engineering document

A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings with leading-edge vortex separation. Part 2: Program description document

Numerical solution for unsteady sonic flow over wings

Rigid distribution on threads of titanium tension nuts and steel bolts

Three-dimensional boundary layers

Three-dimensional laminar boundary layers in crosswise pressure gradients -- on flat plate in curved duct

Calculation of a three-dimensional laminar boundary layer in the case of bodies of revolution at incidence with separation

Experimental and theoretical analysis of three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers in a curved supersonic channel

Calculation of heat transfer at the lines of flow of a three-dimensional boundary layer in a nonuniform external flow

Experiments on supersonic boundary-layer separation in three dimensions
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[NASA-CR-13843] p0119 N75-13823

Subsonic and transonic hinge moment and wing bending/torsion characteristics of .015 scale space shuttle models 49-0 and 67-75 in the Rockwell International transonic wind tunnel (IAD70), volume 3

[NASA-CR-13843] p0119 N75-13824

Aerodynamics of air cushion craft, chapter 6, second edition

[AD-786600] p0123 N75-13859

Subsonic lift-dependent drag due to boundary layer of plane, symmetrical section wings

[PS69-46032] p0128 N75-14712

Aerodynamic damping and oscillatory stability of a model of a proposed HL-10 vehicle in pitch at Mach numbers of 0.20 to 2.86 and in yaw at Mach numbers of 0.20 to 1.20

[NASA-TM-X-72619] p0129 N75-14713

Investigation of the Kline-Pogorelov airfoil section for rotor blade applications

[NASA-CR-14828] p0129 N75-14714

Fast response vane for sensing flow pattern in helicopter rotor environment -- wind tunnel tests of modified helicopter rotary wing

[NASA-CR-135245] p0130 N75-14721

Experimental and theoretical low speed aerodynamic characteristics of the NASA 65 sub 1-213, alpha equals 0.50, airfoil

[NASA-TM-X-1360] p0161 N75-15606

Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of forward-located spoilers and trailing splines as trailing-vortex hazard-abatement devices on an aspect-ratio-8 wing model

[NASA-TM-X-1366] p0161 N75-15608

Aerodynamic design of airfoil sections

[NASA-TP-1611] p0161 N75-15610

Experimental testing of unsteady three-dimensional lifting surface theories for incompressible flow

[NASA-TP-16200] p0161 N75-15613

Wind tunnel investigations on an airplane model with variable sweepback in the incompressible region. Part 2: Presentation of the evaluated force measurements

[AD-274-77] p0170 N75-15617

Measurements of V/STOL aircraft noise mechanisms using pressure cross-correlation techniques in a reverberant wind tunnel

[NASA-CR-137627] p0174 N75-15647

Analysis of flight and tunnel tests on the Fairley Delta 2 research aircraft

[ARC-8/4-3739] p0175 N75-16553

Wind tunnel investigation of aerodynamic loads on a large-scale externally blown flap model and comparison with theory

[NASA-TM-75-17298] p0175 N75-17294

Theoretical and experimental study on the ejector augmented jet flap

[NASA-CR-136794] p0175 N75-17296

Wind tunnel investigations on an airplane model with variable sweepback in the incompressible region. Part 1: Comparison of the most important experimental parameters and their influence on the aerodynamic coefficients

[IPD-4/3-PT-1] p0175 N75-17298

Low-speed wind-tunnel tests on the lift-dependent drag of delta wings with conical casing

[AGARD-CP-1293] p0175 N75-17306

Low-speed wind-tunnel test of jet flaps and floating wingtip ailerons on a fighter wing

[AD-A0000809] p0175 N75-17313

Turbulent wake behind slender bodies including self-propelled configurations

[AD-A0000104] p0175 N75-17319

Surface effect takeoff and landing system (SETOLS)

[AD-A0000101] p0175 N75-17345

Transonic wind tunnel tests on two blunt trailing edge airfoils

[ASDA-SA-808-351] p0175 N75-18175

Static and wind tunnel model tests for the development of externally blown flap noise reduction techniques

[NASA-CR-134675] p0175 N75-18177

Low-speed wind-tunnel tests of a 1/10-scale model of a blended wing body advanced transport --- aerodynamic control and stability

[NASA-TM-X-72671] p0170 N75-19228

Characterization of the A3 37 aircraft: Comparison of the results of wind tunnel and flight tests --- noting elasticity correction for wind tunnel model

[AD-A000101] p0175 N75-19261

Wind tunnel investigation of helicopter rotor wake effects on three helicopter fuselage models


Exploratory wind tunnel tests of a shock-swallowing air data sensor on a Mach number of approximately 1.83

[NASA-TM-X-56030] p0228 N75-20329

Shake test of rotor test apparatus in the 40-by-80-foot wind tunnel

[NASA-TM-X-62418] p0228 N75-20350

Wind tunnel investigation of helicopter-rotor wake effects on three helicopter fuselage models


High Reynolds number test of a NASA 651-213, a equals 0.5 airfoil at transonic speeds

[NASA-CR-2499] p0309 N75-21251

Prediction and analysis of the low speed stall characteristics of the Boeing 747

[NASA-CR-136794] p0315 N75-22283

Isolating nozzle afterbody interaction parameters and size effects: A new approach --- flight and wind tunnel tests with A 7 aircraft

[NASA-CR-136794] p0357 N75-23503

Reynolds number effects on boattail drag of exhaust nozzles from wind tunnel and flight tests

[NASA-CR-136794] p0357 N75-23506

Airframe: Engine interaction for engine configurations mounted above the wing. Part 2: Engine jet simulation problems in wind tunnel tests


Correlation of low speed wind tunnel and flight test data for V/STOL aircraft


Wind tunnel measurements of forward speed effects on jet noise from suppressor nozzles and comparison with flight test data


Transonic wind tunnel investigation of thrust effects on the longitudinal stability characteristics of several body-fuselage configurations (wing-rooted model with normal-jet plume simulator)

[AD-A000152] p0444 N75-28042

Icing tunnel test: Hot-film anemometer

[AD-A000084] p0448 N75-28044

SUBJECT INDEX

A-362
Full-scale aerodynamic and engine testing of the APF Sydeel Mk 6 RP7
[AD-A0062683] p0457 A75-29099
Summary of model VDI lift fan tests conducted at NASA Lewis Research Center
Wind tunnel investigations of model target thrust reversers for the Pratt and Whitney aircraft Y980-100 series engines installed on a 727-200 airplane
[NASA-CR-137586] p0459 A75-29117
Experimentally determined aerodynamic performance and control of several sonic inlets
[NASA-TM-X-771767] p0461 A75-29353
Wind tunnel flight data correlation for the Boeing 737-100 transport airplane
[NASA-TM-X-772115] p0495 A75-31051
Wind tunnel investigation of a large-scale upper surface blow-flap model having four engines
[NASA-TM-X-62469] p0521 A75-32016
Wind tunnel investigation of control configured vehicle systems
p0526 A75-32100
Wind tunnel test of a flutter suppressor on a straight wing
p0526 A75-32102
WIND TUNNEL WALLS
Researches on the two-dimensional cascade. I - On the performance of flat-plate cascade
Calculation of flow past multi-component airfoils in perforated wind tunnel
[IAIA PAPER 75-81] p0067 A75-18295
Development of minimum correction wind tunnels
[IAIA PAPER 75-144] p0101 A75-18342
WIND TUNNELS
NT BLOWDOWN WIND TUNNELS
NT CASCADE WIND TUNNELS
NT CORRECTION WIND TUNNELS
NT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
NT LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS
NT RECTANGULAR WIND TUNNELS
NT SLOTTED WIND TUNNELS
NT SLIDING WIND TUNNELS
NT SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
NT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Development of a superconductor magnetic suspension and balance prototype facility for studying the feasibility of applying this technique to large scale aerodynamic testing
[NASA-CR-14268] p0126 A75-13886
AGARD highlights, March 1974
[AGARD-HIGHLIGHTS-74/1] p0128 A75-14710
Analytical comparison of hypersonic flight and wind tunnel viscous/inviscid flow fields
[NASA-CR-24889] p0276 A75-19586
Wind tunnel generation of sinusoidal lateral and longitudinal gusts by circulation of twin parallel airfoils
[NASA-CR-137547] p0461 A75-29351
WIND VAINS
Fast response vanes for sensing flow patterns in helicopter rotor environment - wind tunnel tests of modified helicopter rotary wing
[NASA-CR-132545] p0130 A75-14721
WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
The POF wind tunnel - Field Observing Facility anemometer calibrations
[NASA-CR-132545] p0130 A75-14721
Surface wind speed range as a function of time interval and mean wind speed
[PO135 A75-24035] p0346 A75-35413
Device for determining the location of the maximum climb rate of an ascending air current - for glider flight applications
[NASA-CR-137547] p0461 A75-29351
Wind modeling and lateral control for automatic landing
[IAIA PAPER 75-1077] p0415 A75-41643
WINDING
NT PIVOTED WINDING
WINDMILLING
U AUTOTORNATION
WINDSHIELDS
State of radar technology - 1974; Proceedings of the Twelfth Symposium on Electromagnetic Windows, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Ga., June 12-14, 1974
p0008 A75-10851
Investigation of a free-vortex aerodynamic window --- for lasers
[IAIA PAPER 75-122] p0100 A75-18326
WINDSHIELDS (APERTURES)
Window-pane design and strength problems for modern aircraft
p0289 A75-29348
Performance of a sliding window detector in a high-interference air traffic environment
p0391 A75-37136
WINDPOWERED GENERATORS
A wind energy conversion system based on the tracked-vehicle airfoil concept
p0006 A75-10518
WINDS ALOFT
NT GOSTROPHIC WIND
WINDSOCSHRENS
U WINDSHIELDS
WINDSOCHRENS
Window-pane design and strength problems for modern aircraft
p0289 A75-29348
Proposed windshield for F-1 aircraft: An optical evaluation
[AD-A001076] p0226 A75-17350
Development of scratch and spall resistant windshields
[AD-A002513] p0283 A75-20300
Measurement of the focal distance of the windshield of a NF-5 aircraft
[pfpd-74-0-5] p0532 A75-33044
WING CARBONE
Warping of delta wings for minimum drag
p0047 A75-14477
A theory for the calculation of conical paragliders with weak camber in supersonic flow --- German book
p0420 A75-39224
Theoretical prediction of thick wing and pylon-fuselage-fanpod-nacelle aerodynamic characteristics at subcritical speeds. Part 1: Theory and results
[NASA-CR-137578] p0058 A75-11935
Theoretical prediction of thick wing and pylon-fuselage-fanpod-nacelle aerodynamic characteristics at subcritical speeds. Part 2: Computer program description
[NASA-CR-137579] p0058 A75-11936
WING FLAPS
NT LEADING EDGE SLOTS
NT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
Loadings and flight limitations of the sailplane having the speed flap. I
[AD-A002614] p0007 A75-10721
The externally-blown jet flap - A powered-lift concept for STOL
[p0005 A75-11085]
Roll-up of aircraft trailing vortices using artificial viscosity
[AD-A002313] p0009 A75-12620
An estimation of aerodynamic forces on wing-flap systems in a slipstream
[AD-A002313] p0009 A75-12620
Experimental investigation of ejectors with a view toward the mechanization of wings with BLC
[p0501 A75-15836]
Acoustic investigation of a hybrid propulsive lift system
[AGARD-PAPER 74-WA-8/983-3] p0709 A75-16807
Profile of wing with rotating flap in shearing flow
[ FPPO-74-A-05] p0084 A75-37136
The effect of deflecting flaps on strike/fighter aircraft wing design
[AGARD-HIGHLIGHTS-74/1] p0146 A75-20670
Experimental study of ejectors for use in mechanizing BLC wing
[AGARD-PAPER 74-WA-8/983-3] p0709 A75-16807
Fluctuating pressures on aircraft wing and flap surfaces associated with powered-lift systems
[IAIA PAPER 75-472] p0205 A75-25747
Effect of forward speed on jet wing/flap interaction noise
[IAIA PAPER 75-472] p0205 A75-25747
The jet flap wing in proximity to the ground, giving particular attention to large angles of attack and large jet-flap angles --- German book
WING FLOW METHOD TESTS

A calculation method for the two dimensional turbulent flow over a slotted flap [AIAA PAPER 75-1174]

Determination of load factors for the impact of a flight vehicle on a spherical shell [AIAA PAPER 75-1171]

WING FLOW METHOD TESTS

Conversion factor for profile drag increment for part-span flaps [ZSUU-FLAP-02.01.07]

Effectiveness of spoilers on the GA(W)-1 airfoil with a high performance Fowler flap [NASA-CR-2556]

Radiated noise from an externally blown flap [NASA-TM-D-7908]

Simplified lifting-surface theory for flaps on wings of low and moderate aspect ratios [NASA-TM-D-8060]

Correlation for estimating vortex rotational velocity downstream dependence

Applied aerodynamics --- a Russian book on experimental methods, measurement and calculation techniques [NASA-CR-2554]

Comparison of wind tunnel test results at free stream Mach 0.7 with results from the Boeing 727-230 subsonic flow method --- wing flow method tests [NASA-CR-2554]

WING LOADING

Some remarks on the solution of the lifting line equation

Static aeroelasticity and the flying wing, revisited

Stress diffusion of Arawa wing in region of strut

Some problems of the canard system. I

Characteristics of pressure fluctuations during distributed suction of a turbulent boundary layer

Experimental analysis of wing boxes subjected to heating

Some recent developments in predicting unsteady loadings caused by control surface motions

Approximate solution to the wing theory equation by the Bubnov-Galerkin method

Determination of load factors for the impact of a profile against the surface of a liquid

Characteristics of pressure fluctuations in distributed suction of a turbulent boundary layer

The 'definition' of the motorsegler

Influence of fuselage flexibility on the stress-strain state of the wing

Approximate solution of maximum induced drag of wings with given structural weight

Maximal and mean values of the hydrodynamic characteristics of a wing moving above an uneven surface

A three-dimensional solution of flows over wings with leading-edge vortex separation [AIAA PAPER 75-866]

Experimental study of the effect of span loading on aircraft wakes [AIAA PAPER 75-865]

Interaction of jets of GE CF6-50 reactors with the wing cells of the airbus during cruise - Wind-tunnel simulation

Composite box beam optimization program

Impact of a flight vehicle on a spherical shell --- German book

The C-5A active load alleviation system [AIAA PAPER 75-991]

Divergence elimination with advanced composites --- for swept forward airfoils [AIAA PAPER 75-1009]

Aerodynamic analysis of different flight attitudes of conventional aircraft. IV

A basic three-dimensional wing/jet interaction experiment

Effects of air breathing engine plume on orbiter subsonic wing pressure distribution (OA578), volume 1

Calculation of the twist distribution of wings designed for cruise at transonic speeds

Asymmetric wing loads on a Canberra aircraft during flight in turbulence [ARC-CP-1270]

Compatibility of take-off and landing with mission and manoeuvre performance requirements for fighter aircraft

Experimental study of the effect on span loading on aircraft wakes

On the application of subsonic linearized wing theory to second-order forces and moments

General principles and mathematical models

Edge forces and roll-rate derivatives

A lifting surface theory method for treating swept or slender wings in attached subsonic flow

Measurement of wing and tailplane loads on the model of the European Airbus A 300 B --- using strain gap balances

Wind tunnel test of a flutter suppressor on a straight wing

WING OSCILLATIONS

Measurement of pitching moment on an oscillating rectangular wing at transonic speeds using the resonance method

Flutter of wings equipped with engines in pod

Calculations of transonic flow over an oscillating airfoil

Further developments in the prediction of oscillatory aerodynamics in mixed transonic flow

Nonlinearities in analyses of unsteady flow around oscillating wings

Dynamic stall analysis in light of recent numerical and experimental results

Finite element flutter analysis of multi-web wing structures

Fundamental frequency of a square panel with multiple point supports on edges

Cavitating flow past a vibrating thin-section wing

Capillary flow past a vibrating thin-section wing

Nonlinear problem of the unsteady flow past an oscillating airfoil

Allowance for the elastic deformation of the wing in its own plane in the calculation of the aerodynamic vibrations of an aircraft with a small-aspect-ratio wing

Effect of thickness in the calculation of the aerodynamic forces generated on an oscillating wing

Drag effects on wing flutter

Oscillatory supersonic lifting surface theory using a finite element doublet representation

A perturbation method for transonic flows about oscillating airfoils

A three-dimensional wing/jet interaction experiment

Distributed suction of a turbulent boundary layer

Wing loading on aircraft wakes

Effect of thickness in the calculation of the aerodynamic forces generated on an oscillating wing

Distributed suction of a turbulent boundary layer
Flutter of a wing with nonlinear elastic characteristic
Measurements on an isolated wing, using an aeroelastic model
'Snap-through' vibrations of the expense of --- wing or tail assembly flutter analysis
Aileron flutter in plastic sailplanes
Lifting-line theory for an unsteady wing on a singular perturbation problem
Lifting-surface theory applied to fixed wings and propellers
Investigation of Northrop P-5A wing buffet intensity in transonic flight
Application of the polar coordinate method to oscillating wing configurations
Auxiliary functions of the theory for oscillating lifting surface of high aspect ratio for Mach numbers between 0 and 1. Part 1: Analytical representation
Asymmetric wing loads on a Canberra aircraft during flight in turbulence
A method for predicting unsteady aerodynamic forces on oscillating wings with thickness in transonic flow near Mach numbers between 0 and 1. Part 1: Two-dimensional theory. Part 2: Rectangular wings
Calculations of generalised airforces on two parallel lifting surfaces oscillating harmonically in subsonic flow
Aircraft dynamic response associated with fluctuating flow fields
Pre-stall behavior of combat aircraft
Specialists meeting on wing-with-stores flutter
Calculation methods for the flutter of aircraft wings and external stores
Flutter of wings equipped with large engines in pod
Calculation of aerodynamic loads on oscillating wing/store combinations in subsonic flow
Analysis of measured aerodynamic loads on an oscillating wing/store combination in subsonic flow
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics for oscillating wings with thickness
Weight optimization under flutter constraint
Dynamic properties of wing panel made of composite materials
Holographic NDI of P-3 wings panel splices --- nondestructive inspection for stress corrosion cracking
Advanced panel-type influence coefficient methods applied to subsonic flows
RB welding team up with NOT techniques to improve production of Grammans's P-16 supersonic swing-wing fighter plane
Investigation into behavior of plates and shells on the basis of the integrodifferential equations of nonstationary aeroelasticity
Hyersonic wing test structure design, analysis, and fabrication
Evaluation of bead-stiffened metal panels --- for hyersonic aircraft and space systems design

[IAIA PAPER 75-815]
[4D-4008079] p0374 475-47479

Usually stiffened graphite/epoxy construction
Design and fabrication of an F-14 composite overwing fairing
Integrally stiffened graphite/epoxy construction
Effects of the air breathing engine plumes on SSV orbiter subsonic wing pressure distributions
Experimental measurements of skin friction on upper surface blow wing
Application of a gradient projection technique to minimum-weight design of lifting surfaces with aerelastic and static constraints
Design and fabrication of Boeing 41 advanced structural panels --- their performance under axial compression, shear, and bending loads
Theoretical and experimental research on the fatigue crack propagation in stiffened panels, an evaluation of the Paris theory
Design and fabrication of composite wing panels containing a production splice

WING PANELS
NT ARROW WINGS
NT DELTA WINGS
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS
NT SKEWED FORWARD WINGS
NT SWEPTBACK WINGS
NT VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
The effect of initial values on wing form and the limiting curve of the wave drag coefficients of optimized symmetrical-thick delta wings in transonic flow
Theory for calculating a wing of small aspect ratio from a discrete-continuous calculation scheme: matrix differential equation of axial displacements/
Approximate method for calculating the aerodynamic characteristics of semicircular wings with a constant sweep span
Wing aeroelastic structural analysis applied to the study of fuel-conserving CTOL transports
Application of the nonlinear theory of a listing surface to the calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of a triangular wing moving close to the earth's surface
Investigation into the formation of wing-tip vortices
Subsonic roll-damping characteristics of a series of wings --- wind tunnel tests of various wing plannforms
Subsonic lift-dependent drag due to the trailing vortex wake for wings without caser or twist
Predicting the maximum lift of jet-flapped wings
The flow around a wing with an external flow jet flap
Thrust augmented wing sections in potential flow
Low-speed wind-tunnel tests on some slender airbus configurations
Dove wing fatigue test
Fatigue testing of DH 104 Dove centre section tension booms
Stall Flutter and nonlire divergence of a two-dimensional flat plate wing
Effect of wing plannorm and canard location and geometry on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a close-coupled canard wing

A-365
model at subsonic speeds

[ NASA-TM-D-7910] p0358 A75-23514

Divergence elimination with advanced composites - wing planforms - aircraft control

p0447 A75-28137

WING PROFILES

WT WING SPAN

The problem of three-dimensional lifting potential flow and its solution by means of surface singularity distribution

p0017 A75-12395

Some problems of the canard configuration. I

p0017 A75-12473

Kasprzyk's revelatory wing --- for gliders

p0017 A75-12474

Generation of aerodynamic profiles and establishing the calculation around a wing by deformation of the wing

p0018 A75-12638

Lifting-surface theory for a semi-infinite wing in oblique gust

p0051 A75-15952

Methods of estimating the wing buffeting characteristics of aircraft

p0052 A75-16257

Profile of wing with rotating flap in shearing flow

p0064 A75-17005

Thrust augmented wing sections in transition flight

[ AIAA PAPER 75-1169] p0102 A75-18376

Numerical calculation of linearized subsonic flows around wings

[ ONERA, TP NO. 1446] p0109 A75-18927

Transonic transport wings - oblique or swept

p0110 A75-18967

A graphical-analytical method of determining the optimal shape of uniformly thick delta wings in supersonic flow

p0154 A75-22310

Analytic construction of function for conformal transformation of exterior of circle onto exterior of arbitrary wing profile

p0186 A75-23794

Transonic wing design and its effects on flight performance

[ DGLR PAPER 74-97] p0192 A75-24144

Development and wind tunnel investigation of three supercritical airfoil profiles for transport aircraft

[ DGLR PAPER 74-100] p0192 A75-24147

The subsonic-supersonic analogy --- for flow around wing profiles

p0202 A75-25409

Carritating flow past a vibrating thin-section wing profile

p0248 A75-26895

Theory of transonic flow around a profile

p0257 A75-28651

Analytic determination of the aerodynamic characteristics of a wing profile in potential incompressible fluid flow

p0296 A75-30761

Fourier series solution of the 'vortex' method integral equation --- potential flow around wing profile

p0296 A75-30763

Motion of a spanwise semielliptical wing near the ground

p0300 A75-31801

Contribution to the asymptotic theory of a wing of average aspect ratio

p0300 A75-31807

A theoretical analysis for three dimensional ram wings in parallel walls

p0329 A75-33427

Supercritical wing sections II: A handbook --- numerical computations

p0345 A75-34975

Wand tunnel tests of a flutter suppressor on a straight wing

[ ONERA, TP NO. 1975-31] p0352 A75-35689

Flow about a conic wing and the optimal configuration of the wing at hypersonic velocities

p0379 A75-36999

Parabolic wing, resembling a wedge, in supersonic flow

p0380 A75-36215

Hypersonic flow past V-shaped conical wings

p0401 A75-38006

Effects of wing bend on the aerodynamic characteristics of a low aspect ratio oblique wing

[ AIAA PAPER 75-3905] p0423 A75-39507

Remarks on approximate conformal representation of biplane wing sections

p0428 A75-40405

Vortex method for calculating a wing profile of arbitrary shape

p0432 A75-40510

A numerical procedure in the hodograph plane for the study of transonic flow past wing profiles

p0466 A75-42200

A method for determining the force characteristics of an airfoil of finite span

p0467 A75-42313

Noise of model target type thrust reversers for engine-over-the-wing applications

[ NASA-TM-X-71621] p0039 A75-10948

Lifting surface for aircraft --- wing profiles

[ NASA-TT-F-16241] p0281 A75-20290

The prediction of boundary-layer behaviour and profile drag for infinite yawed wings. Part 1: A method of calculation

[ ARC-CP-1307-PT-1] p0453 A75-29046

The prediction of boundary-layer behaviour and profile drag for infinite yawed wings. Part 3: Calculations for a particular wing

[ ARC-CP-1307-PT-3] p0453 A75-29047

Approximate method for calculating transonic flow about lifting-wing-body configurations: Computer program and user's manual

[ NASA-TM-X-72758] p0485 A75-30099

WING SLATS

U LEADING EDGE SLATS

WING SLOTS

Analysis of separation control by means of tangential blowing

p0089 A75-17651

WING SPAN

A large-scale low-speed tunnel test of a canard configuration with spanwise blowing

p0423 A75-39506

Three dimensional boundary layer in a vicinity of the critical line of the sliding wing with nonuniform exit section

[ AD-A007194] p0315 A75-22293

Experimental study of the effect on span loading on aircraft wings

[ NASA-TM-X-62931] p0353 A75-23479

The effect of wing dihedral and section section distribution on vortex bursting


WING TIPS

Wind-tunnel tests and computer simulations of buoyant wing-tip vortices

p0349 A75-35422

Wing-Tip-Winglet propulsion for Aerocrane-type hybrid lift vehicles

[ AIAA PAPER 75-994] p0390 A75-37017

Results of full-scale vortex attenuation flight experiments

p0037 A75-10937

A passive wingtip load alleviation system

[ NASA-CR-146758] p0038 A75-10937

Investigation into the formation of wing-tip vortices

[ AD-J353271] p0069 A75-12909

Flight determination of the rudder power and directional stability of the Fairley Delta 2 aircraft using a wingtip parachute

[ ARC-CP-1298] p0274 A75-19267

Aerodynamic effects of vortex suppressors

[ AD-A003750] p0404 A75-25875

Effect of inlet ingestion of a wing tip vortex on compressor face flow and turbojet stall margins


WING-FUSELAGE STROKES

Program for establishing long-time flight service performance of composite materials in the center wing structure of C-130 aircraft. Phase 3: Fabrication

[ NASA-CR-132495] p0508 A75-11937

Prediction of the optimum location of a nacelle shaped body on the wing of a wing-body configuration by inviscid flow analysis

p0358 A75-23510

SUBJECT INDEX
Specialists Meeting on Wing-Store Flutter
[AGARD-CP-162]
Flutter of wings equipped with large engines in pod
AIAA Paper 75-28011
Calculation of aerodynamic loads on oscillating
wing/store combinations in subsonic flow
[AD-A002667]
Analysis of measured aerodynamic loads on an
oscillating wing/store combination in subsonic
flow
[IIBGS]
Wing with stores flutter on variable sweep wing
[AD-A002860]
A parametric study of wing store flutter
[AD-A002860]
Recent observations on external-store flutter
[AD-A002860]
Recent analysis methods for wing-store flutter
[AD-A002860]

WINGED VEHICLES
Wing-Tip-Winglet propulsion for aerocar-type
hybrid lift vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 75-944]

WINGS
NT ARROW WINGS
NT CARBONED WINGS
NT CAST WINGS
NT CRICKFORD WINGS
NT DELTA WINGS
NT FIXED WINGS
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS
NT LIFTING MACHINES
NT LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
NT OBLIQUE WINGS
NT PARAGLIDERS
NT RECTANGULAR WINGS
NT RIGID MACHINES
NT ROTARY WINGS
NT SLIDING WINGS
NT SUPERCRITICAL WINGS
NT SWEEP FORWARD WINGS
NT SWEEP WINGS
NT SWEEPBACK WINGS
NT TWIN WINGS
NT TILTING MACHINES
NT Twisted WINGS
NT UNCAMBERED WINGS
NT UNSHIFT WINGS
NT VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS

Comparison of the acoustic characteristics of
large-scale models of several propulsion-lift
concepts
[AIAA PAPER 74-10278]
Approximate solution of integral equations with a
singular operator --- for wing motion
[AD-A002859]
Supersonic flow past intersecting surfaces --- wings
[AD-A002861]
Sound welds in wing boxes insured by three
techniques
[AD-A002862]
Influence of sound upon separated flow over wings
[AD-A002863]
The range of validity in the case of two old
investigations. I - The origin of lift. II - Collision and gliding processes on the liquid
surface
[AD-A002864]
Mechanism of generating a normal force by a beat
of the wings
[AD-A002865]
Analytical design of a monolithic wing
[AD-A002866]
Fatigue and damage tolerance effects on
preliminary design wing weights
[AD-A002867]
Numerical methods for the design and analysis of
wings at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TN-D-7713]
Experimental and theoretical investigations on the
problems of propeller/wing interference up to
high angles of attack
[IIF-97-73]
On the calculation of non-linear aerodynamic
Characteristics and the near vortex wake
[AD-A002161]
Fatigue-crack growth behavior of C-5A wing control
points
[AD-A002553]
Viscous fluid flow on the rippled surface of the sliding wing
[AD-A009764] p0493 A75-30488

An investigation of the fatigue performance of three types of aircraft skin/spar boom fastening systems. Part I: Constant-amplitude fatigue tests
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[AD-A006108] p0064 875-11994

KIEFFER, K. P.

Instrumentation and control system for an F-15

[AD-A006108] p0064 875-11994

[AD-A006108] p0064 875-11994

[AD-A006108] p0064 875-11994

ZAGBRETSKI, B. D.

Turbine engine fuel control reliability test and evaluation

[AD-A006108] p0064 875-11994

[AD-A006108] p0064 875-11994

[AD-A006108] p0064 875-11994

SAKCHARCHENKO, P. P.

Determination of unsteady temperature fields in the turbine disk of a short-acting turbopump unit

[AD-A006108] p0064 875-11994

SARKHARHCHENKO, V. F.

Applied aerodynamics

[AD-A006108] p0064 875-11994

SARKHARHCHENKO, V. F.

Aircraft switching devices: Fabrication technology and installation

[AD-A006108] p0064 875-11994

SARKHARHCHENKO, V. F.

Study of heat transfer in turbine cascades at high gas flow velocities

[AD-A006108] p0064 875-11994

SARKHARHCHENKO, G. A.

Low-flow, low pressure curing resins

[AD-A006108] p0064 875-11994

SARKHARHCHENKO, G. A.

B-145
Typical Corporate Source Index Listing

**DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE.**

**ANALYTICAL MECHANICS ASSOCIATES, INC., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF.**

- A Kalman filter for the Stolana system
  
  [NASA-CR-137668] p0361 N75-23543

**ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY CENTER, INC., DALLAS, TEX.**

- Experimental testing of trapped vortex diffusers with large area ratio thrust augmentors
  
  [AD-A004602] p0405 N75-25085

**ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LABS., INC., WESTBROOK, ME.**

- Prezontization and preaxing to obtain low oxides of nitrogen in gas turbine combustors
  
  [NASA-CR-4295] p0228 N75-17362

- Multi-slot film cooling of supersonic aircraft using air as a coolant
  
  [AD-A02673] p0271 N75-19239

- An improved numerical procedure for the parametric optimization of three dimensional scramjet nozzle
  
  [NASA-CR-132655] p0661 N75-29259

- An improved source flow characteristic technique for the analysis of scramjet exhaust flow fields
  
  [NASA-CR-132667] p0661 N75-29361

**ADVISORY GROUP FOR AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, PARIS (FRANCE).**

- Impact of active control technology on airplane design
  
  [AGARD-CP-157] p0478 N75-30027

**ADVISORY GROUP FOR AEROSPACE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, PARIS (FRANCE).**

- Exerciseless rotorcraft flight dynamics
  
  [AGARD-IA-197] p0253 N75-10003

- Critical review of methods to predict the buffet capability of aircraft
  
  [AGARD-IA-623] p0027 N75-10053

- Transonic buffet behavior of Northrop F-5A aircraft
  
  [NASA-CR-104939] p0227 N75-10054

- Low cycle high temperature fatigue
  
  [AGARD-CP-155] p0016 N75-10487

- Distortion induced engine instability
  
  [AGARD-LS-72] p0073 N75-12958

- V/STOL aerodynamics
  
  [AGARD-CP-163] p0115 N75-13795

**AGARD Highlights, March 1974**

- The Perkins-Gray days lectures, March 1974
  
  [AGARD-HIGHLIGHTS-74/1] p0128 N75-14710

- The Perkins-Gray days lectures, March 1974
  
  [AGARD-HIGHLIGHTS-74/2] p0128 N75-14711

- Effects of surface winds and gusts on aircraft design and operation
  
  [AGARD-IA-626] p0165 N75-15641

The 1974 AGARD Annual Meeting: The energy problem: Impacts on military research and development

- Technical evaluation report on Fluid dynamics
  
  [AGARD-AR-78] p0276 N75-15985

- Take-off and landing
  
  [AGARD-CP-160] p0305 N75-21219

- Aircraft stalling and buffeting
  
  [AGARD-IA-630] p0214 N75-22280

- Secondary power systems for advanced rotorcraft
  
  [AGARD-IA-206] p0318 N75-22326

- Specialists meeting on fretting in aircraft systems
  
  [AGARD-CP-161] p0319 N75-22487

- Advanced manufacturing methods and their economic implications: Some pilot papers on powder metallurgy and joining
  
  [AGARD-IA-81] p0322 N75-22749

- Airframe/propulsion interface
  
  [AGARD-CP-150] p0354 N75-22805

- Power plant controls for aero-gas turbine engines
  
  [AGARD-CP-151] p0364 N75-22975

- Specialists meeting on Wing-with-Store buffet
  
  [AGARD-CP-162] p0404 N75-22071

- Technical evaluation report on fluid dynamics panel symposium on airframe/propulsion
  
  [AGARD-IA-81] p0458 N75-29114

- The guidance and control of V/STOL and helicopters at night and in poor visibility
  
  [AGARD-IA-148] p0482 N75-30052

- Vortex wakes of conventional aircraft
  
  [AGARD-AR-204] p0486 N75-30161

- Diagnostics and Engine Condition Monitoring
  
  [AGARD-IA-150] p0498 N75-31063

- Recommended procedures for processing acceleration data obtained by aircraft during atmospheric turbulence encounter
  
  [AGARD-IA-150] p0521 N75-32014

- Mathematical modeling and response evaluation for the fluctuating pressures of aircraft buffet
  
  [AGARD-IA-630] p0521 N75-32015

- Flutter suppression and structural load alleviation
  
  [AGARD-CP-175] p0525 N75-32096

**AERITALIA, TORINO (ITALY).**

- A parametric study of wing store flutter
  
  [AGARD-CP-175] p0542 N75-28018

**AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATES OF PRINCETON, INC., N.J.**

- Integrated lift/drag controller for aircraft
  
  [NASA-CASE-ARC-10456-1] p0071 N75-12930

- A direct time history study of the response of an airplane to nonstationary turbulence
  
  [AD-A066159] p0057 N75-29102

**AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, LONDON (ENGLAND).**

- On the application of subsonic laminar wing theory to second-order forces and moments
  
  [ARC-8-3758] p0043 N75-28031

**AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH INST. OF SWEDEN, STOCKHOLM.**

- Evaluation of the accuracy of two helicopter rotor theories
  
  [FFA-CR-106] p024 N75-10020

- Experimental high lift optimization of multiple element airfoils
  
  [FFA-CR-106] p024 N75-13808

- Measurements of static stability coefficients of an ogive delta wing model at transonic and supersonic speeds
  
  [FFA-CR-106] p0170 N75-16516

- Transonic wind tunnel tests on two-dimensional aerodynamic sections Part 1: Determination of pressure distribution and drag for an aerofoil of type MLB 13 in FFA wind tunnel 35
executing planar and nonplanar motion at Mach 14 [AD-786458] p0120 W75-13832

AEROSPACE SYSTEMS, INC., BURLINGTON, MASS. A study of techniques for real-time, on-line optimum flight path control. Algorithms for three-dimensional, minimum-time flight paths with two state variables [AD-A000983] p0488 W75-30130

AEROSPATIALE UDS DE TOULOUSE (FRANCE) General criteria for the definition of take-off and landing of an aircraft with unlimited lift [AD-A005050] p0035 W75-21222


Dove wing fatigue test [AEROSPACE BIOMECHANICS LAB., RIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO. Dove wing fatigue test [AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING PROGRAM, OHIO. Dove wing fatigue test [AEROSPACE SYSTEMS DIV., RIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO. The state of the art in oil quality gaging on US military and commercial aircraft [AD-A004768] p0405 S75-25896

Advanced engine monitoring system approach [AD-A006435] p0457 W75-29101

An advanced diagnostic engine monitoring system [AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH LABS., MELBOURNE (AUSTRALIA). Advanced maneuverability options for future fighters [AD-A000497] p0373 W75-28472

AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH LABS., MELBOURNE (AUSTRALIA). Theoretical effect of modifications to the upper surface of two NACA airfoils using smooth polynomial additional thickness distributions which emphasize leading edge profile and which vary quadratically at the trailing edge [NASA-CR-13771] p0370 W75-26676

Application of differential game theory to role-determination in aerial combat [NASA-CR-13771] p0349 W75-26822

Theoretical effect of modifications to the upper surface of two NACA airfoils with polynomial additional thickness distributions which emphasize leading edge profile and which vary linearly at the trailing edge [NASA-CR-13771] p0451 W75-29303

AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LABS., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO. Advanced maneuverability options for future fighters [AD-A000497] p0373 W75-28472

Aerodynamic symmetry of aircraft and guided missiles [AD-784254] p0029 W75-10070

Weapon delivery impact on active control technology [AD-A006435] p0457 W75-29101

An advanced diagnostic engine monitoring system approach [AD-A006435] p0457 W75-29101

AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH LABS., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO. Theoretical effect of modifications to the upper surface of two NACA airfoils with polynomial additional thickness distributions which emphasize leading edge profile and which vary linearly at the trailing edge [NASA-CR-13771] p0451 W75-29303

AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LABS., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO. Advanced maneuverability options for future fighters [AD-A000497] p0373 W75-28472

AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LABS., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO. Stability derivatives of a 10 degree cone
Review of methods of solution of afterbody/exhaust nozzle flow fields
[AD-787955] p0131 N75-14734
The response of aircraft encountering aircraft wake turbulence
[AD-787953] p0133 N75-14754
Takeoff and Landing Analysis (TOLA) computer program. Part 2: Problem formulation
[AD-787651] p0163 N75-15624
Measurement of advanced composition materials
[AD-780000] p0231 N75-17425
Near field noise prediction for a linear array of turbojet engines
[AD-7801329] p0262 W75-18976
Paper pilot pondering supersonic transports
[AD-7801329] p0262 W75-19135
C-141 All Weather Landing System (AWLS) flight test report: Optimization and pre-experimental phases
[AD-78002114] p0285 W75-20330
Rotating engine design and cycle analysis program
[AD-78002114] p0287 W75-20362
Tradeoff parameters of alternative takeoff and landing aids
[AD-780000] p0305 W75-21225
Airframe/propulsion system flow field interference and the effect on air intake and exhaust nozzle performance
[AD-780000] p0357 W75-23508
Recent analysis methods for wing-surface flutter
[AD-780000] p0462 W75-28200
Estimation of elastic aircraft aerodynamic parameters
[AD-780000] p0478 W75-30026
Horizontal canards for two-axis CCV fighter control
[AD-780000] p0479 W75-30033
Control Configured vehicles B-52 program results
[AD-780000] p0480 W75-30041
Formulations of the equations of motion of an elastic aircraft for stability and control and flight control applications
[AD-78006391] p0490 W75-30153
AFR FORCE FLIGHT TEST CENTER, EDWARDS AFB, CALIF.
A comparison and evaluation of two methods of extracting stability derivatives from flight test data
[AD-78006391] p0166 W75-15647
Low power approach
[AD-780000] p0307 W75-21239
A comparison and evaluation of two methods of extracting stability derivatives from flight test data
[AD-780000] p0476 W75-30015
AFR FORCE HUMAN RESOURCES LAB., BROOKS AFB, TX.
Syllabus and syllabus development used in evaluating the A/P/37A/T-43 flight simulator
[AD-7876412] p0128 W75-14650
Use of the t-43 simulator in USAF undergraduate pilot training (UPT), phase 1
[AD-7876413] p0135 N75-14785
The value of an air combat maneuvering range to the tactical air command
[AD-7876850] p0138 W75-15597
AFR FORCE INST. OF TECH., WEIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.
Depot requirements for base level data on aircraft inertial platforms
[AD-785044] p0056 W75-11914
Fighter aircraft engine dependability versus reconnaissance aircraft engine dependability when both aircraft use the same engine
[AD-7876440] p0064 N75-11995
A comparison of approximate methods of predicting shock detachment distance for two-dimensional supersonic inlets
[AD-7876955] p0163 W75-15621
An examination of the rate variance formula for the A-10 air vehicle
[AD-787705] p0163 W75-15623
Pitch paper pilot revisit
[AD-787705] p0261 W75-19133
Roll paper pilot
[AD-787705] p0261 W75-19134
Computer simulation of maintenance for multi-mission B-52's
[AD-7800331] p0279 W75-20253
Joint generalized least squares applied to cost estimation for fighter aircraft
[AD-7800331] p0311 W75-21275
Cost estimating relationships for procurement costs of airborne digital computers and inertial measurement units for use in remotely piloted vehicles
[AD-7800331] p0311 W75-21277
The potential of an 8 X 8 X 5 feet intermodal container as a unitization medium for routine military air cargo
[AD-78006675] p0316 N75-22306
An investigation of the departure modes of a F-4D aircraft from a steady sideslip flight condition
[AD-78004795] p0407 W75-25928
Sequential attack in aerial combat
[AD-78004795] p0407 W75-25929
The effect of roll rate on air combat
[AD-78004795] p0407 W75-25930
Analytical determination of aircraft spin modes
[AD-78004795] p0408 W75-25931
Design of a deployable wing slider
[AD-78004800] p0408 W75-25932
Stability analysis of an F-4C aircraft in steady level turning flight
[AD-78004797] p0410 W75-25963
A design study for a remotely piloted vehicle, automatic landing system
[AD-78005285] p0446 W75-28059
A GAP 4 simulation of tactical aircraft interaction using a choice of weapons loads and continuously changing weather conditions
[AD-78006395] p0462 W75-29417
An economic model to determine costs when intermediate level repair uses remotely located automatic test equipment
[AD-78006391] p0490 W75-30152
Differential thrust controller for air cushion landing system aircraft
[AD-78006662] p0493 W75-30197
AFR FORCE LOGISTICS COMMAND, WEIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.
An operational fire hazards analysis of the C-5
[AD-78007072] p0316 W75-22304
AFR FORCE MATERIALS LAB., WEIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.
Investigation and optimization of micro-oxidation techniques employed in gas turbine engine oil characterization
[AD-78007077] p0801 W75-11359
Powder metallurgy production processes
[AD-78007078] p0322 W75-22750
Air Force technical objective document, Fiscal year 1975
[AD-78005386] p0489 W75-28961
AFR FORCE ROCKET PROPULSION LAB., EDWARDS AFB, CALIF.
Behavior of cantilever beam under impact by a soft projectile
[AD-78009778] p0494 W75-30640
AFR FORCE SPECIAL WEAPONS CENTER, KIRTLAND AFB, N.M.
Towed tests for air transport of the XM542 sprint container
[AD-78001844] p0268 W75-19210
AFR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND, WEIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.
A study of the damping characteristics on models of supersonic air lines at supersonic speeds
[AD-78007259] p0030 W75-10077
Determination of the forces in the retractor of a three-dimensional landing gear mechanism
[AD-78007257] p0030 W75-10078
Application of the nonlinear theory of a listing surface to the calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of a triangular wing moving close to the earth's surface
[AD-78007254] p0055 W75-11901
Structural mechanics of skewed thin wall systems
[AD-78007256] p0055 W75-11901
Experimen tal study of resonances vibrations of varied-frequency rotor blades of an axial-flow compressor
[AD-78007400] p0074 W75-12966
Certain development trends in the mechanics of deformable body in Kazan
[AD-78007400] p0123 W75-13860
Adaption processes in aircraft guidance systems
[AD-78000354] p0224 W75-17329
Some questions on the creation of an open stand for acoustic investigations of DTRD's [AD-A007397]

VTOL airplane control in transition regimes [AD-A002968]

Calculation of loads and deformations of the reinforced thin-walled shell [AD-A002968]

Hydrodynamic characteristics of delta low aspect-ratio configuration wing near zero angle of attack [AD-A002968]

The future application of aircraft-borne digital computers in complex, automated adaptive control systems for flight vehicles [AD-A002968]

Wall corrections in transonic square test sections with perforated walls. Influence of the model span on lift corrections [AD-A002968]

Seminars: An effective method for disseminating advanced experience [AD-A002968]

Ruffling the noise of power plants which use gas-turbine aircraft engines [AD-A002968]

Device for simulating the fuel-control apparatus of an aircraft engine [AD-A002968]

Bypass turbine engine noise characteristics on the test stand [AD-A002968]

Criteria of the longitudinal stability of the ekranoplans [AD-A002968]

The fate of the winged metal slice [AD-A002968]

Jet engine theory (turbomachines), selected chapters [AD-A002968]

Account of shearing strain during the calculation of the oscillations of low aspect-ratio wing by the method of polynomials [AD-A002968]

Interaction of shock wave with wedge, which moves at supersonic speed [AD-A002968]

Reduction of the interaction of aerodynamic loads and structural distortions during strength tests [AD-A002968]

The measurement of the transonic spillage drag of a supersonic intake [AD-A002968]

Vapor flow on the rippled surface of the sliding wing [AD-A002968]

Hydrodynamic characteristics of delta low aspect-ratio configuration wing near zero angle of attack [AD-A002968]

Application of a variation-difference equation to calculations of short wing aspect ratios [AD-A002968]

Unsteady pressure problem of the motion of wedge and cone at sub- and supersonic speeds [AD-A002968]

C-8
ABHY AVIATION SYSTEMS COMMAND.

Techniques for improving the stability of soft inflatable helicopter rotors
[NASA-TN-X-62625] p0026 N75-10058
Numerical simulation of transonic flow about airplanes and helicopter rotors
[AD-785625] p0127 N75-16090
Flapping response characteristics of hingeless rotor blades by a generalized harmonic balance method
[NASA-TN-D-7856] p0234 N75-18183
An approximate closed-form solution for lead lag damping of rotor blades in hover
NASA/Army XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft familiarization document
Low speed wind tunnel tests on a one-seventh scale model of the H-126 jet flap aircraft
[NASA-TN-X-62433] p0373 N75-24722
Wind tunnel measurements of forward speed effects on jet noise from suppressor nozzles and comparison with flight test data
Acoustic characteristics of a large scale wind-tunnel model of a jet aircraft
Analytical modeling requirements for tilting proprotor aircraft dynamics
[NASA-TN-D-8013] p0417 N75-27422
The influence of engine/transmission/governor on tilting proprotor aircraft dynamics
Wind tunnel investigation of a large-scale upper surface blow-flap model having four engines
ARM ASSEMBLY COMMAND, ROCK ISLAND, ILL.
Analysis of delivery accuracy for AH-1G (Cobra) launched 2.75-inch rockets from tests conducted January - March 1972 at China Lake, California
[AD-782978] p0068 N75-12691
ABHY AVIATION ENGINEERING FLIGHT ACTIVITY, EDWARDS AFB, CALIF.
US Army helicopter icing tests
[AD-A002695/1] p0310 B75-22267
Tail rotor shaft vibration survey production OH-1B helicopter
[AD-A002574] p0310 N75-21272
Artificial icing tests on CH-54C helicopter
[AD-A004008] p0404 N75-25878
Guardrail III RH-21H evaluation
[AD-A004009] p0407 N75-25923
Aray preliminary evaluation 1: H-1B/Quick look 2 aircraft
[AD-A005220] p0446 N75-28058
Flight evaluation: Rouseont orthogonal low airspeed system low airspeed sensor
[AD-A009711] p0547 N75-31061
Aray preliminary evaluation 1: Model 200 CFELY LANCER
[AD-A009711] p0526 N75-32105
Aray preliminary evaluation 2: Model 200 CFELY LANCER
[AD-A009712] p0527 N75-32106
Artificial icing tests AH-1G helicopter
[AD-A009712] p0527 N75-32108
ABHY AVIATION SYSTEMS COMMAND, ST. LOUIS, MO.
Executive summary report: Command statistics and evidenced problems
[AD-782900] p0038 N75-10939
Major Item Special Study (KISS), CB-54A rotary wing blade
[AD-785558] p0055 N75-11906
Major Item Special Study (KISS), OH-1C tail rotor blade
[AD-A001714] p0270 N75-19230
CH-47A assessment and comparative fleet evaluation: Executive summary report
[AD-A002057] p0270 N75-19232
Major Item Special Study (KISS), OH-1A tail rotor hangers
[AD-A003263] p0285 N75-20325
Major Item Special Study (KISS): OH-58A main rotor blade
[AD-A000797/1] p0313 N75-21608
Major Item Special Study (KISS), OH-1G main rotor hub assembly
[AD-A000797/1] p0454 N75-28057
Development of self-acting seals for helicopter.

Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic management system. Volume 1: Structural and dynamic aspects.

Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic management system. Volume 1: System functional description and system classification.

Concept for a satellite-based advanced air traffic management system. Volume 3: System cost.

Prototype evaluation of improved titanium feathering bearings in the main rotor of an AW-109 helicopter.

Analysis of helicopter rotor blade torsional oscillations due to stall.

Development of self-acting seals for helicopter engines.

Experimental aerodynamics characteristics for bodies of elliptic cross section at angles of attack from 0° to 30° and Mach numbers from 0.6 to 2.0.

Development and modification of a digital computer program for final approach to landing.

Exhaust plume temperature effects on nozzle afterbody performance over the transonic Mach number range.

Evaluation of a wedge on a force balance as a technique for mapping aircraft stability boundaries.

Experimental aerodynamics characteristics for bodies of elliptic cross section at angles of attack from 30° to 58° and Mach numbers from 0.6 to 2.0.

Some aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic lifting bodies.

Consolidation of fatigue and fracture-crack-propagation data for design use.

Some aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic lifting bodies.

Valuation of a wedge on a force balance as a technique for mapping aircraft stability boundaries.

Fatigue-crack growth behavior of C-5A wing control points.

A discretized program for the optimal design of articulated rotor system.

Low temperature testing of an AH-16 helicopter equipped with elastomeric flapping and feathering bearings in the main rotor.

Preproduction evaluation of improved titanium feathering bearings in the main rotor of an AW-109 helicopter.
Flight control system reliability and maintainability investigations. Appendix B. Specification review change recommendations system
[AD-78-358] p0493 N75-30191

Flight control system reliability and maintainability investigations. Appendix C. Specification review change recommendations components, part 1
[AD-78-359] p0493 N75-30192

Flight control system reliability and maintainability investigations. Appendix C. Specification review change recommendations, components, part 2
[AD-78-360] p0493 N75-30193

Flight control system reliability and maintainability investigations. Appendix D. Specification review change recommendations, structure
[AD-78-361] p0493 N75-30194

Flight control system reliability and maintainability investigations. Appendix E. Specification review change recommendations, cockpit arrangement
[AD-78-362] p0493 N75-30195

Flight control system reliability and maintainability investigations. Appendix F. Design handbook, DB-2-1, DB-2-3
[AD-78-363] p0493 N75-30196

A NASP/AM vibration model of the AH-1G helicopter airframe. Volume 1
[AD-78-364] p0496 N75-31056

A NASP/AM vibration model of the AH-1G helicopter airframe. Volume 2
[AD-78-365] p0496 N75-31057

BENDIX CORP., SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

Teachline engine control synthesis
[AD-78-366] p0492 N75-30182

BENDIX CORP., TETERBORG, MICHIGAN

Digital flight control system redundancy study
[AD-78-367] p0460 N75-29129

BENDIX CORP., TOLEDO, OHIO

The Bendix Microwave Landing System (MLS)
[AD-78-368] p0077 N75-12996

BLOCK ENGINEERING, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Firebird interferometer
[AD-78-369] p0462 N75-29395

BODENSEEWERKE GERHARDT SCHMITZ G.M.B.H., UEBERLINGEN
(WEST GERMANY)

Aspects of guidance and control for steep and curved approaches of STOL aircraft
[AD-78-370] p0059 N75-11945

BOEING AIRCRAFT CO., SEATTLE, WASH.

Flight control and procedures for stimulated visual approach and landing. Self-paced training package
[NASA-CR-112492] p0065 N75-11999

A procedure for the design of multifunction switching controls
[AD-78-371] p0227 N75-17354

Investigation of upper surface blowing applied to high speed aircraft
[AD-78-372] p0311 N75-21273

Accounting of aerodynamic forces on airframe propulsion systems
[AD-78-373] p0357 N75-23507

Design and fabrication of severe 41 advanced structural panels
[NASA-CR-112552] p0368 N75-24032

B-1 unique signal train generation application study
[AD-78-374] p0014 N75-26994

BOEING AIRCRAFT CO., SEATTLE, WASH.

Prediction of steady aerodynamic loadings caused by leading edge and trailing edge control surface motions in subsonic compressible flow: Computer program description
[NASA-CR-112646] p0369 N75-24672

BOEING AIRCRAFT CO., SEATTLE, WASH.

Sidestrip of wing-body combinations
[NASA-CR-114516] p0279 N75-20260

Prediction and analysis of the low speed stall characteristics of the Boeing 747
[AD-78-375] p0315 N75-22283

Application of aerospace structures to large manned spacecraft
[AD-78-376] p0321 N75-22516

Advanced beaded and tubular structural panels. Volume 2: Fabrication
[AD-78-377] p0321 N75-22516

BOEING CO., WICHITA, KANSAS.

Acoustic attenuation design requirements established through EPA parametric tradeoff
[NASA-CR-112788] p0065 N75-11985

Requirements and feasibility study of flight demonstration of Active Controls Technology (ACT) on the NASA 515 airplane
[NASA-CR-112799] p0174 N75-16564

FAA J3JD quiet nacelle retrofit feasibility program. Volume 3: Lower goal flight testing, economic analyses and summary
[AD-78-380] p0224 N75-17334

FAA J3JD quiet nacelle retrofit feasibility program. Volume 4: Compatibility analysis and design study for DC-8 aircraft
[NASA-CR-112798] p0227 N75-17357

The influence of nacelle afterbody shape on airplane drag
[AD-78-381] p0357 N75-23505

Acoustic radiation from lined, unflanged ducts: Acoustic source distribution program
[NASA-CR-112809] p0449 N75-28849

Acoustic radiation from lined, unflanged ducts: Directivity index program
[NASA-CR-112810] p0449 N75-28850

Acoustic radiation from lined, unflanged ducts: Duct terminations impedance program
[NASA-CR-112811] p0449 N75-28851

Wind tunnel investigation of control configured vehicle systems
[AD-78-382] p0526 N75-32100

FAA J3JD quiet nacelle retrofit feasibility program
[AD-78-383] p0532 N75-33034

BOEING COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT CO., SEATTLE, WASH.

An airframe manufacturer's requirements for future propulsion control
[AD-78-384] p0368 N75-23578

BOEING COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT CO., SEATTLE, WASH.

Scale model testing of the jet noise characteristics of the JT8D refan engine nozzle systems
[NASA-CR-112812] p0015 N75-10091

A 727/JT8D-100 series engine exhaust system propulsion performance model test
[NASA-CR-112813] p0063 N75-11984

Upper-surface blowing nacelle design study for a swept wing airplane at cruise conditions
[NASA-CR-112814] p0072 N75-12940

Jet noise suppressor nozzle development for augmentor wing jet STOL research aircraft (C-9A Buffalo)

ATS-5 multipath/coding/digital data L-band experimental program summary
[AD-78-385] p0136 N75-14927

ATS-5 multipath/coding/digital data L-band experimental program. Phase 4D: Additional tests. Volume 1: Satellite/aircraft L-band data communication tests
[AD-78-386] p0136 N75-14927

ATS-5 multipath/coding/digital data L-band experimental program. Phase 5: Multipath/coding/digital data L-band experimental program. Phase 2: Terminal design and flight test plan for phase 1 program. Volume 1: Terminal design
[AD-78-387] p0136 N75-14927

ATS-5 multipath/coding/digital data L-band experimental program. Phase 3: Definition of revised experiment, terminal design, and subsystem performance characteristics
[AD-78-388] p0136 N75-14931

ATS-5 multipath/coding/digital data L-band experimental program. Phase 4D: Additional tests. Volume 1: Satellite/aircraft L-band data communication tests
[AD-78-389] p0136 N75-14933

ATS-5 multipath/coding/digital data L-band experimental program. Volume 2: Overland multipath, pacific multipath, scintillation tests
[AD-78-390] p0137 N75-14934

ATS-5 multipath/coding/digital data L-band experimental program. Phase 5: Multipath/coding/digital data L-band experimental program. Phase 1: Establishment of upper goal flight testing, economic analyses and summary
[AD-78-391] p0137 N75-14935

Strategic control algorithms development. Volume 1: Summary
[AD-78-392] p0164 N75-15632

C-8
Theoretical investigation of minimum time loop
Contributions from military technology
Turbulent wake behind a self-propelled body
A methodology for determining the flight system
Subsonic and transonic hinge moment and wing bending/torsion characteristics of .015 scale space shuttle models 49-0 and 67-75 in the Rockwell International transonic wind tunnel (1970), volume 2
[DOD-BROS. 9-136] p0119 N75-13623
Subsonic and transonic hinge moment and wing bending/torsion characteristics of .015 scale space shuttle models 49-0 and 67-75 in the Rockwell International transonic wind tunnel (1970), volume 3
[DOD-BROS. 9-136] p0119 N75-13824
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics of several nose mounted canard configurations at supersonic Mach numbers
[AD-A007798] p0360 N75-23526
Transonic wind tunnel investigation of thrust effects on the longitudinal stability characteristics of several body configurations (span-mounted model with normal-jet plume simulator)
[AD-A005152] p0264 N75-28042
Development of an aircraft battery conditioner/analyser
[AD-A005155] p0494 N75-28533
The aerodynamic characteristics of wrap-around fins, including fold angle at Mach numbers from 0.05 to 1.3
[AD-A009735] p0495 N75-31038
Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 I-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 45-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS), volume 1
[NASA-CS-141008] p0535 N75-33162
Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 I-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 45-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS), volume 2
[NASA-CS-141008] p0535 N75-33163
Results of a 0.03-scale aerodynamic characteristics investigation of a Boeing 747 carrier (model no. AX 1319 I-1) mated with a space shuttle orbiter (model 45-0) conducted in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel (CAS)
[COTTON-141004] p0535 N75-33164
CINCINNATI UNIV., OHIO. Analysis of thick turbulent jet flowing round a circular cylinder
[AD-A003152] p0366 N75-23561
Users manual for OC1N vehicle occupant crash study model, version 2
[AD-A008701] p0269 N75-19221
An experimental investigation of the particle dynamics of quartz sand impacting 6AI-4V titanium and 434 stainless steel in an erosive environment
[AD-A007213] p0319 N75-22441
CITY DEP., LONDON (ENGLAND). Some remarks on the induced velocity field of a lifting rotor and on Glauert’s formula
[ARC-C-1501] p0260 N75-20263
CIVIL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION, LONDON (ENGLAND). United Kingdom proposal for a future TCAC precision approach and landing guidance system
[p0975 N75-12985
CLERSON UNIV., S.C. Optimization of structures to satisfy aeroelastic requirements
[NASA-CS-142021] p0165 N75-15639
A curve fitting method for solving the flutter equation
[NASA-CS-132629] p0225 N75-17341
Optimization of structures to satisfy a flutter velocity constraint by use of quadratic equation fitting
[NASA-CS-132629] p0225 N75-17711
COLT INDUSTRIES CORP., WEST HARTFORD, CONN. Turbojet engine fuel control reliability test and evaluation
[AD-875580] p0064 N75-11599
Advanced engine mounted fuel pump technology
[AD-875580] p0366 N75-23601
Maniaturized high speed controls for turbome engines fabrication and test
[AD-A006108] p0060 N75-29125
CSPERBIB-CHIBIBI DE CEPURBI-DBIB, HBBIB (HBBIB). Some remarks on the induced velocity field of a lifting rotor and on Glauert’s formula
[ARC-C-1501] p0260 N75-20263
C-11
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VEREINSANSTALT FUR LOFT- UND BAUPHART, POZ (WEST GERMANY)
Detailed experimental and theoretical analysis of the aerodynamic interference between lifting jets and the fuselage and wing
p0356 N75-23505

DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VEREINSANSTALT FUR LOFT- UND BAUPHART, STUTTGART (WEST GERMANY)
Mechanical properties of composite materials and design concepts for composite structures
p0321 N75-22519

DEUTSCHE GESELLSCHAFT FUR LOFT- UND BAUPHART, COLOGNE (WEST GERMANY)
Airships
p0119 N75-13826

DIVISION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, OTTAWA (ONTARIO)
Some air cushion technology research in Canada
p0279 N75-20251

DOHRN-SYSTEM G. B. B. H., FRIEDRICHSHAFEN (WEST GERMANY)
Prediction of aerodynamic interference effects with jet lift and fan-lift VTOL aircraft
p0118 N75-13818

DOHRN-SYSTEM G. B. B. H., FRIEDRICHSHAFEN (WEST GERMANY)
Determination of stability derivatives from flight test results comparison of five analytical techniques
p0475 N75-30007

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., INC., LONG BEACH, CALIF.
Parametric study of STOL short-haul engine cycles and operational techniques to minimize community noise impact
p0056 N75-11910

The Mark 4 supersonic-hypersonic arbitrary body program. Volume 1: User's manual
p0066 N75-12056

The Mark 4 supersonic-hypersonic arbitrary body program. Volume 3: Program listings
p0066 N75-12057

PAA JT3D quiet macelle retrofit feasibility program. Volume 4: Compatibility analysis and design study for DC-8 aircraft
p0227 N75-17357

Methods for predicting the aerodynamic and stability and control characteristics of STOL aircraft. Volume 1: Basic theoretical methods
p0229 N75-17375

Methods for predicting the aerodynamic and stability and control characteristics of STOL aircraft. Volume 2: STOL aerodynamic methods computer program
p0230 N75-17376

Methods for predicting the aerodynamic and stability and control characteristics of STOL aircraft. Volume 3: Engineering methods
p0230 N75-17377

Engine/airframe compatibility studies for supersonic cruise aircraft
p0236 N75-18221

A theoretical method for calculating the aerodynamic characteristics or arbitrary ejector-jet-flapped wing: Theoretical analysis

C-12
Conversion factor for profile drag increment for

Intrusion system test. Elliott helicopter air

TACAS/DBE digital data broadcast design plan.

Flow past conically-cambered slender delta Kings

Subsonic lift-dependent drag due to the trailing

TACAN/DHE digital data broadcast design plan.

Pumping system design related to fuel system

Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., SANTA MONICA, CALIF.

Analysis of operational requirements for medium
density air transportation, Volume 2

[NASA-CR-137604] p0316 N75-22301

Analysis of operational requirements for medium
density air transportation. Volume 1 Summary

[NASA-CR-137603] p0360 N75-23534

Dowty Fuel Systems, Ltd., CHELTENHAM (ENGLAND).

Afterburning regulation concepts

Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., SANTA MONICA, CALIF.

Conceptual design study of advanced
acoustic-composite nacelles

[NASA-CR-132703] p0456 N75-29093

Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., SANTA MONICA, CALIF.

Analysis of operational requirements for medium
density air transportation, Volume 2

[NASA-CR-137604] p0316 N75-22301

Analysis of operational requirements for medium
density air transportation. Volume 1 Summary

[NASA-CR-137603] p0360 N75-23534

Dowty Fuel Systems, Ltd., CHELTENHAM (ENGLAND).

Afterburning regulation concepts

Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., SANTA MONICA, CALIF.

Conceptual design study of advanced
acoustic-composite nacelles

[NASA-CR-132703] p0456 N75-29093
Core engine noise control program. Volume 1: Identification of noise generation and suppression mechanisms [AD-A013129/2]
Core engine noise control program. Volume 3: Prediction methods [AD-A013131/8]
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LYNN, MASS. Feasibility of adapting a thin film permeable membrane to jet transport fuel tank inerting system [AD-A003799] p0282 N75-20295
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., PITTSFIELD, MASS. Lightning effects on the NASA F-8 digital-fly-by-wire airplane [NASA-CH-2526] p0319 N75-22334
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., SCHENECTADY, N.Y. Isolated rotor noise due to inlet distortion or turbulence [NASA-CH-2479] p0032 N75-10094
GENERAL MOTORS CORP., INDIANAPOLIS, IND. Research on aeroclastic phenomena in airfoil cascades: Superisonic inlet torsional flutter [AD-787088] p0163 N75-15619
Investigation of aircraft combustor noise [AD-A001737] p0040 N75-19250
T63 engine vibratory characteristics analysis [AD-A007243] p0119 N75-23331
GEORGIA INST. OF TECH., ATLANTA. Combustion generated noise in turbopropulsion systems [AD-785485] p0664 N75-11990
Dynamic stall characteristics of an oscillating airfoil in a harmonically varying freestream velocity [NASA-CH-28019] p0403 N75-25863
Minimum weight design of fuselage type stiffened circular cylindrical shells subject to uniform axial compression [AD-A004812] p0407 N75-25927
Optimum performance and potential flow field of hovering rotors [AD-A000399] p0226 B75-17348
GEORGE AIRCRAFT CO.,AKRON, OHI0. Volume 3: Historical overview (task 1) [HASA-CH-137705] p0442 N75-28024
Analytical and experimental aeroclastic studies of a helicopter rotor in vertical flight [NASA-CH-137705] p0494 N75-31005
GOODRICH AEROSPACE CORP., AKRON, OHI0. Volume 2: Parametric analysis (task 3) [NASA-CH-137692-VOL-2] p0523 N75-32032
Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 1. Volume 3: Historical overview (task 1) [NASA-CH-137692-VOL-1] p0523 N75-32034
GOODRICH TIRE AND RUBBER CO., AKRON, OHI0. Volume 1: Summary and mission analysis (tasks 7 and 4) [NASA-CH-137692-VOL-1] p0523 N75-32032
Feasibility study of modern airships, phase 1. Volume 3: Historical overview (task 1) [NASA-CH-137692-VOL-3] p0523 N75-32034
Investigation of 14.5mm API self-sealing/crushworthy fuel tank material [AD-A001752] p0272 N75-19249
GROUER AEROSPACE CORP., DETROIT, M1. Airborne testing of advanced multisensor aircraft [NASA-CH-2526] p0336 N75-10521
Effects of several factors on theoretical predictions of airplane spin characteristics [NASA-CH-132521] p0173 N75-16542
Simulation of hypersonic scramjet exhaust [NASA-CH-2999] p0225 N75-17344
An improved automated structural optimization program [AD-A002688] p0045 N75-19949
An experimental investigation of the component drag composition of a two-dimensional inlet at transonic and supersonic speeds [NASA-CH-136892] p0355 N75-23689
Recent observations on external-store flutter [NASA-CH-136892] p0460 N75-29130
User’s guide for a revised computer program to analyze the LRC 16 foot transonic dynamics tunnel active cable mount system [NASA-CH-132692] p0460 N75-29130

C-15
Engine health and fault detection monitoring: Its function and implementation procedure
[AD-A008643] p0499 N75-31090

H & H AEROSPACE DESIGN CO., ELMSFORD, N.Y.
Survey of sonic boom phenomena for the non-specialist
[AD-788649] p0458 N75-29113

HARILTON STANDARD, WINDSOR LOCKS, CT.
Multiple fault gas path analysis applied to TF30-P-408 engine data
[AD-780526] p0065 N75-11996

Advanced feasibility investigation for determining gas turbine engine maximum power available
[AD-786546]

HAWK DIAMOND LABS., WASHINGTON, D.C.
Precision linear flight
[AD-A007134] p0319 N75-22336

Status of input design for aircraft parameter identification
p0876 N75-30009

Analytical and numerical study of the effects of initial imperfections on the inelastic buckling of cruciform columns
[AD-A009162] p0501 N75-31538

HARTFIELD POLYTECHNIC (ENGLAND).
The effect of mean stress on the fatigue of maximum alloy
[S-75-MEM-9/74] p0463 N75-29482

HAWK SIDDLEDAY AVIATION LTD., BROOK (ENGLAND).
Active control technology: A military aircraft designer's viewpoint
p0879 N75-30034

HAWK SIDDLEDAY AVIATION LTD., HARTFIELD (ENGLAND).
Atmospheric attenuation of aircraft noise.
Experimental valves measured in a range of climatic conditions
[BSA-HAB-B-GEN-214-VOL-1] p0063 N75-11979

Atmospheric attenuation of aircraft noise.
Experimental valves measured in a range of climatic conditions, volume 2
[BSA-HAB-B-GEN-214-VOL-2] p0063 N75-11980

HAWK SIDDLEDAY DYNAMICS LTD., STROUD, GLOUCESTERSHIRE (ENGLAND).
The design philosophy of a reusable space structure
p0321 N75-22510

HARRIS CORP., GREENLAWS, N.Y.
Microwave Landing System (BLS) development plan as proposed by Baseline Corporation during the technique analysis and contract definition phase of the National MLS development program.
[AD-778215] p0075 N75-12980

Microwave Landing System (BLS) development plan as proposed by Baseline Corporation during the technique analysis and contract definition phase of the National MLS development program. Volume 2: Multichannel, shielding
[AD-778118] p0075 N75-12981

Doppler microwave landing system as developed by Baseline Corporation
p076 N75-12994

HORIWELL, INC., HOPKINS, MINN.
Analysis and preliminary design of an advanced high-temperature flight control system
[BSA-CH-2490] p0221 N75-17295

HORIWELL, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Yaw axis stability augmentation system flight test report
[AD-704134] p0031 N75-10083

Military transport (C-141) fly-by-wire program.
Volume 1: Control law development, system design and piloted simulation evaluation
[AD-780896] p0126 N75-13081

Digital flight control system for tactical fighters. Volume 1: Digital flight control system analysis
[AD-A002320] p0267 N75-20348

Digital flight control systems for tactical fighters. Volume 2: Documentation of the digital control analysis software (DIGICON)
[AD-A002327] p0267 N75-20349

Digital flight control systems for tactical fighters. Volume 3. Digital flight control system design consideration
[AD-A002326]
C-17

KANSER (ISO) ASSOCIATES,

[AD-77889] p0172 N75-16530

IMPERIAL COLL. OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, LONDON

Calculation of two-dimensional and axisymmetric bluff body potential flow

[IC-AERO-78-09] p0266 N75-19194

A wake source model for an inclined flat plate in a uniform stream

[IC-AERO-78-08] p0266 N75-19192

The prediction of turbulent heat transfer to wedge compression corners and cylinder-flare bodies at hypersonic speeds

[IC-AERO-73-03] p0280 N75-20264

Heat transfer distributions on a 70 deg delta wing with flap-induced separation at Mach 2.5

[IC-AERO-75-01] p0495 N75-31017

INDUSTRIAL BLANKET-FIBER INSTRUMENTS INC., OTTAWA, ONTARIO

Structural test principles for full scale airframes and their application to the Spacelab tests

p0321 N75-22527

Life assurance of fighter aircraft exemplified by the F-104 G

p0404 N75-30597

INFORMATICS, INC., ROCKVILLE, MD.

Civil aviation studies and interagency coordinating organizations, volume 1

[PB-23934/5] p0368 N75-24186

Civil aviation studies and interagency coordinating organizations, volume 2: Appendices

[PB-23935/2] p0368 N75-24187

Information of FAA certification of aircraft

[PB-24258/3] p0534 N75-33059

INSTITUT FRANCO-ALLEMAND DE RECHERCHES, ST. LOUIS (FRANCE)

Calculation of bang propagation in real atmosphere: Focalization geometry for Concorde aircraft and bang intensity near the longitudinal and lateral extinctions

[ISL-11/74] p0500 N75-31109

INSTRUMENT FLIGHT CENTER, RANDOLPH AFB, TX.

Evaluation of the Bendix altitude warning system

[AD-788461] p0124 N75-13863

Helicopter TEBPS validation study, phase 1

[AD-A000923] p0226 N75-17367

Harco altitude warning system evaluation

[AD-A002583] p0271 N75-19241

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP., OROEBO, N.Y.

LARPS: A case history of problems/design objectives for an airborne data handling subsystem

p0168 N75-16292

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION, MONTREAL (QUEBEC)

Accident Investigation and Prevention Divisional Meeting

[DOC-9106-AIG(1974)] p0070 N75-12910

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO., SAN DIEGO, CALIF.

Temperature measurement for advanced gas turbine controls

p0365 N75-23597

IOWA STATE UNIV. OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, AMES

Nascent computation of three-dimensional blunt body flow fields with an impinging shock

[NASA-OR-143312] p0452 N75-29038

IOWA STATE WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH INST., AMES

Advected to turbulent transition of trailing vortices

[NASA-OR-142298] p0263 N75-19172

IOWA UNIV., IOWA CITY

Aerodynamic heating of supersonic blunt bodies

[AD-A001135] p0235 N75-18190

ITT GILFILLAN, INC., VAN NUSI, CALIF.

The ITT Gilfillan Doppler microwave landing system

p0076 N75-12995

JET PROPULSION LAB., CALIF., INST. OF TECH., PASADENA

A free flight investigation of transonic sting

[NASA-OR-142084] p0174 N75-16544

JOINT INST. FOR ACOUSTICS AND FLIGHT SCIENCES, HAMPTON, VA.

Summary of information on low-speed lateral-directional derivatives due to rate of change of sideslip beta prime

[NASA-TR-D-7972] p0492 N75-30190

JOINT PUBLICICATIONS RESEARCH SERVICE, ARLINGTON, VA.

Effect of the rotation rate of the rotor on the angular rigidity of the elastic suspension of a Foucault gyroscope

p0090 N75-11241

Resistance of radar systems against interference

p0081 N75-11197

High-altitude aircraft and the stratosphere

[JPES-65171] p0417 N75-27590

On an airplane in outer space

[NASA-TP-F-16423] p0455 N75-29007

K.

KAIser AEROSPACE AND ELECTRONICS CORP., PALO ALTO, CALIF.

Feasibility study for a dual field of view-single detector array infrared system

[AD-A005658] p0449 N75-28875

KANAR AEROSPACE CORP., BLOOMFIELD, CONN.

Elastic pitch beam tail rotor operational suitability investigation

[NASA-90095] p029 N75-10006

Analysis of unmanned, tethered, rotary-wing platforms

[AD-785591] p055 N75-19903

Development of a method for the analysis of improved helicopter design criteria

[AD-783392] p0073 N75-12946

Mechanical instability ground dynamic program

[AD-A001101] p0226 N75-17349

Array aircraft subsystem and component installation design investigation

[AD-A007245] p0317 N75-22317

Fan-in-fuselage advanced anti-torque system

[AD-A005049] p0445 N75-28055

KARAN AVIATION, DULUTH, M N.

Evaluation of back-blank pressures produced by a wing-mounted 105-mm recoilless rifle

[AD-878628] p0130 N75-15599

KA-RATICS CORP., BLOOMFIELD, CONN.

Kaiser drive shaft coupling for UH-1 helicopter

[AD-A008365] p0374 N75-24731

KANSER (LEO) ASSOCIATES, REDWOOD CITY, CALIF.

Critical analyses and laboratory research work at the stage of aircraft preliminary design

[NASA-TP-F-15993] p0277 N75-10055

Interference of a sweptback wing and the fuselage at transonic speeds

[NASA-TP-F-15992] p0277 N75-10056

Performance improvement through control configuration vehicle concept

[NASA-TP-F-15993] p0277 N75-10055

The CCV concept and specifications

[NASA-TP-F-15997] p0277 N75-10060

Investigation of the influence of reflex generators on turbulent boundary layer separation

[NASA-TP-F-16056] p0669 N75-12901

Aerodynamic design of aileron sections

[NASA-TP-F-16141] p0170 N75-16510

Gullers and the art of gliding

[NASA-TP-F-16104] p0174 N75-16548

The significance of aerodynamic jet interference in a development and testing of the Do 31 V/STOL transport

[NASA-TP-F-16165] p0224 N75-17335

Dynamics of the motion of a body with allowance for the unsteady state of the flow about it

[NASA-TP-F-16133] p0264 N75-19179

Problems of designing passenger aircraft

[NASA-TP-F-608] p0269 N75-19223

Analysis of the velocity distribution at the blade tips of axial-flow compressors

[NASA-TP-F-16366] p0317 N75-22319

Ground effect for jet lift VTOL

[NASA-TP-F-16359] p0353 N75-28400

Fuel for compression micromotors

[NASA-TP-F-16446] p0410 N75-26149

Experimental and theoretical investigations on the problem of propeller/wing interference up to high angles of attack

[NASA-TP-F-16490] p0452 N75-29025

The lognormal frequency distribution of a random data flow

[NASA-TP-F-16515] p0489 N75-30138
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics for oscillating wings with thickness

[NASA-CR-2539] p0481 W75-28003

Application of active controls technology to the NASA Jet Star airplane

[NASA-CR-2259] p0463 W75-28030

Optimization of aeroplane undercarriages using hybrid computing facility, part 1

[TT-74744-PT-1] p0532 W75-33035

Subsonic base and bow-tie drag, an analytical approach

[AD-A009656] p0456 W75-29088

The use of digital control for complex power plant management

[AD-A003341] p0309 W75-21253

The nuclear airship ALV-C/1

[NASA-CR-143835] p0027 W75-10052

A passive wingtip load alleviation system

[NASA-CR-140755] p0038 W75-10937

A study of gust response for a rotor-propeller in cruising flight

[NASA-CR-137537] p0071 W75-12935

The cost of noise reduction in commercial tilt rotor aircraft

[NASA-CR-137552] p0124 W75-13868

User's manual for computer program BONE

[NASA-CR-137553] p0130 W75-14725

Application of modern control theory to scheduling and path-stretching maneuvers of aircraft in the near terminal area

[NASA-CR-142058] p164 W75-15626

Air pollution from future giant jetports

[NASA-CR-142156] p0140 W75-17511

Stall flutter and nonlinear divergence of a two-dimensional flat plate wing

[NASA-CR-142245] p0223 W75-17314

System design of a rudder coordination system

[NASA-CR-142245] p0237 W75-18223

The development of experimental techniques for the study of helicopter rotor noise

[NASA-CR-137684] p0367 W75-23611

Summary of NTS research on dynamic stall and blade-vortex interaction, 1971 - 1974

[AD-A008091] p0371 W75-24689

Flight test and evaluation of Omega navigation for general aviation

[NASA-CR-132677] p0405 W75-25901

Wind tunnel generation of unsteady lateral and longitudinal gusts by circulation of twin parallel airfoils

[NASA-CR-137550] p0461 W75-29351

Investigation of the Multiple Model Adaptive Control (MMAC) method for flight control systems

[NASA-CR-119153] p0528 W75-37218

MCDONEL D-DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Analysis and simulation of variable throttle/energy management concepts for fighter aircraft

[AD-A006745] p0371 W75-26152

Evaluation of the reliability and sensitivity of HST methods for titanium alloys, Volume 2

[NASA-CR-22329] p0318 W75-22329

Evaluation of the capability and sensitivity of NDT methods for titanium alloys, Volume 2

[NASA-CR-28423] p0377 W75-28423

A fuselage/tank structure study for actively cooled hypersonic cruise vehicles: Aircraft design evaluation

[NASA-CR-132668] p034 W75-26999

A fuselage/tank structure study for actively cooled hypersonic cruise vehicles: Active cooling system analysis

[NASA-CR-132669] p034 W75-26999

A fuselage/tank structure study for actively cooled hypersonic cruise vehicles: Structural analysis

[NASA-CR-132670] p035 W75-26999

Survivable flight control system: Active control development, flight test, and application

[NASA-CR-132669] p034 W75-26999

Design considerations for an active suppression system for fighter wing/store flutter

[NASA-CR-140755] p035 W75-30039

MCDONEL D-DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Analytical comparisons of hypersonic flight and wind tunnel viscous/inviscid flow fields

[NASA-CR-24849] p0276 W75-19586

A leading edge heating array and a flat surface heating array - operation, maintenance, and repair manual

[NASA-CR-144357] p0456 W75-29088
Impact of design trade studies on system human resources [AD-A009639] p0526 W75-32107

Flight testing the F-15/AIM-7F weapon delivery node
[AD-778805] p0336 W75-10938

Effective data monitoring during airplane flyover noise tests
[AD-738602] p0262 W75-19138

Boron/aluminum skins for the DC-10 aft pylon [NASA-CR-132645] p0317 W75-22341

High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter aircraft. Volume 1: Program summary [AD-738600] p0029 W75-10058
High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter aircraft. Volume 2: Crew station design/integration [AD-738601] p0029 W75-10064
High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter aircraft. Volume 3: Test plan [AD-738602] p0029 W75-10056
High acceleration cockpits for advanced fighter aircraft. Volume 4: Test results [AD-738603] p0029 W75-10067
Aerodynamic design of high performance hi-bias wings p0132 W75-14749

Mechanical Technology, Inc., Latham, N.Y.
Application of high frequency resonance techniques for bearing diagnostics in helicopter gearboxs [AD-A004016] p0408 W75-25936

Mechanics Development Co., Pacific Palisades, Calif.
Measurements of V/STOL aircraft noise mechanisms using pressure cross-correlation techniques in a reverberant wind tunnel [NASA-CR-137627] p0174 W75-16540
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